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NOTES ON ABBREVIATIONS AND TRANSLITERATION 

Throughout our Study we denote references to pages In 

the Collected Works of Vladimir Solovyov by the abbreviation 'Sob. Soch. 19 
(Sobranie Sochineniyq Collected Works) References to the 4 volumes of 
SolovYov1s collected letters are indicated, in our foot-notesq by the 

Russian word Pissma (Letters). 

The philosopher's family name may be spelt Solovyov, 
Soloviev, Soloviev, or Solovieff. We have kept. to the most widely accepted 
spelling of his name, that isq tSolovyovl. However, where we cite critical 
works that give an alternative spellingg we provide the spelling used in 
those works. We have also kept to the most widely accepted spelling of 
the names I)ostoevsky and Tolstoy, even though this means a sl . ight departure 
from the transliteration used in our Study. We also use the meet common 

form of the name Mikhail and of the patronymic Mikhailovich rather than using 
the English letter 'Y' to denote the IR I in those names. 

We use the English letter ly' to denote both the IM I and M 
the The only exception to this usage occurs in the Masculine 
nominative singular of hard adjectivesp where we transliterate the 
ending ah. ,- iy, rather than f-yyv . 

ERRATA 

* Two consecutive pages in the thesis are marked p. 127. 

* 'The Decline of the Mediaeval Worldviewl should read I On the Decline 

of the Mediaeval -Worldviewl: pp. 264' and 268. 

Numbers in square brackets preceded by the letter IBI denote 
the item number in our Bibliography of books and articles 

I referred to in the footnotes. 



VLADIMIR SOLOVYOV: 

HIS RESTATEMENTS OF A TRADITIONAL COSMOLOGY 

THESIS ABSTRACT 

We have undertaken a reassessment of the religious philosophy 

of Vladimir Sergeevich Solovyov (1853-1900). We treat the central 

terms of Solovyov's religious philosophy individually (Chapter V), we 

indicate the major themes in his works on religion (Chapter IV), and 

we provide a brief account of his life and scholarly career (Chapter 

Taking due account of Solovyov's stated aims in the fields of 

philosophy and of theology (his endeavour to 'justify the faith of 

[his] fathers, raising it to a new level of rational consciousness'. 

see Chapter II), we examine the arguments he employed to establish the 

truth and the worth of Christ's teachings. We hold that Ernest Radlov 

is largely correct in describ I ing Solovyov as first and foremost a moral 

philosopher (Chapter VI), and we draw attention to solovyov's preoccupation 

with values. This preoccupation became very marked in the last decade 

of the philosopher's life, 1890 to 1900, and it is consistently expressed 

in his wri'tings of that period. In the previous decade he had envisaged 

Russia (and the Russian people) as the eminent defender of authentic 

Christian values and culture. We set his celebrated poem 'Panmongolism' 

(1894) in the context of other writings which belong to the 1890's. 

J, ý, il 

These writings, especially the essay 'China and Europe' (Kitay i Evropa, 1890), 

have received minimal critical attention to date, but they cast valuable 

light on the central theme of the poem 'Panmongolism'. They also reveal 

the extent of Solovyov's reliance upon historical argument and upon 

cultural comparisons in his treatment of religious questions. 



We aim to show the strengths and the defects of his comparative method, 

(Chapters VIII and IX). A close examination of Solovyov's writings on 

the non-Christian religions reveals considerable discrepancies in his 

treatment of, and in his criteria for the evaluation of, the religions 

belonging to Judaeo-Christian culture, on the one hand, and the religions 

of India and Asia, on the other hand. 

Our examination of Solovyov's essays 'China and Europe', (1890)p 

'On the Decline of the Mediaeval Worldview', (1891), 'Byzantinism and 

Russia' (1896), and of 'The Drama of Plato's Life' (1898), is also intended 

to clarify Solovyov's stance towards contemplative spirituality, active 

spirituality and towards quietism. An informed and clear understanding 

of his position, here, greatly assists the task of reassessing his 

religious philosophy as a whole. We argue that Solovyov found complete 

renunciation of the secular world to be incompatible with true Christian 

faith and practice. He adhered consistently to'the view that the 

Christian Gospels present man with an ideal of 'community' that serves 

his needs better than any secular ideal can serve. He also believed that 

the whole collective humanity needs to work for the transformation and 

gradual perfection of the created order. We examine solovyov's views 

on the theocratic organisation of society and on the Priest, King and 

Prophet as spiritual types, as figures charged with responsibility for 

guiding men towards Christian goals, (Chapters V and VI). 
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CHAPTER I 

4 

PROBLEMS OF--ANALYSIS'-AND-METHODOLOGY IN THE-STUDY'OF 

MYSTICISM AND OF MYSTICAL LITERATURE 

A considerable number of problematic issues beset any attempt 

to examine the writings of a religious philosopher with an acknowledged 

reputation as a 'mystic' or in whose works and thought 'mystical 

apprehension' is assigned a central or at least prominent function. 

Especially over the past fifteen or twenty years it has been the 

case that fashionable interest in the subject of mystical religion has 

created a climate of thought in which it seems acceptable to investigate 

'mystical' ideas and teachings without submitting oneself to the 

disciplines they properly entail, or else to appropriate random ideas 

and terminology from mysticism for more or less irresponsible use in 

other, obviously secular contexts'. The effects of this contemporary 

phenomenon are sufficiently wide-spread to cause general concern; but 

if we address ourselves just to the matter of investigating one or 

other aspect of mysticism, one thing is clear. ' 'A serious result of 

this extensive misapplication of non-secular ideas is that a host of 

unfortunate associations now attaches to them, and this aggravates the 

difficulties already inherent in any attempt to delineate the nature 

and true levels of reference that belong to the terms we employ. 

A proper awareness of the scope and the various degrees of 

intentional or unwitting distortion that are possible here will 

induce the researcher to exercise the very greatest caution and 

discernment with regard to all his materials. The temptation 
+0 

whollyýwithdraw from the attempt to investigate the subject will be 

considerable, and the arguments in favour of such withdrawal are 

persuasive and not without substance. 

A close reading of the relevant literature can leave one 4 no doubt 

0, 
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that the spiritual endeavour is highly exacting - as a discipline 

and as a science (in the sense of 'Wissenschaft'. ) Writers on the 

'mystical' aspect of religion tend to be starkly realistic when 

they mention the difficulties to be encountered prior to attainment 

of any beatific or grace-given perception of 'the real'. 

Before we submit our findings on the religious philosophy of 

Vladimir Solovyov (1853-1900), a number of general points must be 

clarified. In the first place, our references to a 'Traditional 

Cosmology' throughout this Study rest upon an understanding that all 

cosmological accounts of our world, its origins and of man's place 

in it, which may be; characterised adequate or duly comprehensive are 

intimately linked with an ideal of spiritual attainment (See next 

Section) . 

Points which require preliminary discussion are these: 

i) the experiential basis of our subject matter; 

ii) the motivation of the aspirant; 

iii) the question whether or not certain philosophical accounts 

of our, experience and knowledge are soteriological; 

iv) the question regarding the deficiencies of language which 

make adequate description of mystical experience notoriously 

, difficult. 

***** 

i) The experiential basis of our subject matter: 

In one sense, all writings which record direct perceptions 

of the Divine and the Real are closed to anyone who has been denied 

those same perceptions and who, consequently', has no means whereby 
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he can verify-for himself what-is treated in such-writings. Their 

basis is experiential. 

However, awareness of these points does' not oblige one to 

entirely forego concern with this order of perceptions. 

If we consider that, in the Christian Tradition, all perceptions 

and experiences that the aspirant may have are 'tested' by reference 

to Christ's experiences (recorded in the Gospels) and are 'validated' 

or 'verified' in terms of greater or lesser conformity to those 

experiences, this procedure still allows the aspirant to continue 

in his quest, regardless how low his actual level of attainment and 

understanding. The Christian Tradition allows one to speak quite 

le gitimately of a 'Via Crucis' even in the case of those not very far 

advanced in spiritual understanding, and such referen. ces do not in 

the least degree distort or debase Christ's original experiences, nor 

deprive them of their spiritual import. 

ii) The motivation of theaspirant 

The motives which underlie the spiritual aspirant's submission 

to a discipline or course of studies may be varied and complex. Indeed, 

it is likely that not all*of those motives will be apparent to the 

aspirant himself at the time he chooses to take up his discipline. 

(If that particular form of spiritual training comprises an ascetic 

element, the aspirant will be required closely to examine the purity 

of his motives as part of a more general purificatory stage of training, 

, 
'described, in the literature on this subject, as the initial stage of 

1. See 'Religious Traditions', (Univ. of La Trobe, Austral. ) Vol. 4, 
No. 1, (1981), where Dr. Karel Werner reviews some contemporary 
discussions of religious experience and problems regarding its 
describability. (pp. 65-71). 
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training, the Via Purgativa which must precede any progress in 

the subsequent stages, the Via Illuminativa and Via Unitiva. 

respectively). 

First, it is evident that the aspirant would not be permitted 

to pursue his training if it were found that his primary thought 

was to evade the problems of secular living. His spiritual adviser 

would be obliged to warn him that his training, if pursued with the 

appropriate degree of commitment, would entail problems and difficulties 

substantially greater than those he might encounter in secular life. 

He would impress upon the aspirant that the order of attainments for 

which the discipline is specifically designed requires - inavoidably 

a moral preparation. C. A. Bennett assigns particular importance to 

this element of spiritual training; in the context of mysticism; 

noting that the mystic's endeavour should not be viewed too 

exclusively in terms of restoring health to a sick man,, Bennett 

writes, in 'A Philosophical Study of Mysticism': 

'The mystic does not think of God-as a physician, 
for he is undertaking to earn the solution of 
his problems, so far as. that is possible.... We 

miss the essence of the mystic's preparation 
unless we see that it is a moral preparation. 

2. 

As do other writers on the subject, Bennett. establishes the connection 

between this form of preparation and the capacity to perceive reality: 

'The [mystic's] long-and arduous spiritual journey 

has its origins in the perception that if reality 

seems evil, this is caused not by anything in the 

nature of the things themselves, but by some defect 

2. 'A Philosophical Study of Mysticism', C. A. Bennett, Yale University 
Press, 1923, p. 27. It 

- "I 
I 
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-- in the mystic's vision. -What work there 

is to be done must be done on his own soul, for 

it is his soul which excludes him from the vision, 

of reality as divine. 13.1 

And further, the mystic 

endeavours to clarify his vision not that he may 

escape the discomforts of blindness or-defective 

vision, but in order to see reality as it really 
is., 4. 

The themes of moral preparation and the capacity to perceive reality 

are central to Solovyov's philosophy, as subsequent chapters will show. 

As yet, we have mentioned only one instance of impure or 

insufficient motive that would disqualify the spiritual aspirant 

from significant attainments namely, the misapprehension that his 

5. 
training affords an escape from the problems of the secular world. 

I 

Another instance of impure motive that may in one or other way 

hinder the aspirant is this: a too exclusive concern with acquiriEa 

merit. (Such concern may arise from a combination of petitionary 

prayer and a sense that one has conscientiously performed all the 

religious, duties required of one). An undue concern with acquiring_ 

merit colours numerous accounts of the spiritual life, and this concern 

. seems also to prevail quite widely when discussion of religion arises 

The tendency to associate religion specifically with the 

3. Ibid., p. 23 

Ibid., p. 24 

5. It is quite noteworthy that at least in his younger years Vladimir 
Solovyov himself regarded adoption of the monastic life as a 
flight from the world's problems. Pislma, III, 89. (Solovyov was 
aged 20 when he wrote the letter in which this idea occurs). 
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acquisition of merit is, surely, reinforced by a number of factors. 

Prominent among these is the supposition that rigorous performance 

of one's 'duty' (however conceived, whatever the form it may take) 

I somehow ensures recognition of virtuous behaviour and the consequent 

award of spiritual 'merit ,. 6. 
The recognition sought is, in most 

cases, almost immediate recognition. Those who hold to this view 

of matters appear to have overlooked the very explicit warnings in 

the Christian Gospels about observing only the 'letter' of the Law, 

not the 'Spirit' in which religious duties were intended to be 

performed. Also, they appear to have overlooked the equally explicit 

warning that to expect immediate recognition of one's spiritual worth 

was the practice of the Pharlsees, not the code for Christians. 

The possibility of becoming acquisitive with regard to merit 

(or, indeed, with regard to spiritual wisdom) is real, and this is no 

less undesirable than an acquisitive attitude towards material wealth. 

A corrective to this tendency is to be found in the Indian spiritual 

literature, which provides extensive references to the dangers inherent 

in seeking or becoming attached to the fruits of one's actions. 

Numerous European students of this spiritual Tradition have been too 

ready to dismiss these references as the quietist's call to 'inaction', 

whereas these were intended to remind'the aspirant of the caution and 

discernment necessary for a 'disinterested' recognition of 'the real'. 

It is regrettable that the ideal of detachment tends to be 

equated, in many people's minds, with indifference and inaction, though 

in its proper application this ideal promotes neither indifferences nor 

inaction. This point will be taken up again in our subsequent discussion 

6. An explicit criticism of those who follow the good life for the 
sake of rewards may. be found, among other places, in Gregory of Nyssa's 
'The Life of Moses' 11,320. (Paulist Press, NY, 1978 -ý p. 137. ) 
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of contemplation and action. 

***** 

The centrally important text which the committed Christian 

I 

aspires to honour through his practice is to be found in St. Paul's 

Letter to the Galatians, 2, xxi 

'It is no longer I who live, but Christ who 

lives in me. ' 

This Scriptural text from the New Testament provides, in the first 

place, a succinct affirmation of the wholly Christocentric viewpoint. 

Secondly, 'it represents a summit of. attainment in the task of self- 

transcendence. In the third place, this dictum inspired the whole 

theology of 'poverty of spirit' that animated the monastic ideal in 

the Catholic and Orthodox worlds, and, in turn, the ideal of the, 3ecakko.. 

,! 
layman. 

the Leclercq, Vandenbrouka, Zbuyer 'History of Christian 

Spirituality". Franqois Vandenbrouke writes of the ideal of actual 

poverty that the Franciscan and Dominican orders re-affirmed in the 

l3th-Century, and of the subsequent change of emphasis in spirituality 

when Germany (and the Netherlands) became new Centres for the inter- 

pretation of, Christian teaching: 

'... The shift of the spiritual centre towards the 

Germanic regions was paralleled by a change in 

the problem under discussion: what was at issue 

was no longer poverty, but contemplation. The 

problem was to know what constituted its essen- 
tial element, how to define it, and so to 
determine in practice how to obtain it. In one 
sense poverty was involved in'this debate. 
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Eckhart and his disciples continued to preach 

the necessity of detachment as a basis for 

the return to the image of God; they even 
d, id so with some intransigence. But in fact 

this was something different from Franciscan 

poverty; what they had in mind was an interior 

condition rather than an exterior realization, 

though the latter was not excluded. 17. 

Vandenbrouke's observations serve as a useful reminder that 

contemplation and concern with the believer's interior condition were 

central to Christian thought in critical periods of its growth and 

development. These matters were not, as is sometimes supposed, solely 

the province of a numerically small group of elect souls, divorced 

from the large and mostly unenlightened body of religious and laity. 

Our own view of religious philosophy accords with the belief 

that contemplation has always had, and rightly has, a centrally 

important part to play in spiritual life and understanding. There 

may have been considerable periods of time when that importance was 

obscured, but this does not ultimately diminish the extent to which 

contemplation is operative and, indeed, efficacious. 

Contemplation and action are to be taken together, for their 

relationship is a reciprocal one. The person who chooses to take up 

the contemplative life need not lose sight of the fact that there are 

times and circumstances when action is the appropriate response. 

Far from taking contemplation and action to be mutually exclusive 

responses, the contemplative can be aware of the imperative to, act, 

and he founds his own practice on the principle that his contemplation 

7. 'History of Christian Spirituality', Part-II, Ch. VI: 'German 
Spirituality in the 14th Century', pp. 373-374. (Burns Oates, 
London, 1968), (pp. 448-449 in the original French Edition of 1961), 
[5.30] 
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I 

is actually the'source of the most 
' 

efficacious action--and help. 

The radical reorientation (ýC-T VWOUX) of values and way of life, 

which ascesis entails, affords the aspirant a freer kind of response 

than could be available to the person who, though generally benevolent 

and prepared to act, has motives that are still to some degree 

self-referrent. 

***** 

We will come to see the particular significance for 

Vladimir Solo*vyov of self--; denial or 'self-renunciation (samootritsanie, 

samootrechenie) in our examination of works such as his 'Theý Spiritual 

Foundations of Life' (Dukhovnye Osnovy Zhizni), and 'Justification of 

the Good', (Opravdanie Dobra). 

We Vill also set this term 'self-denial', in 'the context of his 

other major religious conceptions. 

***** 

Soteriolog-y 

It is necessary to draw-attention to a distinction that sets 

apart soteriological from other accounts of experience and knowledge. 

An account of'human experience and knowledge is said to be 

1soteriologicall if it is 'conducive to salvation'. If the adoption 

of that account or scheme, and adherence to it. ' in some degree enhances 

the enquirer's perception of an ultimate redemptive goal, and of the 

need to act in a certain manner to ensure attainment of that goal, 

then this answers the test: 'Is this particular account soteriological? ' 

Precisely how-the enquirer, envisages that 'ultimate goal' is at this 

point less significant than the consideration that 
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a) an-ultimate goal is posited, a goal not confined 

simply to assent to one or other set of rational 
propositions;, 

b) in a soteriological account, the very terms of that 

account presuppose a modification in behaviour on 

the part of the enquirer who accepts those terms. 

A clearer understanding of the central issue involved here 

may be gained by reference to an article by E. Conze 
8. 

on certain 

questions of valid and invalid methodology in the comparative study 

of philosophies. Conze makes the valuable observation that certain 

philosophical accounts of reality that are actually 'soteriologicall 

differ to a very minimal degree from non-soteriological accounts, if 

one judges both groups on the basis of their literal expression alone. 

But Conze rules out the validity of comparisons that rest solely upon 

literal resemblances in the texts examined, and he warns that negative 

statements (negative in either form or content) tend to be particularly 

, 
misleading: 

David Hume's denial of a 'self' seems literally 

to aglree with the anatta doctrine. Buddhists are 

certainly at one with him when he rejects the 

notion of a permanent self-identical substance 

in favour of a succession of impermanent states 

I and events ... He understood our personality 

I 
after the image of inanimate objects, which also 

have no 'self', or true inwardness of any kind.. 0'9* 

8. 'Spurious Parallels to Buddhist Philosophy':. See pp 229-242 of 
E. Conze's 'Thirty Years of Buddhist Studies', Oxford 1967, (MILO) 

9. Ibid., 239-240. 



Strikingly close though the 'Humean' and the Pali Buddhist accounts 

of the personality may seem, on initial inspection, Conze'underlines 

the critically important point that the Edddhists - quite unlike Hume 

do not intend or advocate that the comparison between the 'self' and 

inanimate objects be regarded a legitimate inference from their 

doctrine: 

Whereas Hume reduced selfhood to the level of 

the subpersonal*, the Buddhist doctrine of anatta 

invites us to search for the super-personal. ' 10- 

Conze's discussion reinforces the point regarding the U 

essential difference beýween the goteriological and non-soteriological 

philosophies by add ucing evidence to explain why for Hume the very 

enterprise of 'searching for the super-personal' lacked meaning. 

We accept Conze's observations on valid methodology 
11. 

and 

we endeavour to avoid confusion between soteriological and non- 

soteriological'philosophies in our own study of Vladimir Solovyov's 

ideas on religion. We also take due note of Conze's warning (in 

this same discussion) about the scope for error in comparing 

negative statements that appear similar but that actually belong to 

different contexts. However, discussion of that matter comes under 

the next heading. 

We should add, here, that even when two spiritual disciplines 

are being compared, disciplines that both ýosit an ultimate goal 

of 'redemption' for man, caution must be exercised by the researcher. 

For instance, a study of the religious symbolism of-these Traditions 

10. Ibid., 241. 

11. Ibid., 239-242 
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may all too. easily lead to considerable error unless the context 

and background of each Tradition is sufficiently appreciated. -One 

example will suffice to illustiate our point: the symbol of the 

house or home represents entirely opposed notions in Judaism-and 

Buddhism. In Judaism return to the 'home' signifies spiritual 

attainment, the end of a spiritual journey and'of 'exile' in the 

wilderness. However, in the Buddhist context, being at 'home' 

or in the house signifies the starting-point of the spiritual life, 

the position of the layman before he. has given: up the various forms 

of attachment to the secular life. Leaving the house represents 

considerable commitment to the spiritual, life, also the adoption 

of the monk's mendicant or hermitic way of life. The 'house' and 

world are forsaken in favour of the forest. 

***** 

iv) Deficiencies of language in the description of mystical religious 

experience and in the affirmation of notions about the Divine: 

As indicated above, it is exceedingly difficult to verify for 

oneself what is recorded in mystics' accounts of their--experiences 

and insights. The order of perceptions with which they are concerned 

resists transmission and even description. 12. 
These perceptions and 

12. See George Steiner's essay 'The Retreat from the Word.: 

The Apostle tells us that in the beginning was the Word. 
He give. s us no assurance as to the end. 
It is appropriate that he should have used the Greek language 
to express the Hellenistic conception of the Logost for it is 
to the fact of its Greco-Judaic inheritance that Western 
civilization owes its essentially verbal character. We take 
this for granted. It is the root and bark of our experience 
and we cannot readily transpose our imaginings outside it. 
We live inside the act of discourse. But we should not assume 
that a verbal matrix is the only one in which the articulations 
of the mind are conceivable. There are modes of intellectual 
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experiences have sometimes been called experiences of-'the Numinous'q 

and Rudolf Otto 
13. deals with'problems of description in Chapter IX 

of his celebrated study 'The Idea of the Holy' (Das Heilige). 

First, at the dnd of Chapter I, Otto writes: 

And so it is salutary that we should be incited 

to notice that religion is not exclusively contained 

and exhaustively comprised in any series of 

'rational' assertions. 

In attempting to characterise the content of the lnuminous experience', 

Otto claims, at the beginning of Chapter VI, that as well as being 

fawesomel, the Numinous also 'shows itself as something uniquely 

attractive and fascinating' (authori's italics). 15. 
That aspect of 

I 

and sensuous reality founded not on language, but on other 
communicative energies such as the icon or the musical note. 
And there are actions of the spirit rooted in silence ... (p. 31). 
The primacy of the word, of that which can be spoken and 
communicated in discourse, was characteristic of the Greek 
and Judaic genius and carried over into Christianity. The 
classic and Christian sense of the world strive to order 
realitywithin the governance of language. ' (p. 32). 
Language and Silence (Essays), 1961. G. Steiner. Peregrine 

oks, 1979 Reprint. 

13. On Rudolf Otto: 
'R. Otto was well trained in 'rational theology', yet he was 
also singularly aware of the 'non or suprarational' in the 
depth of the divine nature which can be apprehended as 'the 
feeling which remains where the concept fails' and which he 
could express only by introducing 'a terminology which is not 
more loose or indeterminate for having necessarily to make 
use of symbols'. 
After Otto it is hardly possible to exclude from religious 
studies the preoccupation with the nature of religious 
experience as going beyond the senses and rational thought. '. 
K. Werner, 'Religion', Vol VII, Autumn-1977, p. 195- 

14. 'The Idea of the Holy', Rudolf Otto, 1917, Oxford Uni'ý&- Press 
lst English Ed., 1923)9 1980 Reprint, p. 4. [S-333] 

15. Ibid. p. 31. 
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the Numinous is not, strictly, susceptible to description, and a 

variety of ascetic practices have been developed-to afford perception 

of this 'mysterious' element in the Numirious: 

... In them [various spiritual states partly induced by 

ascetic practicesj the mysterium is experienced in its 

e ssential, positive, and specific character, as something 

that bestows upon man a beatitude beyond compare, but one 

whose real nature he can neither proclaim in speech nor 

conceive in thought, but may know only by a direct and 

living experience. ' 16. 

The problems posed by transmission and expression of the Inuminous 

experience' are taken up again by Otto in Chapter IX of his study: 

'There is, of course, no 'transmission' of it in the 

proper sense of the word; it. cannot be 'taught' it must 

be 'awakened' from the spirit. And this could not justly 

be asserted, as it often is, of religion as a whole and 

in general, for in religion there is very much that can be 

taught - that is, handed down in concepts and passed on in 

school instruction. What is incapable of being so handed 

down is this numinous basis and background to religion, which 

can only be induced, incited and aroused. This is least of 

all possible by mere verbal phrase or external symbol. 117. 

One procedure to which mystics have commonly resorted, in 

their attempts to convey their perceptions to others, is that of 

16. Ibid., p-33. 

17. Ibid., p. 60. 
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providing analogies 
18. 

with perceptions, or experiences familiar 

to the listener, oi reader.. Such analogies will not fully convey the 

nature of the experience, but they may be employed as one means to 

refine our very indistinct grasp of these matters. An analogy 

frequently used to convey the intensity of the mystic's love for 

God (and the intensity of the feeling that this love was being 

returned, reciprocated) is the analogy of the love experienced 

by bride and groom. This imagery was of considerable importance 

in the Rhineland during the 13th Century, for Mechtilde of 

Magdeburg (born in 1207) in particular, and this form of spirit- 

uality-is-known as the Brau tik. 
19. 

The closeness of man's 

relations to the Divine has also been indicated by the-analogy 

of filial devotion, and this was significant for Solovyov. The 

philosopher explains this 'filial' aspect of Divihe-human relations in 

Part I of his 'Justification of the Good', (Chapter IV). 

18. Analogies: With reference to analogies and models, see 
Pratima Bowe5's discussion of models in science and models in ýreligion, pp. 283-285 of her book 'The Hindu Religious 
Tradition' (CHNIII: 'Truth and the Hindu Religious Tradition'): 

'.. ' The ultimate aim of science is to dispense with 
models and metaphors at some stage of progress of 
inquiry into a certain field ... The purpose of using 
models is to make them unncesssary by so familiarising 
ourselves with the new field of discovery that it can 
be described by means of its own language without 
comparison with something more familiar. (p. 283) 
*- The greatest difficulty in talking about religious 
reality is that it has no language specific to 
itself, except a few terms that indicate 'this 
reality, but do not describe it, such as God, Brahman, 
the Infinite, or the Absolute'. (pp. 283-284) 

'.. Religious models remain metaphorical, and there 
is no help for it. ' (p. 284). 

(Our italics). Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977. [9311] 

19. Brautmystik: See Leclercq, Vandenbrouke, Bouyer-'History of Christian SEiritualityl, Part 11,374-376, et al. 
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Apart from the mystics' very e: ktensive use of analogy 

in their writings, there has also been a tendency among these 

figures to employ a negative terminology rather thaý a positive 

one. This phenomenon is itself so extensive that one may speak 

of a whole Negative Theology, an apophatic theology as distinct 

from the Positive Theology (cataphatic theology). 

For Positive Theology it is a valid approach to learn 

of God through consideration 6f His attributes, attributes such 

as Good, Mdrciful, Just, Loving, Wise, and so forth. The approach 

characteristic of Negative Theology relies on a rather different 

view of how knowledge of God may be obtained. The exponent of the 

Negative Theology holds that our understanding of 'good' and our 

human criteria for judging 'good' or other virtues are so 

critically limited that it is inappropriate for us to assign 

such positive attributes to God. It would be preferable to 

conceive of God as being wholly free of all names, attributes,, 

forms and definitions, than to be misled by positive terms that 

we cannot invest with the absolute value'they require if applied 

to the Divine. Jean Leclercq expresses the matter succinctly 

when he writes that this negation' 

'denies to God every limitation inherent in creation 

and in all that can be said or thought about creatures. f 20. 

20. Ibid., p. 93 (p. 120 in the French Edition, 1961). 
Vladimir Lossky writes that the apophatic approach (the Negative 
Theology) 

forbids us to follow natural ways of thought and to 
form concepts which would usurp the place of spiritual 
realities'. 
'The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church', Vladimir Lossky, 
(publ. by James Clarke, Cambridge, 1957), Reprint 1973, p. 42. 
See also: pp 38-39,43. [B-3111 
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Irv his- outstanding work 'Negative- Theology- and the Knowledge of 

God according to Master Eckliart' (1960), Vladimir Lossky'explains 

the limitations of the Positive Theology: 

In saying that God is eminently Being, Goodness, 

Wisdom, one remains still attached to concepts 

found down here [on earth], one does not leave 

behind creatures to a's to seek to know their 

Cause [as It is] in Itself'. 
21. 

The seeming denial-of 'goodness' to God caused grave 

problems for figures such as Master Eckhart, and the paradoxical 

nature of many of their statements (especially when cited out of 

their proper context) 
22. 

allowed for*misconceptions that still require 

correction today. No outright denial of Igoodness' in God was involved, 

rather an attempt to establish the radical distinction between Divine 

goodness and"creaturely' goodness. 
23. 

21. 'Theologie Negative et Connaissance de Dieu chez Maitre Eckhart; 
Vladimir Lossky, Etudes de Philosophie Medilývale, No. 48, 
Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin, Paris, 1960. [D. 33, &3 
V. Lossky-, p. 199: 

'En disant que Dieu est eminemment Etre, Bontý, Sagesse, 
0 on reste encore attache aux concepts trouves ici-bas, on 

n1abandonne-pas les creatures pour chercher a conna"Itre 
leur Cause en elle-meme. ' 

22. The proper context in which many of these statements were made 
is that of a dispute between Master Eckhart and certain Franciscan 
scholars over the primacy of the Will (to which7view the Franciscans 
subscribed, ); See Lossky, Theologie Negative, pp. 212-213. 

f 23. Lossky, Theologie Negative, p. 315. 
Also see: 'The Divine Names', Dionysius the Areopagite, Chap. IV, 
(SPCK Edition, 1979) pp. 89-90: 'All the Attributes Of the Good 
we express in a transcendent manner by negative images'. 
See also, Ch. V;,, p. 140. [15.3Lsr, ] 
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That the question of assigning or not assigning attributes 

to the Godhead posed problems not just in the Christian Tradition 

may be seen in Surendranath Dasgupta's History of Indian 

Philosophy', Chapter XXVI, Vol IV. The debate arose between 

defenders and opponents of Sankara's absolute monism (pp. 125-127): 

Another question of importance arises in 

connection with the attribution of the epithets 

'truth', 'knowledge', 'infinite' to Brahman. Is 

Brahman, to whom all these qualities are attributed, 

a simple unity in Himself, or is He a complex of 

many qualities, truth, knowledge, infinite etc. 

which have different connotations and are not 

synonymous? Pure intelligence (caitanya) is one, 

but these epithets are many. How can we conceive 

the one caitanya to coexist in itself with the 

many attributes which are said to belong to it? 

How is the plurality of these attributes to be 

implied in the unity of the one? 
24. 

We can appreciate that here the assigning or non-assigning 

of attributes to God is invoked for rather different reasons than 

those put forward by the Franciscan scholarswho opposed Master Eckhart 

and sought to establish the primacy of the Will. However, it should 

be noted that the matter of assigning attributes to God does have a 

direct bearing on the debate cited above, and on the outcome of 

that debate. The assigning or non-assigning of attributes clearly 

does have certain important consequences for philosophy and theology. 

It is not a matter of a random choice between two views or approaches 

24. 'History of Indian Philosophy', Surendranath Dasgupta, Vol IV, p-126. 
(publ. by Motilal Banarsidass, 1975, Ist Edition, Cambridge 1922). 

[B - 3111 
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that are inter-changdable. 25. 

The difference in viewpoint that the assigning of attributes 

and, respectively, the non-assigning of attributes represent is 

well conveyed by T. M. P. Mahadevan (again in the context of Vedantic 

philosophy) in a Paper entitled 'VedAntic Meditation and its 

Relation to Action 126. : 

'There is meditation on Brahman with attributes (saguýa); 

there is also meditation on Brahman without attributes, 

without qualifications (nirguna) ... Brahman is the same, 

as nirguna (attributeless) and as saguna (with attri- 
butes). There are not two Brahmans, as wrongly alleged 
by some critics. Even when God is referred to as the 

lower (apara) Brahman, what is meant is not that Brahman 

has become lower in status as God, but that God is 

Brahman looked at from the lower level of relative 

experience. There are two forms (dtirupa) of Brahman 

and not two Brahmans: Brahman as-it-is-in-itself and 
Brahman as-it-is-in-relation-to-the-world. The former 
is the unconditioned Brahman; the latter is Brahman 

as conditioned by nomenclature, configuration and change. ' 

It would be premature, at this point, to extend our account 

of the lines of argument*by which the Negative Theology normally 

proceeds. We, have indicated that this specific approach to obtaining 

and expressing 'knowledge of God' answered the requirements of numerous 

? 5. Vladimir Lossky stresses that the Negative Theology 
'is not a branch of theology, a chapter, or an inevitable 
introduction on the incomprehensibility of God from which 
one passes unruffled to a doctrinal exp'osition in the 
usual terminology of human reason and philosophy in general'. 
The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church, p. 42. CS. 32. ýj 

26. See 'Traditional Modes of Contemplation and Action'. (A Colloquium, 
1973) pp. 349-359. Edited by Y. Ibish, Imperial Univ. of Teheran, 
1976. Publ. in Britain by Ceorge Allen and Unwin. The above 
quotation appears on pp. 354-355. [0.31. tj 
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mystics more exactly than did Positive Theology when these men and 

women attempted to communicate their insights to others. However, 

this is not at all to say that the Negative Theology replaces or 

excludes the Positive Theology; nor does the Negative Theology 

diminish the worth of prayer and practices associated with invoca- 

tion of the Divine Names, or with devotion to the Divine in Its 

personal, aspect. 

Our own reading and study of this subject convinces us that 

a specific and wholly serious study of Vladimir Solovyov's religious 

philosophy leads naturally to a consideration of the Neg a, tive 

Theology and of 'the contemplative knowledge of God'. 

****** 

In the foregoing pages we have identified some features of 

mysticism, and of philosophies centred upon mystical apprehension, that 

resist analysig. and reduction into categories of thought that are 

operative and valid in normal, intelligible discourse. The fixity of 

designations, names and concepts upon which normal discourse depends, 

if the-participants are to understand one another, is seemingly under- 

mined by the application to the'Divine of terms, qu alities and concepts 

that are mutually exclusive in all other contexts. The fact that we 

are obliged to use terms and concepts'in such fundament-ally different 

ways would seem to militate against precision*and consistency. If 

scholarly analysis has to be conducted without any guarantees of 

precision, or without any means of establishing what value attaches 

to concepts in particular instances - whether absolute value, or 

relative value - then, in that case, the analytical procedure cannot 
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serve our investigation of the subject. 

We have h4re sought to indicate that the attempt to examine 

writings on one or other aspect of mysticism, and to arrive at 

trustworthy and revealing conclusions regarding their content, can be 

greatly assisted by attentive recollection of certain distinctions 

that must be observed in one's methodological approach. We have cited, 

for instance, the important distinction between soteriological and 

non-soteriological accounts of the human ýersona4fy; we have also 

drawn attention to the use of models and analogies characteristic 

of science and that characteristic of religion, referring to Pratima, 

Bowes's illuminating discussion of their similarities and differences. 

Here we have confined ourselves to two principal tasks: 

i) to mentioning four areas of difficulty in the accurate 

analysis of mystical'writings and thought; 

ii) to setting down methodological principles that we 

observe in our own Study of Vladimir Solovyov's 

, "Religious Philosophy'. 

The following section of our Study includes a statement of 

Solovyov's specific aims in the fields of philosophy and theology, 

and provides initial observations regarding the predominant trends 

of thought among educated Russians at the beginning of Solovy0v's 

writing career (the early 1870's). We also clarify terms in our 

thesis title and define what we understand by 'Traditional Cosmology'. 

In addition to this, we set out arguments for and against extensive 

use of biographical materials, in judging Solovyov's religious philo- 

sophy, and give our criteria'for the limited use of biographical data 

that we-have found necessary for this Study. 
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CHAPTER II 

VLADIMIR SOLOVYOV: HIS RESTATEMENTS OF A TRADITIONAL 

COSMOLOGY 

The writings of the Russian philosopher Vladimir 

Solovyov belong to the later years of the 19th Century, to the period 

from 1873 to 1900. Two editions of his Collected Works were compiled, 

and appeared in print between 1901 and 1913, under the direction of 

Ernest L. Radlov and later also of Sergey M. Solovyov, the philo- 

sopher's nephew. Radlov also collected all the available correspond- 

ence of Vladimir Solovyov, four volumes of which appeared between 1908 

and 1923 (Pis1ma, 1-lV). There were seven separate editions of 

Solovyov's poetry between 1891 and 1921 (as cited in our Bibliography), 

and an edition of his comic plays was published in Moscow in 1922. 

A modern, revised and more comprehensive edition of the 

Collected Works has become available in Belgium (Foyer Oriental 

Chretien) bringing together the philosophical and theological works, 

the poetry and correspondence (including some previously unpublished 

letters). This is a revision of the 2nd Edition of the Collected 

Works (edited by E. L. Radlov and S. M. Solovyov) which appeared in 10 

volumes. 

In the case of Solovyov's three works written in French, namely 

Of his Paris lecture of 1888 entitled 'L'Idee Russe', his book 'La Russie 

et VEglise Universelle', and thirdly, his 'Saitit Vladimir et l'Etat 

in the Chretien', only the last of these was unavailable to us. 

original French text. G. A. Rachinsky's Russian translation of 'Saint 

Vladimir et I'Etat Chre"tien' is provided in the modern edition 

(Sob. Soch., Vol. XI, 119-138), under the title 'Vladimir Svyatoy i 
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Khristianskoe Gosudarstvo'. For 'L'Idee Russe' we used the 1888 

edition (Librairie Academique Didier, Paris); for 'La Russie et VEglise 

Universelle' (five editions) we used the 3rd edition, that of 1922 

(Delamain, Boutelleau et Cie., Paris). 

******* 

It is necessary to explain our choice of a title for this Study 

of Vladimir Solovyov's ideas, and also to define precisely what the 

words 'Traditional Cosmology' here signify. 

There is an obvious danger that the words 'Traditional Cosmo- 

logy' could be taken by ourselves or by the reader in such a generalised 

sense that no area of speculation could be considered extraneous to 

our Study. Although a large number of subject areas would prove, 

upon investigation, to be worthwhile and interesting in their own 

right, the very wealth of material for consideration would make the 

task of formulating conclusions of any substance and value a virtual 

impossibility. Ours is a specific study of Vladimir Solovyov's 

religious philosophy, and also a study of the typology of religions 

that he provided in his works. First, it should be said that he 

endeavoured to evolve a philosophical system able to accommodate 

traditional Christian teaching at its centre. In putting forward his 

own system, he undertook a wide-ranging survey of religious and philo- 

sophical teachings, and produced what is in effect a typology of 

religions. He examined the framework of theological beliefs of 

particular religions, and also their impact (whether favourable or 

detrimental) on the societiis and nations t&tadopted them. Solovyov 

employed philosophical and cultural-cum-historical criteria in his 
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evaluation of a religious system. It is part of our purpose to show 

that he employed these criteria in a way that is quite distinctive, 

in a way that marks out Vladimir Solovyov's worldvidw for the 

attention of scholars. 

The merits and shortcomings of Solovyov's examination of 

religious ideas constitute the specific subject matter of our Study. 

******* 

I 
The Oxford English Dictionary defines Cosmology in the 

following terms: 

'The science or theory of the Universe as an ordered 

whole, and of the general laws which govern it. ' 

This definition applies equally to the body of premises and truth- 

claims upon which entire thought systems such as Christianity, Isl'Sm 

or Gnosticism rest, and to the views formulated and expounded by 

individual philosophers. Christianity and Isl7am, for instance, present 

a picture of the universe as an eminently ordered whole, whose 

general laws can be discerned by men and are laws that are said to 

afford insights into the nature of the Creator. Individual philo- 

sophers, like Plato, Aristotle, or Vladimir Solovyov himself, have 

also contributed explanations to account for regularly observable 

and other features of our existence that inspire awe and speculative 

curiosity. 

We submit that while the above definition shows the meaning of 

'Cosmology' generally, the distinctive attribute of a 'Traditional 

Cosmology' is this, that it affords a view of an ordered universe 

which is intimately linked with an ideal of spi itual attainment. 
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This is the sense in which we employ the words 'Traditional Cosmology' 

in our Study. We take Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and 

Buddhism to be instances of a 'traditional' system in that sense. 

These religious systems each depict the universe in some sort of 

order (to a greater or lesser extent hierarchical), and each of these 

systems undoubtedly posits an ideal of spiritual attainment. Further- 

more, each of the above religious systems provides a code of practical 

precepts for living, and a range of means of grace, and means of 

instruction, all directed towards the deepening of insight, towards 

efficacious action and spiritual attainment. 

******** 

To avoid any possible confusion that might arise from the use 

of the words 'Traditional Cosmology' in the title of our Study, we 

hereby categorically dissociate ourselves from any preoccupation with 

paths of Occult knowledge or with the acquisition of Occult powers, 

with secret formulae or rites, or with any power-enhancing methods 

that come under the generally-accepted heading of the Occult. 

As far as we have been able to judge the matter, authentic 

spiritual disciplines entail not the acquisition of powers, but the 

significantly more difficult, radical dismissal of any 'gaining' or 

acquisitive idea. 

******** 
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The Introduction to Solovyov's work 'The History and Future of 

Theocrac. y' (Istoriya i Budushchnost' Teokratii, 1885-1887) provides 

a quite explicit statement on the author's view of his aims: 

'To justify the faith of our fathers, raising it 

to a new level of rational consciousness ... here is 

the general task of my labour' .1 

With reference to the context in which Solovyov stated this aim, we 

briefly observe the following. 

At the time when his early philosophical works appeared in 

print (the period from 1874 to 1880) and in the subsequent decades 

of the 1880's and 1890's, there was, among educated Russians, a marked 

lack of concern for traditional Christian teachings, and more partic- 

ularly for the viewpoint and pronouncements of the established Russian 

Orthodox Church. There was, indeed, a strong sense of disaffection, 

a very evident lack of common ground between the representatives of 

the Church and the Russian intelligentsia, as, for instance, A. F. 

Koni observes in his lecture 'To the Memorv of Vladimir Solovvov,. 
2 

In the eyes of educated Russians the Church lacked credibility, and 

its views were more readily associated with superstition and obscur- 

antism than iyith cogent, realistic thought about the important issues 

and problems that face man. Partly the Church was discredited on 

account of its very close official association with the autocratic 

state. But it may be truer to say that the influence of the, Chdrch, 

Sob. Soch. IV, 243. 
2 'Pamyati Vladimira Solovyova', A. F. Koni (A commemorative speech 

delivered in January 1901; published 1903), pp. 8,15. [IL13VJ 
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and of Christian thought generally, was eclipsed by Buchner's mater- 

ialism and subsequently AugusteComte's Positivism, West European 

ideas that were accepted too uncritically in the Capitals of Moscow 

and Petersburg. 

The opening words of Solovyov's 1898 commemorative lecture on 

AugusteComte. 3 leave one in no doubt as regards the way Positivism 

itself became a form of 'orthodoxy', and in time a form of idolatry 

(idolopoklonstvo) for Russians. Solovyov explicitly states, here, 

that he considered opposition to this idolatry to be an obligatory step 

for him to take., as a philosopher trying to establish his serious- 

ness of purpose. Elsewhere, and much earlier, in his private 

correspondence of the years 1,872 and 1873,4 Solovyov mentioned the 

poveity of form and expression of much Christian teaching: '... Ves'ma 

odnostoronnee i nedostatochnoe vyrazhenie'. 
5 

He argues that while 

Christian teaching remains in this inadequate form, the disaffection 

of educated people is both understandable and justified. Solovyov 

was convinced that a significantly more comprehensive, articulate 

and rationally sound expression of traditional Christian: teaching 

could be formulated, and he envisaged his own life's work as a 

reformulation, or restatement of the tenets of Christian faith, 

'the faith of our fathers'. 

Critics of Solovyov's account of Christian beliefs charge him 

with varying degrees of misrepresentation, or with misconception of 

3 
Sob. Soch. IX, 172. 

4 
Pis'ma 111,88-89. 

5 
See also Sob. Soch. III, J. 
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some elements of Christianity. But there can be virtually no doubt 

that Solovyov personally conceived of his work as a task of restate- 

ment rather than innovation. We reflect that idea in the title of 

our Study, and actually specifically mention 'His restatements' 

because in his various books Solovyov approached his central subject 

from rather different points of departure, as their very titles 

indicate: 'The History and Future of Theocracy', 'Russian and the 

Universal Church', 'The Meaning of Love', 'Justification of the Good', 

and so forth. Thus, the corpus of his works provides a series of 

restatements of Christian belief, where different subjects such as 

the Universal Church, love, or the Good were prominent. 

Naturally, our study is not confined solely to the expression 

of Solovyov's ideas as found in the Collected Works; we take due 

account of instances where Solovyov's subject matter reflects specific 

preoccupations connected with events in his own life and career, 

though ours is not primarily a biographical study. Two instances 

of a connection between the writings and biography may be cited here. 

In the first place, many articles and books written by Solovyov 

during the 1880's were intended to clarify the misunderstandings that 

prevented reconciliation between the Orthodox and Roman Catholic 

Churches, the reconciliation that he himself so earnestly sought to 

effect through the help of the Croatian Archbishop Strossmayer. The 

energy which Solovyov expended on this project was tremendous, for 

he subsequently referred to it as the cause to which he devoted 'the 

best years' of his life. The effects of the work that Solovyov 

6Sob. 
Soch. XII, 360. 
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engaged in during the 1880's influenced the course of his career and 

of his thought in the remaining years of his life: a number of 

commentators, and notably Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy, hold that the 

philosopher's acute disappointment regarding the likelihood of 

imminent reconciliation between the Churches accounts for his return 

to predominantly theoretical work in philosophy and contributes 

to a quite significant change in his views between 1898 and 1900, 

the year of his death. This change entailed Solovyov's abandoning 

the view that the Christian ideal of true unanimity and fellowship 

(sobornost') could be realized within the scope of human history, 

and his adopting the pessimistic idea that the course of human 

history was at an end, that the vital forces of the prominent nationa 

were spent, and that only a numerically very small group of men and 

women would remain true to the ideals embodied in the Christian 

religion. 

The second instance of proximity between philosophical or 

religious ideas and events in Solovyov's own life that we cite at 

this point relates to the subject of erotic love. In Solovyov's 

philosophical scheme erotic love occupies an important place, for he 

recognised that for the majority of men and women erotic love provides 

the one means to transcend the narrow confines of the 'self', that 

transcendence which is so critically important in the spiritual life. 

Furthermore, the erotic expression of love represents not only a 

temporary loss of one's own self, but a consequent recognition of, 

and affirmation of, the 'absolute' value of the other person, the 

object of one's love. The fact that Solovyov assigned this very 

special significance to erotic love is not simply the reflection of 

an intellectually argued philosophical outlook on the mystery of love. 
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As biographical sources make clear, this is also rather, closely 

associated with particular years in his own life, 1892 to 1894, when 

Solovyov personally experienced a certain intensity of erotic passion; 

it is a period of the philosopher's life that biographers have 

referred to as 'the erotic period' (See E. Trubetskoy, S. Solovyov, 

K. Mochulsky et al. ) A long and eventually unfruitful attachment to 

Sophia Khitrovo, which is supposed to have lasted as long as ten 

years, and shorter-lasting attachments to women who inspired some 

of his lyrical poems, can be taken to have provided some substance 

for his meditations on the nature of love. 

In approaching the ideas of Solovyov we supplement biographical 

observations with quotations from his own correspondence and with 

references to the memoirs written by his contemporaries. It will be 

seen that, both with regard to his religious outlook and his 

character, the figure of Soluvyov poses formidable questions of 

interpretation, especially in cases where one is faced with conflicting 

opinions expressed by those who knew the philosopher at first hand. 

Solovyov's statement in a celebrated letter to V. V. Rozanov that he 

professes 'the religion of the Holy Spirit' 
7 has led to a degree of 

confusion among critics, and to charges of unorthodoxy; but this type 

of uncertainty is open to solution (by reference to Solovyov's oeuvre 

in a way that complexities of character cannot now be. It should be 

noted that one and the same characteristic in Vladimir Solovyov's 

personality could and did evoke extremely different responses in 

7Pis'ma 
111,44. 
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people. One may cite this example: it is recorded that Solovyov 

had a very distinctive laugh. Some thought that laugh to be indicative 

of good-natured, childlike naivety, and others (notably V. V. Rozanov) 

felt it to be a 'hysterical, manic' laughter, bordering on despair, 

and indicative of a profound loss of faith. Similarly, the philo- 

sopher's tendency to indulge in puns, jokes and parody (typically 

in his correspondence and in short plays like 'The White Lilx', 

Belaya Liliya), is portrayed, in a positive light, as an expression 

of simple pleasure in living, (a viewpoint shared by the poet 

Alexander Blok and N. O. Lossky. ) 8 Alternatively, those who subscribe 

to the negative view claimed that this was no more than a means of 

self-defence with which the disillusioned Solovyov might keep despair 

at bay. 

In cases where such completely contradictory impressions of 

the philosopher's character are recorded, we provide both the positive 

and the negative viewpoints. 

*. ******* 

Previous studies of the philosophy of Vladimir Solovyov are 

of two kinds: on the one hand, the kind of study which traces 

intellectual influences on Solovyov's teaching, which illustrateSthe 

influence that he in turn has exerted on others, which outlines his 

philosophical system, comments on that system, and confines itself 

to those tasks; on the other hand there is the kind of study that 

81 
The History of Russian Philosophy', N*. O. Loasky (London, 1952), 
Chap . VIII ,' For a negative view, see T. Nasaryk 'Spirit of Russia', 
Vol. 11,282. (London 1955). [S. Ut lk -Mql 
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undertakes some or all of the above tasks, but that also recognises 

the importance of the biography of Solovyov for the appraisal of his 

ideas. Each approach has something to be said in its favour. 

Accounts of Solovyov's ideas as a coherent system of thought plainly 

serve a need, and are necessary as part of the history of Russian 

19thtCentury thought. Further, accounts such as these, which exclude 

interpretation on the basis of the writer's biography, avoid the 

excesses and misconceptions to which uncritical use of biographical 

materials can give rise. A certain type of literary hagiography 

exists, which is misleading in its use of biographical data or that, 

on the other hand, accords unsubstantiated hypotheses the status of 

documented facts. An example of this type of unfounded statement 

regarding Solovyov may be found in Michel d'Herbigny's 1911 study: 

this is the claim that the philosopher swore an oath of celibacy, 

an unfounded claim that the author appears to have introduced go 

as to establish Solovyov's credentials as an ascetic. 

A further powerful argument for excluding biography from our 

Study as the basis of interpretation of Solovyov's philosophical 

system is this: the general climate of thought and our current 

interest in psychology are such that 'personalities' hold a particular 

interest for most of us. Many events in the philosopher's life are 

noteworthy: the impressive defence of his Master's Thesis ', The Crisis 

of Western Philosophy' at the age of 21; his three mystical visions; 

his outspoken plea to Tsar Alexander III to forgive his father's 

assassins. One knows in addition to this (from memoirs of his con- 

temporaries) that he exerted a personal influence which was out of 

the ordinary, an influence of a properly so-called 'charismatic' type. 

The eventfulness of his life, and the complexity and intensity of 
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Solovyov's character, arouse a natural interest; but there are 

sufficient aspects of his life and his character to provoke a cult 

following. For this very reason the researcher who turns his or her 

attention to biographical materials ought not to lose sight of the 

danger of trivialization of their subject. Concern with the. personality 

of this figure could conceivably distract one from evaluation of the 

spiritual teaching that he expounded. 

The two strongest arguments in favour of using Solovyov's 

biography as a guide to his religious system are these: 

First, Solovyov's concern with the wholeness of man, his require- 

ment that man should use all his faculties in his service of the truth 

- these strongly suggest that any valid conclusions about Solovyov's 

achievements in the intellectual sphere require balanced reference 

to other aspects of his life. 

In the second place, Solovyov was so insistent on the application 

of Christian teaching to the life of the individual and to his rela- 

tions with other men, that he would have expected the bringing together 

of personal life and professed religious beliefs to serve as the 

criterion in others' assessment of his life. 

******** 

Whatever their fundamental premises may be (monotheistic, Deist, 

mchanistic or pantheistic), cosmological accounts of our world at 

some point assign a certain status to man, indicative of his place 

in the overall pattern of events, and growth-processes. These accounts 

vary widely, since they depend on differing conceptions of man, but 

in particular they vary according to the degree of active participa- 

tion, that they envisage for man in the 'world process'. 
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The course of religious and philosophical thought, from the 

earliest Judaic speculation and from the Vedic period in India to -the 

present day, reflects the whole range of possible interpretations of 

man's role, from extreme passivity to extreme mastery of his environ- 

ment and self-determination. Between these poles of passivity and 

self-determination belong the many and varied cosmological accounts 

that assign to man a mediatory role between higher and lower 'wotrlds', 

or between higher and lower beings. (Such pictures of man in a 

'mediatory' role tend to be founded upon a conception of him as a 

complex, composite being, partaking of two or more distinct natures, 

e. g. animal/spiritual, animal/human/angelic, physical/psychic/spiritual, 

irrational /rational/suprarational, and so forth). Vladimir Solovyov 

saw man's status as a 'moral being', his ethics and obligations, the 

nature of his activity, his capacity for awareness of self and his 

other faculties as all deriving from his 'mediatory' position between 

the Divine Absolute and material nature. 

While the earliest cosmological accounts tend towards expression 

in mythic terms, some exponents of cosmological theory have endea- 

voured to establish an intimate connection between universal laws and 

the motive forces of history, in many instances providing references 

to clearly identifiable points in chronological, his tori cal ly -recorded 

time. The concern to establish that connection is very largely 

confined to the Judaeo- Christian world, and is most associated with 

European writers coming in the wake of Hegel and Schelling. Such 

endeavours to link cosmology and'history or historiography may have 

a religious basis (as for Solovyov), finding their evidence in the 

said 'historical'* religions of Judaism, Christianity and Islim, or 

on the other hand these endeavours may be avowedly secular and 
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anthropocentric. 

Vladimir Solovyov became celebrated (even in his own life-time) 

on account of his long-standing commitment to the view that man may 

establish an ideally-regulated society within the scope of historical 

time. This commitment, his views on theocracy (as contained in his 

uncompleted work 'The History and Future of Theocracy') and his 

eventual disillusion regarding these matters are already well-documented, 

and they comprise part of the history of Russian religious and intell- 

e. ctual thought in the 19th Century. 

We believe that there remains considerable scope for a 

reappraisal of Solovyov's conception of a theocratic society, and 

consequently we approach this subject in our Study. 

In our view the very notion of theocracy is susceptible to 

misrepresentation and to use in reductionist, and often anti-religious, 

arguments. (Even Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy's major two-volume study 

of Solovyov'sreligious; philosophy provides an explicit anti-theocratic 

viewpoint). To argue that the case for organis2. ng states along theo- 

cratic lines was put forward by priests solely so as to increase 

their status and influence (and privileges) in society is, in our view, 

simplistic, and it represents a type of reductionist argument frequently 

put forward when the validity of the theocratic ideal is being 

considered. Besides this, there is also a general tendency to overlook 

the value that the notion of theocracy has as a means of direct 

reference to 'the inner life' of the spirit. 

For Vladimir Solovyov the theocratic idea represented not only 

the optimum arrangement for Christian government, but also a point of 

focus for meditation on the question: What most truly constitutes a 

'spiritual community'? 
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In his philosophical and religious writings (and notably in 
f 

'The Spiritual Foundations of Life', 1882-1884, and 'Justification of 

the Good', 1897), Solovyov sought to determine a reliable and 

adequate foundation for an ethical system, and to establish which 

qualities or attributes are most central and indispensable to the 

n6tion of morality itself. As he argues in 'Justification of the 

Good' , we must ascertain what kind of action is required of us in 

relation to:. 

i) what is below us (i. e. purely physical, material nature) 

ii) what is on our own level (i. e. other living, conscious beings) 

iii) what is above us (i. e. Divine Being). 

He argues against founding morality upon one principle alone (and 

he criticised Schopenhauer's ethical system based on Sympathy, 

Mitleid); the three central moral feelings in the Solovyovian scheme 

(shame, 9 
pity and piety, respectively) are determined by an argument 

that is to some extent empirical in approach. (This will be illus- 

trated in our Thesis). 

Further, Solovyov's treatment of morality and the criteria 

for moral actions derives a significant amount from Kant! s treatment 

of these matters. Following Kant, the Russian philosopher points out 

Shame, the first of these three 'bases' of morall*ty, is stressed 
by Dom C. Butler, OSB in his account of Solovyov's philosophy, See 
'Soloviev', Downside Review, 1932, p-53: '... Soloviev's thought is 
plainly that the evidence of the validity of moral obligation is not 
based upon but detected in the psychological fact of shame. (Note) 
... Not only is shame the first data of morality, but the whole of 
morality is implicit in it. ' 'We observe, then, that-morality is 
homogeneous throughout, from its seed in shame to its flower and fruit in the reception of the Kingdom of God within man. ' [6.2.43] 
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that a moral code may be defined, in the first place, in negative 

terms: 

'Refrain from doing harm' (or, according to the fuller 

definition of the Categorical Imperative: Refrain 
from regarding others as means only, not ends). 

Then morality may be positively defined: 

'Actively help others. ' 

Soiovyov's conception of morality was not wholly derivative 

from Kant and Schopenhauer. The third important respect in which he 

undertook to treat moral questions was to investigate both the 

subjective ethic for the individual, and the objective ethic which 

has a bearing on society, and on men's inter-relations in society. 

This aspect of his work was of paramount importance: Solovyov's 

entire view of Christianity was informed by the idea that the 

principle of love which it preached, if it is indeed efficacious, 

transformative and - ultimately - redemptive, must be realized in 

practical terms in the very organisation of man's society. We cannot 

be sincere in our profelsions of Christian faith, held Solovyov, if 

we allow society to be regulated by secular values, or if we tolerate 

disregard for social justice, disregard for the protection of weak 

minority groups, and so on. (As will be seen in our subsequent 

argument, a manifest failure to abide by Christian precepts was the 

basis for Solovyov's criticism of Christians in Byzantine society, and 

subsequently for his criticism of Russian society in the last decade 

of the 19th-Century. ) 

S019vYov's cosmological views, and his intuitive vision of the 

unity (or Pan-Unity, Vseedinstvo) and inter- relatedness of all beings, 

led him to determine an ideal framework for the society of men, which 
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he conceived of as being essentially a 'spiritual community'. 

According to Pauline teaching and the accepted symbolism of 

Christianity, this community is designated as 'the mystical Body of 

Christ' (Telo Khristovo). It is a symbol that Solovyov wholly accepts, 

one that evidently inspired him personally and that is centrally 

important in his religious writings. 

Solovyov was aware that men had not as yet achieved the degree 

of unanimity of purpose and action requisite for a community rightly 

called 'spiritual'. In his writings he refers constantly to the 

discrepancy between that which is (to, chto est') and that which ought 

to be (to, chto dolzhno bytl). 10 

His private correspondence during the years 1872 and 1873, 

the years immediately prior to the publication of his Master's Thesis 

'The Crisis of Western Philoso phy' (Krizis Zapadnoy Filosofii) in 

1874, is noteworthy for its clear and lengthy passages expressing his 

preoccupation with the imperfect state of the created world, with the 

undesirable and deficient nature of phenomenal, time-bound existence. 

Reflection on this theme proved immensely fruitful for Solovyov, for 

it led him to the celebrated affirmation in the second*of his 'Lectures 

on Godmanhood' (Chteniya o Bogochelovechestve), the affirmation stating 

man is such, that he cannot rest satisfied with limited existence, 

that he strives to attain complete freedom and 'the plenitude of being' 

(polnota bytiya). 12 (The lectures that followed this bold assertion 

provide a closely argued case for a recognition of the Divine Absolute 

loSob. 
Soch. 11,116-121 (A Critique of Abstract Principles; Chap. XII) 

11 
Pis'ma 111,56-106. 

12 
Sob. Soch. III, 25. 
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and of Its direct bearing on our existence). 

On Solovyov's account (and this was a view he maintained right 

up to his death in 1900), the imperfect nature of our existence is 

most clearly manifest in the condition of alienation (otchuzhdenie), 

in the mutual opposition and exclusion of beings. This notion is 

very plainly stated in his 'The Spiritual Foundations of Life'. 13 

One form of constraint that we encounter, Solovyov argues in 

the 'Lectures on Godmanhood's 14 is the conflicting will of other beings: 

submission to the will of others entails constraint of our own freedom, 

at least under the conditions of our present, finite existence. This 

mutual constraint and opposition of wills is reflected, on a more 

rudimentary level of existence, in the impenetrability (nepronitsae- 

most') of physical matter: two physical bodies may not occupy one 

and the same space at the same time, and the presence of one excludes 

the possibility of the other body occupying that particular space. 

However, in an argument that it would be premature to state fully in 

these introductory observations, Solovyov takes openness and recep- 

tivity (vospriimost') to be the counterparts of the impenetrability 

of matter, and expresses the conviction that conscious, reflective 

man, using his unique faculty of self-awareness (samosoznatel'nost'), 

can make himself receptive to the action of the Divine, Absolute 

Principle and thereby serve as a channel for Divine grace for the 

ultimate redemption and spiritualisation of all created matter. 

The biographies written by Ernest Radlov, Sergey Solovyovo 

13 
Ibid., 353. 

14 
Ibid., 42-44. (Lectures on Godmanhood). 
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Konstantin Mochulsky and others draw our attention to the intensity 

and depth of the young Russian philosopher's study of the West 

European philosophical tradition. It should be noted here that while 

Solovyov acknowledge4his indebtedness to Kant, Schopenhauer and Eduard 

von Hartmann, and while he was acutely aware of the contribution made 

to philosophy by Kant's critical method, his own work reflects certain 

Russian preoccupations. This point is affirmed by N. O. Lossky in 

his 'History of Russian Philosophy' 15: 

'The characteristic features of Russian philosophical 

thought - the search for an exhaustive knowledge of 

reality as a whole and the concreteness of metaphysical 

conceptions - find a particularly clear expression in 

Soloviev's work and are quite definitely formulated even 
in his early books, 'The Crisis of Western Philosophy', 

'The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge' 

and 'The Critique of Abstract Principles'. 

Solovyov's study of West European philosophy impressed upon him 

that philosophy, considered as a subject in isolation from the insights 

of positive religion and from science, provided man with an abstract 

anS unsatisfying picture of the world. From the very outset, Solovyov 

sought to show that a true recognition of positive religion, philosophy 

and science, and a recognition of their inter-relation, would help mans 

and would help him specifically to make the transition from abstract 

knowledge to integral, unifying knowledge. 16 

Solovyov's ambitious project of synthesis included evaluation 

of the relative merit of certain influential contemporary philosophies, 

and included, where possible, analogies and comparisons between these 

15 Chap. VIII, p. 95. 
16 

Sob. Soch. I, 316. 
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and traditional Christian views. 
17 By means of this approach he 

tried to get beyond the one-sidedness of the commbnly studied 

theologians and philosophers. One can respect both Solovyov's 

recognition of the very real need for comprehensiveness and his 

readiness to work for this end. 

It may be taken as a measure of his success that the emphasis 

on the wholeness of man in Russian thought, and more particularly the 

teaching on All-Unity (or Pan-Unity, Vseedinstvo), are directly 

associated with Vladimir Solovyov's name. 

In his life's work Solovyov was concerned to show good and 

reliable grounds for recognition of, and assent to, the truths of 

positive religion, and primarily of Christian teaching. He believed 

that essential Christian teaching is concerned with the realization 

of the Kingdom of God on earth (osushchestvlenie Tsarstviya Bozhiya 

na zemle), which, effectively, entails salvation on a univerpal scale. 

His exposition of Christian ideas is distinctive for the emphasis he 

places upon their eminently practical nature. 
18 

17 See, for instance, his 1898 lecture 'The idea of Humanity according 
to Auguste Comte' (Ideya Chelovechestva U AVgpsta Konta), Sob. 
Soch. IX, 172-193. 

18 
See-ýSob. Soch. III, 228; Sob. Soch. VI, 28,30-31,32. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE LIFE AND CAREER OF VLADIMIR SOLOVYOV (1853-1900) 

Vladimir Solovyov was born in January 1853, the second sbn of 

the historian, Professor Sergey Mikhailovich Solovyov (1820-1879). 

He was brought up in Moscow, where his father lectured at the Univer- 

sity, and he attended the lst Gymnasia and later the 5th Gymnasia, 

in the city. His grandfather, Mikhail Vasil'evich, and other figures 

on the paternal side of his family were members of the clergy, and 

Professor Solovyov, though not inclined to follow that family tradi- 

tion himself, remained a practising member of the Russian Orthodox 

Church, firm'in'his Christian convictionsý The Solovyov children 

were brought up to follow the observances of the Orthodox Church, and 

Vladimir accepted his father's guidance in these matters and in his 

reading. 
2 The philosopher's mother, Poliksena Vladimirovna (ne"e 

Romanova, d. 1909), was absorbed in the welfare of her husband and her 

'Sergey Mikhailovich Solovyov', Sob. Soch. Vladimira, Solovyova, VII, 
355-356 U Here the philosopher describes his father as lunshakably convinced of the positive truths of Christianity' and 
as greatly attached to the Church's forms and expressions of piety. 
At the same time, he observes that Sergey Solovyov never sought to 
impose his faith on others: 

'Mepokolebimo uverenniy v polozhitel'nykh istinakh khristianstva, 
neizmenno i otkryto privyazanniy k sushchestvityushchim formam 
tserkovnogo blagochestiya, on nikogda ne podchtrkival svoey religioz- 
nosti, ne stavil A rebrom i nikogo ne khotel stesnyat'ey. ' 

2 'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir soloyyovl, (Zhizn' i 
Tvorcheskaya Evolyutsiya Vladimira Solovyova), SergOy SolovYOv (the younger), ' p. 51. LS. yo] 
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large family. She bore 12 children, of whom three died in infancy and 

one died at the age of seven years. Biographers have commented on 

one particular feature of her Christian faith and her temperament, 

recording that Poliksena Vladimirovna tended towards perception of 

the irrational, mysterious aspects of life; in one account she is 

portrayed as feeling a 'constant unease' and as having 'mysterious 

premonitions'. 
3 She 

own prophetic powers 

of nature and of the 

mother's character. 

Solovyov was related 

is viewed, then, as one source of the philosopher's 

and his quest to penetrate the hidden forces 

spirit is associated with that side of his 

Through his mother's side of the family Vladimir 

to another, earlier religious philosopher, the 

Ukrainian Grigoriy Savvich SkoVOroda. (1722-1794). 4 

Solovyov's poem 'Three Meetings' (Tri Svidaniya), 5 
records 

that in his early childhood he believed in God firmly, and that he 

experienced heightened and intense religious feelings. The earliest 

of three mystical visions that he experienced occurred in 1862, during 

a service in church, when he was aged nine. The three visions that 

are the subject of this celebrated poem will require further consideration 

3 Ibid. , 38. 
'Fantastichnost' do kontsa dney skazyvalas' v Poliksene 
Vladimirovne kakoyi. -to postoyannoy trevozhnostlyu i suetlivOstlYu 
i tainstvennymi predchuvstviyami. ' 

See also p. 33: 
'Vag misticheskoe, poeticheskoe i demonicheskoe vospriyal on 
so storony svoey materi. ' 

4 
Collected Works of Grigoriy S. Skovoroda: published in Kharkov, 
1894, edited by D. E. Bagaley. 

'The Ukrainian Philosopher Grigoriy Savvich Skovoroda', (Ukraynskiy 
Filosof Grigoriy Savvich Skovoroda), S. Lavretsky, 1894. 

'Grigoriy Savvich Skovoroda: His Life and Teaching' (Grigoriy 
Savvich Skovoroda: Zhizn' i Uchenie) Vla imir Ern 1912. 
Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, XII, 80-86. See Appendix for the 
full Russian text of this poem. 
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in our Study, for they form one of the important elements in his 

biography. The biographer Konstantin Mochulsky provides an extensive 

account of this early and intense period in the philosopher's life, 

and then traces how the boy's religious convictions gave way to an 

equally intense commitment 
6 

to the nihilist and materialist creeds, 

whose new prominence marked the decade of the 1860's in Russia. 

The utilitarian ethics propounded by Chernyshevsky, Dobrolyubov and 

Pisarev, the direct questioning of the values cherished by the gener- 

ation of the 1840's, reached as far as the school classrooms, and found 

favour with Solovyov and his contemporaries. L. M. Lopatin was a 

slightly younger childhood friend of Solovyov's. He was in a lower 

class at school, but was nevertheless conscious of the admiration 

that his older friend's preoccupation with nihilist ideas elicited 

among the boys. 

Solovyov succeeded in his school studies, and gained admission 

to the University of Moscow in 1869. A record of the philosophers 

with whose work he was familiar, even in his school days, shows him 

L. M. Lopatin expressed the following view: 
'Solovyov experienced (the influence of) materialism and Positiv- 
ism upon him so deeply, he was so passionately attracted by the 
one and the other, he invested so much of his own soul in them, 
that if there had not occurred that upheaval (in his ideas) 
which I mentioned earlier I the return to religious beliefs and 
values , he certainly would have emerged as one of the most 
brillialt and penetrating apostles of the new philosophical 
movement. ' 

(From an article in the journal 'Questions of Philosophy and Psycho- 
19M' - Voprosy Filqsofii i Psykhologii, No. t, 1901, p. 90, our 
translation. Special obituary issue in honour of Vladimir Solovyov), 
1*14) 
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to have been a particularly precocious student, with an unusually 

great capacity for serious work. He appears to have assimilated, 

admired, and then found wanting a succession of prominent West 

European philosophies in extremely rapid sequence. 
7 Eventually, 

feeling an increasingly strong need for a philosophy that offered 

'positive content' (rather than simply a critique of other systems), 

he adopted Spinoza's pantheism, and from that stance he found it 

possible to regain his religious faith and to reaffirm the worth of 

Christian thought. 

After his University studies (first in the Natural Sciences 

Faculty, and then in the Philosophy Faculty), Solovyov took an 

exceedingly unusual step, and he moved to the Moscow Theological 

Academy in the Summer of 1873, so that he could attend theology 

lectures there during the next academic year. Given the mutual mis- 

trust with which the clergy and the Russian intelligentsia viewed 

each other at this period, Solovyov's chosen course of study appeared 

unaccountable. Professor Solovyov regretted his son's decision, 8 
and 

indeed, the young graduate. 's new hosts and the lecturers at the Theo- 

logical Academy themselves felt unsure how to interpret his intentions. 

Solovyov's biographer Mochulsky writes that this decision to 

study theology seriously in effect constituted a direct challenge to 

7 'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov's Sergey 
Solovyov (the yo-un-ge-rT, p. 58. E6.111 

'On. V. S. Solovyov in His Young Years' (0 VI. S. Solovyove v ego 
Molodye Gody), S. M. Lukyanov (Petrograd, 1916), Vol. j, p. 313. ýIwj 

9 
Pis'ma Vladimira Solovyova, III, 105. (A letter to E. K. Selevina, 

nee Romanova). 
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society 
10 

: at this period Bnpiricism, Positivism, and the natural 

sciences were regarded as intellectually respectable, while theology 

bore negative associations and failed to stimulate general interest 

in educated circles. Although the young man's move to the Theolog- 

ical Academy at Sergiev-Posad seemed to be a self-imposed isolation 

and a severance from the life of Moscow and its university, his thoughts 

were actually directed to the contribution he meant to make in the 

field of philosophy. He availed himself of the opportunity to read 

extensively in the subject, (and also studied Patristic theology), 

and he prepared himself for future work. The deep confidence he felt 

with regard to the eventual fruitfulness of these studies finds 

expression in his private correspondence. 
11 Solovyov's friend and 

biographer V. Velichko also refers to this sense of confidence. 
12 

The young philosopher wrote a Master's Thesis entitled 'The 

Crisis of Western Philosophy' (Krizis Zapadnoy Filosofii), 13 
and his 

extremely able defence of the thesis in November 1874, at the age of 

twenty-one, won him great scholarly recognition. He was offered a 

10 'Vladimir Solovyov: His Life and Teaching' (Vladimir Solovyov: 
Zhizn' i Uchenie), Konstantin Mochulsky, YMCA Press, Paris 1936, p. 42. 

11 
Op-cit., 91 (A letter to E. K. Selevina). 
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12 'Vladimir Sol ov7ov: Life and Works' (Vladimir Solovyov: Zhizn' 
i Tvoreniya), V. Velichko, Petersburg, 1902, p. 181. [64Q 

13 
Sob. Sach. Vladimira Solovyova, I, 27-151. 
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lectureship in Moscow University's Philosophy Faculty (a post sought 

by another possible candidate, the philosopher M. M. Troitsky), and 

in the Spring of 1875 (January to March) Solovyov delivered a course 

of lectures on the history of philosophy. In the early Sunmier of that 

year he applied for leave to study in England, at the British Museum. 

Permission was granted, and at the beginning of June 1875 Solovyov 

left Russia. From July until late October he worked very intensively 

indeed, reading Cabbalistic and other mystical literature at the 

British Museum. He paid minimal attention to his surroundings in 

England, and also tended to keep his distance from other Russians 

staying in London. While there, he did investigate spiritualism, for 

he knew of the established reputation of spiritualists and mediums 

in England. However, his experiences at seances disappointed him, 

and he felt the spiritualists whom he met to be frauduient. 14 

The second of Solovyov's three visions of the Divine Sophia, 

feminine embodiment of Wisdom (Bozhestvennaya Premudrost'), took place in the 

Reading Room of the British Museum, after the young man prayed, 

asking her to reveal herself to him as she had done in his childhood 

(1862). On this occasion he saw only the face of Sophia, and he 

heard a command to go to Egypt in the hope of being granted a fuller 

vision there. Solovyov prepared his departure immediately, informing 

his parents of his new destination, but not really clarifying the 

purpose of his journey. He was granted one more vision, out in the 

14 Pis'ma Vladimira Solovyova, 1,31 (to N. N. Strakhovs 9 March 1887): 
Some years later the philosopher stated that he did not regard 
spiritualism as a path to religious truth - 'putim spiritizma 
religioznoy istiny dobyt' nel'zya. ' 

SolovyoWs interest in spiritualism during his early yearst 
and especially his deep study of Cabbalistic teachings, are 

-best covered by K. MochulskylBibl. 46jand D. StremoukhovCBibl-781 
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Sahara Desert, and although one knows comparatively little about the 

way in which Solovyov spent his time in Egypt (between Noveug)er 1875 

and March 1876), it is extremely likely that his preoccupation with, 

and knowledge of, religious matters deepened during those months 

following his intensive studies in London. 15 Whether he successfully 

located any mystics or any guardians of secret Cabbalistic teachings, 

and whether anyone imparted such secret teachings to him, is not 

possible to establish with any certainty. However, the timeless 

vision of universal harmony, granted in the desert, bore a very great 

value for the philosopher's later thought. 

Solovyov returned to Russia to resume his lecturing and further 

writing. He delivered his twelve celebrated 'Lectures on Godmanhood' 

(Chteniya o Bogochelovechestve), 16 1877-1881. The philosophical stance 

he adopted in those lectures, his known opposition to the Positivists 

against whom his Master's Thesis was directed, his youth and his very 

considerable reputation as a stimulating speaker, caused many to attend. 

At this same period (1877-1881) Vladimir Solovyov and Fyodor 

Dostoevsky were drawn together in friendship, and together they visited 

the staretz Amvrosiy at the monastery of Optina Pustyn ,. 17 

15 'On. VI. S. Solovyov in His Young Years', (O. VI. S. SolovYOVe v ego 
Molodye Gody) S. M. Lukyanov, Vol. III, 143 : 

rf-ýij 
Lukyanov affirms that the three Russian visitors to London who 

saw most of Vladimir Solovyov noticed how seriously he devoted himself 
to religious matters: 

'Vse tri svidetelya kak-by v odin golos vnushayut namichto v 
Solovyove kroyutsya isklyuchitel'nye dukhovnye zadatki, chto 
interesy religiozno-filosofskoy mysli stoyat u nego, bessporno, 
na pervom plane ... 3. 

16 Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, III, 3-181. 
17 

Letters of P. M. Dostoevsky, Vol. IV, 27,29,33. (Moscow ed. 1959) 
Here Dostoevsky mentions the visit to Optina Pustyn with Solovyov, 
but does not elaborate on what happened in the two days spent there 
(2 letters to his wife, June 1878, and one to L. V. Grigoriev, July 1878). 
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Sergey Solovyov (the younger), and later Lev Shestov, 
18 

argue that 

thdre was less of a true affinity between the philosopher and the 

novelist than is sometimes assumed; however, even if one accepts the 

point made by Sergey Solovyov and Shestov, there must still have been 

wide and very important areas of agreement between them, a shared 

recognition and acceptance of Christian goals, and, for both writers, 

a strong emphasis upon the responsibilities and the freedom of man. 

At the end of the 1870's Solovyov worked simultaneously on 

two of his early, but important books, namely on 'The Philosophical 

Principles of Integral Knowledge' (Filosofskie Nachala Tsel'nogo 

Znaniya) and 'A Critique of Abstract Principles' (Kritika Otvlech- 

40 19 
ennykh Nachal), and he was to submit one of these as a Doctoral 

Thesis at the University of Petersburg. He was advised to submit 

'A Critique of Abstract Principles' as his thesis, and submitted the 

work in 1880. The thesis was accepted (April 1880) and subsequently 

published. 

Solovyov moved from Noscow to Petersburg, where he gave lectures 

on the history of philosophy for the 'Higher Education Courses for 

Women' (Vysshie Zhenskie Kursy) in 1880 and 1881.20 

0 

18 'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov', Sergey 
Solovyov (the younger), (1923), p. 40 : [013 'Thought and Apocalypse' (Umozrenie 2. Apokalipsis), 1927, Lev 
Shestov, an essay in hi-s collection of essays 'Thought and Re 

19 
lation's (Umozrenie i Otkrovenie), Paris 1964, p. 29. D. &"I 
Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, 1,250-406; Sob. Soch-p 11,3-397. 

20 'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov', Sergey 
Solovyov, 192-193. Solovyov also taught a similar course for women 
in Moscow, in the academic year 1874-1875. 

', On Vladimir Solovyov in his young Years' (O. Vi. s. Solovyove V 
ego Molodye Gody), S. M. Lukyanov (Petrograd, 1916), vol. II, 140 . 

(I 4ij 
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But his livelihood as a lecturer came in jeopardy in 1881: at the end 

of a public lecture Solovyov proposed that the new Tsar, Alexander 

III, should, as a Christian monarch, abide by Christian principles 

and show clemency towards his father's assassins. This statement was 

viewed in a bad light in official circles - the young lecturer wrote 

to the Tsar so as to clarify possible misunderstandingsp 
21 

and although 

he was not obliged to resign his lecturing post he did offer his 

resignation and it was accepted (November 1881). 

From this point in his career the philosopher earned his live- 

lihood by his writing alone. The beginning of the 1880's marks a new 

direction in Selovyov's ideas and activities. The need to reconcile 

East and West, the two great but conflict-ridden cultures, assumed 

primary importance for him. His 'concern with this reconciliation was 

reflected in his writings: he devoted increasing energy and time to 

publicistic articles for the journals (the-'tolstye zhurnaly') and 

sought practical means to enhance the reconciliation of the divided 

Christian cultures. He was a very early advocate of the reunion of 

the Orthodox and the Roman Catholic Churches, and his oecumenical 

spirit offended significant numbers of his Russian Orthodox readers, 

while winning great favour with many. 

Solovyov's reflection upon the causes of the rift between 

Eastern and Western Christendom led naturally to a reassessment of 

the Slavophiles' and Westernizers' dispute. Although the prominent 

figures who engaged in this dispute during the 1840's - Ivan Kireevsky, 

21 Pis'ma Vladimira Solovyova, Vol-IV, 149-150. 
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Alexey Khomyakov, Alexander Herzen and others - were now dead, others 

perpetuated the conflict. Solovyov was much dismayed by the emergence 

of a crude nationalism among the new generation of Slavophiles, 
22 

and he severely criticised this new phenomenon. His writings on the 

Slavophile-Westernizer dispute are wide-ranging and lengthy: they 

appear under the collective title 'The National Question in Russia' 

(Natsional'niy Vopros v Rossii), 
23 

the first set of these articles 

belonging to the years 1883 to 1888, and the second set to the years 

1888 to 1891. 

Solovyov, who, like Ivan Kireevsky and Alexey Khomyakov, took 

a religious approach to historical and cultural questions and viewed 

the Russians as a religious people, felt entirely justified in criti- 

cising the Slavophiles of the 1880's. Indeed, he considered himself 

obliged to expose their nationalism, 
24 

and to underline the differences 

between such men as N. Danilevsky and the much more enlightened 

Alexey Khomyakov. Solovyov's writings on this dispute were not always 

interpreted in the best light, and a seeming change of allegiarite from 

the Slavophile 'camp to the Westernizers' camp evoked a hostile response 

from people on both sides. 
25- 

By 1886 Solovyov's ideas on reunion between the Churches had 

22 See Sob. Soch. Vt 132,133,137-138,148. Here Solovyov criticises 
I 
the 

views expressed by N. Danilevsky in his book 'Russia and Europe 
(Rossiya i Evropa), 1871 (2nd ed., revised by the iu--thor). 
See ibid., p. 3,13,24-25,43,47,53,56,71-72,103. (Solovyov's views 
on the national question, and his criticism of exclusive nationalism). 
See 'To the MemoEj of Vladimir Solovyov1 (Pamyati Vladimira Solovyova), 

23 
A. F. Koni (1903), p. 25. 

24 
Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, V, 3-401. 
Ibid., 158,159. 

25 A. F. Koni, p. 3. 
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developed to the point where he read and studied Catholic historians 

and theologians with increasing sympathy. He established contact 

with Jesuit priests who assured him that his ideas on the reunion 

of the Churches (and on other matters) would be well received in 

Europe. 26 He also came to know the Croatian Archbishop Strossmayer 

and spent several weeks at his residence in the Summer of 1886. The 

two men agreed on many matters, and they sought practically to advance 

the cause of reunion. Solovyov's hopes of success in this project 

proved to be premature; however, the good will of his Croatian hosts 

served him when he could not have 'The History and Future of Theocracy' 

(Istoriya i Budushchnost' Teokratii) 27 
published in Russia. With their 

assistance Solovyov arranged for its publication (Part I only) in 
I 

Zagreb in ý887. This work dismayed many Russian readers, and was 

unacceptable to the official government authorities, even in its 

incomplete form. 28 

In 1888 the philosopher travelled to Paris, where, in May, he 

delivered a lecture in French entitled 'The Russian Idea' (L'Idee 

Russ d ). 
29 In the following year Solovyov published an entire book 

in French so that West Europeans might become familiar with his ideas. 

This book, called 'Russia and the Universal Church' (La Russie et 

26 
Pis'ma Vladimira Solovyova, III, 138. (A letter to Fr- P. Pierling). 

27 
Sob. Soch. Vladimira. Solovyova, IV, 243-633. 

28 
Among Russians who found this work valuable and interesting was 
the author N. Leskov: 

'L. N. Tolstoy: Correspondence with Russian Writers' U. N. Tolstoy: 
Perepiska s rueskimi Pisatelyami), Moscow 1962. 
-N. Leskov, Letter to L. N. Tolstoy 20 January, 1891, p. 531. 

29 'L'Ide'e Russe' Vladimir Solovyov, (Librairie Academique Didier, 
Paris, 18881-. Russian trans. by G. A. Rachinsky, See Sob-, Soch- 
Vladimira Solovyova XI, 89-118 (Foyer Oriental Chretien. Belgium, 1969), 
1 ISU3 . 
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VEglise Universelle), 
30 

contained some of the principal ideas intended 

for inclusion in 'The History and Future of Theocracy', and it also 

included an explicit recognition of the Pope's special status among 

the Bishops of the Church. Numerous Orthodox believers took such 

statements to be a betrayal of the Orthodox Tradition and as evidence 

of Solovyov's personal conversion to the Roman Catholic faith. In 

effect, Solovyov's position was an increasingly isolated one: he 

did not advocate that individual members of the Orthodox Church should 

profess belief in the Catholic faith, 31 for, despite the rift between 

the Churches that took full effect in 1054, Solovyov believed that 

there were no substantial reasons for the Roman Catholic and the 

Russian Orthodox Churchet' continued separation. With sufficient good 

will on either side, and mutual respect, the ideal of Christian unity- 

and unanimity could, according to solovyov, be made a reality. This 

viewpoint was not. fully apprec iated in Russia or Europe at that time. 

Some of the philosopher's Catholic hosts and correspondents in Europe 

had hoped that he would accept the Catholic faith, and they were 

disconcerted not only by his resistance to their suggestions, but 

also bf some of the mystical and apparently heterodox interpretations 

of Trinitarian theology in 'Russia and the Universal Church. 

Solovyov, for his part, was not wholly in accord with these Catholics) 

and at this period, the end of the 1880's, time spent in Europe-jjcaused 

him to feel and to miss his 'Russian' roots, (Letters 111,189). 

3P 'La Russie et 1'. Eglise Universelle', Vladimir Solovyov (3rd edition, 
Librarie Stock, - Delamain Boutelleau et Cie, Paris, 1922), E6.141 

31 
Russian trans. by G. A. Rachinsky, Sob. Soch, XI, 139-348. 

Pis'ma Vladimira Solovyova, III ' 172. (A letter to the editors of 
the 'Novoe Vremya' newspaper. ) 
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The decade of 1890 to 1900 saw a second major change of emphasis 

in Solovyov's activities, but that period was marked by the same 

intense preoccupation with work and writing that he showed in the 

previous decade. He depended entirely on his writing, on the royalties 

froln his books and on the fees from his journalistic articles. His 

position was made more precarious due to the limitations imposed on 

him by the ecclesiastical and the political censors. 
32 He was for 

many years forbidden the right to publish articles on th 
. 
eology, and 

after 1881 he did not lecture publicly for ten years, nor did he hold 

any university post in the later years of his career. He moved mainly 

between the cities of Moscow and Petersburg, staying at the Hotel 

d'Angleterre in Petersburg and spending some of the Summer months on 

the estate of friends, where he could work in peaceful seclusion, or 

in Finland. His books and few possessions were spread among the homes 

of the various friends who gave him lodgings. Records and memoirs 

left by Solovyov's contemporaries say that this way of life was 

appropriate to his character, and that it indicated a certain aspect 

of his spirituality: he was, according to this view, a 'strannik's 

a wandering pilgrim, with no fixed home or roots in this earthly 

world, a man whose sights and energies were wholly directed to the 

world of the spirit. 
33 

The years 1890 to 1900 saw the publication of his 'The Meaning 

of Love' (Smysl Lyubvi), 'Justification of the Good' (Opravdanie Dobra), 

'The Drama of Plato's Life' (Zhiznennaya Drama Platona) and '. Three 

32 
Ibid., 138 (A letter to Fr. P. Pierling). See also 'The Life and 

33 
Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov' Sergey Solovyov, p. 217. 

A. F. Koni, P. 5. 
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Conversations-ý (Tri Razgovora), 34 besides the first chapters of a work 

on theoretical philosophy, articles on aesthetic theory, literary 

reviews, translations of some Platonic dialogues, and his own lyrical 

poetry (1st edition, 1891). 

Tkie titles and subject matter of these books reveal that 

Solovyov pursued theoretical work in philosophy at this time, as he 

had done in the first stage of his career, between 1873 and 1880. 

The devotion to theoretical aspects of philosophy did not, however, 

exclude cultural and political concerns. During these last ten years 

of his life he consistently wrote of his fears that the Christian 

culture of Russia was threatened by imminent subjection to, and 

possible destruction at the hands of, the Chinese people. (We examine 

these developments in the philosopher's thought in our chapter on the' 

poem 'Panmongolism' and the essay 'China and Europe', Kitay i Evropa, 

Chapter IX). 

Solovyov's return to theoretical philosophy may be interpreted 

in positive or negative terms. He was certainly disappointed that 

the'leading representatives of the Russian Orthodox and the Roman 

Catholic Churches had not found sufficient common ground to bring 

about their reconciliation. His theocratic schemes were praised at 

the Vatican, but considered impractical. In Russia the conception of 

Christian rule to which Tsar Alexander III and Pobedonostsev subscribed 

was very different from the view of Christian rule that Solovyov 

34 
See respectively: Sob. Soch. V! I, 3-60; ' Sob. Soch. VIII, 3-516; Sob. 
Soch. IX, 194-241; Sob-Soch. X, 83-221. 
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presented in 'The History and Future of Theocracy' - The Russian 

government's resistance to innovation rendered official sanction and 

adoption of Solovyov's ideas on Church-State relations extremely 

improbable. 

It was not disappointment alone that prompted Solovyov to 

resume his theoretical work and to relegate practical enterprises to 

a secondary place. In certain respects the work which he undertook 

between 1890 and 1900 constitutes an important reaffirmation of a 

Chris ti an scheme of values. In the early years of the decade this 

reaffirmation took the form of a work on 'the meaning of love'. 

Later he was concerned with a large-scale revision and reformulation 

of his moral philosophy, and he gave this work the significant title 

'Justification of the Good', (Opravdanie Dobra). Some writers hold 

this to be his greatest contribution to philosophy, while others 

particularly admire his last work, entitled 'Three Conversations's 

(Tri Razgovora). Both works were intended to affirm the Good and to 

show that assent to the Good really entailed more than a passive 

resistance to evil. Without specifically naming his opponent, - 

Solovyov engaged in a lengthy polemical argument to show the 

deficiencies of the Tolstoyan precept 'non-resistance to evil' 

(neprotivlenie zlu). 
35 

In 1898 the philosopher travelled through Europe again and 

35 
See 'From the History of the Polemics involving Lev TolstOY: L. 
Tolstoy and_ VI. Solovyov' (Iz Istorii Polemiki vokrug L'va Tolstogo: 
L. Tolstoy i V1. Solovyov), Zinaida Minz. 

Trudy po Russkoy i Slavyanskoy Filologii. Univ. Tartu, 1966, 
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briefly returned to Egypt. 
36 The views that he expressed in public 

during the last two years of his life, between 1898 and 1900, concerned 

the imminent conflict between Russia and China, of which he had written 

throughout the preceding eight years, and which he now interpreted in 

pessimistic, apocalyptic terms. His earlier confidence that the 

Christian social ideal would be realized within the course of human 

history was replaced by a conviction that the majority of Christian 

believers would be tragically misled by an Antichrist offering false 

promises about unity among men and an attractive, but false, scheme 

for the organisation of human society. In Solovyov's vision of the 

future, expressed in 'A Short Story about Antichrist' (Kratkaya 

Povest' ob Antikhriste) at'ithe very end of ', Three Conversations', 

only a very small number of Christians discern the fraudulent nature 

of the Antichrist's promised 11topia, and these few categorically reject 

what he offers them. Comparison of this story with Dostoevsky's 

'Legend of the Grand Inquisitor' yields interesting ideas, but the 

reception given to Solovyov's apocalyptic tale when he read it to 

select audiences was largely unfavourable. In'some quarters the philo- 

sopher was now dismissed as eccentric or wholly mad, while even several 

of his friends felt his preoccupation with apocalypse and the Yellow 

Peril to be unhealthy, a regrettable development in his thought. 

Solovyov, whose health had for some years been poor, became quite 

ill in July 1900, while travelling to the estate of his friend Prince 

Sergey Trubetskoy at Uzkoe, near Moscow. He confessed to a Russian 

36 'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov', "Zhizn' 
Tvorcheskaya Evolyutsiya Vladimira Solovyova), -Sergey Solovyov, 
pp. 364-366i [twl 
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Orthodox priest who was summoned to his bedside at Uzkoe, and he died 

on July 31st, at the age of forty-seven. 

In the above summary of Vladimir Solovyov's life we observed 

that the development of his ideas may be divided into three major 

phases. For clarity and convenience we may list these phases in the 

following form: 

i) 
. 

Initial criticism of West European philosophy, and 

concentrated work in the theoretical field, especially 

in epistemology; 

1873-1880 

ii) Promotion of the theocratic idea; plans for the 

reunion of the Russian Orthodox and the Roman Catholic 

Churches; Solovyov's own attraction to Roman Catholicism; 

the writing of many publicistic articles, especially in 

connection with Slavophile beliefs; 

1880-1890 

iii) Apparent disenchantment with practical ideas on the 

reunion of Churches; return to theoretical philosophy; an 

increasing preoccupation with apocalyptic visions and the 

prospect of an imminent end to the course of the world 

history, these latter ideas taking very strong hold in the 

last two years of the philosopher's life, that 'is, from 1898 

to 1900. 

1890-1900 
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rMA'PTRU TU 

VLADIMIR SOLOVYOVS CENTRAL TEACHINGS- I 

In this and the following section of our Study, we provide 

a general exposition of the central ideas and terms in Vladimir 

Solovyov's religious thought. As we have already indicated, 1 

Solovyov aimed to restate traditional Christian teaching in a form 

I 
accessible and appealing to the educated Orthodox . laity of his time. 

Wide-ranging though his writings on Christianity are, it is plain that 

he could not give equal emphasis to all branches of Christian thought 

and tradition. His understanding of the New Testament was valuable in 

many senses and his works stress some centrally important features of 

Christian spirituality. He stressed, for instance, that Christ preached 

a message of universal salvation and of freedom for man; he taught 

that Christian. values should be implemented throughout society, but 

in such a way as to preserve the 'absolute' worth and the autonomy 

of the individual; he further taught that Christian teaching is 

concerned with active love (deyatel'naya lyubov') and with awakening 

in man the aspiration to 'be perfect'. It is our purpose, here, 

to clarify the central terms in Solovyov's religious vocabulary, and 

also to mention those questions which most preoccupied him and led him 

to his affirmation of spiritual values. 

Solovyov's earliest reflections on religious themes that he 

committed to writing (available in his collected Correspondence) 

1 
Chapter II. 
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concern the imperfect state of the created world and man's dissatis- 

faction with time-bound, death-bound natural existence. In his early 

letters, and elsewhere, 
2 he describes man as a conscious being, able 

to perceive and experience natural life as deficient and essentially 

unsatisfying. Man requires satisfaction of his various needs, and if, 

in acting to fulfil these, he is restrained by the conflicting will 

and actions of others who seek to fulfil their own needs, he exper- 

iences that restraint as a form of suffering. 
3 His scope for action 

and for assertion of his will is limited by the activity of others. 

Solovyov stresses that man-can only rectify his position (and attain 

true satisfaction) if he finds a point of reference and support 

(opora) outside the natural order. 

In the animal kingdom an existence which is confined to satis- 

faction of physiological needs and instincts and to conflict over 

the limited resources of food, living space, etc., is the given and 

inalterable 'norm' 
.5 There is no impulse to deviate from*such a 

'norm' or pattern of existence - it is the 'given' condition in which 

animals live. Solovyov argues that conscious, rational man cannot, 

by his very nature, remain content to live on this rudimentary level: 

'While an animal strives only to live, in man there appears 
the will to live in the way duty requires. 

6 

2 Sob. Soch, III, 301 (The Spiritual Foundations of Life, 1882-1884). 
3 Sob. Soch. III, 42-44 (Lectures on Godmanhood, 1877-1881). 
4 

Op. cit. 
5 

Sob. Soch. III, 310 (See also 306-310). (The Spiritual Foundations 
of Life). 

6 
Ibid. 

IV to vremya kak zhivotnoe stremitsya tol'ko zhit', v cheloveke 
yavlyaetaya volya zhit' kak dolzhno' 

. (Author's italics) 
(Our own translation). 
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If his will and activity are restrained by others, if this condition 

causes him to suffer, then he will use his rational and other faculties 

to terminate or reduce that suffering as far as possible, and to find 

a manner of living more conducive to satisfaction. Even if rational 

man proves unable to effect a complete end to his suffering, or a 

removal of conflict and of all that causes him to suffer, his very 

consciousness that these features of his existence are unacceptable 

places him above the level of beings that passively accept this con- 

dition and cannot do otherwise. 
7 

A survey of man's activities shows that he has resorted to, 

and experimented with, a wide range of remedies to alleviate the ills 

/ 

7 Sob-Soch. III, 44,309-310. 
Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy, who was in so many respects a quite 

severe critic of Solovyov's ideas, entirely endorsed the Solovyovian 
view of this subject in his insufficiently recognised book 'Thought 
in colours - Three Essays on the Russian Icon, (Umozrenie v kraskakh 
- Tri Ocherka o russkoy ikone): 

'I remember four years ago I visited a [cinema] in Berlin, 
where there was presented the bottom of an aquarium, and [there were shown] scenes from the life of a preying 
water-beetle. In front of us there came pictures of the 
mutual devouring of living beings - clear illustrations 
of that general, merciless-struggle for existence that fills 
the life of nature ... Such has been the life of nature 
for the duration of successive centuries, such it is and 
such it will be for the indefinable future. If this 
spectacle disturbs us, if at the sight of the scenes in 
the aquarium described here there arises the feeling of 
moral nausea (nravstvennoy toshnoty), this proves that 
in man there are the rudiments of another world, of another 

. 
level of being. Indeed, our human indkmtion would itself 
not have been possible if this type of animal life appeared 
to us the only possibility in the world and if we did not feel 
in ourselves the calling to realize something other ýprizvanie 
osushchestvit' drugoe... 31. 

YMCA Press Edition, 1965 (our translation. ) An English translation 
of this work has now become available, under the title 'Icons: 
Theology in Colour', (St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, New YorkYj 
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of natural existence, remedies as various as hedonism, intoxication, 

the acquisition and I exercise of power, suicide, resignation to the 

limits of this existence, and so forth. In his 'Justification of the Good' 

(1897) Solovyov examines the viability of some of these as solutions 

to man's present, undesirable state. Their efficacy for the individual 

has to be taken into account - that is, -whether they really remove the 

root causes of individuals' suffering, or whether, by somehow obscuring 

the root causes, they offer only temporary satisfaction and a further 

re-subjection to suffering. These various 'solutions' available to man 

require evaluation not solely on the basis of their suitability (or 

supposed suitability) for the individual; accordingly, Solo vyov 

considers how viable they are when given universal application. For 

Solovyov, just as for Kant, courses of action derive validity from 

their possible universal appli cation: that is, if a certain course 

of action or a certain way of proceeding, when elevated into a principle 

or imperative binding upon all men everywhere, yields desirable results, 

then that course of action could rightly be approved. Suicide may at 

times appea 1 to individuals as an extreme solution to their problems, 

yet it would not occur to a reasonable man to elevate this action into 

a universally applicable imperative for all men. Solovyov actually 

criticises the philosophies, such as Schopenhauer's, which provide 

a rationale for pessimism and which elevate a personal, individual 

attitude of mind into a universal principle or a 'moral' response 

to the unsatisfactory nature of phenomenal existence. 
8 While 

8 
Sob. Soch. I, 147-148 (Crisis of Western Philosophy); Sob. Soch VIII, 
86 (Justification of the Good). 
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Solovyov rejects suicide as a viable or appropriate course of action 

even for the individual (a judgement that one would naturally expect 

from a Christian), he refrains from outright condemnation of those 

attracted to suicide, for the following reason. 
9 Regrettable as an 

individual's decision to take his own life may be, it is the case, 

argues Solovyov, that the prospective suicide's dissatisfaction with 

his present circumstances depends, at least in part, upon an 

awareness (however slight and obscure) that a qualitatively better 

existence is possible, and that therefore one should not resign 

oneself to the present, unsatisfactory conditions of one's life. 

Even if this awareness is not consciously or coherently formulated, 

it is nevertheless a significant element in the complex of motives 

that impel someone to take his own life. 

Solovyov attached paramount importanceto the consistent applica- 

tion of Christian ethics to all spheres of men's activities, for he 

took the precepts of the Gospels to be our most adequate and 

efficacious means of ensuring the welfare of all, safeguarding the 

autonomy of individuals (whose 'absolute' worth Christian teaching 

affirms), and balancing this with the needs of the collective, the 

need for social cohesion, justly administered law, and so forth. 

These are all central considerations in Solovyov's delineation of 

his religious philosophy. He taught, in his writings, that Christianity 

presented man with an ideal of unanimity that is quite distinct in 

essence. 

9 
Sob. Soch. VIII, 10. 
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So. as to highlight the uniqueness and the merits of the Christian 

social ideal, he contrasts the Christian approach to the welfare of 

collective humanity with important, historically influential secular 

approaches. He cites at least three examples of peoples or movements 

that have-offered and tried out secular criteria for the ordering of 

man's society. The three groups considered by Solovyov were the 

Romans, the French revolutionaries of 1789, and thirdly, the advocates 

of Socialism and other more or less radical social theorists. 

Solovyov was careful to acknowledge the positive insights and the 

achievements of these groups, but he also drew his readers' attention 

to the weaknesses in their views and their practical approaches. It 

was his view that they could not, through their chosen means of govern- 

ment, attain the positive results which adherence to a true Christian 

model of-government could bring-about. More-specifically, Solovyov 

wrote that the Romans elaborated their own secular code of Justice, 
10 

which had considerable merits; the Roman ideal of justice was not, in 

Solovyov's view, as beneficial or desirable as the Christian principles 

of mercy (miloserdie), charity and love, but he conceded that through 

the Romans' emphasis on the universal application of their code of 
11 justice they had achieved impressively high standards of social order. 

The leading spirits of the French Revolution of 1789 stressed the value 

of civic rights, the need for freedom and equality, 
12 

though, on 

Solovyov's account, the new rule they inaugurated could not ensure men's 

welfare. The revolutionaries' exclusive reliance on purely secular 

10 
In "'Russia and the Universal Church' Solovyov stresses that the 
Romans imposed order primarily by force. Sob. Soch. XI, 244. He 
intended a contrast between force and Christian love. [ILIZI] 

11 
Sob. Soch. XI, 243-244 (Russia and the Universal Church); 3rd French ed. 
see pp-136-140. 

12 Sob. Soch. III, 5-7. '(Lectures on Godmanhood). ' 
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principles, the imbalance of their views and practical goals, spoilt 

their enterprise. Thirdly, advocates of Socialism and other social 

theorists have offered schemes for the organisation of society, 
13 

but Solovyov showed that their claims to bring about a just distri- 

bution of property were not as firmly founded on 'moral' principles 

as they themselves supposed. Solovyov's discussion of the Roman, 

the revolutionary and the Socialist viewpoints was intended to show 

how these were fundamentally different from the Christian conception 

of society and 'community'. 

The imbalance evident in the schemes of the secular social 

theorists (such as Proudhon, Fourier and the various advocates of 

Socialism) was, for Solovyov, but one instance of man's general 

tendency to give credence to - and act upon - one-sided, exclusive 

views. This tendency operates in all spheres of activity, in philo- 

sophy no less than in politics or religious observance; and in his 

various works the Russian philosopher exposed to view the negative 

effects that adoption of exclusive viewp6ints cause. It hardly needs 

to be pointed out that, in the interests of objectivity, he aspired to 

gain as comprehensive an outlook as possible on philosophical and other 

problems. But in addition to this wholly natural desire for objec- 

tivity, the special emphasis that he put upon comprehensiveness of 

viewpoint is a distinctive feature of his philosophical thought. 

Both during and since his life-time, a general appreciation of SolovYov's 

13 Ibid., 7-9. 
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insistence upon this comprehensiveness of viewpoint has significantly 
f helped in winning a lasting recognition for his achievements in 

philosophy. 

For the purposes of further clarification, to show how he 

underlined the need for comprehensiveness, we take certain examples 

from his critical examination of some familiar theological and philo- 

sophical views and, secondly, from his criticism of historical move- 

ments that adopted extreme religious or political positions. 

In his 'Lectures on Godmanhood' (Chteniya o Bogochelovechestve) 

Solovyov juxtaposes the viewpoints of Deism and Pantheism, 14 
and 

criticises both of these as one-sided and deficient accounts of the 

nature of God. The Deists stress the transcendent aspect of God, 

and their account wholly excludes God's immanence in the created world; 

the Pantheists perceive God's immanence in the world, but deny his 

transcendent aspect. The Deist and Pantheist views are, then, mutually 

exclusive, each valuable in what they perceive about the nature of God, 

but misleading in their exclusive affirmation of what they have 

perceived. Solovyov asks: 

'Is there a necessity to understand God either as only 

a separate being or as only the general substance of 
worldly phenomena? On the contrary, the very con- 
ception of God -as a whole and complete (absolute) 

eliminates both one-sided definitions and opens 
the way to another viewpoint... 115 

14 Ibid., 164 
15 

Ibid. 
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We provide further examples of Solovyov's criticism of one- 

sided and extreme positions in the field of religious perception and 

in accounts. of Divine-human relations: 

His critique of absolute dualism 

(a) Solovyov specifically objected to the Isl7amic interpre- 

tation of the worl. d order (and to the similarly dualistic 

Zoroastrian viewpoint) on the grounds that these conceived 

of God's transcendence exclusively, stressing the separation 

between God and His creatures. Though reflection upon the 

transcendent aspect of God may be very salutary for the 

believer's spiritual life (instilling in him a due sense of 

awe and veneration), if the believer has little hope of redem- 

ption from his 'creaturely' condition, then the motivation to 

adhere to spiritual precepts is much diminished. Solovyov 

held that. Islim, lacking the doctrine of 'Godmanhood' (Bogo- 

chelovechestvo), could not offer believers in that religion 

such assurances of spiritual salvation as Christianity can 

offer. 
16 

Because of the Incarnation of the God-man, Jesus 

Christ, among men, Christianity is not obliged to assert a 

rigid and extreme separation of the sacred and the mundane, 

nor of the Divine Creator and Creaturely beings. 

16Sob-. Soch. IV, 42-43. (The Great Controversy and Christian politics, 
Pt. III). 
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(b) Solovyov also. criticised Plato's idealist philosophy 

on account of a too rigid separation of the ideal and the 

phenomenal spheres. (See our treatment of this subject in 

Chapter VIII). 

(c) In Solovyov's view, the major spiritual teachings originating 

in India, Hinduism and Buddhism, served men well in that they 

expressed in very clear and powerful terms the essentially 

unsatisfying quality of natural, earthly existence. 
17 They 

stressed man's susceptibility to disease, sorrow, death, the 

pain of being parted from pleasurable but transient experiences, 

and so forth. To this extent, argues Solovyov, they showed a 

penetrating understanding of the human condition, and the 

teachers of the various Indian faiths were correct in their 

premise that awareness of the undesirability of earthly existence 

could give a powerful impetus to men to make progress in spiritual 

life. 

But it is Solovyov's thesis that this was as far as the Indians' 

positive, beneficial insights went. He conceded that they 

diagnosed men's ills and that they offered a variety of ascetic 

or other disciplines to assist men in overcoming suffering. 

However, Solovyov judged that the 'remedies' offered by the 

Indian spiritual philosophies and the disciplines founded on 

them yielded only patitheiatic contemplation, or concentration 

on the Void or on 'non-being', 18 
and that ultimately they 

17 Sob-Soch. III, 41-44 (Lectures on Godmanhood). 
18 Ibid., 48; Sob. Soch. VIII, 68,256-266. 
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entailed an irresponsible and non- compassionate, selfish, 

renunciation of one's responsibilities towards 'the world' 

This was, in his view, another form of absolute dualism, a 

separation of the spheres of 'the spiritual' and 'the secular' 

men who took up these philosophies were electing to pursue their 

own personal salvation and were ruling out the chance to 

transform, qualitatively improve, secular society. - 

The following example is from philosophy. One of Solovyov's 

most widely known works, 'IThe Crisis of Western Philosophy' (Krizis 

Zapadnoy Filosofii), is devoted to criticism of the extreme forms of 

Empiricism and Rationalism, the two major directions in which West 

European philosophy was developing. The Empiricists' claim that all 

knowledge was founded on sensa tion, and Hegel's claim that knowledge 

was founded solely on the forms of Reason, are untenable; Solovyov 

argues this case, stressing that Hegel's elevation of Reason is 

neither legitimate, nor does it yield philosophically acceptable 

results. 'The Emp; ricists' elevation of sensation is similarly illeg- 

itimate and unrewarding from the philosophical point of view. 
19 The 

former system, which Solovyov called 'pan-logiSm' (pan-logizm), 

offers pure thought without a thinking subject or any specific content 

of thought; the latter system offers pure sensation without a 

sensing subject, and devoid of specific content. 
20 These conclusions 

19 Sob. Soch. 1,48-49,110,121-122,135,140. ' (The Crisis of Western 
Philosophy, 1874). 

20 
Ibid., 60-61,107,135. 
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are, as the author says, 'inconceivable' (nemyslimy), hence West 

European philosophy, in adopting the premises of these two speculative 

systems, could be demonstrated to be pursuing a fundamentally 

unrewarding direction. It was an argument and conclusion extremely 

congenial to the Slavophiles. 

The examples cited above come from the fields of theology and 

philosophy. Our further examples of Solovyov's arguments regarding 

exclusive viewpoints are instances where the philosopher examines 

religious movements that have appeared in the course of history and 

whose fortunes have been connected with the application of, and 

adherence to, one or other extreme, exclusive viewpoint. One might 

distinguish the two forms of exclusivity that Solovyov criticises 

in the following way: 

i) exclusive elevation of a theoretical viewpoint or 

principle, (e. g. in HegePs 'pan-logism'); 

ii) exclusive practical application of a theoretical principle 

that is in itself acceptable. 

In line with conventional interpretations of the emergence of 

Protes tantism, Solovyov believed there to be very substantial grounds 

justifying a stand against the central 'authority' of the Roman Catholic 

Church,. a stand that was, moreover, in the name of the individual's 

spiritual integrity. and freedom. The temptations of the Catholic 

hierarchy to abuse the authority which it bore were significantly checked 

after the Protestants successfully established the principles of indi- 

vidualism and personal responsibility in interpretation of the Scriptures. 21 

21 
Sob. Soch. IV, 78,79,97-98,99. (The Great Controversy and Christian 
Politics, 1883)'. 
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The Protestants' corrective to the undue emphasis on central 

ecclesiastical authority in the Church of Rome was both necessary and 

welcome, and important ground was gained by the Protestants' affirma- 

tion of the worth of personal faith. 

Solovyov was generous in his estimation of what Protestantism 

achieved, but he came to think that the Protestants elevated their 

individualism and their right to express their personal faith into 

'absolute' principles. 
22 Their rejection of central Church 'authority' 

became correspondingly extreme and 'absolute', and in this Solovyov 

felt them to be fundamentally-misguided and duly sqbject to criticism. 

He d6, Veloped his observations on the significance of Protest- 

antism in an interesting manner, by means of a historical parallel 

between the Protestants of Western Europe and the Old Believers in 

Russia. 23 
Like the Protestants who found fault with the exercise of 

central authority in the Roman Catholic Church, so, in Russia, those 

who came to set themselves apart from the Orthodox Church and regarded 

themselves as Old Believers (starovertsy) had very considerable grounds 

for objecting to the conduct of the Patriarch Nikon and to the 

arbitrary way in which his reforms of ritual were imposed and made 

obligatory for members of the Russian Church. The Old Believers' 

resistance to Nikon's Greek reforms was in one respect a morally 

correct response; but their counter-arguments were to some extent 

themselves arbitrary. 
24 

22 
Ibid., 100. 

Their preference for rites that had only 

23 
Sob. Soch. III, 252-253. 'About the Schism in the Russian Nation and 
Society' (0 Raskole v Russkom Narode i Ob; -hchestve, 1882-18833-, S-ob. 
Soch. III, 245-280. 

24 
Ibid., 252. 
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been officially sanctioned by a decree in the relatively recent 

historical past, 
25 

a decree issued in Russia itself, could not 
. be 

convincingly presented as having superior claims to tradition and 

authentic Christian practice than the claims made on behalf of Nikon's 

reforms. As the historical accounts show, the Old Believers were 

obstinate in their resistance, adhering to the 'Russian' rites: 

the conflict became an open one, in which significantly large numbers 

broke away from the Orthodox Church, this movement being called the 

'Schism' or 'Raskol'. 

Solovyov argued that the Old Believers' Schism bears the same 

significante in the context of Russia that Protestantism bears in 

Western Europe. He quite specifically called the Schism ' Russia's 

Protestantism 26 
For the sake of clarification, he writes in his 

article on the Schism that whereas the European Protestants manifested 

their obstinacy and spiritual pride in the 'absolutisation' of their 

principles of individualism and personal faith, the Old Believers in 

Russia showed a similar measure of obstinacy and spiritual pride by 

placing their,, 'local' Russian rites above the interests of Church 

unity, that unity which was preached in the Gospels themselves. 27 

The Old Believers, however provoked they were by Nikon's arbitrary 

and authoritarian ways, could themselves justly be charged with an 

25 Ibid., 251. 
26 Ibid., 253. 

'Having (containing) in itself the seed of Protestantisms the 
Russian-Schism Craskol] cultivated it to its ultimate point'. (Imeya v sebe zarodysh protestantstva, russkiy raskol do kontsa 
vozrostil ego. ) 

27 
Ibid., 252; Sob. Soch. IV, 71-72. 
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extreme and exclusive application of the free right to resist eccle- 

siastical, centralised 'authority' imposed by means of force. 

Solovyov's arguments against exclusivity in either theory 

or practice are striking for their lucidity. This was not merely a 

subject to which he returned frequently, but was the central theme 

of two major early works, 'The Philosophical Principles of Integral 

Knowledge' and the 'Critique of Abstract Principles'. 
28 This emphasis 

characterised his work in epistemology. 

It should be noted that the mutual misunderstandings and con- 

flicts between men that arise from their adoption of dogmatic and 

exclusive views of the world are, in Solovyov's account, an important 

aspect of men's present earthly condition, the condition of alienation 

(otchuzhdenie). The Incarnation of the God-man Jesus Christ, among 

men, can alone counteract the effects of this alienation, is alone 

the eminent means of salvation from creaturely existence. Alienation, 

and that which. promotes alienation, is associated by Solovyov speci- 

fically with the principle of evil. 

'The essence of the world's evil consists in the 

alienaiion and discord of all beings, in their mutual 

opposition and incompatibility. ' 29 

In Egypt in 1876 Solovyov personally experienced a foretaste 

of the universal harmony. that awaits creaturely beings 'iTV! the fullness 

of time'. For reasons that will be mentioned below, he insisted that 

28 See Sob. Soch. I, 250-406; Sob'. Soch. II, 3-397. 
29 Sob. Soch. III, 353. (The Spiritual Foundations of Life). 

(Sushchnost' mirovogo zla sostoit v otchuzhdenii i razlade 
vsekh sushchestv, v ikh vzaimnom protivorechii i nesovmestimosti). 
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this harmonious state is not, and could not rightly be, immediately 

accessible to man: founding his arguments on central ideas in 

Friedrich Schelling's historiography and his interpretation of the 

'Fall' of man from Eden, 30 Solovyov argues that conscious man cannot 

be compelled to accept an ideal state of harmony, however desirable 

that state itself may be, and however much man may eventually aspire 

to attain it when prompted by his own will. In the Solovyovian scheme 

(for Uhich Schelling's arguments serve as a critically important 

model), human history must be permitted to follow its proper course, 

and conscious man must be given the opportunity to take the initiative 

freely in affirming the need for harmony in the created order, and 

then in working actively to attain that harmony. Christian thought 

is distinctive in that it provides for this voluntary acceptance of 

ideal harmony - such is Solovyov's view. His references to Chris- 

tianity as providing both a goal (tsel') and a summation (zavershenie) , 
31 

relate to this provision for the full unfolding and development of the 

historical process., Isolated individuals may be granted a privileged, 

but all the same fleeting, foretaste of the universal harmony to 

cone, as was the case for Solovyov himself. This perception of harmony 

was the subject matter of the poem 'Three Meetings' (Tri Svidaniya) 

and of certain other poems. The vision in the desert is described 

not simply as a view of future time, but is, quite specifically, a 

simultaneous experience of past, present and future times: 

30 
See 'Reason- and Existence: Schelling's Philosophy of History' 

31 
by Paul C. Hayner, Publ. by E. J. Brill (Netherlands), 1967. 

CO. Mol 

Seq Sob. Soch. III, 406,410,414. 
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'What is, what was, what will be in ages to come 
One motionless gaze embraced it all... 
Beneath me the seas and rivers turn blue, 

And the distant forest and the summits of snowy mountains. 

I saw all, and all was just one, 
Just one image of feminine beauty ... ' (see Appendix) 

Another very explicit poem 'To Prometheus' (Prometeyu) mentions a 

beatific state in terms that leave little doubt of Solovyov's first- 

hand experience of such a state: 

,... When you know the blessedness of reconciliation... 
Then comes the hour - the final hour of creation... 

Barriers are sundered, fetters are melted 
By the divine fire ' 
And the eternal dawn of a new life rises 
In all, and all in One. 132 

Lines such as these not only testify to the nature of his religious 

perception, but also convey his deep and confident belief in an 

ultimate triumph of the Good. 

In Solovyov's view, affirmations of this kind are grounded 

in faith, they are a 'feat of faith' (podvig very), 
33 

and this faculty 

to believe in the triumph of the apparent Good is essentially associated 

with the prophetic type of man. While it is open to all men to deepen 

their own faith and thus to find confidence and affirm the ultimate 

realization of the Good, Solovyov on various occasions warns that it 

32 
Sob. Soch. XII, 88. (our own translation). 

33 
Sob. Soch. III, 201. (Three Speeches in Memory of Dostoevsky, 1882). 
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is spiritually dangerous, as well as being also presumptuous, to 

claim prophetic insight unless one has undergone a serious moral 

preparation; 
34 

'According to the authentic Christian as well as. the 
Judaic conception, the prophetic vocation requires 

a high degree of piety and particular moral 

accomplishments... 
35 

A fuller consideration of the prophetic type and his vocation 

belongs to our account of the Russian philosopher's theocratic concep- 

tion of society, (see next fection), for in that scheme the Prophet 

is one of three figures in whom authority is invested. (The other two 

figures are the High Priest - pervosvyashchennik - and the temporal 

36 
ruler - tsar' . 

Having alluded briefly t-o Solovyov's own visionary perception 

of universal harmony, and to the heightened insights and the faith 

of the prophet in general, we need to resume our account of Solovyov's 

work in epistemology. His work focused very greatly on normal per- 

ception and on the alternative philosophical and psychological accounts 

of how we acquire knowledge. His proposition that faith is an element 

in human knowledge (even in that which is not specifically 'religious' , 

but simply seeks assurannes of the very existence of the external 

world beyond the thinking, sensing subject himself) has not won wide 

34 
See this same point stressed in Gregory of Nyasa's 'The Life of 
Moses'. 11,55 (Paulist Press edition, NY. 1967), p. 67- 

35 
Sob. Soch. IV, 168. (Judaism and the Christian Question, 1884). 

36 
Ibid., 161. 
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assent.. But aside from this, his lengthy studies of Cartesian, 

Empiricist and numerous other theories of knowledge are rigorous 

and scholarly works, commanding authority. He personally wrote an 

impressively wide range of articles to serve as entries for the 

Brockhaus-Ephron Encyclopaedia, the Philosophical Section of which 

was under his editorial charge. 

Solovyov attacked not only the one-sidedness, the exclusivity, 

of particular philosophical theories, but also the one-sided and 

defective accounts of existence provided by whole branches of human 

knowledge. lie believed that the insights of the theologian, the 

philosopher or the natural scientist may be extremely penetrating in 

their own respective fields and may yet prove deficient and unfruitful, 

due to their lack of reference to other branches of knowledge. He did 

not consider it appropriate for the theologian to ignore the findings 

of the natural scientist or the philosopher, nor that any of these 

three specialists should regard their work as self-sufficient. If the 

theologian feared that his account of existence would be negated by 

the findings of contemporary thought and science, this fear, argued 

Solovyov, was actually unwarranted. He himself stressed that 

developments in scientific thought and the views reached by the 

scientist in effect support the religious viewpoint rather than negate 

it. In his 'Lectures on Godmanhood' he directly asserted that although 

a number of prominent philosophies originating from Western Europe were 

themselves due to fundam ntal criticism on account of their negative 

premises, their very appearances allowed men of other cultures (and 

speicifically. in Russia) to perceive the defects of those philosophies, 

and subsequently to produce their own more positive and well-founded 
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philosophies. 
37 The appearance of negative thought systems in Western 

Europe-served as a necessary impetus, then, for the formulation of 

philosophies based on positive principles, philosophies that recog- 

nised the centrality of religious perception and revealed truth. 

It is in the context of these views that Solovyov came to feel 

the need for a synthesis of major branches of human knowledge, and 

in particular a synthesis of theology, philosophy and natural science. 

He came to form a view of knowledge as organic in character, that is 

to say, he considered the constituent branches of knowledge to be 

related to one another in an organic sense, that each has defined and 

particular functions (as do the constituent organs of a living body), 

and this is the reason why the task of synthesis is especially 

exacting. If men are really to benefit from the bringing together 

of theology, philosophy and sc ience, then, insists Solovyov, simply 

the external ammassing of data from each respective discipline, an 

eclectic approach, is -not acceptable. On the other hand, a true 

synthesis of knowledge from these fields, a synthesis based upon a 

recognition of the kind of discourse operative in each respective 

field, and upon a recognition of the principles and methodology 

37Sob. 
Soch. III, 14-15. (Lectures on Godmanhood). 
See also Pis'ma, III, 89; Here Solovyov affirms that in order to 

construct a new formulation for traditional Christian teaching one must 
utilise all the findings of modern science and philosophy. (Dlya etogo 
nuzhno vospol'zovat'sya vaem, chto vyrabotano za poslednie veka umom 
chelovecheskim: nuzhno usvoit' sebe vaeobshchie resul'taty nauchnogo 
razvitiya, nuzhno izuchit' vsyu filosofiyu. ) 

See also Solovyov's definition of synthesis, Sob-Soch-I, 341 
-ýThe Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge' 
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appropriate to each - this would permit man to end his reliance upon 

excessively one-sided and abstract accounts of reality. He could, 

through the means of a properly formulated synthesis, replace the 

range of abstract, deficient and mutually exclusive accounts of the 

world order with an integral knowledge, (tsel'noe znanie). Solovyov's 

attitude to the passing relevance of abstract knowledge is expressed 

in the clearest terms at the very beginning of his first major work 

'The Crisis of Western Philosophy' (Krizis Zapadnoy Filosofii), 1874: 

'At the heart of this book lay the conviction that 

philosophy in the sense of abstract exclusively 

theoretical knowledge has finished its development 

and has passed irrevocably into the world of 
the past. 

38 

(Sol6vyov's italics). 

38 
Sob. Soch. I, 

1 27. 

HS Good, lucid summaries of Solovyov's religious philosophy are 
fte. available: those by Lopatin, N. O. Loasky, E. MZnzer, E. L. Radlo# 

and N. Zernov (see Bibliography) are among the best. 
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rMAIPTVV V 

VLADIMIR SOLOVYOVS CENTRAL TEACHINGS - Il 

In the foregoing section we have mentioned four aspects of 

Vladimir Sol6vYov's religious thought and experience: 

i) his perception of natural, earthly, physical existence 

as unsatisfying for men; 

ii) his view of Christianity as a teaching that offers unique 

and distinct precepts for organising men's lives and social 

relations; 

iii) his own visions of universal harmony; 

iv) his concern with epistemology and with criticism of 

exclusive philosophies. 

Our exposition of his religious thought now requires introduc- 

tory explanations of the principal terms that he employed. So far 

as we are aware, this is the first time an attempt has been made to 

provide this form of systematic explanation of individual terms in 

Solovyov's religious vocabulary. 

Perfectibility - Sovershenstyovanie 

Solovyov accepted the worth and importance of what is possibly 

one of Christ's most paradoxical teachings, that is, his command to 

men - 'Be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect' (Matt. 5. xlviii) - 

This command or precept from the Gospels has naturally been the subject 

of much Biblical commentary 
1 

and of rival interpretations; yet it 

NB. also Dom C. Butler's observations on perfectibility in his 
article 'Solov! tCLV Downside Review, 1932, pp. 57-59. 
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retains its full paradoxical force and is not, ultimately, reducible 

to simply human categories of understanding. 

The command to 'be perfect' is most normally viewed as a 

precept relevant for the morality of the individual, as a precept 

intended to reinforce the individual's aspiration to deepen his 

spiritual practice and understanding. It also serves to remind the 

believer that the Christian Gospels posit a spiritual ideal for man. 

The natural fallibility of man is not denied or overlooked, but the 

need for man's spiritual aspiration is implicitly affirmed in the 

command to 'be perfect'. 

Solovyov was very conscious of this Christian command or precept: 

he recognised its animating force and its positive meaning for the 

individual. The import of the Christian teaching of perfectibility 
2 

for his own religious philosophy will become more apparent as we 

explain his terminology. 

Solovyov applies the notion of perfectibility as readily and 

consistently to collective humanity as to individual man. We submit 

that his account of Christian values is distinctive in its treatment 

of the theme of 'community'. and we illustrate this in subsequent 

chapters of our Study. He made no claims to be innovative in this 

respect, for he sought to restate central Christian teaching. He 

believed, and consistently taught that the Christian teaching which 

eminently serves the individual's needs merits, and by its very nature 

2 The aspiration towards perfection is the theme of Gregory of Nyssa's 
celebrated work 'The Life of Moses'. Gregory of Nyssa's writings were familiar to Solovyov, and were quoted frequently by him as a source of 
authoritative insights into the spiritual life. 
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requires, application to society itself. 3A 
refusal or omission to 

apply this teaching to the ordering of society, as well as to the 

individual's life, was, in his views tantamount to a denial of its 

general validity and efficacy. 
4 To accept the imperfect condition 

of men's lives and social relations as 'given' and inalterable, that 

is, to 'bow down before the facts' of our present existence 
5 is, 

in Solovyov's view, wholly inconsistent with a true profession of 

Christian faith. 

The Christian notion of perfectibility is critically important 

to man, argued Solovyov. To neglect it is to endanger the very 

existence of the community, to deprive the communkty of a critically 

important source of energy. He affirms this point in his essay 

'Byzantinism and Russia': 

'In an imperfect world only he who frees himself from 
imperfection is worthy of existence. Byzantium perished 
because it shunned the very idea of perfection. Any 
being, single or collective, which rejects this idea 

inevitably perishes. 
6 

We shall see, in due course (Chapter VIII), how deeply critical a 

stance he adopted in his evaluation of the nominally Christian society 

of Byzantium. He described it as a 'nominally' Christian society, as 

distinct from an authentically Christian society, because, in his view, 

3 
Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, VI, 28-29 (The Talmud, and the Newest 
Polemical Literature about it, 1886). 

4 
Ibid. $ 29-30. (See Note 28). 

5 Sob. Soch. II 1,201, (2nd Speech in Memory of Dostoevsky). First pub- lished in the newspaper 'Novoe Vremya', 1881, No. 2133. 
6 

Sob. Soch. VII, 299. (Byzantinism and Russia). 
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the Byzantine clergy attached such inordinate value to external forms 

of ritual and to dogma, and complacently disgarded the Christian 

ideal of perfection, which ideal entailed a transformation of society 

as well as a serious commitment to the Christian principles of love 

and justice. (An examination of the philosopher's criticisms of 

Byzantine society helps considerably in clarifying his conception of 

the Christian ideal of perfection and of its proper application to 

society. ) 

In Solovyov's philosophical scheme the notion of perfectibility 

is intimately connected with the terms spiritualisation (odukhot- 

vorenie) and transformation (preobrazovanie). These terms are central 

to Christian teaching, argues Solovyov, and they refer to a universal 

process whereby eventually all material nature is 'redeemed': a 

lsoiritual' aspect inheres in all forms of material being, and through 

Divine action and the cooperative agency of conscious man, this spiri- 

tual aspect of matter will become fully manifest. In his view, the 

Jewish people perceived and properly appreciated this spiritual, 

'sacred' aspect of matter. They perceived what Solovyov called 'sacred 

corporeality' (svyataya telesnost'), and the forms of their religion 

testify to the importance of that perception in their religious outlook. 

The Jews' very special concern with purification, with setting apart 

the pure from the impure, is an aspect of this p erception. 
7 And further 

than. this, the Jews consciously sought to prepare a milieu suitable for 

the coming of their Messiah, 8 
that is, a milieu suitably pure and 

7 Sob. Soch. IV, 148-149 (Judaism and the Christian Question). 
8 Ibid., 149-150. p. 150: '... Thus, the three chief qualities of the (cont. ) 

I 
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spiritual. This, too, derives from their perception of 'sacred 

corporeality'. Solovyov observes that an awareness of 'sacred 

corporeality' lies at the very heart of the Christian revelation 

also. 
9 

He especially values Christianity's recognition of the 

'sacred' aspect of material nature: according to the Christian 

account, man and the entire material order of being may be perfected. 

Conscious man, although himpelf a part of material nature, is 

endowed with special faculties, notably with an awareness of self and 

an awareness of his position in the world order. The process of 

perfection, argues Solovyov, is made apparent in the course of human 

history, and man, with his capacity for self-reflection, can act to 

ensure that his and all society's energies are directed towards attain- 

ment of the Divinely -ordained plan. Complete integration and harmony 

are sought, 
10 

that is, a condition or state which eludes man at present, 

Jewish people in their combined action corresponded to the high 
destiny of this people and promoted the fulfilment of God's work in 
it... Through the purification of material nature, Israel prepared 
within itself a pure and sacred abode for the incarnation of God the 
Word. ' See how closely these lines correspond with the viewpoint 
expressed by Friedrich von Ruegel in his authoritative 'Essays and 
Addresses on the Philo"o hy of Religion' (1921, publ. by Dent, 1929): 

... Now it was most appropriate that the Incarnation, for purposes 
of religion, should take place in Jewish human nature, since the 
Jewish people had, already for some thirteen centuries, furnished 
forth among mankind the purest light and strongest leading in 
religion. Thus-the Revealer could not but imagine, think, feel 
and will the deepest truths and facts of His mission with Jewish 
categories, images, emotions. ' (p. 126). 

9 Sob. Soch. IV, 157. 
'.. And for Christianity the higher goal is not (contained) in an 
ascetical denial of natural -fife, but in the purification and 
sanctification of this life. ' (Solovyov's italics). (I dlya 
khristianstva vyEsha ja tsel' ne v asketicheskom otreshenii ot 

- 
prirodnoy zhizni, av ochishchenii i osvyashchenii etoy zhizni). 

lu Sob. Soch. III, 302. (The Spiritual Foundations of Life). 
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but which most truly accords with his spiritual. nature. Christian 

teaching af f irms that man was made 'af ter the image of God' , and that 

he must strive to make that image fully apparent. 

Solovyov entirely follows the Christian view when he emphasises 

that man is not self-sufficient, 
11 

even though his will and his 

actions may be well-directed. Not only individual man, but the whole 

collective-humanity. - requires- divine- ass is tance. Sdiovyov teaches 

that God must act upon and enter into the historical process itself, 

in order to 'redeem' that process and allow men to attain the ideal 

state for which they have been created and destined. It is not 

difficult to see that this line of argument provides the basis for 

Solovyov's views on the Incarnation of God in the figure of Christ, 

nor to see why he considered Christ's mission as bearing so directly 

upon the historical development of mankind. These views, although 

overlapping with some of the philosopher's statements about the 

perfectibility of man and created nature, belong under the heading 

Godmanhood (Bogochelovechestvo). 

The Kingdom of God - Tearstvo Bozhie 

Solovyov went back to first sources and followed the New 

Testament in associating Christ's mission and teachings directly with 

the proclamation of the Kingdom of God. This Kingdom is, as the 

Gospels affirm, wholly unlike the temporal kingdom of the Roman Caesars; 

nor is it the form of nationhood that the Jewish people wished to 

11 
Ibid., 312. 
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realize. 
12 Christ affirmed that the Kingdom of God would be made real 

on earth, and he instructed His followers to pray for the coming 

of the Kingdom, (Luke, ll, ii). 

In Solovyov's writings the realization of the Kingdom of God 

on earth is presented as an ordering of all aspects of life (indivi- 

dual and communal life) according to Christian criteria. Furthermore, 

this enterprise of conforming earthly life to its heavenly model should 

be animated by the spirit of Chriatian love ( OýP-Ilj , agape). This 

ideal, heavenly order is not imposed on man; rather, it is. intended 

to free him from the purely natural level of existence, which itself 

is restrictive for man. Only with the realization of the Kingdom of 

God on earth does man attain his full stature, overcoming the natural 

state of alienation, (otchuzhdenie), and attaining 'plenitude of 

being' (polnota bytiya). The natural manner of earthly existence, 

that comprises alienation, mutual hostility, rivalry of interests 

(individual, class and national interests), 13 harms and diminishes 

man, obscures 'the image of God' in him. 

In Solovyov's view, the realization of the Kingdom of God 

on earth requires the fulfilment of certain conditions. At the heart 

of these conditions lie a recognition of the 'absolute' worth of the 

individual and a recognition of man's need for freedom. 

According to this view, government, the Church, and men's other 

social institutions need to be administered so as to preserve the 

autonomy of individual members of the community, while legislation must 

12 
Sob. Soch. IV, 157. Here solovyov writes that the Jews are required 
to overcome their exclusive sense of nationhood, their 'national 
egotism' (otrechenie ot svoego natsional'nogo egoizma). 

13 Sob. Soch. III, 201 (2nd Speech in Memory of Dostoevsky). 
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be directed to defining the minimal degree of restraint necessary for 

the general welfare and freedom of all. 
14 Solovyov's more detailed 

specifications regarding the structure of a model Christian society 

will be summarised under the heading Theocracy (Teokratiya). However, 

it should be noted, here, that the striving for unity and reconcilia- 

tion among men, without which the Kingdom of God could not be realized 

on earth, features as the central idea informing the philosopher's 

practical schemes for the reunification of the Russian Orthodox and 

the Roman Catholic Churches. In his view, Christian believers could 

not sincerely profess faith in the Gospel teachings if they wilfully 

ign ored opportunities to bring the divided Churches together, for the 

Gospels proclaimed the need, for unity, while the continued hostility 

and misunderstandings between the Churches belies the-Christian 

principle of unity. 

The foregoing introductory observations regarding Solovyov's 

conception of the Kingdom of God bear out the words of Ernest Radlov 

in his biographical study of the philosopher: 

'The Kingdom of God according to Solovyov consists of 
people ceasing to be only people, entering onto a new, 
higher level of existence, on which their purely human 

tasks become just the means for another, ultimate goal., 
15 

In the very last years of the philosopher's life (1898-1900), with 

the growing prominence of his apocalyptic views, the likelihood or 

even the possibility of the realization of the Kingdom of God within 

14 
Sob. Soch. II, 153,156. (A Coritique of Abstract Principles). 
'Vl. S. Solovyov: His Life and Teaching' (Vl. S. Solovyov: Zhizn' 
Uchenie), Ernest L. Radlov, Petersburg 1913, p. 162. Iml I 
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human history appeared increasingly remote. But the actual substance 

of his ideas regatding the Kingdom of God did not change. Ernest 

Radlov writes: 

'The views of Vladimir Solovyov on the Kingdom of God 

remained unchanged throughout all the time of his 

literary activity. ' 16 

Sacred Corporeality - Svyataya Telesnost' 

In his 'Lectures on Godmanhood' Solovyov observes that physical 

matter may be known by its characteristic quality of impenetrability, 

(Nepronitsaemost'). 17 
This quality or condition of matter dictates 

that two physical, material bodies may not occupy one and the same 

space at the same time: they mutually resist and exclude one another. 

Solovyov maintains that the mutual resistance and exclusion that 

we find on this rudimentary physical level of existence is evident 

throughout the natural order, including human life. 18 Humans experience 

16 Ibid., 163. 
17 See 4th Lecture on God . manhood, Sob. Soch. III, 48-58, esp. pp-52-54. 
18 In Chapter I of his 'The Spiritual Foundations of Life' (Dukhovnye 

0snovy Zhizni, Sob-Soch. III) Solovyov writes of original sin as 
being the force which makes us 'impenetrable', 'closed' to others, 
'exclusive' and isolated: 

'In the depth of our being, in the very core of our souls the 
force of original sin hides - in a way unknown to us, and 
secretly acts -a dark force, senseless and evil. It is this very 
force which separates us from everything and from all, locks us 
in ourselves, makes us impenetrable and non-transparent; it is 
a senseless force and the principle of senselessness for, separa- 
ting us from the all, it breaks any bond [between) us and the 
Divine world, - deprives us of contact with the all and closes to 
us our true relation with the all, which constitutes the rational 
meaning (ratlo) of our life. ' (cont. ) 
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this mutual resistance and exclusion in the form of conflicting personal 

wills, and in restraints upon their assertion of their own will. This 

is the natural and unsatisfying condition into which men are born, 

and the continuing self-assertion of individuals only aggravates that 

condition, for the successful self-assertion of one individual or 

group of individuals entails the restraint of others. The satisfaction 

of their separate and respective wills is mutually exclusive. Such is 

Solovyov's line of argument. 

In his scheme, the counterparts of resistance and impenetrability 

are - at all levels of the natural and spiritual order - openness and 

receptivity (vospriimnost'). Solovyov's various statements about 

sacred corporeality (svyataya telesnost') are intended to establish 

that physical, created matter is receptive to spiritual influence. 

It is very noteworthy that Solovyov rejected the viewpoint of 

Gnosticism, according to which material nature is itself a principle 

of evil. He discerned this negative view of nature in other philo- 

sophies also, and he is consistent in his criticism of this view: 

we find such criticism in works as far apart as the 'Lectures on 

Godmanhood'19 of 1877 to 1881, and his 1891 lecture 'On the Decline of 

the Mediaeval Worldviewl. In the latter of these he affirms: 

18(dont) (V glubine nashego sushchestva, v samoy oanove nashey dushi, 
inogda dlya nas vpolne nesoznavaemo taitsya i skryto deystvuet sila 
pervorodnogo grekha, - sila ttmaya, bezumnaya i zlaya. Eto est' ta 
samaya sila, kotoraya otdelyaet nas ot vsego i oto vsekh, zamykaet nas 
v samikh sebe, delaet nas nep I roniteaemymi i neprozrachnymi; ona est' 
sila bessmyslennaya i nachalo voyakogo bezumiya, ibo, otdelyaya 
nas ot vaego, ona razryvaet dlya nas vayakuyu svyaZ' a mirom Bozhiim, 
lishaet nas obshcheniya so vsem, i zakryvaet ot nas to nashe istinnoe otnoshenie ko vsemu, kotoroe sostavlyaet razumniy smysl (ratio) nashey zhizni. ) (Sob. Soch-III, 323-324). 

19 
Sob. Soch. III, 42-46. 
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'Christianity is the religion of the Divine Incarnation 

and the resurrection. of the flesh; but they have turned 

it into some kind of Oriental dualism, rejecting 

material nature as an evil principle. ' 20 

(Solovyov's italics). 

Material nature is to be 'redeemed', holds Solovyov; this positive 

attitude towards material nature is prominent in his work 'The 

Spiritual Foundations of Life' (Dukhovnye Osnovy Zhizni, 1882-1884). 

The following two excerpts serve to show man's participatory role in 

the task of universal redemption: 

'As the incarnate God saves humanity, so humanity united 

with God must save all nature. ' 21 

'The true task of our life of the senses is to cultivate 

the garden of the earth, to convert the dead into the 
living, to confer on earthly beings a greater intensity 

and fullness of life - to animate them. ' 22 

(Solovyov's italics). 

This positive acceptance of matter, and of material nature 

generally, is not a stance that we very readily associate with 

Christian ascetisicm. But Solovyov urged that men (who are conscious 

and also free beings) should pursue their spiritual quest with the 

knowledge that they beat a responsibility for the condition of the 

natural world . 
23 He says men should remain mindful that 

20 Sob. Soch. VI, 391. See also Vladimir Lossky's observation: 
'The body should not be an obstacle in mystical experience. The 
manichean contempt for our bodily nature is alien to orthodox 
asceticism'. from V. Lossky's 'The Mystical Theology of the Eastern 

21 
Op. dit., 345-346. UhurchT, p 4. rs. 

22 
Sob. Soch. III, 348. 

23 
Ibid., 345. 
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'... The whole natural world must become the living body 

of regenerated humanity. 24 

Solovyov did not claim that this insight belongs solely to Christian 

teaching. It was, in his view, Jewish spirituality which revealed 

the worth of this positive acceptance of matter. The Jews firmly 

believed that matter could be sanctified, and they incorporated this 

belief into the very heart of their religious rituals and life. 25 

Their adherence to this principle, the principle which Solovyov calls 

'sacred corporeality' (svyataya telesnost'), is especially exem- 

plified by their conscious efforts to create a suitably spiritual 

milieu in which to receive their Messiah. They perceived the need 

to prepare for His coming by improving and 'making holy' all aspects 

of their life and social relations. 
26 The Christian view is that the 

very process of human historical development is 'sanctified' by the 

Divine Incarnation in the God-man Jesus Christ, the entry of God into 

the human, historical process so as to redeem natural man, the First 

Adam: Solovyov attaches utmost importance to this 'sanctification' 

(also, in effect, a 'justification') of the historical process, as 

our study will indicate. 

In 'Judaism and the Christian Question' (Evreystvo i Khristian- 

skiy Vopros, 1884) Solovyov delineates the religious outlook of the 

Jews, with special reference to their inability to accept any absolute 

separation of spirit and matter: 

24. Ibid., 346. 
25 Sob. Soch. IV, 149. (Judaism and the Christian question). 
26 Sob. Soch. VI, 6. (The Talmud, and the Newest Polemical Literature 

about it). 
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'The Jews, true to -their own religion, fully admitting 

the spiritual aspect of the Divinity and the divine 

aspect of the human soul, could not and did not want 

to separate these higher principles from their 

material expression, from their bodily form and 

cover, from their ultimate and finite realization. 

... 
(The Jew] believes in the spirit, but only 

in such [a spirit] which penetrates everything 

material, which uses matter as its own cover and 

as its own instrument. ' 27 

Solovyov's writings on this theme reveal what great importance he 

attached to the notion of 'sacred corporeality': it was one of the 

central terms he employed to convey the intimacy and the directness 

of relations between God and His creation. These passages also show 

that Solovyov felt a deep affinity with the Jews and their approach 

to spiritual matters. 
28 

He was mindful of the continuity between 

27 op. cit., 148/149. 
28 

A striking- example of Solovyov's appreciation iof -Jewish spirituality 
and traditions occurs in his article 'The Talmud, and the Newest 
Polemical Literature about it' : here he provides a whole line of 
argument with which sincere Jews might answer their Christian 
critics (see Sob. Soch. VI, 28-32). Not only does the philosopher 
commend the Jews' observance of their own law (p. 30), but he also 
sharply criticises contemporary Christians' indifference to social 
justice and to the proper, full application of the Christian code 
to society as a whole, (see pp. 29-31). This passage even contains 
the germ of an idea that was expressed five years later in his 
lecture 'On the Decline of the Mediaeval Worldview's(Ob Upadke 
Srednevekovogo Mirosozertsaniya, 1891) - See our Chapter VIII. 
Here Solovyov suggests tentatively that real and effective social 
reform in Christian countries coincided with a significant decline 
in religious belief. That idea, when developed more fully in the 
1891 lecture, caused much anger and adverse comment in Russian 
society and government circles. 
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Judaic and Christian religious thought, and acknowledged that the 

Jews' religious perceptions (notably the view of God as Personal, and 

the notion of 'sacred corporeality') have greatly enriched man. 

The extent to which Solovyov accepted 'sacred corporeality' as 

a valid and, indeed, important religious idea is particularly clear in 

his 'The Spiritual Foundations of Life' and in 'Judaism and the 

Christian Question!. Here, also, he remains firm in his opposition 

to philosophies which wholly separate spirit from matter, reject matter 

as an evil principle, or even devalue the natural faculties of man. 

This special emphasis in his religious outlook enabled him to provide 

a general definition of the goal of asceticism which is striking for 

its avoidance of the common view that the flesh must simply be 

'mortified' 
. Solovyov's definition also brings us to discussion of 

another term in his religious vocabulary, namely, the term 

Transfiguration (preobrazovanie, preobrazhenie). 

'The goal of Christian asceticism is not a weakening 

of the flesh, but a strengthening of the spirit for 

a transfiguration of the flesh. ' 29 

(Solovyov's italics). 

29 Sob. Soch. IV, 157-158. 
(Tsel' khristianskogo asketizma - ne oslablenie PlOtis a usilenie 

dukha dlya preobrazheniya ploti . See 'Encyclopaedia of Religion 
and Ethics; Ed. by James Hastings, (Edinburgh, 1925), Vol-II- p. 73: 

'The word 
, 
asceticism when used in the sphere of religion and 

ethics denotes self -preparation for a virtuous course of conduct, 
the zealous practice of acts of devotion and morality. 
There does appear to be inherent in both the Old Testament and 
the New Testament stages of revelation 'a 

,n element of asceticism. 
This consists in the urgent demand for an earnest combating of 
sin and a complete resignation to the holy will of God. ' 

It is to be noted that this definition of asceticism includes three 
notions. central to Solovyov's religious thought: namely, the need 
for moral virtue, the earnest combating of sin and evil (see Chap. 
VI), and surrender to the will of God. 
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Transfiguration - Preobrazovanie, Preobrazhenie. 
30 

Jesus Christ's mission on earth was a redemptive one, and 

the various episodes in His life are recounted in such a way, in the 

Gospels, as to deepen our understanding of one or other aspect of 

His ministry. Prominent among these was the Transfiguration of 

Christ, the awesome appearance of Christ's body wholly transfused with 

light. 31 
The three Apostles chosen to witness this Transfiguration 

were overcome by the intensest feelings of awe and by an awareness 

of Christ's spiritual power, perceivable in the form of light. 

According to Vladimir Losaky 

'This light or effulgence can be defined as the visible 

quality of the divinity, of the energies or grace 
in which God makes Himself known. 

32 

Prior to this event the Apostles had seen only the human form of 

Christ, externally similar to other men. Lossky stresses that the 

light radiating from Christ's body was quite unlike any created light 

familiar to men, and that the impact of this vision of Christ trans- 

figured was almost too powerful for the Apostles to bear: 

'Most of the Fathers who speak of the Transfiguration 

witness to the divine and uncreated nature of the 

light which appeared to the apostles ... The light 

seen by the apostles on Mount Tabor is proper to 

30 'The feast of the Transfiguration, so venerated by the Orthodox 
Church, serves as a key to the understanding of the humanity Of 
Christ in the Eastern Tradition. ' 

. Vladimir Lossky, 'The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church; 
p. 149. D. S1.1] 31 

Luke 9, xxviii-xxxvi. 
32 

Op-cit., p. 221. 
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God by His nature... a terrifying and unbearable 

apparition to created beings, because foreign 

and external to human nature as it was before 

Christ and outside the Church. . 33 

Lossky stresses that the Divine Light revealed to men is not appre- 

hended solely through the natural faculties,. but through properly 

so-called 'mystical experience' , which affects the whole man: 

'The divine light is not an allegorical or abstract 

thing: it is given in mystical experience ... It is 

not a reality of the intellectual order, as the 

illumination of the intellect, taken in its 

allegorical and abstract sense, sometimes is. Nor 

is it a reality of the sensible order. This light 

is a light which fills at the same time both intellect 

and senses, revealing itself to the whole man, and not 

only to one of his faculties. The divine light, 

being given in mystical experience, surpasses at the 

same time both sense and intellect. ' 34 

Vladimir Solovyov assigned very great importance to the Trans- 

figuration of Christ. For him the event bore confirmation of Christ's 

unique status 
35 

and His spiritual authority. But also, Solovyov 

considered that the Transfiguration of Christ anticipated the trans- 

figuration of all material being. First it was necessary for Christ's 

Apostles to recognise His true, divine nature, to acknowledge that 

33 
Lossky, 'Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church', pp. 222-223. [ILSqJ 

34 
Ibid., 220/221. 

35 
This is conveyed, in the episode of the Transfiguration, not solely 
by the transfusion of Christ's body with uncreated light, but also 
by the acknowledgement of His status b. y Moses and Elijah (Luke 9, 
xxx-xxxi) who speak of His deeds to come. 
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which wholly set Him apart from the long line of Old Testament prophets 

and from His immediate precursor, John the Baptist. Chrst was not 

simply a miracle-worker and prophet, but a figure who, with His own 

coming, heralded a most profound qualitative change in humanity and 

the whole natural order. For conscious, reflective man He provided 

an ideal of spiritual perfection towards which to aspire, and a body 

of teachings (notably the Sermon on the Mount) to serve as a path for 

the attainment of that ideal. Man, though ultimately dependent on 

the mercy and grace of God, could be induced to work for his own 

salvation. And then, if man is duly aware of his close ties with, 

36 
and his obligations towards, the rest of the created, natural order, 

he can work for the restoration and eventual 'redemption' or 'spirit- 

ualisation' (odukhotvorenie) of the natural order. He can accomplish 

something positive as regards his own redemption and the 'redemption' 

of the natural order precisely because he can examine his actions and 

motives and because he can redirect his energies as he sees appropriate. 

He is conscious of his 'self', and he is able to modify his behaviour 

because endowed with consciousness. And furthermore, not only is he 
I 

36 'We are in debt to all that created order which, on account of our 
sin, groans and is tormented up to this time'. (My v dolgy u 
vsey toy tvari, kotoraya radi nashego grekha stenaet i muchitsya 
donyne). 

- Sob. Soch. III, 345 (The Spiritual Foundations of Life). 
'The true task of our life of the senses is to cultivate the garden 
of the earth - to convert the dead into the living, to confer on 
earthly beings greater intensity and fullness of life - to, animate 
them. ' 
I (Istinnaya zadacha nashey chuvstvennoy zhizni - vozdelyvat' sad 

zemli - prevrashchat' mertvoe v zhivoe, soobahchat' zemnym, sushchestvam 
bol'shuyu intensivnost' i polnotu zhizni - zhivotvorit' ikh-') 
(Solovyov's italics. ) Ibid., 348. 
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able to reflect on his actions as an individual, but he can examine 
i 
the activities and aspirations of collective humanity he can judge 

whether or not the direction taken by mankind as a whole is desirable 

and beneficial. 

Solovyov emphasised that to help bring about the full reanima- 

tion and the transfiguration of the created, natural order man has to 

retain faith in the ultimate victory of the Good. In other words, man 

has to believe that good, desirable ends may be achieved by good, 

morally acceptable means, and that the way of love proclaimed by 

Christ is, finally, the most efficacious means available to us. 

(The solution sought by the Grand Inquisitor in Ivan Karamazov's story 

is essentially unacceptable because the Inquisitor renounces love as 

a means to achieve his goal of happiness for the- mass of mankind, and 

because by assuming at the very outset that they are unable to bear 

responsibility and freedom, he thinks of, and treats, them as a herd. 

He thus deprives them of dignity, and denies them the opportunity to 

attain the true ideal of 'community' promised in the Christian Gospels. ) 

As we have seen from Lossky's observations, the transfiguration of 

humanity and all created being could only come in the wake of God's 

self-Revelation to man. The Apostles on Mount Tabor were granted a 

most privileged and rare vision, which induced them to see and recog- 

nise the authority of Christ. It was an awesome experience that sub- 

sequently awakened their faith in the eventual spiritualisation and 

transfiguration of all creation, in universal salvation. 

In the previous section of our Study we mentioned that Solovyov 

personally experienced visions which conveyed to him an i diate 

sense or fore-taste of the universal harmony that awaits the created 

world. It is plain from his writings that he valued these visions 
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gre at ly: they particularly appear to have sustained his faith in the 

eventual triumph of the Good, the triumph which is conveyed by the 

image of the 'sun of love' (s6lntse lyubvi) in his lyrical poetry. 
37 

The philosopher recognised that he had apprehended something 

that was not disclosed to most men. In most men's experience matter 

acts as a barrier or veil, concealing the truest type of beauty and 

harmony behind it. In the autobiographical poem 'Three Meetings' 

(Tri svidaniya) Solovyov affirms: 

'Beneath the coarse surface of matter 
I touched the imperishable purple 
And recognised the radiance of deity... ' 38 

It was, in Solovyov's view, the prophet who is especially able to 

perceive the desirable state of harmony and order that mankind and 

nature are destined to attain. The prophet is granted this vision 

of future harmony on account of his own moral preparation and accom- 
39 - 

-lishments and on account of his firm faith in the triumph of the 

Good. The significance of the prophet as a 'spiritual type' is 

considered under the heading Theocracy, for the prophet was one of 

37 Sob. Soch. XII, p. 23: The poet writes - 'Death and Time rule on earth, 
Do not not call them lords, Everything.,. disappears 
In the gloom, Only the sun of love remains motionless' (Smert' i Vremya tsaryat na zemle, Ty vladykami ikh ne zovi; Vse, 
kruzhas', ischezaet vo mgle, Nepodvizhno lishl solntse lyubvi. 1) The 
poem was written in 1887. 

38 'Pod gruboyu koroyu veshchestva 
Ya oeyazal netlennuyu porfiru 
I uznaval siyanie bozhestva. . .' Sob. Soch. XII, 80 (1898) Trans. by 

Ralph Koprince, in 'The Silver Age of Russian Culture', C. and E. 
Proffer, (Ardis, Ann Arbour), p. 128. 

, 
Cjl. jof3 

See also a much earliek poem (1874), where solovyov affirms that 
the divine fire burns under the cover (guise) of matter: 

pod lichinoy veshchestva besstrastnoy 
Vezde ogon' bozhestvenniy gorit. ' (Sob. Soch. XII, p. 24). 

39 Sob-Soch. IV, 168. (Judaism and the Christian Question). 
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three representatives of authority in Solovyov's conception of theo- 

cratic government. Here it is his capacity for constant faith in the 

Good that is noteworthy, the faith which all Christian need to cultiva- 

te in themselves, so that they may, in time, recognise (and acknowledge) 

the spiritual aspect that inheres in all created matter. 

All-Unity (Pan-Unity) - Vseedinstvo 

Vladimir Solovyov's various statements on All-Unity contain some 

of his most central beliefs regarding the nature of God. The concept 

of All-Unity helped him in two particular respects: firstly, he 

employed this term to clarify and correct what he regarded as unfor- 

tunately imbalanced views of the nature of God (e. g. views which 

exclusively affirmed either the transcendence or the immanence of 

God); secondly, this term serve d him in the formulation of arguments 

affirming the Trinitarian view of God. 

Solovyov was anxious to counter the view that the Divinity 

(or Divine Principleo Bozhestvennoe Nachalo) is characterised purely 

by an absence of defining qualities. At the beginning of his 4th 

Lecture on Godmanhood 40 he points out that the term Absolute (Lat. 

absolutum) signifies two things: 

I a) that in respect of which all particular definitions are 

denied 

b) that which is c lete (zakonchennoe, sovershennoe) - ie. Em 

that which possess all, that which contains all within 

40 
Sob-Soch. III, 48-49. 
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itself. 41 

Solovyov argued that it is misguided to characterise the Divinity 

only in terms of an absence of defining qualities or of 'freedom from' 

definitions. He believed that Buddhism adopted this unsatisfactory 
42 

conception of the Absolute, that it stressed the inapplicability of 

particular definitions to the Absolute, while failing to affirm that 

the Absolute contains all within Itself (and is 'free' of particular 

definitions precisely because It embraces them all). 

Having clearly distinguished between the purely negative con- 

ception of the Absolute (otritsatel'noe nichto) and the positive con- 

ception (polozhitel'noe nichto), and having stressed that these two 

are by no means synonymous or interchangeable, Solovyov went on to 

show that when he referred to the positive content of the Divine 

principle, this could not rightly be taken as 'purely an aggregate 

of natural phenomena' (Ono ne mozhet byt' tol'ko sovokupnost'yu 

pri rodnykh yavleniy). 
43 

Natural phenomena, taken either singly V 

or collectively, cannot be characterised by full, authentic and 

constant existence, and therefore they cannot represent or be the 

positive content of the Divine principle. 
44 These phenomena are still 

41 
Ibid', 48. Note also p. 116. 

42 
Ibid. 

43 
Ibid., 49. See also p. 113, where -that point is reaffirmed. 44 
Ibid. 'Each of these phenomena, and consequently all of them together, 
represent only a constant transition, a process having only the 
appearance of being, but not genuine, essential and constant being. ' 

(Kazhdoe iz etikh yavleniy, a sledovatel'no i vae oni vmeste 
predstavlyayut lish' postoyanniy perekhod, protsess, imeyushchiy 
toVko vidimost' bytiya, a ne podlinnoe, sushchestvennoe i preby- 
vayushchee bytie). 
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subject to change, they do not possess stable, lasting qualities, 

and therefore they cannot themselves serve as the full, positive 

content of the Divine principle. 

We have already explained the reasons underlying Solovyov's 

criticisms of the Deist and the Pantheist views of the Divine in our 

previous Chapter. He criticised them on account of their exclusive 

affirmation of the transcendent nature of the Divine and the immanent 

nature respectively. 
45 

He called for a due recognition of both these 

natures in the Divine, and sought, to clarify the seeming contradiction 

involved in the admission of these 'incompatible' qualities by dis- 

tinguishing God as He is in Himself and God as He is in relation to 

the world: 

'God, being in Himself:,: transcendent (existing beyond the 

confines of the world), 'at the same time, in relation to 

the world appears as an active creative force... 46 

(Solovyov's italics). 

This resolution of the problem not only avoids the one-sidedness of 

the Deists' and the Pantheists' respective claims; it also allows 

Solovyov to develop an interpretation of traditional Christian teaching 

that relies greatly upon transfiguration and spiritualisation. His 

views, as developed in the 'Lectures on Godmanhood', highlight the 

way that the Divine action on the created world is transformative. 
47 

45 
Ibid., 164. 

46 'Bog, buduchi sam po sebe transtsendentnym (prebyvayushchim za 
predelami mira), vmeste s tem po otnosheniyu k miru yavlyaetsya 
kak deystvuyushchaya tvoreheskaya sila... '. (Sob. Soch. III, 165) 

47 
See Transfiguration. And see above: 'God 

... in relation to the world 
appears as an active creative force. ' 

(p, 
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At the same time, these views are Christocentric. 

Solovyov criticised some of the mediaeval theologians of Western 

Europe who had provided extremely legalistic interpretations based 

on expiation and atonement to account for the Incarnation of God. 
48 

This emphasis was, in his view, alien to Orthodox Christians and it 

derived from Roman conceptions of law. Solovyov considered it 

important to stress that the Incarnation was an essential part of the 

Divinely-ordained plan for the universe; 

'With that conception of Divinity and of humanity 

which is given in these lectures, the Incarnation 

of the Divinity is not only possible, but in an 

essential way enters the general plan of the universe. 
49 

'In truth, the work of Christ is not a juridicial fiction... 

it is a real feat, a real struggle and victory over 
the principle of evil. The Second Adam was born on earth 

not for the fulfilment of a formal juridicial process, 
but for the real salvation of mankind, for his effective 

rescue from the power of the force of evil, for the actual 

revelation in Him of the Kingdom of God. 50 

48 
Op. cit., 163-164. 

49 'Pri tom ponyatii Bozhestva i chelovechestva, kotoroedano v etikh 
chteniyakh, voploshchenie Bozhestva ne tol'ko vozmozhno, no i 
sushchestvenno vkhodit v obshchiy plan mirozdaniya. ' 

(Sob. Soch. III, 165). 
50 'Poistine, delo Khristovo ne est' yuridicheskaya fiktsiya... ono est' 

deystvitel'niy,.. podvig, real'naya bor'ba i pobeda nad zlym nachalom. 
Vtoroy Adam rodilsya na zemle ne dlya soversheniya formalenoyuridich- 
eskogo protsessa, a dlya real'nogo spaseniya chelovechestva, dlya 
deystvitel'nogo izbavleniya ego iz-pod vlasti zloy sily, dlya 
otkroveniya v n'em na dele. taarstva Bozhiya. ' (Sob. Soch. III, 164). 
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For Solovyov the cosmic and the historical processes are intim- 

ately fused because God, in the Person of Christ, enters the historical 

process. It is through Christ that the right relations bdtween God and 

'fallen' humanity can be re-established. 
51 

Solovyov's writings on the subject of All-Unity (where he refers 

to the idea that the Divine principle contains all within it) are 

especially noteworthy because they convey how finite man strives 

towards that All-One, complete Being. 

Self-aware, conscious man feels himself to be in a state of 

privation, and he cannot, by his very nature accept that state. One 

of Solovyov's most celebrated statements, taken from the 2nd Lecture 

on Godmanhood, is the following: 

The human personality 'does not want to and cannot 
be satisfied with any conditional, limited content... 

52 

In Solovyov's view, the true religious faith of the Christian entails 

acceptance of the idea that man can overcome his finite state, that he 

can attain 'plenitude of being' (polnota bytiya). Acceptance of that 

idea is, in effect, a belief in God and in the positive, spiritual 

nature of humanity itself: 

'Thus, here faith in oneself, faith in the human 

personality is at the same time faith in God, for 

divinity belongs to man and to God, with this 
difference, that it belongs to God in eternal reality, 
but is only being attained by man, is only being 

51 Ibid., 163. 
52 Chelovecheskaya lichnost' 'ne khochet i ne mozhet udovletvorit'sya 

nikakim uslovnym ogranichennym soderzhaniem... ' 
(Sob. Soch. III, 25). 
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received; in Lhis] given condition [it] is only a 

possibility [potential], only an aspiration [stremleniel' 53 

It will be seen from this and many other passages in his 

works how important and valuable man's spiritual aspiration was to 

Solovyov. Since he believed that man must participate actively in 

the task of universal salvation, he regarded man's aspirations to 

attain that Christian goal as particularly important. As we have 

observed elsewhere, Solovyov experienced three mystical visions, in 

which he sensed the state of harmony and complete fulfilment which 

humanity, by its very nature, requires and seeks to attain. These 

were three instances of rare and privileged insight not granted to 

the ordinary man. Especially in his third and last vision Solovyov 

perceived the underlying unity of the created world, of the different 

natural phenomena; he also experienced past, present and future time 

simultaneously. 
54 

This perception of the essential unity of created 

beings must be taken as a highly important factor influencing 

Solovyov's thinking on the all-comprehensive nature of the Divine. 

53 , Takim obrazom zdes' vera v sebya, vera v chelovecheskuyu lichnost' 
eat' vmeste a tem vera v Boga, ibo bozhestvo prinadlezhit cheloveku 
i Bogu, a toy raznitsey, chto Bogu prinadlezhit ono v vechnoy 
deystvitel'nosti, a chelovekom tol'ko dostigaetsya, tol'ko poluch- 
aetsya; v dannom zhe sostoyanii eat' tol'ko vozmozhnost', tol'ko 
stremlenie. ' (Ibid. ) 

See also Sob. Soch. III, 164-165: 

'Kazhdoe sushchestvo, utverzhdaya sebya v svoey granitse kak eto, vne 
Boga, vmeste s tem no udovletvoryaetsya etoy granitsey, stremitaya 
byt' i vsem, t. e. stremitsya k vnutrennemu edin8tVU a Bogom. ' 

54 Sob. Soch. XII, 84. 
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He acknowledged the transcendence of God, 55 but sensed the immanence 

of God in His creation particularly strongly, as some of his poems 

show: 

... But the eternal, which has revealed itself in this night, 

E, tl is not destroyed by time... 

Yes! God is with us 
Not beyond the confines of countless worlds 
And not in the sleeping memory of centuries. 

He is here, now - among the arbitrary rush, 
In the turbid stream of life's care 
You Grasp the all-joyous mystery: 
Evil is powerless; we are eternal; God is with usl' 

56 

We mentioned, above, that Solovyov employed the term All-Unity 

not only to correct one-sided views of the nature of God, but also in 

order to establish the validity of Christian teaching on the Trinity. 

Solovyov undertook to show, in an extensive and elaborate 

57 argument which fills the 6th and 7th Lectuies on Godmanhood, that 

the Church's teaching on the mystery of the Trinity itself expresses 

55 
Sob. Soch. IV, 165. 

56 
e. cit., 34 So vechnoe, chto v etu noch' otkrylos', 

Neaokrushimo vremenem ono... 
Da! S nami Bog, 
Ne za predelami beschislennykh mirov... 
I ne v usnuvshey pamyati vekov. 
On zdes', teper', - sred' suety sluchaynoy, 
V potoke mutnom zhiznennykh trevog 
Vladeesh' ty vseradostnoyu taynoy: 
Bessil'no zlo; my vechny; s nami Bogl' (SolovYov's 

Italics) 
See also the last stanza of the poem 'Prometeyu'(Ibid., p-88). 

57 
See the 6th and 7th Lectures on Godmanhood (Sob. Soch. III, 79-102; 
Sob. Soch. III, 103-119).. 
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the notion of God's all-comprehensive (all-unifying) nature. In the 

6th Lecture (summarised at the beginning of the following lecture, 

p. 103) he presents reasons for taking the Divinity as three individible 

Persons, sharing one Essence. Each of these Persons perceives (appre- 

hends) that absolute essence in Its own manner. Using the analogy of 

the three fundamental faculties of man, namely the faculties of willing, 

knowinR and sensing, 
58 Solovyov taught that the three Persons of the 

Divine Trinity will, know and sense one and the same absolute content. 
59 

For Solovyov the triad of Good-Truth-Beauty bore great importances 

and he believed that the Good, the True and the Beautiful are the 

fundamental categories under which the three Persons of the Trinity 

apprehend their absolute content. It is one and the same (absolute) 

content which is apprehended, respectively as Good, as True, and as 

Beautiful. 60 

In schematic form (which also provides the basis for other 

triads belonging to Solovyov's religious -philosophical system), he 

presents his findings thus: 

58 'My videli, chto priznavaya voobshche bozhestvennoe nachalo kak 
sushchee a bezuslovnym soderzhaniem, neobkhodimo primate v nem 
trekh edinosushchnykh i nerazdel'nykh sub'ektov, iz koikh kazhdiy 
po-svoemu otnositsya k odnoy i toy zhe bezuslovnoy sushchnosti, 
po-svoemu obladaet odnim i tem zhe bezuslovnym soderzhaniem. ' 

(Sob. Soch. III, 103). 
59 'Ideya kak predmet ili soderzhanie sushchego est' sobstvenno 

to, chego on khochet, chto on predstavlyaet, chto chuvstvuet ili 
oshchughchaet. ' 

(Ibid. 
2 107). 

60 
Ibid., 110-111. 
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When apprehended primarily by the Will, the idea is 

called the Good; 

When apprehended by the faculty of Knowing [by representation, 

Vorstellung, predstavlenie], the idea is called the True; 

When apprehended by Feeling [Chuvstvol, it is called Beauty. 
61 

Further than this, he asserts that Good, Truth and Beauty are different 

aspects of unity. 
62 

The coherence and underlying unity of the created 

order are prominent themes for discussion in Solovyov's work 

'The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge' (Filosofskie 

Nachala Tsel'nogo Znaniya); 63 
through the construction of various 

triads, the philosopher assigns Good, Truth and Beauty to particular 

faculties of man and to particular spheres of human activity. The 

terms especially a9sociated with Solovyov's religious-philosophical 

system are free theurgy, free theosophy and free theocracy,, 
64 

(svobodnaya teurgiya, svobodnaya teosofiya, svobodnaya teokratiya). 

Solovyov envisaged a complete and ideal organisation of men's creativity, 

61 
See Ibid., . pp. 107-110. 
Note the passage which reads: '.. 

-Kak soderzhanie voli sushchego 
ili kak ego zhelannoe, ideya nazyvaetsya blagom,. -kak soderzhanie 
ego predstavleniya, ona nazyvaetsya istinoy,.. kak soderzhanie ego 
chuvstva, ona nazyvaetsya krasotoy. ' (p. 107). 

62 'Zhelannoe, predstavlyaemoe i chuvstvuemoe absolyutno-sushchim 
mozhet byt' tol'ko vse ... Absolyutnoe khochet kak blaga togo zhe 
samogo, chto ono predstavlyaet kak istinu i chuvstvuet kak krasotu, 
i imenno vsego. No vse mozhet byt' predmetom absolyutno sushchego 
tok'ko v svoem vnutrennem edinstve i tselosti. Takim obrazom 
blago, istina i krasota sut' razlichnie obrazy ili vidy edinstva, 
pod kotorymi dlya absolyutnogo yavlyaetsya ego soderzhanie ili vse' 
ili tri razlichnya storony, s kotorykh absolyutno-sushchee svodit 
vs4 k edinstvu. ' (pp. 109-110). 

63 
See esp. Sob. Soch. I, 256-264,373,378. 

64 
Ibid., 289. 
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knowledge and society, and he defined general morality (objective, 

not simply the subjective morality for the individual) as a conscious 

and free service for the enhancement of this general goal. 
65 He not 

only wished to arrive at a coherent and acceptable philosophical or 

theological definition of the all-comprehensive, all-unifying nature 

of God, appropriate to scholarly discourse, but also worked for 

practical goals. 
66 He felt that Christian believers are morally 

obliged to work in active ways for reconciliation among men, for 

justice and the betterment of society. 

The Divine Purpose - Bozhestvenniy Zamysel 

Solovyov believed that the study of history is decisive for the 

Jew and the Christian, because it is precisely within the course of 

historical development that their respective Traditions enable them 

to discern God's purpose in creating the world. Solovyov refuted the 

view that history comprises a flow of random, meaningless events that 

have no direction or ultimate goal. For him the cosmic process itself 

is intimately, connected with the historical process: if it is possible 

to say that the cosmic process involves a fundamental transition from 

65 
Ibid. 'My poluchili teper' otvet na postavlenniy nami v nachale 
vopros o tseli chelovecheskogo sushchestvovaniya: ona opredelilas, 
kak obrazovanie vsetseloy obshchechelovecheskoy organizatsii v 
forme tsel'nogo tvorchestva ili svobodnoy teurgii, tsel'nogo znaniya 
ili svobodnoy teosofii i tsel'nogo obshchestva ili svobodnoy 
teokratii. Nastoyashchaya ob'eýtivnaya nravstvennost' sost0it 
dlya cheloveka v tom, chtoby on sluzhil soznatel'no i svobodno 
etoy obshchey tseli, otozhdestvlyaya s ney svoyu lichnuyu volyu... ' 

66 
The reaffirmation of the worth and importance of this practical 
moral code is to be found in Solovyov's work 'justification of the 
Good', written twenty years after 'The Philosophical Principles of 
Integral Knowledge'. 
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primordial chaos to a state of increasing harmony and order, 
67 

then 

it is in the unfolding of historical events and in the advance o, f 

conscious, self-aware humanity that the revelation of meaning and of 

an underlying Divine purpose become most apparent. On the purely 

natural, physical level of existence man experiences the meaningless 

tyranny of time and of passing generations, the 'evil infinity', 

Was schlechte Unendlichkeit). 
68 

one generation inevitably has to 

yield its place to the following one and has to vanish into death and 

the past; it cannot prolong its hold on the present time, nor retain 

and fully enjoy the fruit of its achievements. The succeeding generation 

will, in its turn, have to give way to the next generation, because 

still subject to the conditions of time, physical destruction and 

death. If man were really confined to such an existence, it could 

truly be said that his life lacked meaning. However, according to 

Solovyov's account, man's involvement in historical development, and 

his capacity to reflect on the nature of that development, allows him 

to detect meaning, order and direction in the events unfolding before 

him. Solovyov sought to show that, for the Christian believer in' 

particular, the very passage of time may be regarded and interpreted 

sub specie aeternitatis. 

This latter point is well conveyed by N. A. Berdyaev, in his 

book, 'The Meaning of History I 

67 'Russia and the Universal Church' (La Russie et VEglise Universelle), 
Book III, Ch. VIII, 265-268 (3ý-d French Edition). See Russian 

68 
trans., Sob. Soch. XI, 311-313. [&, LI3 
Sob. Soch. III, 306-310; Sob. Soch, IV, 258-259. 
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'The historical character of Christianity may be attributed 
to the fact that the Christian consciousness had conceived 

eternity as manifesting and incarnating itself in time. 

The significance of Christianity as it manifests itself in 

the temporal and historical process lies in its demon- 

stration that eternity or the divine reality can break the 

chain of time, penetrate into and appear as:; the dominant 

force in it. ' 69 

(our-Italics). 

Berdyaev cites Hinduism and other Oriental religious Traditions as 

instances of the a-historical viewpoint, that is, of the viewpoint 

which is not affected by historical considerations because so wholly 

70 focused on 'the metaphysical' . The important point to observe, 

here, is that the Christian historically-based viewpoint provides a 

view of the relations between God and man as a dynamic drama involving 

human freedom. It was this question of human freedom and the question 

whether or not the world process sufficiently provides for that free- 

dom which so deeply concerned Schelling and, in their turn, Solovyov 

and Berdyaev. 

'History postulates a Divine-humanity. The character 

of the religious and historical process presupposes a 

profound clash and interaction between the Divinity and 

69 'The Meaning of His-torf, N. A. Berdyaev (Geoffrey Bles, London 1936, 

70 
2nd Ed. ), p. 67. Uvs] 

Ibid., see pp. 2-3,14,16-18, and Chap. II, 'On the Nature of the 
Historical: the Metaphysical and the Historical', (pp. 21-43 , esp. 
p. 26: 

'... As I shall attempt to prove, the metaphysical and the 
hiitorical are really brought together and intimately fused 
only in the Christian philosophy of history. ' 

See p. 31: 'The Hindoo consciousness and destiny are the most unhis- 
torical in the world'. 
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man, between Providence, divine fatality and necessity 

on the one hand, and the unfathomable mystery of human 

freedom on the other. ' 71 

'Christian freedom postulates the fulfilment of history 

through the agency of a free subject and spirit., 
72 

Solovyov himself briefly summarises his views regarding the direction 

and purpose of world history in his book 'The Spiritual Foundations of 

Life', (Chap. III): 

'The appearance of the new spiritual man in Christ is 

the focal point [sredotochie] of universal history. 

The end or goal of this history is [consists in] the 

appearance of spiritual hutuanity. The ancient world 

gravitated towards the spiritual man, the new world 

gravitates towards spiritual humanity, i. e. so that 

Christ would realize His image in all 
[beings] 

- 
[chtoby Khristos voobrazilsya vo vsekh]. 

73 

(Solovyov's italics) 

Solovyov not only defines the goal of universal history as the transi- 

tion (or evolution) from the individual spiritual man to collective 

I spiritual 'humanity I, but also states specifically what path is needed 

71 
Ibid., 36-37. See also 'The Wound of Knowledge', Rowan Williams 
(Darton, Longman and Todd), pp. 44-45. (Ist edn. jqjq, reprint 1981) 

'It is one of the commonest errors to suppose that Platonism of 
any sort simply devalues the finite. .. The weakness of Pla; jonism, 
however, is its lack of historical concern: its world is 
essentially static. Origen succeeds in giving history, story, 
a place in such a system, and does so not simply by treating 
the story as a long cipher, as allegory, but by granting that 
- at least - the history of Jesus is an irruption of grace into 
the historical world, an historical picture of the eternal Godhead. ' 

72 Ibid., 110. 
73 Sob-Soch. III, 403. 
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to attain that goal, that summum bonum: 

'This goal is attained by a two-fold path: by the 

path of personal moral perfectibility and by the 

path of improvement of social relations. ' 74 

Here, as in other statements of his religious thought, Solovyov's 

resolution of central questions in theology and in history rests upon 

an acute awareness that individual man and collective humanity75 must 

all be accorded importance. Solovyov's practical schemes for the 

inauguration of a theocratic government, and his writings on the 

principles of theocracy, were intended to establish the authentic 

Christian model of culture. He was particularly inspired by his belief 

that all of humanity represents one living organism, and that this 

integral, 'organic' aspect of humanity is affirmed by the traditional 

mystical symbolism of Christianity, according to which the Church, or 

the collected community of believers, is called 'the Bride of Christ' 

(Nevesta Khristova) or 'the mystical Body of Christ', (Telo Khristovo). 

As Solovyov explains, Christian government includes elements seen in 

the pre-Christian, pagan forms of government of both East and West; 

it contains these elements, but also provides a new and vital element, 

which assures the welfare of man: 

74 Ibid. (Eta tsel' dostigaetsya dvoyakim put6m: put'e'm lichnogo 
nravstvennogo sovershenstvovaniya i putem uluchsheniya obshches- 
tvennykh otnosheniy). 

See also: Sob. Soch. III, 165 (Lectures on Godmanhood). 
75 See for example Solovyov's article 'Three Forces' (Tri Sily), 1877. 

Sob. Soch. I, 227-239. 

Solovyov criticises the extreme rigidity of Isilamic society on 
the one hand (pp. 230-231) and the extreme individualism apparent 
in West European society on the other hand, its fragmentation and its lack of internal, organic unity, (p. 236). 
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'In Christian government is found all that was also 

in pagan government, both Eastern and Western, but 

all this acquires a new significance, it is renewed 
in the spirit of truth [obnovlyaetsya v dukhe istiny]. 

There is domination. [gospodstvo] in Christian govern- 

ment, but domination not in the name of its own 

strength, but in the name of the general good and in 

agreement with the directives of the Church authority. 

There is also submission in Christian government, 

though not from slavish fear, but according to 

conscience and voluntarily, for the sake of that 

general welfare which the sovereign and subjects serve 

in like manner. 
76 

In 'Judaism and the Christian Question' Solovyov explains how the 

ideal of Christian rule incorporates Hellenic, Roman and Eastern 

conceptions of rule, as well as introducing the specifically 

Christian idea that the ruler is a servant and guardian of the truth. 
77 

He indicates that humanity's ideas on the rule and organisation of 

society evolve in the course of history, and that this is, finally, in 

accordance with the promises of Christ in the Gospels that all humanity 

can be, and is destined to be, 'redeemed'. 

Godmanhood - Bogochelovechestvo 

'From the first ages of Christianity right until 

the present time, God-man has appeared for the 

world as a stumbling-block and a snare. Above all, 
[it is] deeply-religious people [who] hit themselves 

76 Sob. Soch. III, 407. 
. 77 Sob. Soch. IV, 163-164. 
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on this. s tumb ling-b lock, [people] who could not detach 

themselves from the old religious idea which did not 

fathom the actual and complete union of Lthel divinity 

with our nature. ' 78 

We have already noted, in our previous chapter, the fundamental 

criticism which SOlovyov levelled against Islim and Zoroastrianism. 

In Solovyov's view, the Islamic and Zoroastrian religions are instances 

of 'the old religious idea' cited above, that is to say, the idea 

according to which God and created nature are taken as distinct and 

separate, because the immanence of God in His creation is insufficiently 

acknowledged. Solovyov took the Christian faith, founded on the Gospels 

of Christ, to be a more complete revelation of God's nature, because 

it made man especially conscious of God's immanence in His creations 

as well as His transcendence. Solovyov wrote extensively on the 

similarities and differences between the world's various religious 

Traditions, 
- and he came to arrange them in a hierarchy, describing 

some religious philosophies as partial revelations of the nature of 

God, and naming-_ the-Christian view as the most complete revelation of 

God's nature. The critical difference which set apart the Christian 

faith from other faiths was the affirmation, central to Christianity, 

78 Sob. Soch. III, 33 (The Great Controversy and Christian Politics, 
1883). 

(S pervykh vremen khristianstva i donyne bogochelovek yavlyaetsya 
dlya mira kamnem pretknoveniya i soblazna. Prezhde vsego spot- 
knulis' ob etot kamen' lyudi gluboko-religioznye, no kotorye ne 
mogli otdelat'sya ot staroy religioznoy idei, ne postigavshey 
deystvitel'nogo i polnogo soedineniya bozhestva a nashey prirodoy. ) 
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that God Himself assumed himan nature, became incarnated, so as to 

effect the redemption of created and imperfect nature. The belief that 

Jesus Christ embodied divine and human nature, and that He entered 

the course of human history, and thus 'sanctified' it, (making the 

spiritualisation of humanity a real possibility, ) - this is the real 

burden of Solovyov's teaching on Godmanhood. 

Solovyov's religious-philosophical system was Christocentric, 

and it assigned prime importance to the universal nature of the 

salvation proclaimed in the Gospels. 

In his 'Lectures on Godmanhood' Solovyov underlines the point 

that the Incarnation of God, His appearance among men on earth has in 

various ways been prepared: 
79 

the Jews' apprehension of God as a 

Personal Being, their expectation of a Messiah, their view of them- 

selves as God's chosen people with a special religious and historical 

destiny - all these developments prepared the way for the birth of 

Christ among the Jewish nation. 
80 The threads of continuity between 

the Old Testament and the New Testament are of course very numerous, 

and this continuity is explicitly confirmed by Christ in His words: 

'Think not that I have come to abolish the law and the prophets; I 

79 Sob. Soch. III, 165: 
"";.. Ego lichnoe voploshchenie v individual %, nom cheloveke eat' 

lish' poslednee zveno dlinnogo ryada drugikh voploshcheniy fizicheskikh 
i istoricheskikh, -! I- eto yavlenie Boga vo, ploti chelovecheskoy eat, 
lish' bolee polnaya, sovershennaya teofaniya v ryadu drugikh 
nepolnykh, podgotovitellnykh i preobrazovatel--Inykh teofaniy. 

80 
. 
quEstion' See part I of Solovyov's'judaism and the Christian 

(Sob. Soch. IV, 142-150): 'Pochemu iudeystvo, bylo prednaznacheno dlya 
rozhdeniya iz nego Bogocheloveka, Messii ili Khrista? '. 

See also N. A. Berdyaev's 'The Meaning of History', Chap-V, 'The 
Destiny of the Jews', pp. 86-lU-7(2nd Ed., 1936). [IsItl 
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have not come to abolish them but to fulfil them', (Matt. 5, xvii). 

For Solovyov, as we know particularly from his writings on theocracy, 

the Old Testament was a profoundly rich source of insights about the 

nature of God and about Divine-human relations. He recognised the 

sense in which Christ came to"fulfil' the Law of the Jews, but he 

also perceived the essential differences between the Old and New 

Testaments. In this respect he followed the spirit and tradition of 

Christian Biblical exegesis. The distinctive feature of Solovyov's 

interpretation, and of his teaching on Godmanhood in particular, was 

the manner in which he drew attention to the unique status of Jesus 

Christ and especially to His central position in the world process 

itself. 81 In the second place, Solovyov stressed collective man's 

potential state of harmony and unity (an organic unity), the attainment 

of which was promised in Christ's statements about the eventual triumph 

of His Church. 
82 

Solovyov also stressed Christ's immediate involvement 

in the human historical process, the need for Christ's appearance at 

a middle point in history. 

In his 
. 
7th Lecture on Godmanhood, Solovyov is concerned to 

show that, although Christianity shares certain elements with other 

religions and philosophies (asceticism, idealism, and belief in one 

Godo, it is actually Christ's teaching about His own Person that 

81 
... Khristos est' vechniy dukhovniy tsentr vaelenskogo organizma. ' 

See further, Sob. Soch. III, 163. 
82 Sob-Soch. IV, 260-261: Tserkov' vselenskaya yavitsya nam uzhe ne 

kak mertviy istukan, i ne kak odushevlennoe, no bessoznatel'ýnoe 
telo, a kak sushchestvo samosozriatel'noe, nravstvennosvobodnoe, 
deystvuyushchee samo dlya svoego osushchestvleniya, - kak 
istinnaya podruga Bozhiya, kak tvorenie, poinym i sovershennym 
edineniem soedinennoe s Bozhestvom, vsetselo Ego vmestivshee 
v sebe... '. 
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distinguishes this from the other religions. 
83 

A specially striking feature of Christ's teaching was that 

He avoided self-assertion as a basis for action, and made a very 

radical departure from secular morality and attitudes by His consistent 

advocacy of self-denial. 
(14 

The fund4mental contrast between Christ's 

teachings and the characteristically 'secular' view is brought out in 

the New Testament through the contrast of 'the kingdom of Caesar' and 

the 'Kingdom of God'. Christ's celebrated answer to the Pharisees: 

'Render unto God the things that are God's, and render unto Caesar those 

that are Caesar's' 85 
underlines the distinction between secular and 

Christian values. References to 'the kingdom of Caesar' are frequent 

in the Gospels, and Solovyov employed the image of Caesar's kingdom 

to denote the 'secular' or non-Christian morality or viewpoint. Such 

references to the Roman Caesars have a particular significance for 

Solovyov's explanations of Godmanhood. To make more clear the idea 

of Godmanhood itself, and to show that Christ advocated self-denial 

83 
Op. cit., 111-112. (Khristianstvo imeet svoe sobstvennoe soderzhanie, 
nezavisimoe ot vsekh-etikh elementov, v nego vkhodyashchikh 
[asceticism, idealism, monotheism]; i eto sobstvennoe soderzhanie 
est' edinstvenno i isklyuchitel'no Khristos), p. 112. 

84 
Sob. Soch. III, 314. (The Spiritual Foundations of Life). 

On self-denial: 'The source of all man's actions is his will. 
Thus, the barrier separating [him] from the essential good, or God, 
is the will of man. But with this very will man can decide not to 
act on his own or the world's part, not to proceed according to his 
own and the world's will. Man can decide: I do not want MY Own will- 
Such self-denial or direction of the human will is its greatest [highest] triumph. ' 

(Istochnik zhe vsekh deystviy cheloveka est' ego volya. Itak, 
pregrada, otdelyayushchaya ot sushchego dobra, ili Boga, est' volya 
cheloveka. No etoy zhe samoy voley che. lovek mozhet reshit'sya ne 
deystvovat' ot sebya i ot mira, ne postupat' po svoey i mirskoy 
vole. Chelovek mozhet reshit': ya ne khochu svoey voli. Takoe 
samootrechenie ili obrashchenie chelovecheskoy voll est' A vysshee 
torzhestvo. ) 

85 
Luke 20, xxv. 
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as the means to attain sanctity, he contrasted that way of self- 

denial with the self-assertion and self-divinization. (samoobozhestvlenie) 

of the Roman Caesars. They glorified the self-assertive, powerful 

man, and attributed divine status to him, but this was, in Solovyov's 

view, the creation of a 'man-god', not the desired 'God-man'. 

A most important element in the teaching on Godmanhood was this: 

Solovyov taught that the individual God-man, Christ, appeared in the 

middle of the human, historical process, and after that, collective 

humanity, provided with Christ's teachings and intent on doing God's 

will on earth (as is affirmed in the Lora's Prayer: Thy will be done), 

can attain the state of Godmanhood (or God-humanity . 

'The appearance of the new spiritual man in 

Christ is the focal point of universal history. 

The end or goal of this-history is [consists in] 

the appearance of spiritual humanity. The ancient 
world gravitated towards the spiritual man, the 

new world gravitates towards spiritual humanity, i. e. 
so that Christ would realize His image in all [beings]. 86 

(Solovyov's italics). 

Spiritualisation - Odukhotvorenie 

Spiritualisation represents a central element in Vladimir 

Solovyov's religious philosophy, and the philosopher employs that 

term in a distinctive way. 

As will be clear from the foregoing observations on Transfiguration 

(preobrazovanie), Solovyov takes the unique event of God's Incarnation, 

His actual entry into the course of human history and His assumption 

86 
Op-cit., 403 (The Spiritual Foundations of Life). 
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of human nature, as the point after which men may fully recognise that 

they bear 'the image of God' within them. 

The striking and important point made by Solovyov when he 

discusses spiritualisation is the following: the entire order of 

material being evolves, and it goes through a number of important 

transitional stages as it tends towards that final point, the spiritual 

state of being. The critical stages in this evolutionary process 

are: 

the advance from inorganic to organic forms of life; 

the emergence of plant life 

the emergence of animal life 

iv) the appearance of conscious, reflective man 

V) the appearance of God-man, the spiritual being first 

and most completely exemplified by Jesus Christ. 
87 

Solovyov did not accept the widely-held view that the fact of 

evolutionary growth negates the validity and the content of religious 

belief. Indeed, he was consistent in arguing that the very fact that 

evolution occurs- supports belief in the spiritual. The process of 

evolution itself allows for the attainment of a spiritual state, and 

the fact that men are endowed with self-awareness tsamosoznatel'nost') 

makes advancement to a higher evolutionary stage virtually certain. 

(Termination of the whole evolutionary process at the point where 

creaturely beings finally become self-conscious actually seems more 

improbable than advancement to a higher state). What S010VYOv is 

87 'Russia and the Universal Church', (La Russie et VEglise Universelle)l 
Book III, Ch. VI, 254-255. See Russian trans., Sob. Soch. XI, 304-305; 
'Justification of the Good', (Opravdanie Dobra), Part II, Ch. IX, 
Sob-Soch. VIII, 213-215. 
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particularly concerned to establish, when he cites the evidence of 

evolutionary growth in his arguments, is that the emergence of spiritual 

beings and of a spiritual reality is wholly consistent with the 

direction and advancement of the world process. Solovyov affirmed 

that the sp iritual dimension of reality is not simply an epiphenomenon 

of an otherwise mechanistic universe. The transition from man-god to 

God-man is, on Solovyov's account, the most fitting culminating point 

of the world process: 

'The Incarnation of the Divinity is not something 

miraculous in the proper sense, i. e. is not some- 
thing alien to the general order of being, but 

on the contrary, is essentially connected with 

all the history of the world and of humanity, is 

something prepared and logically following from 

this history. ' 88 

Self-Assertion - Samoutverzhdenie 

In Solovyov's religious philosophy self-assertion is discussed 

on two distinct, but related, levels: 

i) in the context of the entire created order, which 

strives and requires - for the sake of its freedom - 

to assert itself as distinct from the Divine Absolute; 

in the context of the individual being, whose self- 

assertive will and actions diminish the well-being of 

others and promote mutual conflict. 

88 Sob. Soch. III, 165. (Lectures on Godmanhood). (So it is that Solovyov 
refers to Christianity - with its teaching on the Incarnation of 
the God-man Jesus Christ - as the zoal and summation, tsel' i 
zavershenie, of the cosmic process. See 'Judaism and the Christian 
Question', Sob. Soch. IV, 158). 
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Solovyov was aware of the theological and philosophical problems 

entailed in attempting to reconcile the notions of, on the one hand, 

the fulfilment of the Divinely-ordained plan for the salvation of 

the created order, and, on the other hand, human freedom. Here the 

Russian philosopher was greatly indebted to the writings of Friedrich 

Schelling on precisely this theme. He was as concerned as Schelling 

that men's freedom should be an authentic freedom, that men's scope 

for action should not be determined by subordination to Divinely- 

ordained goals. 
89 

Hence, both Schelling and Solovyov argue that it 

is not desirable for God i- 
-diately 

to render his creation perfect. 

If men are deprived of the occasion to be any other than perfect, then 

God's creative action is, in effect, simply an imposition of an ideal 

condition. 
90 

However, God's creative action would take on a 

positive significance if the development or 'unfolding' of His plan 

allowed for man to be, at some point, other than perfect. 

On the basis of this proposition, Schelling, and, in his turn, 

Solovyov, presented the full world process as being a development in 

three stages: 

a) a stake of complete, undifferentiated u1nity: 

b) a stage at whidh the created order freely asserts 

itself as distinct from, and 'other than', the Divine 

89 See 'Reason and Existence: SchellinS's Philosophy of History's 
Paul C. Hayner, publ. by E. J. Brill (Netherlands), 1967. D-ns] 

90 'Without His will or longing for freedom no world process would be 
possible. In its place there would be a static and pre-eminentlY 
perfect Kingdom of God as an essential and predetermined harmony. ' 
N. A. Berdyaev, 'The Meaning of History', p. 58. Berdyaev took up 
this point and developed it in his own writings. t9110) 

. 
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Absolute, the source of its being; 

C) the striving and voluntary return of the created order 

to unity with the Divine Absolute. 

This scheme is applied by both philosophers to central Christian 

teaching. Paul Hayner writes: 

'What is referred to as the Fall in the Christian tradition 

becomes, in Schelling's view, the beginning of the 

Absolute's self-limitation, the place where freedom 

as spontaneous choice creates the possibility of the 

antithesis between 'good' and 'evil' through an 

activity which, potentially at least, runs counter 

to the direction established by the Absolute Will. ' 91 

'Human history, in the sense of a true sequence of events 

whose immediate occasion is the autonomy of man, does not 
begin until after the Fall'. 

92 

It will be seen how very closely indeed these descriptions of 

Schelling's outlook correspond to the account of the world process 

formulated by Solovyov. Both philosophers regarded a deterministic 

model of the universal and historical process as unacceptable, because 

inconsistent with the fact of individual and collective man's striving 

for self-expression in a variety of activities. 

Solovyov affirms (in his 'The Spiritual Foundations of Life', 

Chap. III) that the Christian path to spiritual attainment consists of 

two elements: 

91 Hayner, p. 45, See also p. 111,114-115. 
92 

Ibid., 143.1. 
- 
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'... the path of personal moral perfectibility and 

the path of'improvement of social relations. 
93 

The second of these is provided for by the true theocratic organisation 

of society, and the first has meaning and value, holds Solovyov, only 

if man is given full freedom. Men also need to be induced to respect 

the freedom of others, to recognise fully the detrimental effects of 

self-assertion (the assertion of personal will), and to see and accept 

the efficacy and rightness of Christ's teaching of self-denial, 

samootrechenie. 
94 

The World-Soul - Mirovaya Dusha 

In Solovyov's brief description of the term 'the World-Soul' 

cited in the Brockhaus-Ephron Encyclopaedia we find the following 

explanation: 

'Many philosophical teachings, having deduced the unity 

of the world from the eternal sphere of ideal or 

intelligible being, also, however, admitted a living 

world-soul in-all phenomena, as a subordinate principle 

receiving and realizing in the sphere of the senses 
[v chuvstvennoy oblasti] and in the process of time 

93 
Sob. Soch. III, 403. 

" lichnogo nravet- (Eto tsel' dostigaetsya dvoyakim Putem: Putem 
vennogo sovershenstvovaniya i putem uluchsheniya obshchestvennykh 
otnosheniy. 

94 
Ibid., 314. 

( 
... Itak, pregrada, otdelyayushchaya ot sushchego dobra, ili 

Boga, est' volya cheloveka. No etoy zhe samoy voley chelovek 
mozhet reshit'sya ne deystvovat' ot sebya i ot mira, ne postupat' 
po svoey i mirskoy vole. Chelovek mozhet reshit': Ya ne khochu 
svoey voli. Takoe samootrechenie ili obrashchenie chelovecheskoy 
voli est' ee vysshee torzhestvo. ) 

(Solovyov's italics. ) 
See the translation of this passage given in Note 84. 
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[that] higher ideal unity, eternally present in the 

absolute principle. ' 95 

In the 7th Lecture on Godmanhood Solovyov relates this notion of two 

kinds of unity to arguments about the position and status of Christ 

in the universal or world process. The two kinds of unity are precisely 

defined', in the lecture, as the active unity which overcomes multi- 

plicity and, secondly, that unity which is passive or 'produced', 

which is multiplicity brought to a state of unity. 
96 The active or 

'producing' unity is called such in the lecture (proizvodyashchee 

edinstvo), and the 'produced' unity is called 'proizvedennoe edinstvo'. 

On Solovyov's account, the active power which causes the multiple 

phenomena of the created order to attain unity is plainly conceived 

of as Divine. 

It is noteworthy that Solovyov expressly criticises theories 

of the World-Soul such as Schopenhauer's. He did not consider 

Schopenhauer's notion of the World-Soul as a blind, impersonal Will, 

95 'Mnogie filosofskie ucheniya, vyvodivshie edinstvo mira iz vechnoY 
oblasti bytiya ideal'nogo ili umopostigaemogo, priznavali, odnako, 
i zhivushchuyu vo vsekh yavleniyakh mirovuyu dushu, kak podchinennoe 
nachalo, vosprinimayushchee i osushchestvlyayushchee v chuvstvennoy 
oblasti i vo vremennem protsesse vysshee ideal'noe edinstvo, vechno 
prebyvayushchee v absolyutnom nachale. ' 

(Sob. Soch. X, 246) 
96 , . --S odnoy storony edinstvo deystvuyushchego nachala, svodyashchego 

mozhestvennost' elementov k sebe kak edinomu, s drugoy storony 
.. mozhestvennost', kak svedenn(uyu) k edinstvu, kak opredelenniy 
obraz etogo nachala. My imeep edinstvo proizvodyashchee i edinstvo 
proizvedennoe, ili edinstvo kak nachalo( v sebe) i edinstv+ 
yavlenii. ' 

(Sob. Soch. III, 114) 
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subjected to no higher power, consistent or tenable. 
97 

- Solovyov's own views on the World-Soul were in turn submitted 

to criticism. Some Christians responded warily to his writings on 

this subject; Solovyov's tendency to mention the World-Soul as a 

personalised, feminine figure named Sophia (the subject of Cabbalistic 

and other mystical literature) proved conducive to various misunder- 

standings among his readers. Possibly the most seriou's matter to 

disturb less mystically inclined Christians than he was that Solovyov 

appeared to be elevating this 'personalised' World-Soul 'Sophia' to a 

position of spiritual importance unfortunately close to that of the 

Three Persons of the Trinity. It was though týthat he advocated vener- 

ation of 'Sophia' as the Fourth Hypostasis. Other charges (which he 

refuted in the Introduction to the third edition of his poems, 1900) 

stated that he had established a carnal or earthly ideal through his 

veneration of the feminine figure 'Sophia', an 'earthly Aphrodite' 

(Aphrodita Mirskaya). 

Schelling and Solovyov both held that the entire created order 

must be permitted to assert- itself as distinct from the Absolute, 

and then to return. freely to the Absolute. 98 This act of self-assertion 

97. Op. cit., 246/247 Solovyov describes Schopenhauer's type of World- 
Soul theory thus: 'According to this view, the uncontrollably acting 
and creating World-Soul is the self-sufficient and solitary essence 
of the universe, not acknowledging above itself another absolute 
and ideal principle. ' 

(Po etomu vzglyadu, bezotchetno, deystvuyushchaya i tvoryashchaya 
mirovaya dusha est' samostoyatel'naya i edinstvennaya sushchno 
vaelennoy, no predpolagayushchaya vyshe sebya drugogo absolyutnogo i ideal'nogo nachala. ) p. 246. 

98 'Russia and the Universal Church', (La Russie et VEglise Universelle), 
Book III, Ch. IV, 236 Ord Frený_h Edition). See Russian trans., Sob. 
Soch. XI, 295. 

. 
IS-143 
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is critically important for conscious man, and it is this which ensures 

that he is- properly free. - If-man-was obliged to accept a- 'perfect 

world order' established by God at the beginning of his history, argued 

Schelling and Solovyov, then, in that case, man would be deprived of 

freedom. Only the provision of a real choice between perfection and 

imperfection makes man's acceptance of perfection valuable. 

Man and nature are permitted to 'fall' from perfection, so that 

conscious, and effectively free, man can experience privation and then 

elect to return to the Absolute. (See the sections on Self-Assertion, 

Samoutverzhdenie, and on The Divine Purpose, Bozhestvenniy Zamysel). 

Creaturely existence is particularly painful and unsatisfying 

for conscious man: he is aware that the discord and mutual hostilities, 

the conflict of interests and (at the human level) the conflict of 

self-assertive wills, are in themselves undesirable, and under these 

conditions he senses (more or less acutely) that he is diminished in 

stature. As Solovyov asserted in the 2nd Lecture on Godmanhood; 

- the human personality 

'does hot want to and cannot be satisfied with any 
conditional, limited*content ... 199 

Solovyov taught that man aspires to attain 'plenitude of bein&,, 

(polnota bytiya), and that, if he is sufficiently willing and receptive 

to become the channel for Divine grace, the whole created, material 

order may be 'sanctified'. The evil spirit of discord and hostility 

99 Sob. Soch. III, 25. 
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(Izloy dukh razlada i vrazhdy' are Solovyov's words) 
100 

may be overcome 

on account of Christ's Incarnation and redemptive self-sacrifice, and 

of man's free participation in the Divinely -ordained plan. 

Solovyov stressed that the Church founded by Christ plays a most 

important part in unifying men and in articulating their spiritual 

aspirations, their wish to see the Kingdom of God realized on earth. 

On Solovyov's account, the Church is the most suitable instrument through 

which to attain the 'true life' (istinnaya zhizn): 

'The Church is the universal organisation of true life'. 101 

'True life must be realized in spiritual humanity, 

i. e. in the Church. The life of the Church is 

[situated] between Divine [life] and natural 
life .' 

102 

'The ideal of the community of all within the Church*, 

universal brotherhood, the perfect Kingdom of grace 

and truth, love and freedom - this is the future 

of the Church. ' 103 

(Solovyov's italics) 

100 Sob. Soch. III, 163. (Lectures on Godmanhood). 
101 Sob. Soch. IV, 258. (The History and Future of Theocracy). 

(Tserkov' est' vsemirnaya organizatsiya istinnoy zhizni). 
102 Ibid., 259 

(Istinnaya zhizn' dolzhna byt' osushchestvlena v dukhovnom 
chelovechestve, t. e. v tserkvi. Zhizn' Tserkvi est' srednyaya 
mezhdu Bozh'ey i prirodnoy. ). 

103 Ibid. ý 
(Ideal vsetserkovnosti, vaelenskoe bratstvo, sovershennoe Tsarstvo 
blagodati i istiny, lyubvi i svobody, - eto est' budushchee tserkvi). 

Solovyov provides the term vsetserkovnost' here, which is ýw close in meaning to sobornost', but which cannot be adequatelr ,, 
Vy one word in English. 
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Vladimir Solovyov conceived of theocracy as the truest possible embodi- 

ment of the Christian ideal of community. He saw many merits in the 

Judaic understanding and application of theocratic rule, and for his 

own scheme he relied heavily upon the Judaic model, but judged that 

the fullest, most consistent adherence to theocratic principles is 

to be found specifically in the Christian Tradition. 
106 According to 

Solovyov, Judaism and Christianity accept one and the same goal - 

a universal theocracy - but Christianity also provides the path to the 

attainment of that goal. 

Theocratic rule is to be valued because it provides for the 

spiritual needs of members of the community as well as for the mater- 

ial needs which secular monarchs undertake. to provide. Furthermore, 

when the state is ruled on theocratic lines, men's spiritual needs are 

accorded primary importance, and their fulfilment is not, as a rule, 

sacrificed for the sake of more utilitarian, secular considerations. 

In the community where spiritual matters are recognised as centrally 

important, the priests charged with responsibility for those matters 

become invested with a high degree of authority. Such authority may 

not necessarily be sanctioned by the laws of the state, but, in any 

event, the relationship between the leaders of the priestly order and 

the temporal ruler must be determined according to a clear set of 

criteria acceptable to the community at large. The presence of a figure 

in the state who derives his authority from a source other than the 

no historical instance of a 'pure' theocracy ... The idea of government 
by God was the dominant one in Israelite polity. it is the leading 
instance of theocracy for all times. ' (p. 287). 

106 Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, IV, p-156,163. 
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temporal ruler, can naturally give rise to disputes and rivalry. It 

is-therefore especially necessary that the mutual relationship between 

the representatives of spiritual authority and of temporal authority 

can be seen to -rest upon principles laid down in accepted Scripture. 
107 

In the theocratic scheme formulated by Solovyov there are three 

representatives of authority, the High Priest (Pervosvyashchennik), 

the King (Tsar'), and the Prophet (Prorok). Each of these three figures 

has particular responsibilities towards the community (as will be 

specified below), and each, in his way, guides the community towards 

a consistent enactment or realization of God's will. 

At various points in his writings Solovyov reiterates his firm 

conviction that spiritual salvation is, not. simply a quest for isolated 

individuals to pursue. The summum bonum that particular individuals 

seek to attain must, by its very nature, be the summum bonum for all 

men. Solovyov perceived that collective, universal salvation is the 

desired goal, the goal which the theocratic organisation of society 

can serve. In his work 'The History and Future of Theocracy', 

(Istoriya i Budushchnost! Teokratii, 1885-1887) he writes: 

107 
See Ananda Coomaraswamy's monograph on theocracy and its spiritual 
significance, entitled 'Spuitual Authority and Temporal Power in 
the Indian Theory of Government, (American Oriental SocietyT -New 
Haven, USA, 1942 -E Wt 
And see our 'Meaning anT;: 

Zism 
in the work of Ananda Coomaraswamy 

Sri Lanka Journal of the Humanities, 1981, vol. 7, with special 
reference to the symbolism associated with theocratic rule. Ananda 
Coomaraswamy (1877-1947), Curator of the Indian Section of the Fine 
Arts Museum in Boston, writer and scholar. Two volumes of 'Selected Papers' by Coomaraswamy (commemorative centenary Edition) 
were published by Princeton University Press, Bollingen Series 
LMIX, 1977, edited by Roger Lipsey. ILSX11 
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'... [But] we know that the essential goal of theocracy 

consists not in that some people are given up to God, 

but in that all are united with God. 108 

(our Italics) 

In his slightly earlier work 'Judaism and the Christian Ques II 

(Evreystvo i Khristianskiy Vopros, 1884), he describes the desired 

goal as being the point when 

'God is all in all, [when] each human being is 

a receptacle of divinity. ' 109 

The three theocratic figures of authority provide the community 

with different kinds of guidance, according to Solovyov's scheme. 

This is brought out by his deliberate use of three etymologically 

related words in Russian, conveying both'the distinction and the close- 

ness between the High Priestis, the King's and the Prophet's functions. 

He asserts that the High Priest directs (papravlyaet) the comunity, 

the King governs (! jpravIyaet) it, and the Prophet corrects (jspravlyaet) 

it. 110 Solovyov provides a further schematic division in order to 

indicate the basis of their authority: 

The High Priest has authority based on tradition (past time) 
The King has power founded on the law (present time) 

The Prophet has the freedom of personal initiative 
ill 

(future time) 
112 

108 Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, IV, 508. 
109 Ibid., 161. 
110 Ibid., 161. 

Personal Initiative: In his system Solovyov actually regards the 
theocratic Prophet as speaking with the authority of personal 
conscience, thus 

, 
we will refer to 'personal conscience' below, 

rather than to the less specific term 'personal initiative' 
112 

Op. cit-, 161,548. 
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If the theocratic representatives of God exercise their delegated 

authority in a genuinely Christian spirit and manner, then, in Solovyov's 

view, the spiritual welfare and development of the community is assured. 

Moreover, he proposed, the activities of the High Priest, the King - 

and the Prophet counter the negative effects of the continuous passing 

and succession of generations to which men are subject in their natural 

life. 113 
Each generation is prevented from consolidating its achieve- 

ments and from preserving what is valuable, because it must necessarily 

yield its place to the next, growing generation. This, writes 

Solovyov, causes dissatisfaction to each generation in turn, and this 

natural, but undesirable succession of generations he calls thd 'evil 

infinity' (durnaya beskonechnost'). 114 Thus, natural life cannot offer 

man fulfilment. But, according to Solovyov, the theocratic arrangement 

of 'society redeems man from the unsatisfactory conditions of natural 

existence; it specifically enables man to retain what is valuable from 

his past, to employ that for his own development in the present and 

the future. As indicated above, each of the three theocratic figures 

bears a special responsibility for one period of time, past, present 

or future; the harmonious cooperation of these three figures renders 

possible a victory by men over the natural succession of generations, 

the 'evil infinity'. In other words, Solovyov proposed that if the 

proper relations between these three figures are maintained, then the 

attainment of society's ideal of the future need not negate the value 

113 Sob. Soch. IV, 258-259. 
114 Ibid. 
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residing in its life and institutions of the past and present. 

Although the High Priest, the King and the Prophet derive their 

authority and special status partly from tradition, law and personal 

conscience respectively, (see above), Solovyov views their ultimate 

authority as deriving directly from the figure of Christ Himself - 

Here the philosopher departs from the schematic kind of definitions 

he has employed elsewhere, and bases his argument'on a symbolic inter- 

pretation. In symbolic terms that wholly accord with Biblical Scripture, 

Christ may be designated as High Priest, King and Prophet. 115 He 

embodies essential aspects of all three theocratic figures, and each 

of these functions reveals something of His redemptive mission on earth. 

Thus, this symbolic designation of Christ as High Priest, King and 

Prophet is the ultimate basis for Solovyov's description of the three 

representatives of divine authority in his theocratic scheme. 

It is now necessary to enumerate the particular attributes and 

duties of each theocratic figure in turn. 

In his work ', The History and Future of Theocracy' Solovyov under- 

takes a very detailed examination of the Judaic conception of theocracy, 

and in Books III and IV he considers the status and the responsibilities 

of the High Priest, the King and the Prophet in the Jewish community 

during the period from the Exodus to the reign of Saul. In attempting 

to define the responsibilities of the High Priest in his own theocratic 

115 The corollary of the idea that Christ embodies all three theocratic 
powers is that, at the end of time, believing Christians will them- 
selves take on the nature of Priest, King and Prophet: 

'Truly, all genuine believers will be godly prophets at the end 
of time, at the appearance of the Church Triumphant, just as they 
will all also be kings and priests. ' 

(Sob. Soch. IV, 168) 
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scheme, Solovyov refers extensively to the Judaic conception of 

priestly- duties For the Jews the High Priest was. - in the first place, 

the member of the community who performed the Sacrifice to Yahweh, 

thus maintaining the communication between the whole Jewish people and 

their God: 

'In the normal life of the people and the nation 

the task of the clergy consists primarily in the 

making of sacrifices, maintaining the fundamental 

real link between the Divinity and man, 

expiating human sins, sanctifying the affairs 
[of men].... 

116 

ButinJudaism the role of the clergy did not remain restricted to the 

making of sacrifices: 

'As regards His own chosen people, Yahweh not only 

wants to be in daily contact with [them], 

but wants to lead [them] to higher goals ... 
Therefore, that select part of Israel which 
is in closest contact with Yahweh, which is 
dedicated to Him - the clergy - cannot limit 

its service just [to] the offering of 

sacrifices. 
117 

Solovyov stresses that the role of the High Priest and clergy was to 

direct the people: 

'Over and above [performing] its own sacrificial duties, 
[the clergy] must be a living channel for the 

providential action of Gods directing and leading 

the whole Israelite nation on its historical path. 
118 

116 Sob-Soch. IV, 504. 
117 Ibid. 
118 Ibid. 
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The spiritual significance of the High Priest for the entire social 

community is very clearly expressed by Solovyov in the following lines: 

'The High Priest represents that central point at which 

the Divinity directly makes contact with the organism 

of human society, [the point] through which it 

unites with the whole sphere of social existence, in 

order to continually and correctly direct this whole 
[eto tseloel on the path to its higher purpose, 
indicating to it each time, at each cross-road - 

where to yo. ' 119 

(Solovyov's italics) 

Solovyov observes that whereas it was the Jews who especially 

perceived and defined the true function and duties of the High Priest 

(and of the Prophet), the conception of the Christian theocratic King 

120 
was developed in Byzantium. 

. 
'In the Orthodox ruler of the new Rome [Byzantiuml 

all the pagan elements of the idea of rule were 

purified and transformed by Christianity. ' 121 

on Solovyov's account, the Christian conception of temporal ruler is 

actually a synthesis of other conceptions and insights: the Christian 

conception of ruler embraces the Oriental idea of supreme autocrat, 

the Hellenic idea of a wise guide of the people, the Roman idea of 

the emperor as the very embodiment of state law, and its own particularly 

Christian view of the ruler as the servant of the true religion, the 

defender and guardian of its interests upon 'earth. 122 

119 Ibid., 506-507. 
120 Ibid., 163-164. 
121 

Ibid., 164. 
122 Ibid. 
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The power of the Christian ruler must be sanctified by the High 

Priest, and this act of sanctification is symbolised in the anointing 

and crowning of the temporal ruler by the High Priest. 123 While 

Christianity recognises the need for the ruler to be autonomous, not 

subject to the dictates of his people, it also requires that he be 

'a son of the Church', (syn tserkvi). 
124 

The King's submission to the 

High Priest in the ritual of anointing and crowning, and his continued 

service to the Church, does not give the Church hierarchy the right of 

temporal rule: 

I This does not give the Church hierarchy any 

rights of power in the sphere of government, but 
[it] obliges the ruler to be a devoted son of the 

Church and a true servant of God's affairs; only 

under this condition does he have the aspect 
[significance] of a Christian ruler, one of the 
formative organs of true theocracy. 

125 

Solovyov stresses that the ordering of the theocratic state must 

ensure the freedom of man to be united with God. The direction of the 

High Priest cannot be a matter of compulsion, and the natural, human 

society (for which the King bears responsibility) requires freedom of 

choice and action: 

'But for this [the free union with God] it is 

essential that the worldly, natural-human element 
has its own place in the theocracy, that it also 
is afforded the fullness of independent action and 
development. ' 126 

123 Ibid. 

124 Ibid. 

125 Ibid. 
126 Ibid., 508. 
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The fundamental task of the three theocratic figures (the High 

Priest, King and Prophet) is 

'to lead people to the divine goal [while] not 

destroying their human freedom' 127 

The High Priest and the clergy are required to ensure progress towards 

the divine goal, and the King must use his temporal power in such a 

way as to guarantee men their freedom. 
128 

The calling and task of 

the third theocratic representative of authority, that is, the Prophet, 

is very special; in the Bible, and in Solovyov's own scheme, the 

Prophet is most truly and completely the instrument of God, 
129 

Solovyov asserts that 

'In actual fact, the prophetic power is presented 

in the Bible as the source of all the other [powers] 130 

We have already mentioned that the Prophet is regarded by 

Solovyov as primarily a man of faith (having faith in the ultimate 

victory of the Good); he is guided by personal conscience; and he is 

only entitled to assume the prophetic role after a proper and rigorous 

moral preparation. If the prophetic attributes of discernment, 

humility and moral attainment are lacking, - then a man's reliance upon 

personal, free conscience may be harmful. solovyov criticised Protest- 

antism 
131 

on the grounds of excessive reliance upon personal conscience 

127 Ibid., 502. 
128 Ibid., 502-503. 
129 Ibid., 503. 
130 Ibid. 
131 Ibid., 168-169. 
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as the arbiter of morality: this valuation of personal conscience by 

the Protestants excluded due recognition of the 'authority' of the 

Church on moral issues; it also allowed people to be guided by personal 

conscience alone, even in the absence of a high standard of morality 

or of suitable moral preparation. Solovyov judged that to accord 

personal conscience absolute value in this way was equally undesirable, 

whether among the whole Protestant movement or on the part of individ- 

uals. 

The Prophet, suitably qualified by his moral preparation and 

attainments, and firm in the faith that the Divine plan for the 

development of humanity may be attained, is, according to Solovyov, 

a free evangelist and teacher (svobodniy propovednik i uchitel'). 
132 

Though the status of the Prophet in a truly theocratic society is so 

special, the Prophet nevertheless requires the presence and cooperation 

of the High Priest and the King. Indeed, to completely fulfil his own 

function, he requires the greatest possible development of the priestly 

an kingly functions. 133 
In one sense the Prophet is the very root and 

also the crown of the theocratic organisation of society (koren' i 

venets teokraticheekoy organizatsii); 
134 but also, he musti-be considered 

the third of the three theocratic figures, for his purpose is to 

reconcile and synthesize the functions of the High Priest and the 

King. 135 

132 Ibid. $ 161. 
133 Ibid., 503. 
134 Ibid-$ 504. 
135 Ibid. $ 503-504. 
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The inter- dependence of the three theocratic f igures is explained 

and illustrated by references to Old Testament history. Solovyov 

explains how the High Priest cannot become directly involved in 

temporal rule, 
136 

and later gives the reasons why the temporal ruler 

must allow himself to be guided by the High Priest and the Prophet. 
137 

The true Prophet, writes Solovyov, regards his calling not as a 

natural right or a personal privilege, but as a special gift of God 

which requires him, for his part, to cultivate moral virtues. The 

manner in which Solovyov treats the whole subject of the prophetic 

vocation (prorocheskoe prizvanie), the moral significance he attached 

to the Prophet's work, and his own serious and moral approach to 

problems, gives one grounds for surmising that he himself felt the 

prophetic vocation. Like the Prophet in the Judaic model of theocracy, 

he was himself an independent, individual figure outside the established 

hierarchy of the clergy, concerned with the fundamental transformation 

of society, having faith and looking forward to the realization of 

the Divine plan. It is faith to say that some of his contemporaries 

(not all admirers) were more ready to attribute a prophet's character 

and role to him than he was ready to assume these. 
138 

He was 

1 36 Ibid., 509-510. 
137 Ibid., 544: 'The theocratic king (ruler), receiving in all his own 

affairs indications of God's path, through the oracle of the High 
Priest, also received, through the Prophet, the revelation of the 

138 
very goal of this path. ' 

The following lines from a poem by SOlovyov suggest that he did 
not appreciate being regarded as a prophet, and that he was suspicious 
of people's motives for describing him as such: 'I have been elevated among prophets by Omy) enemies, 

They have given me this title in mockery... ' 
(Ya v proroki vozveden vragami, Na smekh eto dali me prozvanie (Sob-Soch. XII, 20, 'Modest Prophecy', Skromnoe Prorochestvo). 
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undoubtedly very conscious of the spiritual dangers and the pride 

involved in claiming prophetic authority, and this may account for 

his personal reluctance to consciously adopt the Prophet's position. 

However, his writings indicate that he had, over a long period of 

time, devoted much thought to the nature of prophecy, the Prophet's 

authority in society, and to his concern with the. transformation 

and spiritual growth of collective humanity. 

The critical importance of the Prophet in Solovyov's theo- 

cratic society may be guaged by the following two assertions from 

Book IV, Chap. xvii of 'The History and Future of Theocrary' : 

'Only the builders of the future give meaning and 

significance to the guardians of the present. 
139 

'... In the person of prophets all this society, all 

the world is inwardly and freely united with the 

Divinity. ' 140 

In view of the inter-dependent nature of their functions and 

authority, the exclusive self-assertion of either the High Priest, 

the King or the Prophet at the expense of the others constitutes a 

criminal infringement of the very essence of theocracy (prestup noe 

pokushenie protiv samogo sushchestva teokratii). 
141 Referring again 

to -Old Testament history to elucidate this point, Solovyov writes that 

Saul's self-assertion as Israel's absolute ruler, and his destruction 

139 Op-cit., 549. 
140 Ibid. 
141 Ibid., 534. 
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of the official priesthood and the prophets was a plain deviation 

from the theocratic ideal. Having es: tablished this absolute, but 

unjust rule, Saul forfeited any true. claim to moral superiority, and 

hence he also forfeited any right to dominate the Gentiles. Deprived 

of the authority and support of the official priesthood and the 

prophets, Saul found his own nation on the same level as other nations 

which relied for victory solely on physical strength. His rejection 

of the theocratic ordering of society and government contributed 

significantly to the defeat and downfall of the Jewish people. 
142 

Solovyov completed only one third of his work 'The History and 

Future of Theocracy'. Here the theocratic ideal is mostly discussed 

by him in the context of Judaic theocracy. In his book 'Russia and 

the Universal Church', (La Russie et VEglise Universelle), he consid- 

ered theocracy and authority in the context of Roman Catholic ideas, 

and he argued in favour of recognising the Apostolic Succession and 

the primacy of the Bishops of Rome. 
143 His practical schemes for 

the reconciliation of the Orthodox and Roman Catholic Churches and for 

the inauguration of a true theocracy envisaged the Tsar of Russia as 

the suitable theocratic monarch. His ideas on this subject made him 

142 Ibid., 535-536. 
143 'Russia and the Universal Church', (La Russie et VEglise Universelle), 

III, Ch. X, pp. 304,306-312. Ord French Edition). See the 
Russian translation: Sob. Soch. XI, pp. 329-336. ES-213 'Without one common father for all the human family, the earthly 

life of the children of Adam will be given up to all forms of 
division, and unity here on earth will only be an ideal existence. ' 

(Sans un seul pere commun a toute la famille humaine la vie 
terrestre des enfants d'Adam sera abandonne"e 'a' toutes les 
divisions, et l'unite n'aura ici-bas qu'une existence ide'ale. ) 

(p. 311). 
See also Book II, Chs. 1-III, pp. 87-112 Ord French Edition). 
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politically suspect in the eyes of the Tsarist government -in the late 

1880's. Solovyov's schemes were variously interpreted and criticised, 

but here we confine ourselves to an exposition of his fundamental 

views on theocracy. 
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CHAPTER VI 

'JUSTIFICATION OF THE GOOD' AS A CENTRAL TERM 

IN VLADIMIR SOLOVYOV's RELIGIOUS PHILOSOPHY. 

'Knowledge of what one ought to do 

presupposes a knowledge of what one is. ' 

Vladimir Solovyov 

The religious philosophy of fered in Vladimir Solovyov's writings 

is the fruit of a wide-ranging and particularly ambitious enquiry 

concerning human goals, creativity and values. This enquiry was 

undertaken by a man singularly. well versed in Biblical studies, in 

Church history, West European philosophy, in Platonism, Neo-Platonism 

and in the mystical literature of various religious Traditions. His 

vast erudition was supported by a very strong conviction that his work 

in these major fields would yield beneficial and important results. 

He valued both mystical apprehension and rational thought as means of 

acquiring knowledge, while prophetic insight and mystical visions 

(when accompanied by the requisite degree of moral preparation and 

discipline) also found a place in his scheme. His writings testify 

that he regarded Christianity as the truest and most complete revela- 

tion of the nature and the Will of God that men have received, a 

revelation that affirms the reality of God's intimate re lat ionship. with 

His creation and that fully provides for human freedom. 

Our previous two Chapters present an account of Sol0vY0v'8 

central teachings and his religious terminology. Here, in the present 
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Chapter, our examination of his religious writings begins with an 

analysis of four important features of his philosophy. These are: 

I i) his concern with 'the justification of the Good'; 

ii) his view of 'mystical apprehension', (mii. ticheskoe 

vospriyatie); 

iii) his typological classification of religions; 

iv) his arguments for a theocratic organisation of society 

and government. 

It is our considered view that these merit particular attention 

in any serious evaluation of Solovyov's thought. His view of 

'mystical apprehension' has received critical attention before, gener- 

ally in the context of Solovyov's work on epistemology, where he 

criticises the Empiricist and Rationalist accounts of knowledge and 

affirms the validity of 'mystical apprehension'. (In this connections 

see the full-length work by John Palan, 'The Theory of Religious 

Knowledge of Vladimir Solovyov', D. Phil. Thesisq Oxford 1976). As 

mentioned before, Solovyov's conception of theocracy has been inter- 

preted in negative terms by some commentators, notably by Prince Evgeniy 

Trubetskoy. These and other works have in their various ways cast 

light upon the nature of Solovyov's religious thought, and we are 

'The Worldview of Vladimir Solovyov', (Mirosozertsanie Vladim2. ra 
Solovyova) 'Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy, Vol. j-jj, moscow 1913. r#. Iýjj 

'The Downfall of Theocracy in the Works of VJ. S. Solo=ov' (Krushenie 
Teokratii v Tvoreniyakh Vl -S- Solovyova) -Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy, 
Russkaya Mysll, January 1912 (Moscow), pp. 1-35. lljllj 
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fortunate in being able to draw on their research and critical insight. 

Although we recognise the worth of previous works on the subject, and 

though we accept that certain scholars have covered very wide ground 

in their investigations (notably Mochulsky, Radlov, Sergey Solovyov, 

Stremoukhov and Trubetskoy), it is nevertheless appropriate to under- 

take new reassessments of Solovyov and his religious writings. It is 

quite natural that we should view the figure of Solovyov from a 

different perspective, now that at least forty years have passed since 

the last of the aforementioned scholars published their work in 1936- 

(Mochulsky's critical biography appeared in that year). Radlov and 

Trubetskoy published their respective works as early as 1913, a 

little more than a decade after the philosopher's death. Their writings 

clearly gain from the author's direct personal contact with Solovyov 

and from an immediate apprecia, tion of the time and circumstances in 

which he worked. New studies, undertaken now, stand to gain from the 

large body of literature available on the subject, including the 

important contributions of the above authors. Far-reaching historical 

and cultural changes must also alter our view of the philosopher's goals 

and achievements. 2 The hopes for reconciliation between the Russian 

2 N. Setnitsky has alluded to Solovy0v's pr phetic insight, and has 
commented on the striking way that the philosopher's words about the 
'Yellow Peril' (published in the 1890's) anticipated Russia's humil- 
iation at the hands of the Japanese in 1904-1905. 'Russian Thinkers 
on China' (Russkie Mysliteli o Kitae), Kharbin, 1926. The passage of ýr _ me has Possibly revealed another instance of prophetic insight on SOlOvYOv's part: in his essay 'The Great Controversy -and Christian 
Politics' (Velikiy Spor i Khristianskaya Politikat 1883) Solovyov 
argued that reconciliation between the hostile cultures of East and West could best be brought about by Russia's reconciliation with the Polish people, a people that had Slav blood but that adhered to West European Catholic tradition and culture. (Sob. Soch. IV, 15-17). 

(cont. ) 
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Orthodox and the Roman Catholic Churches (and the necessary goo+ill 

to bring it about) appear to be stronger and more widespread now than 

in Solovyov's own time, thus making his work for that goal a relevant 

and early contribution. 

One hopes, also, that the more rapid and extensive exchange of 

ideas possible today will provide the basis for a generally freer, 

more frank and tolerant discussion of religious views and practice. 

Solovyov himself urged his readers to adopt a more tolerant, more 

truly 'Christian' attitude -towards 
the Jewish people. 

3 
our extension 

of that principle to include other non-Christian peoples would help 

create an atmosphere conducive to balanced study of religions, and to 

well-founded research rather than the simple reinforcing of cultural 

and other prejudices. 

Another factor that is bound to affect the most recent studies 

of Solovyov's work is the emergence and growth of comparative religious 

studies as a discipline. Even if not all studies of his work are 

conceived in terms of cross-cultural, cross-religious comparisons, 

the climate in which this new discipline has arisen must make itself 

felt by those concerned with the phenomenon 'religion' 
- Fears are 

sometimes expressed that scholars who commend the comparative approach 

- Almost 100 years after the publication of this viewpoint Karol 
Wojtyla, a Pole, was elected to be the Roman Catholic Pope, and he 
has particularly worked for reconciliation of East and West. See 
our letter in 'Doctrine and Life' Ma 

. 
y-June 1979 (journal of the 

3 
Dominican Order' in Ireland). r-a MS3 

'Judaism and the Christian Question' (Evreyetvo i Khristianskiy 
VOPMS), 18W, iob. 

Soch. IV, 135-136. 
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would in time surrender their own beliefs, and that in the attempt to 

find what common ground exists between thelworld's religions they 

would reduce religion to 'the lowest common denominator' of these 

various and rich creeds. (Solovyov foresaw this danger, 
4 

and was 

consequently anxious to establish the distinctive content of the 

Christian religion which cannot be 'reduced' in that manner unless 

actually denied. ) The temptation to diminish the content of specific 

religions in this way (or to equate religion too easily with utopian, 

political creeds) will never be entirely eliminated, that is clear, 

and it would be unrealistic to expect otherwise. However, it seems 

to us that*the comparative approach to the study of religions may 

actually promote awareness of the methodological difficulties to be 

encountered in describing or classifying religions. This attention 

to methodology, and the efforts of scholars to provide an increasingly 

refined terminology for use in this field, should greatly assist 

specialists on Solovyov's works, as also his other modern readers. 

We have already cited the Introduction to Solovyov's 'The History 

and Future of Theocracy' (1885-1887), where the philosopher wrote that 

his general aim was 'to justify the faith of our fathers (opravdat, 

veru nashikh otsov),. raising it to a new level of rational conscious- 

nesel, (see our Chapter II). This statement by Solovyov has inevit- 

ably attracted much attention and critical comment. Some commentators 

such as A. F. Koni, believe that he responded correctly to the needs 

4, Lectures on Godmanhood', Ord Lecture), Sob. Soch. 111,38. 
Solovyov specifically states that this reduction of religions 

to their 'lowest conmon denominator' leads people of a consistent 
mind to complete atheism. 
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of the time, 
5 

and that he provided a framework of ideas based on the 

Gospel teachings which would enable agnostic members of the intelli- 

gentsia to accept Christianity. Other writers, such as Lev Shestov, 
6 

contended that the very notion of 'raising' faith (that is, religious 

faith) 'to a new level of rational consciousness' was misconceiveds 

an unfortunate, mistaken view that failed to recognise the irrecon- 

cilable and mutually exclusive attributes of religious faith and of 

discursive reason. In his celebrated work "The Spirit of Russia' 

(1919), 7 
which in cludes a lengthy chapter on Solovyov's thought, 

Thomas Masaryk expresses serious reservations about the nature of 

his enterprise. 
8 

Like Shestov, Masaryk believed that the Russian 

philosopher was engaged in an attempt to bring together elements 

difficult if not impossible to reconcile: Masaryk writes that Solovyov 

sought to reconcile two fundamentally different types of philosophical 

thought, namely Platonic and Kantian thought. 
9 

Other writers 

5 'To the Memory of Vladimir Solovyov', (Pamyati Vladimira Solovyova), 
A. F. Koni (1903).. E111*f) 

6, 
Thought and Apocalypse' (Umozrenie i Apokalipsis), Lev Shestov, an 

essay on Solovyov's philosophy in the collection of his essays 
'Thought and Revelation' (Umozrenie i Otkrovenie), Paris 1964. [0-114-j 
In 1880 B. N. Chicherin had criticised solovyov's use of rational 
categories in supporting non-rational propositions regarding the 
nature of human knowledge. See Chicherin's 'Mysticism in Science' 

7 
(Mistitsizm v Nauke), Moscow, 1880, p. 119. CIAO 
'The Spirit of Russia', T. Masaryk, (1919), Vol. II, pp. 225-286 
(London 1955). NW-71 
Ibid., 254-258,278-286. 

9 
Ibid., 256. 
Vladimir Solovyov 'had an internal struggle of his owns the struggle 
with himself, the struggle between faith and unfaith. 'Kant' and 
'Plato' are the two war-cries wherein the tragic problem of Solovyov` 
is comprised. The man's whole life was a vain attempt to bring these 
two oles together, to reconcile their opposition. Kant represents 
del i 

Crate 
action in accordance with the light of reason, represents 

(cont. ) 
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(Zernov, for instance) 10 
were much more appreciative of Solovyov's 

efforts to achieve a synthesis of different streams of philosophical 

thought. Analysis of Solovyov's aims and achievements has led writers 

to compare him with figures as various as Origen, St. Augustine, 

Cardinal John Newman, Lev Tolstoy, Friedrich von Huegel, and Pierre 

Teilhard de Chardin. 11 To pursue these suggested lines of comparison 

individual activity and spontaneity; Plato represents deliberate 
receptivity, passive contemplation of the objective, higher world. 
Kant represents the self-sufficiency and independence of the 
individual critical understanding; Plato represents dependence upon 
the absolute, upon the revelation of the absolute, upon dogmas, 
upon the Church... ' 
Masaryk then writes (p. 257): 'I must insist that his friends and 
adherents discern in the works of their teacher and master a unity 
which is in truth non-existent. ' 

10 1 Three Russian Prophets: Khon, 6akov, Dostoevsky, Sol v-Ztv' , Nicolas 
Zernov, London, 1944. LS. Uj 

Solovyov/Origen: 
'The Spirit of Russia', T. Masaryk, London 1955, ed., p. 258. Clt3q3 

Solovyov/St. Augustine: 
See 'Vladimir Solovyov's Teaching on the Freedom of the Will' 

(UchenieVladimira Solovyova o Svobode Voli) Ernest Radlov (Zhurnal 
Ministerstva Narodnogo Prosveshcheniya, 191b. [15.413 
'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov', Sergey 
Solovyov, p. 26. r&%&I 

Solovyov/Cardinal Newman: 
'Vladimir Soloviev: Un Newman russe' Michel d'Herbigny, Paris 

1911B. C1433 
'Vladimir Solovyov: A Russian Newman' Mark Everitt, 'Sobornost's 

Vol. I, No. 1,1979, pp. 23-38. 

Solovyov/Tolstoy: 
'Logical and Historical Methods in Ethics'q (Logicheskiy i 

Istoricheskiy Met d -r---- 0v Etike), N. A. Vasil ev, University of Kazan, 
n/d. (pre-1920' 8) . 

ý6.010 

'Thought and Apocalypse' (Umozrenie i Apokalipsis), Lev Shestov, 
p. 20.16.1ptl 

Solovyov/von Huegel: 
The comparison of Solovyov with Friedrich von Huegel was suggested 

(but not further pursued) by Donal4 Attwater, who translated 
Solovyov's 'The-Spiritual Foundations of Life' into English, under 
the title 'God, Man and the Church', publ. by James Clarke, Cambridge 
1937, See 1974 Reprint, p. ix. rl. 3$] 
Solovyov/Teilhard de Chardin: 

'. Teilhard und Solowiew', Karl Vladimir Truhlar, Munich 1966. [ýjj 
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in appropriate detail goes beyond the scope of our particular enquiry. 

We have already set out four points for examination in this Chapter, 

and will now pursue those points. 

i) Solovyov's concern with 'justification of the Good', 

lopravdanie Dobra' 

'Justification of the Good' (Opravdanie Dobra) is the title of 

a major work written by Solovyov in 1897, setting out his moral philo- 

sophy. We submit that the term 'justification of the Good1can justifi- 

ably be employed to characterise his whole philosophical enterprise, 

and we support that claim in the present Chapter. Solovyov's goals 

and method will be more readily understood if we say of him not only 

that he wished to 'justify the faith' (opravdat' veru) of his fathers, 

but that he also regarded it as necessary 'to justify the Good'. The 

term is used by Solovyov in a very distinctive way, and this must be 

explained at some length, and illustrated with examples. 

Solovyov regarded it as necessary to 'justify the Good' because 

men, being in a state of imperfection and of impaired vision, fail to 

recognise the Absolute Good. Therefore, they either seek less than the 

Absolute Good, or they become disheartened by the apparent domination 

of evil over good, and they lose faith in the possible realization of 

the Good on earth. Solovyov asserted that faith in the ultimate triumph 

of the Good on earth is kept alive mainly by prophets, utopian idealists 

and dreamers precisely because it is they who refuse to accept the im- 

perfection 
. 
of the created order as 'given' and inalterable. 12 

12 Sob. Soch. III, 201 (2nd Speech in Memory of Dostoevsky). 
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A further and very important reason why men cannot fully discern 

the Good here, in our earthly existence, is that the absolute perfec- 

tion of the Divine Being does not manifest itself immediately and 

fully to men. To ensure that men have an authentic freedom to choose 

between perfection and imperfection, between 'good' and 'evil', the 

absolute perfection of God is not fully manifest in His creation at 

the beginning of the world process - Perfection is to be attained by 

man, to be freely desired. 13 Here, in essence, is the teaching elabor- 

ated by Friedrich Schelling and accepted by Solovyov as a central 
14 

element in his religious views and his interpretation of human history. 

Thus, in attempting to ascertain the reasons why Solovyov saw 

'the justification of the Good' as his principal task, we may relate 

this conception of his work to the belief in man's flawed nature, to 

his acceptance of the Christian teaching of 'original sin',. Inability 

to fully recognise the Good is entailed in the very notion of this 

imperfect human state, and in the Christian Tradition this is exper- 

ienced as (and usually described in terms of) privation, the feeling 

of being 'distant' from God or 'deprived' of His redemptive love. 

This experience of privation, and especially an awareness of our own 

'nothingness' which tends to go with it - these, in Solovyov's view, 
15 

are conducive to recognition that 'God is All' . His concern with 

'justification of the Good' belongs in the context of this central 

Christian premise that human nature is 'fallen' and imperfect$ and 

13, Sob. Soch. IV, 337; Sob. Soch. VIII, 15-16. 
14 See 'Reason and Existence: Schelling's Philosophy of History', 

Paul C. Hayner, E. J. Brill, (Netherlands), 1167. IF-JIS3 
', Lectures on Godmanhood', Vladimir Solovyov (Sob-Soch-III). 

15 See Sob. Soch. III, 315-316 (The Spiritual Foundations of Life). 
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that consequently men must be assisted in their recognition and accept- 

ance of the Absolute Good. 16 

One general objection that could be raised in answer to Solovyov's 

views on 'justification of the Good' is this: it is precisely the 

Good which requires no 'justification'. According to that view, the 

Good is its own justification, or in other words, the Good is self- 

sufficient, 'complete'; it stands in no need of definition, rational- 

isations, and so forth. Only that which is incomplete, imperfect, 

unsound, requires qualification and rationalisation to make it more 

acceptable. But nothing essential can be 'added' to the Good by human 

efforts to 'justify' it, nor can the Good be made more acceptable than 

it already is on account of those efforts to 'justify' it. 

It is hardly possible to refute that objection. There is indeed 

a fundamentally important sense in which the Good cannot be 'justified' 

by human reason. The limited categories and terms which we generally 

use could not embrace the 'complete' and essential nature of the Good, 

nor even describe its nature. The Good, in that absolute and self- 

sufficient sense, eludes all particular definition and all attempts 

of human reason to formulate valid, positive assertions 
17 

concerning 

it. 

16 ' Justification of the Good', (Opravdanie Dobra), Preface to the 
lst edition$ See Sob. Soch. VIII, p. 8. 

'One must in no case consider such an analysis of moral defin- 
Ition and r1norms- superfluous. In the present state of human aware- 
ness, even those few who have a firm and final solution of the 
question of life for themselves. must justify it for others; the 
mind that has overcome its own doubts does not make the heart 
indifferent to the effors of others. ' 

17 'The Divine_Names', Dionysius the Areopagite, trans. by C. E. Rolt 
, 1920, See 1979 Reprint), ChapIV, see pP. 89-90: 

... All the Attributes of the Good we express in a transcendent 
manner by negative images'. (See our Chapter 1) - 

[1.12.1t] 
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;,. . 'It may safely be said that Solovyov was quite conscious of 

this 'transcendent', self-sufficient aspect of the Good, 18 
and that 

he was very familiar with the writings of Dionysius the Areopagite 

and others who concentrated on that theme. However, as has already 

been mentioned, he firmly held that because man's capacity to recog- 

nise and accept the Good is so limited, because his understanding is 

so imperfect, he must be assisted in every possible way to recognise 

the manifestations of the Absolute Good in our created world. 

Solovyov personally undertook to show that the primary evidence we 

have for accepting the Absolute Good is the extent of order and unity 

(as well as the striving towards unity) apparent in our world. 
19 

He argued (in the 'Lectures on Godmanhood' and elsewhere) that the 

history of the world and of humanity is not simply an arbitrary 

sequence of meaningless, undirected events, but, on the contrary, a 

process indicative of a benevolent, guiding Divine Will that Itself 

seeks the triumph over Chaos. 20 

Solovyov employed metaphysical arguments and arguments concerning 

historical development to establish his religious philosophy. We 

showed in Chapters IV and V that the central issues of moral philosophy 

especially engaged his attention. Ernest Radlov put forward the view 

18 'Justification of the Good. ', Preface to the lst edition, Sob-Soch. 
VIII: 'The Good itself is not conditioned by anything, it conditions 
everything and realizes itself through everything'. (Dobro samo po sebe nichem ne obuslovleno, ono vsA soboy obuslovlivaet 

i cherez vs& osushchestvlyaetsya. ) 
19 See our Chapter V, on All-Unity, (Veeedinstvo)* 
20 'Russia and the Universal Church', (La Russie et VEglise Univer- 

selle), Book III, Ch. VIII, 264-270 Ord French Edition). Russian 
trans. Sob. Soch. XI, 311-314. (&Il) 
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that Solovyov was a moral philosopher above all else: 

'Anyone who tries io become aware of the life and 

activity of Solovyov must be struck by the following 

fact: Solovyov brought only one subject to a con- 

clusion - he finished only one part of his philo- 

sophical system, namely ethics ... He wrote his 

moral philosophy earliest- of all and succeeded in 

giving only that a conclusive form. This is not 

chance, it is explained by the fact that Solovyov 

was primarily a moralist, and that in this sphere 
[he3 most fully displayed his individuality and in 

this he invested all the depth of his mysticism. ' 21 

The evidence that supports Radlov's view of Solovyov as primarily a 

moral philosopher is very substantial. Certainly it would be appropriate 

to examine his statements on 'the justification of the Good' in the 

light of Radlov's view. First, however, it can imwdiately be shown 

that Solovyov's understanding of the philosopher's aims and work 

supports Radlov's thesis. In Chapter II of his 'The Philosophical 

Principles of Integral Knowledge' (Filosofskie Nachala Tsel'nogo 

Znaniya, 1877) he distinguishes between the purely theoretical philo- 

sophy of the Schools and, on the other hand, the type of philosophy 

that is more than purely theory and that includes consideration of 

21 Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, X, pp. xxxv-xxxvi. (Voyakogo, kto popytaetsya dat' sebe otch8t o zhizni i deyatel'nosti 
Solovyova, dolzhen porazit' sleduyushchiy fakt: solovyov dovill do 
kontsa tol'ko odno delo: on zakonchil tol'ko odnu chast' svoey 
filosofskoy sistemy, a imenno etiku... On ranee vsego, napisal 
nravstvennuyu filosofiyu, i tol'ko ey uspel pridat' zakonchennuyu 
formu. Eto ne aluchaynost', eto ob'yasnyaetsya tem)chto SoloVyov 
byl po preimushchestvu moralistom iv etoy efere polnee vsego 
proyavil svoyu individual 'nos t' iv neg umestil vayu glubinu sveogo 
mistitsizma). 
This viewpoint is expressed in the Biographical Sketch by Radlov 
that accompanied the 2nd Edition of Solovyov's Collected Works. 
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the higher aspirations of the human will and of feeling. This latter 

type of philosophy (which is the type acceptable to Solovyov) has 

moral and aesthetic significance in addition to its strictly theo- 

retical value. 
22 

It is important to note that Solovyov reminds his 

readers of the full meaning of the word 'philosophia': maintaining the 

distinction between the purely abstract theoretical significance 

(tol'ko otvleche*nno-teoreticheskoe znachenie) of the Schools' philo- 

sophy and the 'vital essential' significance (zhivos sushchestvennoe 

znachenie) of the second type, Solovyov writes: 

'If, for the solution of our question we turn to 

the etymology of the word 'philosophy', then we 

obtain an answer that favours the vital philo- 

sophy [v pol'zu zhivoy filosofii). obviously the 

name 'love of wisdom' [lyubomudriel 
... cannot 

apply to abstract theoretical learning. Wisdom 

signifies not only completeness of knowledge, 

but also moral perfection, inward wholeness of 

the spirit [nravstvennoe sovershenstvo, 

vnutrennyaya tsel'nost' dukha]. 23 

22 Sob. Soch, 1,291 * (Po pervomu ponyatiyu filosofiya otnositsya isklyuchitel'no 
k poznavatel'noy sposobnosti cheloveka; po vtoromu ona otvechaet 
takzhe i vysshim stremleniyam chelovecheskoy voli i vysshim 
idealam chelovecheskogo chuvstva, imeet takim obrazom ne tol'ko 
teoreticheskoe, no takzhe nravstvennoe i esteticheskoe znachenie, 
nakhodyas' vo vnutrennem vzaimodeystvii s sferami tvorchestva i 
prakticheskoy deyatel'nosti, khotya i razlichayas' ot nikh. ) 

23 Ibid., 291-292. 
(Esli dlya razresheniya nashego voprosa my obratimeya k etimologii 
slova 'filosofiya', to poluchim otvet v poilzu zhivoy filosofii. 
Ochevidno, nazvanie ' lyubomudrie'... ne mozhet primenyat'sya k 
otvleche-nnoy teoreticheskoy nauke. Pod mudrost'yu razumeetsya 
ne tol'ko polnota znaniya, -no i nravstvennoe sovershenstvo, 
vnutrennyaya tsel'nost'-dukha. ) 
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Solovyov's work 'Justification of the Goodk, published twenty years 

after 'The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge', is 

consistent in affirming the moral aspect of the philosopher's endeavour. 

6n the subject of his own specific aims he writes (in the Preface to 

the 2nd edition of 'Justification of the Good'): 

'To establish within the absolute moral principle 

the internal and full connection between true 

religion and sound politics - here is the main 

claim of this moral philosophy. 
24 

In Part V of the Introduction to the same work, Solovyov specifically 

writes that a clear conception of the very idea of the good, and also 

moral receptivity (nravstvennaya vospriimchivost'), are prerequisites 

if the idea of the good in the form of duty 25 is to be a sufficient 

motivating force in the individual: 

'For the idea of the good in the form of duty 

to acquire the force of a sufficient basis or 

motive, the combination of two factors is nec- 

essary: a sufficient clarity and fullness of 

this very idea in the consciousness and suffic- 
ient moral receptivity in the nature of the 

subject. ' 26. 

24 Sob. Soch-VIII, 6. 
(Ustanovit' v bezuslovnom nravstvennom nachale vnutrennyuyu i 
vsestoronnyuyu svyaz' mezhdu istinnoy religiey i zdravoy politikoy 

25 
- vot glavnoe prityazanie etoy nravstvennoy filosofii). 
'Ideya dobra v forme dolzhnogo' are Solovyov's actual words (Ibid., 44). 

26 Ibid., 44 
(Dlya togo, chtoby ideya dobra v forme dolzhnogo poluchila silu 
dostatochnogo osnovaniya ili motiva, nuzhno soedinenie dvukh 
faktorov: dostatochnoy yasnosti i polnoty samoy etoy idei v 
soznanii i dostatochnoy nravstvennoy vospriimchivosti v nature 
sub'ekta). (cont. ) 
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The foregoing passages are intended to establish Solovyov's 

concern with man as a 'moral being'. That concern of his plays a 

critical part in his attempt to 'justify the Good, for that attempt 

would be deprived of all sense and value if man could not be shown to 

be a 'moral being', receptive to the idea of the Good. However, 

Solovyov adhered firmly to the view of man presented in the New Testa- 

ment, the view which emphasises man's likeness to God, his capacity 

and desire to receive God's love (to be drawn to God). He saw man as 

'fallen', in accordance with the Bible teaching, but as a being that 

could strive for spiritual perfection. Also, man could desire this 

goal of perfection not for himself, the individual, alone, but for all 

created beings. 

In Chapter V (see the section on All-Unity) we showed that 

Solovyov interpreted the relationship of the three Persons of the 

Holy Trinity largely on the basis of the triad Goodness - Truth 

Beauty. Using the analogy of the human individual as a willing, 

knowing and feeling entity, he wrote (in the 7th Lecture on Godmanhood) 

that the Persons of the Trinity are willing, knowing and feeling sub- 

jects, in each of which one mode of apprehension predominates. 
27 That 

It may be noted that in this particular passage Solovyov mentions 
not only the moral receptivity of man, but also his capacity for 
awareness of what is good. This term 'awareness' (Soznatel'nost') 
was highly important for him: it was this faculty which, held 
Sol6vyov, raises men from the level of purely animal existence. (See 'Justification of the Good', Sob. Soch, VIil, 24,26. ) 

27 
Sob. Soch. III, 108. 
( 

... Pripisyvaya kazhdomu iz bozhestvennykh sublektov osobennuyu volyu, 
predstavlenie i chuvstvo, my razumeem tol'ko, chto kazhdiy iz nikh 
est' volyashchiy, predstavlyayushchiy i chuvstvuyushchiy, t. e. kazhdiy est' sushchiy sub'ekt ili ipostas' 

, sushchnost' zhe ikh 
voli, predstavleniya i chuvstva est' odna i ta zhe, imenno bozhest- 
vennaya, v silu chego, vse tri ipostasi khotyat odnogo i togo zhe, imenno bezuslovnogo blaga, predstavlyayut odno i to zhe, imenno 
absolyutnuyu istinu i. t. d., -i tol'ko otnoshenie etikh trekh 
sPosobov bytiya u nikh razlichno). 
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which they will, know and feel is the all. 
28 

According to Solovyov, 

one may say that the Absolute Essential Being' (Absolyutno-Sushchee) 

wills the all as Goodness, knows (or represents) it as Truth, and 

feels it as Beauty. 29 

Solovyov regarded this form of argument as an acceptable means 

of determining the nature of the relationship between the three Persons 

of the Trinity. In his book 'Russia and the Universal Church' 

(La Russie et VEglise Universelle) he acknowledges that the teaching 

on the Trinity is given us through revelation: however, he also writes 

(in the same passage, Book III, Chapter I) that once the truth of God's 

existence is fully admitted, then the truth of the teaching on the 
30 

Trinity can be logically deduced. The tendency of Solovyov to seek 

logical confirmation of revealed teaching caused Lev Shestov to 

submit the whole Solovyovian philosophy and approach to severe 

criticism in his lengthy essay 'Thought and Apocalypse' (Umozrenie i 

Apokalipsis) of 1927. The specific point that concerns us here is 

this: Solovyov did not accept the view that the Absolute is to be 

described only in terms of 'freedom from definition' or as 'above, 

all definitions, categories, limiting attributes, classifications, and 

so forth. He attributed such a'view of the Absolute to Buddhism at 

28 Ibid., 109-110 (Zhelannoe, predstavlyaemoe i chuvstvuemoe absolyutno- 
sushchim mozhet byt' tol"ko vs%). 

29 Ibid., 110. 
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the beginning of 'the 4th Lecture on Godmanhood, 31 
and consequently 

described Buddhism as a negative religion. He valued Christianity 

precisely because it offers a positive view of the Absolute, because 

the Christian Tradition stresses that the Absolute is plenitude of 

being (polnota bytiya), Wholeness, completeness (vsetsel'nost'). 32 

The Good is, for Solovyov, one of the three fundamental aspects by 

which man may know the Absolute. 

Solovyov's concern with 'justification of the Good' is not con- 

fined to discussion of the Trinity and the nature of God, but extends 

to the practical sphere. He took the realization of the Kingdom of 

God on earth to be the primary Christian goal: the 'Kingdom of God' 

must supersede the 'kingdom of Caesar', and the precepts of the 

Gospels must replace the secular values of temporal kingdoms and of 

self-assertive man. Man's full and free conformity to the will of 

God in personal moral conduct and in the very ordering of the community 

would, on Solovyov's account,, provide the desired manifestation of the 

Good in the created order. Solovyov envisaged an eventual spiritual 

transformation (preobrazovanie) of the created order; 
33 indeed, it was 

30 'Russia and the Universal Church' Us Russie et VEglise Universelle),, 
3rd Ed., pp. 212-213 (See also the Russian trans., Sob. Soch. XIlp. 283). 

(La trinite' des hypostases ou des sujets dans l'unite" de la 
substance absolue eat une ve'rite" qui nous eat donnee par la 
revelation divine et la doctrine infaillible de VEglise. 
Nous venons de voir que cette veritig' s'impose I la-raison et 
peut etre logiquement dLC4uite d9s q0on admet que Dieu eat 
dans le sens positif et complet de ce terme. ) 

31 Op-cit., 48. 
32 

Ibid., 49. 
33 See our Chapter V, the section on Trans f iguration. 
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a hope that particularly animates the pages of his 'The Spiritual 

Foundations of Life', (1882-1884). Adopting a central episode and 

imagery from the Old Testament for a poem entitled 'Into the Promised 

Land' (V Zemlyu Obetovannuyu, 1886), the philosopher expressed his 

deep hope that the community of men (here exemplified by the Jewish 

nation) will accept Divine guidance. 
34 In the poem, as in the Old 

Testament itself, Yahweh requires moral purity on the part of men. 
35 

Yahweh promises His guidance, but seeks man's active commitment to the 

Good - such is the theme of the poem. 

Solovyov's affirmation of the Good as an ultimate goal for free 

and conscious man involves two all-important elements: 

a) the notion that humanity, taken as a whole, requires 

Divine grace and guidance, and that these are made 

available to man through the Person and the teachings 

of Christ; 

b) the notion that, individually and collectively, man must 

undertake actively to oppose evil. 

Solovyov felt that it was especially necessary to recognise 

the second of' these points g for -the reason- that man is susceptible to 

tragic deception in this matter. Solovyov's celebrated apocalyptic tale 

34 Sob. Soch. XII) 26-27. 
35 

Ibid., 27. 'Preserve My testament: 
With pure heart and strong souls 
Be true to Me on inclement and on clear days... ' 

(Moy zavet sokhrani: 
Chistym serdtsem i krepkoy dushoy 
Bud' Mhe veren v nenast'e iv yasnye dni). 
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'A Short Story about Antichrist' 

which was appended to the work 'Three Conversations' 

1899-1900), conveys this notion very forcefully. The figure who 

finally proves to be the Antichrist misleads the vast majority of men 

by assuming the role and activity of an enlightened benefactor of 

humanity. His far-reaching plans for the reorganisation of human 

society meet with a very enthusiastic response. The really 'Satanic' 

nature of his reforms, and indeed of his own person, is not recog- 

nised until a very late stage in his 'reign'. Solovyov's fictional 

'Antichrist' is shown as unacceptable because his actions are grounded 

in a self-regarding, self-affirming will. 
37 The real welfare of men 

is of no consequence to him, and his reforms are ultimately sterile 

or destructive. (Various points of comparison exist between Dostoevsky's 

Grand Inquisitor and Solovyov's Antichrist, and scholars have already 

taken up this subject. ) 38 

36 Sob. Soch. X, 193-218. 
31'T 

Note the words of Czeslaw Milosz on this subject: 
'Here Solovyov is in complete accord *ith apocalyptic folklore, 

which saw the cause of evil in the universe as the rebellion of an 
angel of great wisdom and beauty: that angel preferred himself to 
God, Solovyov is one of those pessimistic philosophers who hold 
that every ego repeats the act of the fallen angel; it cannot be 

otherwise in the order of Nature except through the intervention of 
divine grace. ' 

'Science Fiction and the Coming of Antichrist' (1971), p. 25 from 
'Emperor of the Earth: Modes of Eccentric ion', Essays by C. 
Milosz, University of California Press, 1977, pp. 15-31. rxnQ 

38 'Dostoevsky and Vladimir Solovyov: [their] Grand Inquisitor and 
Antichrist', (Dostoevskiy i Vladimir Solovyov: Velikiy Inkvizitor 
i Antikhrist), N. Prutskov, 'Rusakaya Literatura 1870-1890 godov', 
(Sbornik 5), Sverdlovsk, 1973, pp. 51-78. [&, Sol 

36 (Kratkaya Povest' ob Antikhriste , 

(Tri Razgovora, 

f 
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In Chapter IX we shall consider the preoccupation with apocal- 

ypse and conflict that marked the last decade of the philosopher"s 

life, especially the years 1898 to 1900. We there present an account 

of the way Solovyov sought to establish a historical (and symbolical) 

parallel between the Byzantine Empire which fell to the Muslims in 

1453 and the Russian Empire of the late 19th Century. He was deeply 

disturbed by the idea that Russia, which he viewed as the eminent 

guardian of authentic Christian culture-and values (especially in 

his writings of 1880 to 1890), might suffer defeat at the hands of a 

non-Christian people from the East. With increasing intensity and 

dread, he anticipated a major confrontation between Christian and 

non-Christian peoples: his famous poem of 1894, 'Panmongolism' , 

wh ich w arns of this stark prospect, was intended to incite Russians 

to avert their own 'fall'. In the p6em itself, and in his essay 

'Byzantinism and Russia' (Vizantizm i Rossiya, 1896), Solovyov urged 

his Russian readers to forego their complacent ways, to recognise 

the danger they faced Oboth physical and moral), and finally, actively 

to defend Christian values, exposing the various forms of falsehood 

which the Byzantines had allowed to undermine their society. 

Solovyov's fears regarding this major conflict find their 

expression in his last major work, 'Three Conversations'. In his preface 

he describes the content of the book as 'these "conversations" about 

evil, about the military and the non-violent struggle against it' 

(eti "razgovory" o zle. o voennoy i miruoy bor'be a nim). 
39 He 

accepted that cases exist when war is the single, effective means to 

39 Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, X, p. 88. 
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oppose and eradicate evil. For this reason Solovyov does not scorn 

the 'imperfect' means that the general and the diplomat use in the 

defence of humanevalues: 

'Only the very principle of evil and falsehood 

is absolutely wrong, but not those means of 

struggle with [evil] such as the soldier's 

sword or the diplomat's pin... 
40 .I 

This position is fundamentally different from the position which Lev 

Tolstoy adopted in the years after his spiritual crisis and conversion. 

Both Tolstoy and. Solovyov had a realistic understanding of men's cap- 

acity for evil and of all the obstacles which prevented them from 

living in harmony. Both men had, at some point in their life, been 

profoundly attracted to the pessimism of Schopenhauers but each, in 

his turn, sought Christian solutions. The ethical element in Christian 

teaching held paramount importance for Tolstoy and Solovyov; they both 

believed that the critical impulse for spiritual regeneration comes 

from within man , 
41 from a 'change of heart' and an increased awareness 

of the need for a 'break' with one's former sinful ways. Both men 

believed that this interior revolution in one's feelings and percep- 

tions profoundly alters the individual's relations to the world about 

him. Tolstoy and Solovyov also share common ground when they write 

40 Ibid. (Bezuslovno nepravo tol'ko samo nachalo z1a i lzhi, a ne 
takie sposoby borlby a nim, kak mech voina ili pero diplomata). 

41 At the same time Solovyov drew attention to the danger of taking a 
purely subjective morality as a final goal and of denying the 
various historical and collective manifestations of the Good 
(---otritsanie vsekh istoricheskikh i sobiratellnykh proyavleniy i form dobra): 'Justification of the Good', Preface to the lst 
edition, Sob. Soch. VIII, 17. See also pp. 18-20. 
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that the Christian bears responsibility for improving the community 

of which he is a member, and both men were highly critical of attempts 

to evade that responsibility. 
42 

The differences between the religious thought of Tolatoy and 

of Solovyov were, in certain respects, great and irreconcilable. As 

regards the doctrinal content of Christianity, they were separated 

by Tolstoy's inability to accept the Resurrection of Christ . 
43 

But aside from this critical difference, there were also two central 

matters about which these men held opposing and mutually exclusive 

views. These were, firstly, the question where to assign blame for 

the evils of our world; secondly, the question of which is the 

effective and morally acceptable means to combat evil. 

Briefly, it may be said that Tolstoy wanted to re-establish the 

Gospel precepts as the central, guiding code for the individual and 

society, but he concluded that the traditionally accepted represent- 

atives of authority in society, the-high-ranking clergy, judiciary, 

and so forth, belied the very code they formally acknowledge, through 

their acquisition of wealth, rank and power. He consequently disputed 

the worth of those-institutions (the Church, the law-courts, military 

42 
See our Chapter VIII. 

43 Pis'ma 111,38-42 (A letter from Vladimir Solovyov to Lev Tolstoy, 
1894). 

Note also F. M. Dostoevsky's letter to N. P. Peterson (March 1878) in 
which he writes of his own and Solovyov's belief in a real, literal 
personal resurrection of men, in a resurrection that will take 
place here on earth: 

'Preduprezhdayu chto my zdes', t. e. ya i Solovyov po krayney mere 
verim v voskresenie real'noe, bukval. 'noe, lichnoe iv to, chto 
ono sbudetsya na zemle. ' 

F. M. Dostoevsky, Letters, Vol. IV, p. 10 (Moscow 1959 ed. ) 
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tribunals etc. ) which regulate men's affairs, and he advocated that 

'individuals who were truly preoccupied with their spiritual develop- 

ment should withhold their support from these traditionally respected, 

but actually corrupt institutions. 

Solovyov viewed this question entirely differently. He was 

as aware as Tolstoy was of the great discrepancy between the ideal 

conditions that would best suit man's needs and the actual, unsatis- 

fying conditions of his present 1116. Solovyov especially drew 

attention to that discrepancy whenever he wrote of '. that which is' 

(to, chto est') and 'that which ought tcy be' (to, chto dolzhno byt'). 

But he believed that Christian teaching provides the means to recog- 

nise the ideal goal (the summum bonum) and the way (put') to attain 

it. It was his view that the various institutions through which we 

organise our lives and social relations are, plainly, imperfect, but 

he did not consider Tolstoy's kind of absolute denial of their worth 

to be appropriate. 
44 

He believed it was man's duty to use the imperfect 

means at his disposal in realizing a better world, a world that conforms 

more truly to the Gospels' depiction of 'the Kingdom of God'. 

Solovyov did not regard the traditional representatives of authority 

in society as being above criticism: whereas he accepted the institution 

of monarchic rule, he deplored the misuse of temporal power - 

44 The Christian dictum 'Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's, 
and to God the things that are God's' would suggest that 

, 
absolute 

denial of the worth of temporal, secular institutions in the name 
of 'the things that are God's is mistaken. Christ affirmed the 

primacy of the spiritual kingdom, but that affirmation did not 
require believers to condemn or discard the temporal kingdoms and 
those invested with temporal power. 

(Luke 20, xxv). 
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especially when monarchs threatened the autonomy of the Church. He 

was equally prepared to criticise the clergy for undue interference 

in temporal matters (or for complete subservience to the monarch). 

His ambitious attempts to inaugurate a theocratic form of government 

were designed to restore Church-State relations to a sound basis, 

where each of these institutions is free and where each has effective 

charge of its own affairs. Solovyov's article 'on the Clerical Power 

in Russia' (0 Dukhovnoy Vlasti v Rossii), 
45 

written in 1881, provides 

a noteworthy instance of his outspoken criticism of the Church. In 

that article Solovyov acknowledges that the Russian Church has achieved 

great moral stature at times, and that it really led society. 
46 

on the other hand, he notes the tendency of the clergy to become a 

submissive partner of the tsars, and he deplores that betrayal of 

its proper calling. 
47 

Solovyov's acceptance of the imperfection of the Church, and 

45 Sob. Soch. III, 227-242. 
46 Ibid., 230 

'There was a time when the clerical power in Russia, although poor 
in active Jofkces *ý, represented the Christian principle in 
society, and, true to its calling, possessed a generally 
acknowledged moral authority. ' 

(Bylo vremya, kogda dukhovnaya vlast' v Rossii, khotya i skudnaya 
deyatel'nymi silami, predstavlyala, odnako, khristianskoe nachalo 
v obshchestve i, vernaya svoemu prizvaniyu, obladala obshche- 
priznannym nravstvennym avtoritetom). 

47 Ibid., 236. 
'First, under Nikon I it [the Russian hierarchy of the Church] 
was drawn by the state crown, then it firmly grasped the 
state sword, and finally it was obliged to put on the state 
uniform. ' 

(Snachala, pri Nikone, ona tyanulas' za gosudarstvennoy koronoy, 
potom krepko ekhvatilas' za mech gosudarstvenniy, i nakonets 
prinuzhdena byla nadet'. gosudarstvenniy mundir. ) 

(Solovyov's italics) 
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the weakness of its representatives, accords with the traditional 

Christian teaching on the 'visible' Church here on earth and the 

ýinvisible', heavenly and perfect Church. Solovyov's view of the 

seriously erring Russian clergy, presented in 'on the Clerical Power 

in Russia', may be set next to his view of the Church given in his 

Introduction to ', The History and Future of Theocracy , 
48 

_ the contrast 

between these passages is certainly illuminating. In the latter we 

see the Church shown in' terms of a unanimous comunity of believers, 

a Church that has attained harmony. 

From the foregoing pages it is possible to see the opposing 

views of Tolstoy and Solovyov on the institutions regulating human 

society. The contrast is succinctly expressed by N. Vasil'ev, at 

the beginning of his perspective article comparing their approaches: 

'In all forms of social life, in government, law etc., 
Solovyov sees the manifestation of the Good and 
therefore, in contrast to Tolstoy [he] justifies 

them, though their point of departure is the same. 
49 

The important question of man's proper moral response to evil 

led Tolstoy and Solovyov to entirely different and mutually opposed 

conclusions. Both men accepted that Christ proclaimed 'the Kingdom 

of God' and sought to eradicate evil, but Solovyov responded very 

critically to Tolstoy's uncompromising and literal interpretation of 

48 Sob. Soch. IV, 260-261. 
49 , Logical and Historical Methods in Ethics' , (Logicheskiy i Istor- 

icheakiy Metody v Etike), N. Vasil'ev, University of Kazan$ n/d, (pre-1920's). Cg. kokj 
(Vo vsekh formakh obshchestvennoy zhiznisv gosudarstve, prave 

i-t-d, Solovyov vidit proyavlenie Dobra i potomu v protivnost' 
Tolstomu opravdyvaet ikh, khotya iskhodnaya tochka ikh obshchaya. ) 
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Christ's words on 'turning the other cheek'. 
50 

Solovyov's polemic 

against the central Tolstoyan doctrine of 'non-resistance to evil' 

(neprotivlenie zlu), which we find in 'Three Conversations', was 

intended to establish that this doctrine has no proper Christian basis. 

Tolstoy sought to honour the fundamental Christian commandment 

'Thou shalt not kill', and to honour it both in spirit and in the 

letter he deemed it right to condemn all forms of killing. In 

practice he persuaded men to refuse military conscription, holding 

that it is better for Christians to suffer imprisonment for this 

refusal to kill than to submit to the state's immoral, anti-Christian 

legislation. (His defence of the pacifist religious sect called the 

'Dukhobors' was inspired by this belief in the right of religious 

believers not to cooperate with a state that enforces immoral laws, 

laws violating the absolute commandment not to kill. ) In Solovyov's 

view, adherence to this uncompro mising stance would on some occasions 

cause believers to condone evil actions that could be prevented through 

active opposition on the part of someone truly concerned and compa- 

ssionate. 
51 

Solovyov held that in certain extreme instances the Good 

could be better served by actively opposing evil than by non-resistance. 

Furthermore, he personally felt obliged to draw attent ion to the weak- 

nesses of the Tolstoyan teaching; he regarded it as deceptive, harmfull 

and opposed to the spirit of the New Testament. 
52 

50 Matt, 5, xxxix. 
51 Sob. Soch. X, 99-100,102-104,107 et al. 
52 Ibid., 84-85. 

'The true task of the polemic here is not the refutation of an 
invalid religion, but the exposure of a real deception. ' 

(Istinnaya zadacha polemiki zdes' - ne oproverzhenie unimoy 
religii, a obnaruzhenie deystvitel'nogo obmana. ) p-85- 
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Solovyov's view of 'mystical apprehension', (misticheskoe 

vospriyatie) 

We explained in. Chapter IV that at the very beginning of his 

scholarly career Solovyov addressed himself to the central problems 

of epistemology. He undertook a detailed evaluation of the clalms 

presented in the major Empiricistand Rationalist accounts of human 

knowledge. He recognised the influence and importance of Empiricism 

and of Rationalism in Western Europe, and his extensive examination 

of those directions in philosophy is provided in three of his earliest 

works. These are: 'The Crisis of Western Philosophy', (Krizis 

Zapadnoy Filosofii, 1874), 'The Philosophical Principles of Integral 

Knowledge', (Filosofskie Nachala Tsel'nogo Znaniya, 1877), and 

'A Critique of Abstract Principles', (Kritika Otvlechbnnykh Nachal, 

1877-1880). As we showed in Chapter IV, Solovyov brought to light 

the defects of the Empiricist and the Rationalist accounts of human 

knowledge. In 'The Crisis of Western Philosophy', the Naster's 

Thesis that won him-very extensive scholarly recognition, he criticised 

the exclusive claims of both Schools and demonstrated the untenable 

nature of their conclusions. On Solovyov's account, the Empiricists 

are led to a plain 'reductio ad absurdum', for their premises and 

following argument oblige them to assert that there is sensation without 

a specific content and without a sensing subject. Likewises the 

premises and following argument of the consistent Rationalist lead him 

to a philosophically untenable position, for he is obliged to defend 

the notion of pure thought without specific content and without a 

thinking subject. 
53 

53 
Sob. Soch. I. 
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'The Crisis of Western Philosophy' begins with an-important 

statement of Solovyov's belief that exclusively theoretical philosophy 

now belongs to the past. 
54 He writes, also, that this conviction is 

significantly different from the normal negative attitude towards 

philosophy that may be found in Positivism, for it gives equal weight 

to speculative philosophy (metaphysics) and to the Empiricist 

direction of philosophy. 
55 

In this work the author confines himself almost entirely to 

criticism of the positions adopted by various West European schools 

and individual philosophers. He shows, for instance, that materialism 

actually (but unwittingly) goes beyond the confines of the empirical$ 

for it assigns absolute significance to empirical matter (empiricheskoe 

veshchestvo), and this is a procedure which conflicts with the fundar 

mental premise of materialism. 
56 A further brief example of Solovyov's 

54 
Ibid., 27. 

55 Ibid. (Eto ubezhdenie otlichaetaya ot obyknovennogo otriteatel'nogo 
otnosheniya k filosofii, sistematicheskoe vyrazhenie kotorogo 
my nakhodim v tak nazyvaemom pozitivizme, - otlichaetsya eto 
mog ubezhdenie , vo-pervykh, tem, chto odinakovo otnositsya k 
umozritel'nomu napravleniyu filosofii - t. e. k tomu, chto 
pozitivisty nazyvayut metafizikoy - tak ravno ik napravleniyu 
e iricheskomu - t. e. k tomu, kotoroe v samom pozitivi=e 
nakhodit svol poslednee i polneyshee vyrazhenie. ) 

56 
(Solovyovis italics) 

Ibid., 139. (Sushchnost' zhe materializma sostoit v tOm, chtO ,s 
odnoy storony, prinimaetsya za real'noe pervonachalo nechto 
empiricheski dannoe (veshchestvo), - no tak kak chisto empiricheskoe 
znachenie etogo dannogo esche ne soznano, to s drugoy storony etomu 
empiricheskomu veshchestvu pripisyvaetaya znachenie bezuslovnoy 
i vseobahchey sushchnosti, chto vykhodit uzhe iz predelov empirii, 
imeyushchey delo tol'ko s dannoy chastnoy deystvitel'nost'yu 
a nikak ne s vseobshchimi sushchnostyami. ) 

(Solovyov's italics) 
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critical treatment of European philosophies may be seen where he 

discusses the rejection of metaphysics by both main streams of 

philosophical thought in Europe. He writes that their rejection of 

metaphysics originates in the particular limitation and one-sidedness 

of those streams of thought. This, he says, is clearly demonstrated 

by the fact that those philosophers who attempt to overcome that 

'one-sidedness' (particularly Schopenhauer and Eduard von Hartmann) 

57 
come to reinstate metaphysics in their own systems. 

The concluding words of 'The Crisis of Western Philosophy' 

merit special attention: the young philosopher (21 years old when he 

wrote the work) felt confident enough to assert, on the basis of 

his critique and of his very extensive reading in theology, that the 

findings of Western philosophical thought, which it expresses in the 

form of rational knowledge, prove to be those same truths which theo- 

logical teachings of the Christian East have affirmed. Eastern theo- 

logians express those truths through faith and spiritual contemplation 

(dukhovnoe sozertsanie). 
58 

This emphatic and positive conclusion 

57 Ibid., 140. 
(... My videli, chto otritsanie metafiziki, prisushchee oboim 
napravleniyam zapadnoy filosofii, proiskhodit iz sobstvennoy 
ogranichennosti i odnostoronnosti etikh napravleniy, i potomu 
filosofskie ucheniya, kotoryoytaytitaya snyat' etu ogranichennost's 
neobkhodimo vosstanoviyayut metafiziku.. kak my eto i vidim v 
sistemakh Schopenhauera iv osobennosti Hartmanna. ) 

58 Ibid., 150. 
... I tut okazyvaetsya, chto eti poslednie neobkhodimye rezul'taty 
zapadnozo filosofskogo razvitiya utverzhdayut, v forme ratsional'- 
nogo poznaniya, te samye, istinyskotorye v forme very i 
ýukhovnogo sozertatAiya utverzhdalis' velikimi teologi- 
cheskimi ucheniyami Vostoka - otchasti drevnego, av osobennosti 
khristianskogo. ) (Solovyov's italics) 

In this context see also the lat and 2nd Lectures on Godmanhood, 
where the philosopher writes that the full development of 
pessimism and of other predominantly negative philosophies in 
Western Europe allows other peoples to appreciate the defects of 
the Western tradition f thought and to pursue more fruitful 
lines of enquiry.. (Sob. Soch. III, pp. 14-15) 
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pointed to the kind of study undertaken by Solovyov in subsequent works, 

especially in 'The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge' 

and in 'A Critique of Abstract Principles'. As stated in our chapters 

II and IV, Solovyov aimed to set out the major lines for a synthesis 

of theology, philosophy and science. He was convinced that mysticism 

plays a role of prime importance in this synthesis, and therefore he 

was especially anxious to delineate the distinguishing features of 

mystical apprehension. 

Solovyov affirms the high status of mysticism as a form of 

knowledge in Chapter II of 'The Philosophical Principles of Integral 

Knowledge': 

'Mysticism, according to its absolute character, 
has primary significance, defining the supreme 

principle and the ultimate goal of philosophical 
knowledge; empiricism, according to its material 

character, serves as the external basis and at the 

same time as the final application or realization 

of higher principles, and finally, the rational, 

specifically philosophical element, according to 
its chiefly formal character, appears as the 
intermediary or the general link of the whole 

system. ' 59 

59 Sob. Soch. I, 306. 

(Mystitsizm po svoemu absolyutnomu kharakteru imeet pervenst- 
vuyushchee znachenie, opredelyaya verkhovnoe nachalo i 
poslednyuyu tsel' filosofskogo znaniya; empirizm po 
svoemu material'nomu kharakteru sluzhit vneshnim bazisom i 
vmeste s tem kraynim primeneniem ili realizatsiey vysshikh 
nachal, i, nakonets, ratsionalisticheakiy, sobstvenno filosofskiy 
element po avoemu preimushchest'venno formal'nomu kharakteru 
yavlyaetsya kak pooredstvo ili obahchaya ovyaz' vsey sistemy. ) 
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Here one may see very clearly the wide frame of reference for 

Solovy0v's discussion of mysticism and mystical apprehension. His 

final claim in 'The Crisis of Western Philosoph , namely that West 

European philosophy led eventually to recognition of the same truths 

apprehended by theologians of the Christian East (see above), would 

not have been accorded serious consideration by the Positivists if 

Solovyov had neglected to examine the fundamental premises of Empiri- 

cism at the outset. Comte's Positivism exerted an extraordinarily 

deep influence on intellectual thought, particularly in Russia during 

the 1860's and 1870's. In 1898 Solovyov himself looked back on that 

period, and he called this preoccupation with Positivism a form of 

idolatry (idolopoklonstvo) 60 
which it was necessary to check. S. M. 

Lukyanov notes that a slight. reaction against the dominance of 

Positivist ideas had begun in Russian universities, 
61 

and this was 

marked by the publication of one or two critical studies of the 

Positivist viewpoint. These books appeared just ahead of Solovyov's 

Master's Thesis (1874), but it was the latter work which represented 

a serious critical questioning of the bases of the whole doctrine) 

and which created a significant impact in educated -circles. 

On the basis of the foregoing observations it would be proper 

to say that Solovyov's enquiry into the nature and validity of mystical 

apprehension (misticheskoe vospriyatie) , though so greatly shaped 

1 
60 Sob. Soch. IX, 172 1 The Idea of Humanity according_ to Augus te Comte 

(Memorial lecture to mark the 100th anniversary of Comte's birth). 
61 Lukyanov specifically mentions a competent critical study of 

Positivism written by V. Ya. Tsinger (1836-1907), of the University 
of Moscow. 'On VI. S. Solovyov in his Younz Years', (0 Vl. S. Solovyove 
v ego Molodye Gody), S. M. Lukyanov, Vol. l, pp. 209-210. [$. 4S3 
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by his reading in Patristic theology and Cabbalistic. literature, 

cannot be divorced from the contemporary scholarly discussion of 

Empiricism, Rationalism and Positivism. Leading Slavophiles such as 

Alexey Khomyakov had devoted great attention to studying the predom- 

inant trends in West European thought, and this served them in their 

attempts to delineate the distinctive features of Slav and Orthodox 

thought. Solovyov followed their example of submitting West European 

ideas to serious critical study, and the content and conclusions of 

his Master's Thesis indeed supported the fundamental Slavophile analysis. 

In 'The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge' (Chapter 

II) we find discussion*regarding the possibility of there being any 

true knowledge. Referring to his earlier findings contained in his 

Master's Thesis, Solovyov reminds us of the absurd and untenable con- 

clusions offered by consistent Empiricism and Rationalism. 62 
one is 

confronted with two choices, writes Solovyov. Given the untenability 

of the Empiricist and Rationalist claims about knowledge, 

'-one must generally deny any true knowledge and 
adopt the viewpoint of absolute scepticism, or 
else one must admit that the sought-after [factor] 

of philosophy is contained neither in the real being 

62 
Sob. Soch. I, 305. 

since '... Thus, mystical knowledge is essential for philosophy, 
without it philosophy, in consistent Empiricism and consistent 
Rationalism, leads to absurdity (in either case)'. (Itakimisticheekoe znanie neobkhodimo dlya filosofiis tak kak 

pomimo ego ona v posledovatel'nom empirizme iv posledovatel'nom 
ratsionalizme odinakovo prikhodit k absurdu. ) 
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of the external world, nor in the ideal being of 

of our reason, that it is known neither by the 

way of the empirical, nor by the way of purely 

rational thought. ' 63 

This choice of alternatives eventually proves to be a choice between 

absolute scepticism and the admission that mysticism may offer the 

satisfactory solution to the question of 'true knowledge'. 

Solovyov asserts that mystical philosophy permits man to 

recognise he is not purely idea (predstavlenie) oi- being (bytie); 

he is, indeed greater than these, and he may, consequently, learn of 

essential being (sushchee). 64 Consistent with his whole criticism of 

abstract philosophy and his attempt to evolve a 'vital' philosophy, 

Solovyov writes: 

'The authentic truth, complete and vital, itself 

contains its own reality and its own reason, and 
it transmits these to all else (soobshchaet ikh 

vsemu ostal'nomul. In accordance with this, the 

subject of mystical philosophy is not the world 

of phenomena, brought back to our sensations, nor 
the world of ideas, brought back to our thoughts, 
but the vital reality of beings in their internal 

63 
Ibid., 303 

(... Dolzhno ili otkazat'sya voobshche ot istinnogo poznaniya i 
stat' na tochku zreniya bezuslovnogo skeptitsizmas ili 
zhe dolzhno prizndt', chto iskomoe filosofii ne zaklyuchaeteya 
ni v real'nom bytii vneshnego mira, ni v ideal'nom bytii 
nashego razuma, chto ono ne poznaetsya ni putem empirii, ni 
put4m chisto-ralsional'nogo myshleniya. ) 

64 Ibid., 305. 
( 

... Protiv skepticheskogo utverzhdeniya, chto chelovek nichego 
ne mozhet znat', krome predstavleniya, ona (misticheskaya 
filosofiyal ukazyvaet na to, chto chelovek sam est' bolee chem 
predstavlenie ili bytie i chto, takim obrazom, dazhe ne vykhodya iz samogo sebya, on mozhet znat' o sushchem. ) 
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living relations; this philosophy is concerned not 

with the'external order of phenomena,. but with the 

internal order of beings and their life, which is 

defined by their relationship with the primoridial 

being. ' 65 

Solovyov_'s_typological classification of religions 

Solovyov's interest in the typological classification of 

religions is clearly apparent in his very first piece of writing to 

be published, that is, in the article 'The Mythological Process in 

Ancient Paganism', (Mifologicheskiy Protsess v Drevnem Yazychestve . 
66 

Other works that merit examination in this context are: 'Lectures on 

Godmanhood' (Chteniya o Bogochelovechestve, 1877-1881), 'The Great 

Controversy and Christian Politics' (Velikiy 21por i Khristianskaya 

Politika, 1883), 'Judaism and the Christian Question', (Evreystvo i 

Khristianskiy Vopros, 1884), 'The History and Future of Theocracy', 

(Istoriya i Budushchnost' Teokratii, 1885-1887), 'The Talmud, and 

the Newest Polemical Literature about itl, (Talmud, i Noveyshaya, 

Polemicheskaya Literatura o ne"@m, 1886), 'China and Europe', (Kitay i 

Evropa, 1890), and 'Byzantinism and Russia', (Vizantizm i Rossiya, 1896). 

65 Ibi'd., 304. 
(Nastoyashchaya zhe istina, tsel'naya i zhivaya, sama v sebe 

zaklyuchaet i svoyu deystvitel'nost' i svoyu razumnost' i 
soobahchaet ikh vsemu ostal'nomu. Soglasno 9 etim predmet 
misticheskoy filosofii est' ne mir yavleniy, svodimykh k 
nashim oshchushcheniyam, i ne mir idey, svodimykh k nashim 
myslyam, a zhivaya deystvitel'nost' sushchestv v ikh vnutrennikh 
zhiznennykh otnosheniyakh; eta filosofiya zanimaetsya ne 
vneshnim poryadkom yavleniy, a vnutrennim poryadkom sushchestv 
i ikh zhizni, kotoriy opredelyaetsya ikh otnosheniem k sush- 
chestvu pervonachal'nomu. ) 

66 
Sob. Soch. I, 1-26. First published in 'The Orthodox Review' 
(Pravoslavnoe obozrenie), 1873, No. 11, pp. 635-665. 
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The scheme according to which Solovyov eventually classified 

the world's religions is itself an interesting one. The philosopher's 

writings on the subject are highly informative, and it may be seen 

from the very opening pages of his '. The Mythological Process in Ancient 

Paganism' that he was extremely well acquainted with the specialist 

literature on the history and development of religion. Furthermore, 

the young Solovyov was aware of contemporary discussion and contro- 

versies in his field: he assimilated ttte ideas of preceding scholars 

and, where necessary, submitted their conclusions to critIcIsm. 
67 

It is plain that in this very first published article Solovyov sought 

to deepen his readers' understanding of the mythological process, 

partly through avoiding the over . 68 
-simplification of previous accounts, 

and also - on the positive side - by introducing fresh material for 

examination and elaboration. He himself appreciated the work done on 

this subject by Schelling and by Khomyakov, and he felt that contemporary 

scholarly discussion of the mythological process would benefit from a 
69 

closer reading of their research. Solovyov considered the religious 

beliif of primitive man to be a singularly important subject for study* 
70 

and he sought to contribute a satisfactory account of the central stages 

in the development of early (pre-historical) religious belief. 

'Having mentioned, with due gratitude, the works of 
these two little appreciated, solitary thinkers 
[i. e. Schelling and Khomyakov] we attempt, not 

67 Ibid., 1-3. 
68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid., 3-5. 
70 Ibid., 1. 
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without their help, to indicate the general course 

of ancient religious development in its main 

phases. ' 71 

Consideration of Solovyov's classification of religions gener- 

ally, (not just of the ancient beliefs studied in the above article)'i 

aids evaluation of his religious system and of his method. The latter 

requires quite extensive treatment, and we return to the philosopher's 

methodology in Chapters VIII and IX, although the present section of 

this Chapter will establish some points about that methodology. 

(This is in the very nature of the subject under discussion). 

Certain questions must figure as centrally important in the 

study of religion: the religious philosopher needs to determine 

whether or not the essential nature of the Absolute Divine Being is in 

any sense manifest or intelligible to men. It must be asked whether 

or not that Absolute Divine Being enters into any direct contact or 

relationship with beings in the phenomenal order of exis'tence. (This 

is the crucial question about the transcendence and/or immanence of 

God in relation to the phenomenal order). If indeed the notion of 

direct contact or relationship can be accepted, then the religious 

philosopher must ascertain how the truth concerning God's relationship 

to the phenomenal, natural order may best be conveyed to men. Fourthly, 

it will be necessary for him to judge whether the Absolute Being is 

benevolent in His intentions and in His actions towards creaturely 

71 Ibid., 5 
(Upomyanuv s dolzhnoy priznatel'nost'yu o trudakh etikh dvukh 
malo otsenennykh, odinokikh mysliteley, pootaraemsya ne 
bez ikh pomoshchi ukazat' obshchiy khod drevnego religioznogo 
razvitiya v glavnykh ego momentakh. ) 
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beings, and whether He provides for human freedom or subjects man to 

necessary laws. 

We have traced Solovyov's discussion of these central matters 

at some length (especially in Chapter V). That account of his views 

may stand as it is; the present discussion does not alter or diminish 

the import of the foregoing material. We have already had occasion 

to mention Solovyov's criticism of Deism and Pantheism because of 

their exclusive assertion of God's transcendence and His immanence 

respectively (Chapter IV); similarly, we considered Solovyov's 

criticism of absolute dualism, especially his critical view of the 

Islamic insistence on the transcendence of God, (Chapter IV). A 

brief examination of Solovyov's first published article will show the 

importance he attached to the task of correctly classifying the 

world's religions. 

'The Mythological Process in Ancient Paganism' is a work that 

not only traces the development of religious ideas and practices, 

but also focuses upon the classification of religions according to 

their predominant characteristics. The article is devoted to a brief, 

but quite detailed examination of the Vedic literature 72 
of India. 

The author's choice was dictated by the special signi ficance of the 

Vedic religion as the accepted prototype for the Aryan religions in 

general. 

'The Vedic religion, as has been proved by the 
investigations of comparative scientific philology, 
is essentially identical to the primordial religions 

72 Foremost attention is paid to Vedic hymns addressed to the figure 
of Varuna, See Sob. Soch. I, 7-9. 
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of all other Indo-European peoples - Iranian, Hellenic, 

Latin, Celts, Germans, of Liths, and the Slavs - 

so without any great mistake it is possible to accept 

the Vedas as a monument of the primordial general 

Aryan religion. 
73 

Solovyov cites the eminent Orientalist Max M51ler's descrip- 

tion of the Vedic religion as one where the 'deities' have no fixed, 

distinctly defined attributes. 
74 The Vedic deities tend to be viewed 

75 
as the various facets of one (supreme) deity. solovyov then presents 

the problematic choice we must make when considering the nature of 

the Vedic deities. Given that the Vedic religion cannot be accepted 

as the absolutely-primordial religion, we are obliged to decide 

whether the Vedas constitute a monotheistic development of an earlier 

polytheism, or whether, on the -contrary, they themselves represent 

the breaking down into multiple forms of an original monotheism? 
76 

73 Ibid. 
(Vediyakaya religiya, kak eto dokazano issledovaniyami eravnitel'- 
noy nauchnoy filologii, sushchestvenno tozhdestvenna a 
pervonachal'nymi religiyami vsekh drugikh indo-evropeyokikh. 
naredov - irantsev, ellinov, latinyan, kel'tov, germantsevs 
litvy i slavyan - tak chto bez bol'shoy oshibki mozhno prinimat' 
Vedy za pamyatnik pervonachal'noy obshche-ariyekoy religii. ) 

74 Ibid., 5-6. 
75 Ibid. 6. iSushchestvuet 

soznanie, chto vse bogi sut' lishl razlichnye 
formy, proyavleniya ili attributy odnogo bozhestva. ) 

76 Ibid., 6-7. 
(Tut dolzhen neobkhodimo vozniknut' vopros: est' li vediyakaya 
religiya vyrabatyvayushchiysya sinteticheski iz pervonachal'- 
nogo mnogobozhiya monoteizm, ili zhe, naprotiv, Oredstavlyaet 
ona raspadenie pervonachal'nogo edinstva religioznogo soznaniya 
na mnozhestvennost' form? ) 
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From a discussion of the specially high status of the deity 

Varuna and his inaccessible nature- (pAO), -Solovyov moves on to 

explain that the deity can be known only by his external manifests- 

tions in the visible world. 
77 This article traces the increasing 

externalisation that takes place in the mythic accounts of deities and 

their actions. A range of 'heavenly' deities in the different 

religions (Indiw%, Egyptian, Hellenic, eýc. ) yield to a succession of 

'sun' deities. The process is not merely one of externalisation, but 

also of concretisation (p. 18). 78 The 'sun' deities are also to be 

distinguished from the purely heavenly deities by their ability or 

their need to descend to earth sometimes (as 'avatars' in some cases, 

for the welfare of humanity. ) (p. 19). They are depicted as 'inter- 

mediaries' between heaven and earth. 

Even this brief summary of Solovyov's argument shows sufficiently 

clearly his concern with the varying forms which men's, conceptions of 

divinity take. 
79 

Judaic religious conceptions had particular signifi- 

cance for Solovyov (see Chapter V), as his writings on theocracy and 

77 Ibid., 10. 

. 
(Nedodtupno vnutrenno,. bozhestvo stanovitsyA poznavae*m-tol'ko 

v svoem vneshnem deystvii, ili proyavlenii -v vidimom mire, tak chto 
eto vneshnee proyavlenie -stafiovitiya neobkhodimost'yu dlya religiO- 
znogo soznaniya, kotoroe dolzhno myslit' bozhestvo neobkhodimo 
proyavlyayushchimsya vo vne, ibo bez etogo vneshnego proyavleniya 
bozhestvo sovsem ischezaet dlya soznaniya v dannom ego sostoyanii. ) 
See further p. 10. 

78 Ibid., 18. 
(V samom dele, yavleniya prir,, ody, soedinennye s solntsem, - 

predstavlyayutsya gorazdo bolee opredelennymi, svyazannymi vneshnim 
zakonom neobkhodimosti, oni sovershayutsya pravil'no, periodichno, 
bez vsyakoy proizvol'nosti.... V solntse Bog avyazan opredelennoy 
veshch'yu, konkretnym predmetom. ). . 79 See also 'Understanding about God' (Ponyatie o Boge, 1897), Sob. 
Soch. IX, 3-29. 
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other subjects show. Solovyov's own close affinity with Jewish spirit- 

uality allowed him to present the Jewish standpoint in an exceptionally 

lucid way. For this reason it may be helpful to examine Solovyov's 

typological description of Judaism first of all, and then the other 

important non-Christian faiths. 

In the preface to his study of Judaism (Judaism and the_ 

Christian Questibn)Solovyov admits that his subject matter is complex, 

that it requires special explanation. 
80 However, while Judaism is a 

complex phenomenon that poses questions regarding religion, race and 

nationhood and the mutual inter-relation ofthese, one may relatively 

quickly discern which features of Judaism assumed greatest importance 

for Solovyov. His understanding of religion is deeply marked by the 

notion that one people who played an active role in man's earliest 

recorded history could be shown to have a unique and spiritually 

significant collective destiny. The destiny of this people, the Jews, 

was not solely apparent to non-Jews, but was experienced by themselves 

as distinct, as a reality which defined their responses, values and 

way of life. In Solovyov's view, theirs was a 'sacral' (non-secular) 

history, and one of the keys -to the understanding of this people was 

their long and remarkable adherence to their God Yahweh. 81 The 

themes of divine guidance, leadership by morally worthy prophets) of 

aspirations, recurrent instances of weakness and 'falling away' from 

the path to the deeply desired homeland and goal - all these mark 

the Scriptural and historical records of the life of the Jews. 

80 Sob. Soch. IV, 141 (Trudno ponyat' iudeystvo potomupchto te tri velikie 
fakta, s kotoroy avyazany ego sud'by, ne predstavlyayutoya kak chto-nibud' 
prostoe, estestvennoe, samo po sebe ponyatnoe. Oni nuzhdayutsya v 
osobom i slozhnom ob'yasnenii. ) 

81 
See Solovyov's poem on this theme, 'Into the Promised Land' (V 
Zemlyu Obetovannuyu), Sob. Soch. XII, 26-27 . 
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Solovyov underlines the point that the special designation 

of the Jewish people as the 'chosen people of God' was not an arbitrary 

matter. 
82 The profound suitability of the ancient Jewish community 

depicted in the Old Testament as an instrument of God's will was 

evident in the nature of their religious faith, 83 
and was further 

enhanced by their possession of certain qualities of national character. 

Critically important was the lead that the Jews gave other men in 

conceiving of the Absolute Divine Being primarily as perso , as a 

Being with Whom men might enter into a relationship. Even before 

the true God was directly revealed to Abraham, Abraham himself had felt 

deeply dissatisfied with the veneration of elemental and demonic 

forces in nature: 

'The forefather [of the Jews] Abraham, living among 
heathens and having not yet received any direct 

revelation of the true God, was not satisfied with 
and was oppressed by the cult of imaginary gods, so 
appealing to all nations. Service to elemental and 
demonic forces of nature was klien to the Jewish soul. 
The founder of Israel could not believe in that which 
is lower than man, he sought a personal and moral God, 

, 84 in Whom it would not be humiliating for man to believe.. 

82 
Op. cit., 142., 

(Poskol'ku naznachenie iskhodit ot Boga, ono est' delo bezuslovnoy 
svobody. No svobodu Bozhestvennuyu ne dolzhno myslit' napodobie 
chelovecheskogo proizvola ili pristrastiya ... V natsional'nom 
kharaktere evreev dolzhny zaklyuch: tlsya usloviya dlya ikh 
izbraniya. ) 

(Solovyov's italics) 
See our Chapter V, Note 8. 

83 
Sob. Soch. 'IV, 142-150. 

84 
Ibid., 144 

(Praotets Avraam, zhivya sredi yazychnikov i eshche ne poluchiv 
pryamogo otkroveniya istinnogo Bogs, ne udovletvoryalaya i tyagotilsya 
kul'tom amimykh bogovistol' privlekatel'nykh dlya vsekh naredov. (cont. ) 
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The various peoples that surrounded the Jews at the time of Abraham 

were preoccupied with magical rites or nature worship, while the 

people of Israel - under his leadership - renounced these as unsatis- 

factory, as unworthy of men. Solovyov writes that the people of Israel 

earned special consideration among the nations of the world: 

'Having set themselves apart from paganism and by 

their own faith raised themselves above the Chaldean magic 

and the Egyptian wisdom, the founders and leaders 

of the Jews became worthy of Divine selection. 
85 

This moral eminence was affirmed by the setting up of a Covenant between 

God and His chosen people; this form of agreement between God and man 

is the very basis of the Jewish religion, as Solovyov observes. 
86 

In treating this central ground of Jewish religious beliefs, Solovyov 

adhered to standard interpretations of Old Testament history. He 

also accepted the central Christian notion that Christ's 'new' testa- 

ment was founded upon mercy and that it superseded the Judaic concern 
87 

with sacrifice, (See. Matt. 12, vii). 

The distinctive feature of Solovyov's account is his extensive 

treatment of Jewish religious perception in the light of certain 

prominent traits in the national character. We shall refer to these 

Sluzhenie atikhiynym i demonicheskim silam prirody bylo protivno 
evreyskoy dushe. Rodonachal'nik Izrailya ne mog verit' v to, chto 
nizhe cheloveka, on iskal lichnogo i nravetvennogo Boga, v kotorogo 
cheloveku ne unizitel'no verit'... ) 

85 Ibid. 
(Otdelivahis' ot yazychestva i podnyavshis' svoey very vysshe 

khaldeyakoy magii i egipetskoy mudroati, rodonachal'niki i vozhdi 

86 
evreev stali dostoyny Bozhestvennogo izbraniya. ) 
Ibid. 

87 'Lectures on Godmanhood' Oth Lecture), Sob. Soch. III, 76-77. 
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elements of the Jewish character to which he attached significance. 

In the first place, he mentioned the Jews' strongly developed sense 

of ' self'. According to him, Jews have a keen sense of their own 

identity, 88 
an identity that is variously expressed in his individual 

person, in his family and in his common bond with the whole nation. 

This sense of identity is, for the most part, a positive asset, a 

factor that has contributed to the nation's survival when deprived of 

a homeland. This sense of 'self! influenced the Jews' approach to 

the spiritual, as Solovyov already ventured to show in the 6th Lecture 

on Godmanhood. 89 
In 'Judaism and the Christian Question' he alluded 

particularly to the strength which the Jews' sense of identity lends 

them-. strong and self-conscious man may rebel against God at times, 

but the 'struggle' between Go4l and man is here viewed as fruitful. 

'... A strong God chooses for Himself a strong man, 
a man who could struggle with Him; a self- 
essential God reveals Himself only to a self- 
aware personality; a holy God unites Himself only 
with a man seeking sanctity and capable of 

active moral accomplishment [podvig) 
* 

'90 

(Solovyov's italics) 

The reference, here, to 'active moral accomplishment' is 

noteworthy. It accords particularly with the emphasis placed upon 

the active moral leadership of the Jewish prophets. 
91 It was the task 

88 
Solovyov writes of the . self-aware personalitZ (samosoznatel'naya 
lichnost') of the Jews, p. 145. T11daism and the Christian Question, 
(Sob. Soch. IV). 

89 
Sob. Soch. III, 79-80. 

90 
Op. cit. 

(Sil'niy Bog izbiraet sebe sil'nogo cheloveka, kotoriy by mog borot'sys. a Nim; samosushchiy Bog otkryvaetsya tol'ko samosoznatel'noy lichnosti; Bog avyatoy soedinyaetsya tol'ko a chelovekom, ishchushchim 
svyatosti i sposobnym k deyatel'nomu nravstvennomu podvigu. ) 
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of the prophets to rectify the negative effects of the Jews' self- 

assertion, a self-assertion that was, in their spirituality and lives, 

a desirable feature. 

,... From this it is clear that the authentic religion 

which we find among the Israelite nation does not 

exclude, but on the contrary requires the develop- 

ment of the free human personality, its feeling of 

self, its awareness of self, the activity of Lthat] 

self. 
92 

Solovyov shows an astonishing degree of approval for this special 

'self -affirming' type of spirituality. His approval can even be guaged 

by his carefully chosen words of criticism directed against the type of 

man with a weakly developed sense of his own identity: 

,... A man [who is] weak by nature is not capable of a 

strong spirituality. Exactly likewise, a man with- 
out personality, characterless and with a weakly 
developed awareness of self cannot understand how 

one should [attain? ] the truth of the self-essential 
Divine being. Finally, the man in whom the freedom 

of moral self-determination is paralysed, who is 
incapable of beginning an action from his own part, 
is incapable of accomplishing a deed, of attaining 

sanctity - for such a man godly sanctity will always 

remain as something external and Alien - he will 
. 93 

never be 'a friend of God' .. 

91 Sob. Soch. III, 79-80 Oth Lecture on Godmanhood); see also our 
Chapter V on the Prophet's function in the ideal theocratic 
society, (Theocracy). 

92 Sob. Soch. IV, 146. 
(Yasno otsyuda, chto ta istinnaya religiya, kotoruyu my nakhodim 

u naroda izrail'skogo, n, & isklyuchaet, a naprotiv trebuet razvitiya 
svobodnoy chelovecheskoy lichnosti, et samochuvstviya, samosoznaniya 

93 
i samodeyatel'nosti. ) 

Ibid., 145-146 (cont. ) 
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This passage merits special consideration, for it shows man's 

attainment of truth and of sanctity as greatly dependent upon an 

active assertion of the will. Solovyov writes of the need to take an 

initiative 94 (nachat' deystvie i0 ebya) or, rather, criticises the 

person unable to do so. He notes that even in its most recent form 

Judaism has embodied a special combination of human energy and very 

deep-lying belief in God. * 

The particular form of moral courage which Solovyov had in 

mind when writing the above passage could be attributed to individuals 

and to a whole people. The spirituality of the Jewish people attracted 

the philosopher personally, as his Jewish friends and acquaintances- 

noted. Their appreciative acceptance of Solovyov was, in part, because 

his attitude to Judaism contrasted so greatly with the rather prevalent 

anti-Semitism of the period. But further than this, some Jewish 

scholars were astounded by Solovyov's readiness to become properly 

(Chelovek ot prirody slabiy ne sposoben ik sil'noy religioznosti. 
Tochno takzhe chelovek be7. lichniy, bezkharakterniy ia malo razvitym 
samosoznaniem ne mozhet ponyat' kak dolzhno C 

... ?I istinu 
samosushchelto bytiya Bozhiya. Nakonets chelovek, u kotorogo 
paralizovana svoboda nravstvennogo samoopredeleniya, kotoriy nesposoben 
nachat' deystvie iz sebya, nesposoben sovershit' Oodvig dobyt'sya 
svyatosti - dlya takogo cheloveka svyatost' Bozhiya vsegda ostanetsya 
chem-to vneshnim i chuzhdym - on nikogda ne budet 'drugom Bozhiim'. ) 

94 The above passage might usefully be examined in the light of the words from the Book of Wisdom, VIjxii, xv-xvi; the idea expressed by 
Solovyov,. namely, that man must be willing to start out on the path 
to sanctity, is contained in these evocative Biblical verses: 
Divine Wisdom comes out to meet the man who actively seeks Her, 
and She Herself seeks out those worthy of her. 

Op. cit. 147. (Eto soedinenie glubochayshey very v Bogs, s vysochayshim 
napryazheniem chelovecheskoy energii sokhranilos' iv pozdneyshem iudeystve. ) 
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informed about Judaism, learning sufficient Hebrew to read the Bible 

in that language, studying the Torah at length, Talmudic literature 

and the extensive critical literature on the Talmud. F. Getz, who 

assisted Solovyov in his study of Hebrew and in the correct inter- 

pretation of Judaic spiritual literature, writes that this deep study 

bore great fruit and is clearly evident in his published works. In an 

informative article entitled 'On the Attitude of Vladimir Solovyov to 

theJewish Question' (Ob otnoshenii Vladimira Solovyova k Evreyskomu 

Voprosu) qetz writes about the philosopher's 'The History and Future 

of Theocracy' in the following terms: 

'This work serves as graphic proof of his 

fundamental knowledge of the original text 

of the Sacred Scripture, of his deep under- 

standing of the meaning of Biblical history. 95 

In his essay 'Judaism and the Christian Question' SolovyOv 

affirms that faith made Israel a great people (Izrail byl velik veroy). 
96 

In the passage which follows, he writes of faith as requiring uncommon 

spiritual resources; it is difficult to attain, but it liberates man; 

'For its part, the energy of the free human principle 

manifests itself best of all in faith. There is a 

95 'On the Attitude of Vladimir Solovyov to the Jewish Question I- 
tnoshenii Vladimira Solovyova k Evreyskomu Voprosu)) F. Get2; 

appended to a 1925 edition of Solovyov's 'The Talmud, and the Newest 
Polemical Literature about itl. (Berlin): 

(Eto sochinenie-sluzhit naglyadnym. dokazatel'stvom ego 
osnovatel'nogo znaniya podlinnika svyatogo Pisaniya, ego glubokogo 
ponimaniya smysla bibleyokoy istorii). 

See the same article in the journal 
1904, No. 1, pp. 159-198. 

96 
OP'Cit., 146. 

(p. 124) 
Voprosy Filosofii i Psykholoitii' 

Loulsa 
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very wide-spread prejudice, according to which 

faith suppresses the freedom of the human spirit 

and positive knowledge extends freedom. But, 

essentially, the contrary is true. In faith 

the human spirit goes beyond the confines of the 

given reality - it affirms the existence of such 

subjects which do not compel recognition - it 

freely acknowledges them. Faith is an accom- 

plishment of the spirit [podvig dukhal, revealing 

things unseen. The believing spirit does not 

passively await the influence of an external object, 

but boldly goes to meet itS it does not follow 

slavishly after phenomena, but anticipates them 

- it is free and active. As a free accomplishment 

of the spirit, faith has moral worth and merit... . 97 

This explicit passage on the nature of faith allows one to 

appreciate a central aspect of Solovyov's personal spirituality: it 

is, indeed, a spirituality that values faith in a singular way, and 

that associates man's capacity to believe with moral courage and with 

91 Ibid. 
(S svoey storony efiergiya svobodnogo chelovecheskogo nachala 

vsego luchshe proyavlyaetsya imenno v vere. Ves'ma rasprostranen 
predrassudok, budto vera podavlyaet svobodu chelovecheskogo dukha, 
a polozhitel'noe znanie rasshiryaet svobodu. No po sushchestvu dela 
vykhodit naoborot. V vere chelovecheskiy dukh perestupaet za 
predely dannoy, nalichno, deystvitel'nosti, utverzhdaet sushchestvo- 
vanie takikh predmetov, 

lotorye 
ne vynuzhdayut u nego priznaniya 

- on svobodno priznaet ikh. Vera est' podvilt dukha, oblichayu- 
shchego veshchi nevidimye. Veruyushchiy dukh ne vyzhidaet passivno 
vozdeystviy vneshnego predmeta, a smelo ideut im navetrechu,. on ne 
sleduet rabski za yavleniyami, a predvaryaet ikh, - on svoboden i 
samodeyatelen. Kak svobodniy podvig dukha, vera imeet nravetvennoe 
dostoinstvo i zasluga. ) 
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the justification of the Good. Getz believed that it was precisely 

Solovyov's faith that allowed him to penetrate the spirit of 

Judaism so very deeply: 

'Himself inspired by an ardent faith and capable of 

a martyr's accomplishment in the service of the 

higher interests of religion, Vladimir Solovyov had 

to [be able to] fathom the 'martyr-people' [narodu- 

muchenikul with genuine respect, [the people] whose 

whole history constitutes a unique religious 

accomplishment and a complete martyrdom 
in the name of faith. ' 98 

Solovyov's writings on sacred corporeality (svyataya teleanost')99 

are important for a proper assessment of his view of the Judaic 

approach to spiritual matters. His examination of the notion of 

I, sacred corporeality' allows him to 

a) underline the continuity between Jewish Old 

Ibstament spirituality and the Christian 

spirituality of the New Testament; 

b) consider some defects of the Jewish national 

character in the light of their particular 

spiritual history. 

98 Getz, 1925, ed., p. 128. 
(Sam vdokhnovenniy plamennoy veroy i sposobniy na muchenicheskiy 

podvig v slushenii vysshim, interesam religii, Vladimir Solovyov 
dolzhen byl proniknut'sya istinnym uvazheniem k narodu-muchenikut 
voya istoriya kotorogo sostavlyaet nebyvaliy religiozniy podvig 
i sploohnoe mucheni6estvo za veru. ) 

99 
See our Chapter V, on Sacred Corporeality. 
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We have already noted, above, that Solovyov accepted standard 

Christian interpretations of the Gospel teachings as a fulfilment' 

and 'completion' of the Old Testament Law. But Solovyov's words 

on 'sacred corporeality' offer exceptional insights into the essential 

proximity of Jewish and Christian spirituality. Using as his point of 

departure the commonly made criticism of the materialism of Jewish 

people, he writes that this materialism is of a special and 'religious' 

character. It originates in the Jews' tendency to seek an immediate 

and visible realization of any idea. 100 The Jews, argued Solovyov, 

appreciate those ideals that can bear results in the present life. 

Significantly, they also resist any rigid separation of the spiritual 

and the physical; the physical realm is, from their point of view, 

simply the ultimat e manifestation of the spiritual. 
101 

or, in other 

words, spirit penetrates and informs matter - the Jews perceive thiso 

and they consequently find no proper cause to separate the spiritual 

and the physical. 
102 

We here underline the point that Solovyov's clarification of 

the notion of. 'sacred corporeality' in Jewish religious thought allowed 

him to arrive at a remarkably positive interpretation of asceticism. 

He defined not just the very principle of asceticism, but managed to 

give a positive significance to asceticism within the context of central, 

specifically Christian teachings. As already shown in Chapter V, he 

100 Sob. Soch. IV, 148. 
(Dlya vsyakoy idei i voyakogo ideala evrey trebuet vidimogo i 
osyazatel'nogo voploshcheniya i blagotvornykh rezul'tatov; 
evrey ne khochet priznavat' takogo ideala, kotoriy ne v silakh 
pokorit' sebe deystvitel'nost' iv ney voplotit'sya. ) 

1.01 Ibid., 149. 
102. 

Ibid., 148. 
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avoided any outright condemnation of material nature as evil Ord 

Lecture on Godmanhood), and indeed he held that the view of material 

nature as itself inherently evil, (the Gnostics' view), is not really 

tenable. In view of this, simple 'mortification' of the flesh is not 

appropriate as a spiritual discipline. Rather, Solovyov wrote, the 

true goal of asceticism is 

'a strengthening of the spirit for a trans fIjttnLULOM. 

of the flesh. ' 103 

(-Solovyov's italics). 

In Solovyov's view, the whole of the New Testament promises an eventual 

spiritual transformation of the natural world order, a. promise guaran- 

teed by the very Incarnation of God on earth as a man. Solovyov 

discerned in the Jews' understanding of 'sacred corporeality' a 

basis for the Christians' positive acceptance of material nature, for 

their recognition of material nature not as inherently evil, but as 

receptive to spiritual influence. 

In the philosophdr's examination of Judaism there are yet 

other significant instances of Christian adoption and improvement of 

Jewish religious thought and practice. These may be mentioned quite 

briefly. 

In his article 'The Talmud, and the Newest Polemical Litera- 

ture about it, 104 Solovyov gives an account of the varying responses 

of the Sadducees, the Pharisees and the Essenes to the fundamental 

103 
Ibid., 157-158. (. .. usilenie dukha dlya preobrazheniy'a plbti). 
See our Chapter V, Notes 20 and 29. 

104 
Sob. Soch. Vl, 3-732. 
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Scriptural teachings handed down by Moses (p. 4). These three 'parties' 

developed religious thought and practice along different lines, and 

Solovyov shows that each 'party' tended to adhere rather exclusively 

to their chosen way. 

The Sadducees resisted any form of innovation in the Scriptures, 

they honoured its ritual above all, sought to preserve the legacy of 

the past, and they saw no need for any further or other response. 

'For the Sadducees the Torah was the foundation 

upon which they did not wish to construct anything. 

Taking religion primarily from the ritual, priestly 

side, they saw in it the fact of the past, which it 

was necessary to acknowledge and preserve unchanged 
but which did not. oblige them [to undertake] any 

further action. ' 105 

Solovyov criticises this exclusive concentration on the past, and 

describes how the Sadducees advanced their own interests and power 

in the name of adherence to the fundamental teachings of their religion. 
106 

The people genuinely committed to their faith sought a solution 

to thia-problem in-Phariseeism. 107 The Pharisees accepted the Torah, 

105 Ibid., 4. 
(Dlya saddukeev tora byla o9novaniem, na kotorom oni ne 

khoteli nichego stroit'. Prinimaya religiyu praimushchestvenno 
a ee ritual'noy, zhrecheskoy storony, oni. videli v ney fakt 
proshedshego, kotoriy nuzhno priznavat' i neizmenno khranit's 
no kotoriy ne obyazyvaet ni k kakomu dal'neyshemu deystviYu. ) 

106 Ibid., 4r . 5. 
107 Ibid., 5. 

(Chto kasaetsyA lyudey, serdechno predannykh natsional'noy 
religii, to oni dolzhny byli iskat' drugogo vykhoda i nashli ego 
v fariseystve. ) 
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but not only as a fact of the past age, handed down unchanged to 

succeeding generations: 

'Together with their opponents, the Sadducees, the- 

Pharisees accepted the Torah as the immutable 

foundation of the religion, but for them this 

Torah was not only a fact of the past which must 

be ve nerated, but also the law of the present life, 

which must be fulfilled. The Pharisees did not 

want to admit a contradiction between the demands 

of the religion and real life; for them all life 

must go according to the religious law, and the 

divine precepts must be realized in all human 

affairs. 
108 

Solovyov contrasts the Sadducees' approach and the Pharisees' approach 

further by describing the former as 'mechanical' and the latter as 

'organic'. Some of the requirements of the religion handed down by 

Moses could not be practically and literally applied; therefore much 

interpretation of the Scriptures was required to ensure conformity to 

the spirit of the Sciptures. The Pharisees used the Judaic law not 

as an end in itself, but as a point of departure for the construction 

of a whole system of interpretation. 109 

108 Ibid., 5ý6 
(Vmeste s svoimi protivnikami saddukeyami farisei priznavali 

toru, kak neprelozhnoe osnovanie religii, no dlya nikh eta tora 
byla ne odnim tol'ko faktom proshedshego, kotoriy nuzhno pochitat" 
no eAc4i zakonom nast' ashchey zhizni, katoriy dolzhno ispolnit'. OY 
Farisei ne khoteli dopustit' protivorechiya methdu trebovailiyami 
religii i deystvitel'noy zhizn'yu; dlya nikh vsya zhizn' dolzhna 
idti po religioznomu zakonu, vo vaekh delakh chelovecheskikh dolzhny 

109 
osushchestvlyat'sya zapovedi Bozhii. ) 

Ibid., 6. 
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The third 'party' of religious believers making up the Jewish 

community looked not to the past, like the Sadducees, nor to the 

present, like the Pharisees, but to the future. 110 For them the word 

of God indicated, above all the ideal of the future. 

'These people, who received the name Essenes, 

sought in religion not an external support for 

selfish ambitions, nor practical leadership in 

everyday life, but the highest perfection and 
beatitude. ' ill 

I This third party, focused upon*the joal of religion. 
112 Solovyov regarded 

this third group as. deeply misguided in-its exclusive assertion of the 

final goal of religion and in their seeming indifference to the means 

by which that goal might be attained. 

'The place Lfor] the highest goals is the heavenly 

kingdom, it is not given freely, but is attained by 

effort. Therefore those who find themselves 
[confined] against their will to an earthly path, 

must think about the factual supports and the 
formal foundations with which one may more truly 

attain the goal. Here the axiom is completely 

applicable: the person who desires the goal desires 

the means, and they are - right and strength, the 
law and power. 

113 

110 Ibid., 6-7 (Solovyov's italics). 

Ibid., 7. 
(Eti lyudi, poluchivshie nazvanie esseev, iskali v religii ne 

vneshney opory dlya svoekorystnykh stremleniyj a takzhe ne 
prakticheskogo rukovodstva v poveednevnoy zhizni, a vysshego 
sovershenstva i blazhenstva. ) 

112 
Ibid. 

113 Ibid. 
(Mesto vysshikh tseley est' tsarstvo nebesnoe, ono zhe ne dagtsya 

darom, a beratsya s usiliem. Poetomu nakhodyashchiesya na zemnom 
puti ponevole dolzhny dumat' o fakticheskikh oporakh i formal'nykh 
osnovaniyakh, pri kotorykh vernee mozhno doidti do tseli. Tut 
vpolne primenyaetsya aksioma: kto khochet tseli, khochet sredstv, 
oni zhe sut': pravo i sila, zakon i vlast'. ) 
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Solovyov is critical of those who forget the higher goals'in 

their pursuit of the direct means, but writes that their position is 

not as regrettable as those who look exclusively to the goal of ultim- 

ate perfection and fail to take any practical steps to attain their 

goal. 
114 

Solovyov's thesis is that the idea at the heart of the 

Christian Gospel embraces all the positive features of the three 

different approaches he has described above: 

'The Gospel idea united in itself what was . 
positive and true in the three Jewish parties. 

115 

The continuity between Judaism and fundamental Christian teaching is 

underlined by the following image: 

'In general, [for) the construction of the temple 

of the &w Testament, there was no need to devise 

new material; Christ and-His apostles used for 

this work those bricks which were Ot their 
hands. Even the plan itself was not new in its 

parts, but in their union, in the completeness 
ftselostil of the religious ideal. 116 

114 
Ibid. 

( 
... Krayne zhalok tot, kto tol'ko mechtaet ob ideal0nom sover- 
shenstve, ne delaya ni odnogo prakticheskogo shaga, chtoby k 
nemu priblizit'sya). 

115 
Ibid., 8. 

(Blizhayshim obrazom evangel'skaya ideZa soedinyala v sebe to, chto 
bylo polozhitel'nogo i istinnogo v trekh evreyskikh partiyakh. ) 

116 Ibid. 
(Voobshche, pri sozidanii novozavetnogo khrama, ne bylo nadobnosti 
izobretat' noviy material; khristos i Ego apostoly upotreblyali 
v delo te kirpichi, kotorye byli u nikh pod rukami. Dazhe samiy 
plan zdaniya by1 nov ne v svoikh Chastyakh, av ikh soedinenii, 
v tselosti religioznogo ideala). 

(-cont. ) 
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It is appropriate to cite the extremely favourable view which 

F. Getz, as a well-read and informed Jew, formed of Solovýov's treat- 

ment of this subject: 

'The pages in which Vladimir Solovyov expounded his 

view of the above-mentioned religious partiest 

and on the relationship of Christianity to them, 

belong to the most instructive [materiaq 
, convincing 

in content and most penetrating and fine in form, 

that has ever been written on this subject. 
117 

Our account of the philosopher's typological classification of 

religions passes on to his description (and criticism) of Islam. 

Solovyov's ideas on Isl'am are striking. for their consistency. He 

expressed them in the very early years of his career, in an article 

called '. Three Forces' (Tri Sily, 1877). A lucid restatement and 

extension of his ideas occurs in Part III of his 'The Great Controver- 

sy and Christian Politics' (Velikiy Spor i Khristianskaya Politikd, 

P 1883). He returned specifically to the subject in the mid-1890's, 

in an 80-page account of the Prophet- Mahommed's life and teachings; 
118 

Note that Solovyov, much as he admired the Judaic conception of 
theocracy (See Chapter V), believed that Christianity embodies 
the theocratic ideal more fully, extends it from a primarily 
national principle to a universal principle. (Judaism and the 
Christian Question, Sob. Soch. IV, 1ý3). 

117 Getz, p. 124-125. 
Tstranitsy na kotorykh Vladimir Solovyov izlagal svoy vzglyad 

na vyssheupomyanutye religioznye partii i na otnosheniya k 
nim khristianstva, prinadlezhat k samym pouchitel'nym. ubeditel'- 
nym po soderzhaniyu i samym ostroumnym i prekraFnym po forme, 
kogda-libo po etomu predmetu napisannym. ) 

118 'Mahommed; His Life and Religious Teaching' (Magomet, -ego ZhiznI 
i Religioznoe Uchenie, 1896), Sob. Soch. VII, 203-281. 
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but in fact, as we shall establish in Chapters VIII and IX, IsMam 

represents an important element in Solovyov's later views on religion, 

culture and the course of history. 

Solovyov's findings regarding the nature of Islim are presented 

most clearly in 'The Great Controversy and Christian Politics'. His 

whole view of the Islimic faith is determined by his deduction that 

the Christian faith provides the most complete religious revelation 

and that the central tenets and premises of Islim do not represent 

a complete revelation. The critical difference between these faiths 

is the presence, in Christianityj of the teaching of Godmanhood. 

He writes: 

'Christianity is the revelation of the perfect 
God in the perfect man. 

"19 

The 'perfect man' is defined as one possessing the human faculties in 

full measure, who 

'willingly and absolutely submits the human 

element in him to the higher Divinity. 120 

Solovyov judged that Islim was deficient where due recognition of 

the human element is concerned. The uncompromising form of submission 

to God demanded in the Qur'an entirely deprives man of any autonomy. 

The transcendence and might of God are acknowledged, as well as the 

119 
Sob. Soch. IV, 30. 

(Khristianstvo eat' otkrovenie sovershennogo Bog& v. sovershennom 
cheloveke. ) 

120 
Ibid., 

(... sam dobrovol'no i bezuslovno pddchinyaet vse* chelovecheskoe 
v sebe vysshemu Bozhestvu. ) 
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gulf between God and creaturely beings. This view. of a transcendent, 

almight , 
yand unapproachable God is enforced, in I9171m, by the absence 

of a divine 'mediator' (posrednik), 121 
sent to assist and redeem men. 

19171m, then, according to Solovyov's account, presents a Divinity that 

lacks real ties with man - this is an 'inhuman God' (bezchelovechniy 

bog). 

Solovyov writes that Islim may be compared not only with the 

authentic Christian revelation, alongside which its defective under- 

standing of Divine-human relations is plain to see, but may also be 

compared with'various of the early Christian heresies. Solovyov 

maintained that Islim resembled these heresies in a fundamental way; 

the teaching of Godmanhood proved an obstacle that neither Muslims 

nor Christian heretics could accept. 
122 However numerous and varied 

the early heresies were, they all coincided in their denial of the 

true God-man. 123 
Some heretical teachings cast Christ as a 'prophet' 

but not as God; others denied the humanity of Christ. 124 
The denial 

of Christ as a 'mediator' between Heaven and the created order led 

some to a rigid dualism, a complete opposition of divifiityand creation. 
125 

121 
See p. 37. 

122 Ibid., 33. 
123 Ibid. 

1 24 Ibid., 34. 
125 Ibid., 37 

(... Pri otsutstvii deystvitel'nogo posredstva, utverzh4aetsya 
bezuslovnaya protivopolozhnost' mezhdu bozhestvom i tvoreniem, 
i mir priznaetsya poroAhdeniem durnogo nachala - ila ili bezumiya, 
Satany, ili Demiurga-) 
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Solovyov maintained that the exclusive recognition of God's 

transcendence, which we find in Isram, is very close'( in spirit and 

in content) to the early heretical teachings against which the Church 

had to defend itself in the 4th and 5th Centuries. However, one may 

still view IslAm in a better light than the Manichean and other 

beresies cited in 'The Great Controversy and Christian Politics'. 

Solovyov readily acknowledge4the consistent adherence of the Muslims 

to their Qur'anic moral code. The teachings found in that sacred 

book may have appeared less developed and penetrating from the 

spiritual point of view than the-Christian code, but faithful 

adherence to those teachings was, in Solovyov's opinion very commend- 

able. 
126 Here, as in other of the philosopher's works, the moral 

stature of true Muslim believers is set higher than that of the 

Byzantine Christians. 127 
This latter group applied their professed 

religion in a regrettably inconsistent manner, and - writes Solovyov 

- they were blameworthy in their indifference to the rigorous 

adherence to the ethical code contained in the Gospels. 

We have-provided the central substance of Solovyov's views on 

Isl7am. The rigidity of I917amic society and the lack of individual 

freedom are stressed more in the early article 'Three Forces, ' , but 

'The Great Controversy and Christian Politics' presents a picture 

126 Ibid., 47. 
127 Ibid., 47-48. 

Solovyov held to the idea that true adherence to an 'inferior' or less developed religious ethical code is more valuable than in- 
consistent observance of a 'superior' religious ethical code. 
The idea is expressed in the opening pages of his 'Judaism and the 
Christian Question' (Sob. Soch. IV, pp. 135-136,165-166), written in 
1884; see also his 1891 lecture 'On the Decline of the Mediaeval 
Worldview' (Sob. Soch. VI, p. 388). 
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of fundamental rigidity and exclusivity in religious conceptions. 

In Chapters VIII and IX we shall set forth the historical parallel 

that Solovyov drew between IslIlm and China as non-Christian forces 

threatening the security and foundations of authentic Christian 

culture. 

It is now necessary to consider the other major-category of 

non-Christian religions examined by Solovyov, namely those of the 

Indian sub-continent. We have already indicated that Solovyov made a 

study of the Vedic literature in his first published article (of 1873), 

and that he treated the Vedic religion as the prototype for the Aryan 

religions in general. The Vedic religion finds occasional mention in 

the philosopher's later writings, (as does the VedIntic literature, 

and Sankara's contribution to Indian religious philosophy). However, 

we submit that it was Hinduism and, ultimately, Buddhism that, for 

Solovyov, most came to typify Indian spirituality. We also submit 

that, as with his critical view of Isl1m, Solovyov formulated his 

views on Hinduism and on Buddhism at a very early point in his career. 

(Since we take his references to Buddhism in the 4th Lecture, on God- 

manhood to be an important element in Solovyov's evaluation of that 

system of beliefs and practice, we argue that he had formulated his 

views on it by July 1877, when the 4th Lecture was first published. ) 

We have already drawn attention to the consistency of Solovyov's state- 

ments on the character of the I9171mic religion: in his study of the 

life of Mahommed, written in 1896, Solovyov holds the same fundamental 

view provided in his article of 1877, 'Three Forces' . As we shall 

see in Chapters VIII and IX, his critical view of the Christians in 

Byzantium is also highly consistent, restated in works as far apart 

fl, J, i 
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as . 
'The Great Controversy and Christian Politics' (1883) 128 

and 

'Byzantinism and Russia', (1896). His view of Buddhism was marked 

Iq the same consistency, and in our examination of his writings we 

have found no evidence to support the view that Solovyov's fundamental 

attitude towards Buddhism changed in the years after 'Iectures on 

Godmanhood'. 

His evaluation of Buddhism comprises two elements, and these 

are: 

a) his examination of the Buddhist conception of the Absolute; 

b) his evaluation of the role that asceticism plays in 

Buddhism. 

In his 3rd and 4th Lectures on, l. Godmanhood Solovyov 

subjects, first criticising the pessimistic stance 
129 

nature as 'evil' . Solovyov's article on Indian 

the Brockhaus-Ephron_Encyclopaedia states that the 

of Indian philosophy all agree in their negative v 

evil and deceptive: 

treated both these 

of those who condemn 

philosophy in 

various schools 

iew of the world as 

'As regards content, all the 'accepted' and a majority of 
the 'unaccepted' systems have one and the same negative 
of the world and life as evil and deception, and with all 
of them the task is liberation (moksha) from this false 

existence. ' 130 

128 Ibid., 43-45. 
129 Sob. Soch. III, 41-44. 
130 Sob. Soch. X, 338. 

(So storony soderzhaniya vae 'prinyatye' i bol'shinstvo 
Ineprinyatykh' sistem imeyut Odin i tot zhe otriteatel'niyL 
vzglyad na mir i zhizn', kak na zlo i obman, i zadachey u vsekh 
yavlyaetsya izbavlenie (moksha) ot etogo lozhnogo sushchestvovaniya. ) 
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In the 'Lectures on Godmanhood' he specifically cites Buddhism as the 

rel: Lg2. ous -philosophical system that views nature in negative terms. 
131 

He describes Buddhism as a more advanced religious view than nature 

worship, for the latter entails man's submission to arbitrary external 

phe nomena, while Buddhism views nature negatively and is consequently 

detached from it and free from submission to it: in the first stage 

of religious development, 'the Divine principle is hidden behind the 

world of natural phenomena' (bozhestvennoe nachalo skryto za mirom, 

prirodnykh yavleniy, p. 40). 

'In the following, second stage of religious development, 

the Divine principle reveals 

and opposition to nature, as 

itself in its distinction 

its denial, or as the 

absence of natural being, the negative freedom from it. 

This stage, distinctive, essentially, on account of its 

pessimistic and ascetic character, I call negative 

revelation; its purest type is represented by Buddhism. 132 

Solovyov concedes that Christianity has an ascetic element also, 

expressed in the Apostle John's words 'All the world lies in evil' 

(See 7th Lecture on Godinabhood). 133 But he argues that Christianity 

embraces all the fore-going stages of religious understanding: he 

131 Op-cit., 40. 
132 Sob. Soch. III, 40. 

(Na sleduyushchey vtoroy stupeni religioznogo razvitiya 
bozhestvennoe nachalo otkryvaetsya v avogm razlichii i protivo- 
polozhnosti s prirodoy, kak eg otritsanie, ili nichto(otsutstvie) 
prirodnogo bytiya, otritsatel'nayA svoboda ot nego. Etu 
stupen', otlichayushchuyusya po sushchestvu pessimisticheskim i asketicheskim kharakterom, ya nazyvayu otritsatel'nym otkroveniem; 
chisteyshiy tip ego predstavlyaetsya buddizmom. ) 

133 Ibid., -111. (1 John 5, xix). See also 'The Spiritual Foundations of Life', (Sob-Soch. III, 351-353) and 'Justification of the Good' CSob-Soch. VIII, 129). 
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asserts that it includes the ascetic element also evident in Buddhism, 

&. recognition of the ideal world such as we find in Platonism, the 

view of the Divine Absolute as personal (the characteristically Judaic 

view), and the definition of God's nature as triune, which the philo- 

sophers of Alexandria elaborated. 
134 

Our considered view is that Solovyov's description of the 'ascetic' 

element in Buddhism is determined by his interpretation of Buddhist 

conceptions of the Absolute. At the beginning of the 4th Lecture on 

Godmanhood he clearly juxtaposes the Buddhist and Christian conceptions 

of the Absolute: he classifies the Buddhist view of the Absolute 

as Inegative' and the Christian view as 'positive'. 135 On Solovyov's 

account, the Buddhists' refusal to provide positive definitions of 

the Absolute leads them to concentrate exclusively upon the absence 

of attributes and definitions relating to the Absolute. The Absolute 

is then, in their case, a 'nothing' (nichto). This view of the 

Absolute influenced their entire religious understanding and 

practice, according to Solovyov; it necessarily led the Buddhists to 

a very different spirituality from the spirituality which grew out of 

the 'positive' Christian view of the Absolute. He recognised the 

achievement of Buddhist and other Indian spiritual teachings in 

liberating man from complete subjection to the natural elements, 

from nature worship; but he argued that the Indians' new-found freedom 

'inebriated' them, causing them to lose themselves in subjective, 

trance-l'ike states, renouncing the 'world', and declining to develop 

their spiritual understanding. This view of Indiam religious philosophy 

134 St)b. Soch. III, 111. 
135 Ibid., 48-49. 
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is given in the 10th Lecture on Godindhhood: 

'In India the human soul was freed for the first time 

from the power of cosmic forces, as if inebriated by 

its own freedom, by its awareness of its own unity and 

its absolute nature; its inner activity is not 

connected with anything, it dreams freely, and in these 

dreams all the ideal fruits of humanity are already 

contained in embryo, all the religious and philosophical 

teachings, poetry and science, but all this is [in a 

state of] indiffervh& indefiniteness (v bezrazlichnoy neopred- 

el6nostij and confusion, as if in a dream all merges and 

is mixed up, all is one and the same, and therefore all is 

nothing. Buddhism has said the final word of the Indian 

consciousness; all existing being and non-existing being 

are likewise just an illusion and a dream. ' 136 

Solovyov proceeds, in the same lecture, to explain how the philo- 

sophers of Ancient Greece evolved a more satisfactory view of the 

Absolute than the characteristic Indian view. Solovyov held that 

the particular achievement of the Greeks (beat exemplified by Plato) 

was to liberate themselves not simply from external cosmic forces, 

but'also from purely subjective self -contemplation; 

'In the Graeco-Roman world the human soul appears free 

not only of external cosmic forces, but also of itself, 

136 Ibid., 155-156. 
(V Indii chelovecheskaya dusha vpervye osvobozhdena ot vlasti 
kosmicheskikh ail, kak by op'yanena svoey 9vobodoy, soznaniem 
avoego ddinstva i bezuslovnosti; ej vnutrennaya deyatel'nost' 
nichem ne svyazana, ona svobodno grezit, iv etikh grezakh 
vae ideal'nye porozhdeniya chelovechestva uzhe zakoncheny v 
2arodyshe, vse religioznye i filosofskie ucheniya, poeziya i 
nauka, no vs; eto v bezrazlichnoy neopredele"nnosti i smeshenii, 
kak by vo sne vse" slivaetsya i pereputyvaetsya, vsS eto est' 
odno i to zhe i potomu vsA est' nichto *- Bud4., izm skazal 
poslednee slovo indiyekogo soznaniya; vse sushchestvuyushchee 
i nesushchestvuyushchee odinakovo est' lish' illyuziya i son. ) 
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of its own inner, purely subjective self-contemplation, 
in which, with the Hindus, it was immersed. ' 137 

Solovyov presents a picture of Buddhism, Hinduism and of Indian 

spirituality generally as inferior to Greek idealist philosophy, and 

as exclusively subjective in character (as the above passages show). 

This view of Indian religious thought extends§ for Solovyov, to 

Taoism and other Chinese religious thought: the seeming indistinct- 

ness and merging of concepts alluded to in the above description of 

Buddhist thought (vs& eto v bezrazlichnoy neopredele"nnosti i smeshenii) 
138 

is, in Solovyov's view, characteristic of Taoism also. (See our 

Chapter IX for a full treatment of Solovyov's view on Chinese 

religious thought). 

We believe that Solovyov was sincere in his Attempt to evaluate 

Buddhist thought and the Indian religious philosophies objectively. 

The account of central Buddhist thought provided in 'Lectures on 

Godmanhood' is not comprehensive or entirely satisfactory (as we 

indicate below), and this must diminish the value of his typological 

classification of religions. A number of Solovyov's conclusions 

regarding Buddhist thought require considerable modification in the 

light of scholarly research undertaken since his life-time. We 

acknowledge that the limited availability of translations and 

commentarial literature on the subject accounts for some of the main 

defects in his account. In this connection, we cannot properly blame 

1 37 Ibid., 156. 
(V greko-rimskom mire chelovecheskaya dusha, yavlyaetsya svobodnoy 
uzhe ne tol'ko ot vneshnikh kosmicheskikh sil, no i ot samoy 
sehya, ot svoego vnutrennego chisto-sub'ektivnogo samosozertsaniya, 
v kotoroe ona pogruzhena u indusov. ) 

138 Ibid. 
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Solovyov for the imbalance in his views, when whole areas of Buddhist 
I 

philosophy still remained unexamined. Extensive research into Halkaygna 

Buddhist thought did not get established until after Solovyov's life- 

time: some of the most important pioneering work in this field 

(still valid now) was undertaken by Professor Th. Shcherbatsky during 

the 1920's and the 1930's. 139 
We may respect Solovyov for his own 

pioneering work in this field, and for his readiness to study the 

major texts of Indian religious thought and evaluate them; at the 

same time, we must exercise caution in our study of his conclusions, 

where necessary supplementing his account of Buddhist thought with the 

findings of Shcherbatsky and more recent specialists. 

We argue that Solovyov's classification of Buddhism as a 

$negative revelation' (otritsatel'noe otkrovenie) gives a misleading 

and incomplete view of the essential goals and character of Buddhism. 

The description provided by Solovyov must be qualified in a number 

of ways, and here our observations fall into two categories: 

a) those relating to the stated aims of the founder, 

Sakyamuni Buddha, and to his positive assertions regarding 

the spiritual life; 

b) those relating to Mahayina Buddhist thought. 

1439 Theodor Ippolitovich Shcherbatsky [Shcherbatskoyj 
, 1866-1942. 

See 'Indian Culture and Buddhism: A Collection of Articles to the 
Memory of Academician (F. )I. Shcherbatsky' 
T-In-di kaya Kul'tura i Buddizm: Sbornik Statey pamyati Akademika 
(P. )IY. hcherbatakogo), edited by N. Konrad and d. Bongard -Levin, 
Moscow 1972, Academy of Sciences, USSR. See esp. PP. 13-50 for an 
account of Shcherbatsky's life and scholarly achievements. Shcherbatsky's most widely known works are: 'The Central Conception of Buddhism, and the Meaning of the word 'Dharma', (London, 10230, 'Conception of Buddhist NirvIna', 
(Leningrad, 1927), and 'Buddhist Logic-q-Leningrad, 1930-1932). 

,ýk. T, ý ý, 
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The very extensive use of a negative terminology in Buddhism is 

a striking and often disconcerting feature for anyone accustomed to 

the positive terminology generally employed in the Christian teachings 

and their interpretation. Concern with the problems posed by this 

negative terminology has to some degree directed attention away from 

the actually positive aims of Buddhism and of Sakyamuni Buddha himself. 

in his words immediately before death he affirmed the worth of spirit- 

ual endeavour, advising his followers to work diligently for their 

salvation. The very fact that he spent numerous years teaching all 

monks and laymen who approached him about spiritual attainment indicates 

his concern with active transmission of his enlightened understanding, 

with an affirmation of the truths he himself apprehended. 

It should be remembered in this connection, that according to 

the traditional Scriptural accounts of his life, Sakyamuni Buddha 

attained full enlightenment and then hesitated about conveying his 

understanding to other men. His compassion for men and his subsequent 

decision to teach them the path to spiritual attainment must, surely, 

represent a profoundly positive aspect of Buddhism that is missed in 

Solovyov's references to 'negative revelation'. (The Buddha's com- 

passionate decision to teach men, his concern for their welfare and 

for the welfare of all sentient beings, is well conveyed, and indeed 

perpetuated, in the Ma-hay; na ideal of Bodhisattvahood; the M-abayana 

tradition stresses the particular merit of those who temporarily 

renounce the very final stage of their spiritual elightenment so as 

to return to the 'world' and assist others to achieve salvation. ) 

With regard to the actual content of Buddhist teaching, it is 

necessary to emphasize the following point. At the very heart of 

Buddhism lies the teaching of the Four Noble Truths. The first two of 
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of these Truths draw attention to the impermanence of worldly 

phenomena (the Truth of anicc-i) and to the general conditioning of 

suffering of beings in the world (the Truth of dukktia). It is not 

at all uncommon for European commentators to focus exclusively upon 

the Buddha's statements on these two Truths and to conclude that he 

preached a form of pessimistic and passive resignation. The essential 

importance and indispensability of the third and fourth Noble Truths 

is too often overlooked; these are the Truths which affirm that there 

is indeed a possible cessation of suffering, and that there is a path 

to the cessation of suffering. The Path is described in very specific 

terms, under headings such as Right Understanding, Right Speech, Right 

Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right attentiveness, which 

altogether make up the 'Eightfold Path', and its basis is experiential. 

it is the fruit of Sakyamuni Buddha's disciplined quest for truth, 

a programme of spiritual training that is itself highly rigorous, but 

that it would be wrong to characterise solely as a 'flight' from pain 

and suffering. It should be remembered that according to the Buddhist 

Scriptures$ Sakyamuni Buddha specifically criticised the extreme 

asceticism of some spiritual masters in whose company he trained before 

his own enlightenment: he found their extreme austerity and their 

complete renunciation of the secular world unfruitful, and he responded 

to their extreme and narrow practice by elaborating the Middle Way as 

avI iable path to spiritual understanding and virtue. Thus, his role 

in advancing spiritual understanding and practice could be seen as 

positive and creative, for he recognised the defects of a narrow 

asce. ticism, and he developed his own teaching in another' direction. 

In addition to those positive affirmations contained in the third 

and fourth Noble Truths, we need to recall Sakyamuni Buddha's celebrated 
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and important affirmation recorded in Uddana VIII, 3. It reads as 

follows: 

'There is, oh monks, an Unborn, Unoriginated, Uncreated, 

Unformed. If there were not this Unborn, Unoriginated, 

Uncreated, Unformed, escape from the world of the born, 

the originated, the created, the formed, would not be 

possible. ' 

If men were wholly and forever confined to the realm of 'the born, 

the originated, the created, the formed', then the spiritual endeavour 

would have no meaning, and it would be inefficacious. But, as we 

have seen already, the Buddha affirmed the worth and rightness of 

the spiritual endeavour, he stressed the practical aspect of his teaching 

and discipline (using the image of a raft that can take the aspirant 

to 'the Other Shore'), and here, (in more specifically philosophical 

language), he affirms that man, who finds himself in the realm of 

'the born, the originated, the created, the formed', subject to the 

fundamental law of Dependent origination (pratltya-samutpida), M 

attain the realm of 'the Unborn, Unoriginated, Uncreated, Unformed. ' 

To further establish the positive aspects and emphasis of 

central Buddhist teaching, which appear to have eluded Solovyov, we 

need to consider the means of instruction chosen by the Buddha and by 

those who followed him. Here, the weaknesses in Solovyov's account 

of Buddhist thought may be attributed to the lack of reliable comment- 

arial literature from which he suffered. As far as we can judge, from 

our reading of his works, Solovyov undertook no special study of the 

terminology of Buddhism. If one examines his 4th Lecture on Godmanhood, 

one is obliged to conclude that he wholly accepted the view of Buddhism 

as a religious philosophy which conceived of, and defined, the 
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'Absolute' as 'Nothing" (Nichto), as a pure absence of attributes. 

our own view is that unqualified assent to Solovyov's description of 

Buddhism as a 'negative revelation' (as here defined) leads one to 

under-estimate the subt1gty of the Buddhist. ' position, especially 

in the Madh yamika formulation of it. 140 Furthermore, attention to 

the Madhyamika formulation of the central tenets of Buddhism leads to 

a recognition of the universal dimension of Buddhism: this was con- 

spicuously absent from Solovyov's account, 
141 

and his typology of 

religions could not be employed without first correcting that serious 

omission. 

Professor T. R. V. Murti provides a very illuminating account of 

the dangers of dogmatic adherence to viewpoints and theories, and of 

the Buddha's ways of countering that dogmatism. 
142 

His teachings were 

adapted to suit the capacity of his pupils: when he discerned that 

his listeners might fall into the trap of true 'nihilism' 
, then he 

modified his teaching on the non-substantiality of the Soul so as not 

to lead them into error. 
143 

140 See: 'Conception of Buddhist NirVana', Th. Shcherbatsky (Leningrad 
1927); 'The Central Philosophy of Buddhism', T. R. V. Murti (Londont 
1955); 'NiTg1rjuna's Philosophy', K. Venkata Ramanan (Japan, 1966). 

141 
Dates of lst editions given here. CO. 330, IS& eetl Ot ^wrtafl*Qý3 
See our Chapter IX, Note 25. 

142 'The Central Philosophy of Buddhism', T. R. V. Murti (London, 1955, 
It; -Print 1980), pp. 44-49. 

It is very noteworthy that Solovyov, who was especially concerned 
with criticism of dogmatic, exclusive views in philosophy and 
religion, failed to appreciate this essential aspect of the 

143 
Buddha's teaching 

, 
and approach. EAS)zj 

Ibid., 42-43. See also pp. 207,247, et al. 

i0o, 
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As is extremely well shown in Professor Murti's work, and also in K. 

Venkata Ramanan's study 'Nigiriuna's Philosophy', the Buddha was 

especially concerned to rectify the various forms of dogmatism to 

which men are susceptible. Wholly in the spirit of the Buddha's 

correction and criticism of exclusive, extreme viewpoints, Niggrjuna 

evolved a critical method designed to show up the untenability of 
144 

theoretical views as 'absolute' . The effective pursuit of truth 

involves not simply intellectual rigour, but the capacity of the 

aspirant to avoid clinging to one or other viewpoint. This point is 

well conveyed by Ramanan: 

'it is necessary to note that the utter unspeakability 

of things in the ultimate truth does not mean that they 

cannot even be spoken of in the mundane truth. The 

undivided being, the indeterminate dharma is non- 

exclusive; it is this that is the highest reality. 
It is not exclusive of determinations although it is 

false to hold them as absolute. In the mundane truth 
the indeterminate dharma is expressed through the 
determinate modes of thought and speech in a non-clinging 

way. The question is not one of speaking or not speaking 
but of clinging or not clinging to the speech and the 
things spoken of., 

145, 

144 Note the point made by Pratima Bowes in her book 'The Hindu 
Religious Tradition' (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1977): 

'In the Hindu tradition while Truth, in the sense of the Being 
of religious reality, is said to be absolute, truth in the sense 
of the epistemological status of the statements we make about it 

145 
is not claimed to be so 

. 
... " (p. 272). rLIJ11] 

-- 
'Niltiriuna's Philosophy'. K-Venkata Ramanan, (1st edition 1966, 
Reprint published by Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi 1978), p. 274. 
See also pp. 159-160. C& 3$q. 3 
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Ramanan stresses that trag7arjunaOs criticism of opposing views is 

not an end in itself: 

'It is to be noted that ilrnyatl criticism is not an 

end in itself; as revelatory of the non-substantiality 

of mundane things it is the means to the further 

realization of the ultimate reality. 
146 

This statement by Ramanan accords with the account provided by Murti, 

for whom the criticism of opposing, exclusive viewpoints is just the 

second of three stages in the Madhyamika dialectic: 

'... The dialectic reaches its fruition through three 
lmoments"!: the antinomical conflict of opposed views 

of the real advanced by speculative systems (drativida); 

their criticism, which exposes their hollowness (slunyatl); 

and intuition of the Real in which the duality of 'is I 

and 'is not' is totally resolved (pr9j5a - wisdom). It 
is the Absolute beyond Reason. Implicit in the process, 
Prijiia guides the entire dialectical movement., 

147 

Murti also shows that ignorance (avidyl), according to the exponent 

of Madhyamika, 

is equated with ideal construction screening the 

real. The Real is known by uncovering it, by the 

removal of the opacity of ideas (su-nyati of drsti). 

Philosophy performs this uncovering function. It is 

both this process and its culmination. . 148 

146 Ibid., 168. 
147 'The Central Philosophy of Buddhism', T. R. V. Murti, pp. 226-227. 

(& 1311 
148 Ilid., 212. 
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in the lilght of Murti's and of Ramanan's findings, and of- the important 

contributions by Shcherbatsky (whose study 'Conception of Buddhist 

RiLrvinal, 1927, they acknowledgeJand valued), the outright dismissal 

of the Buddhist notion of S(InyatTi as purely a principle of negation 

cannot be convincingly defended. There is a sense in which, writes 

Murti, Sanyat! is even more positive and all-embracing thaS pure 

affirmation: 

'[SOnyat! ] may even be taken as more universal and positive 

than affirmation. For, to affirm 'A is B', that a figure 

is a triangle, is implicitly to deny that it is a square 

or circle. Every affirmation implies an element of 

negation. Both affirmation and negation are determinations, 

limitations or negations. . .. SGnyat! is negation of negations; 
it is thus a re-affirmation of the infinite and the inexpress- 

ibly positive character of the Real. 
149 

Finally, we cite Shcherbatsky's seminal work 'Conception of Buddhist 

Niryfina'. He regarded it as inappropriate to translate the term 

sfinya as 'void', for that usage is possible in common,. klife 'but not 

as a technical term in philosophy', (p. 45). The whole import of the 

fore-going consideration of the Madhyamika critical method is highlighted 

by Shcherbatsky in the following passage: 

'That the term s'ftyl is in Mihayina a synonym of 
dependent existence (pratlitya-samutpida) and means 

149 Ibid., 160. 
See also p. 271.: 
'... The dialectic, then, as the S11nyatA of drItis, is the 
negation of standpoints, which are the initial negation of the 
real that is essentially indeterminate ... Correctly understood, J# Sflnyatl is not annihilation, but the negation of negation; it 
is the conscious correction of an initial unconscious falsifica- 
tion of the real. ' 
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not something void, but something 'devoid' of 
independent reality (sva'bhZva-sGny-a), with the 
implication that nothing short of the whole 

possesses independent reality, and with the 

further implication that the whole forbids every 
formulation by concept or speech (nisprapa-nca), since 

they can only bifurcate (vikalpa) reality and never 
directly seize it - this is attested by an over- 

whelming mass of evidence in all the MAhayina 

literature. ' 150 

(Our italics) 

214. 

We have tried to convey some of'the complexity of the Buddhist usage 

of negative terminology, citing authoritative scholars who have written 

on this subject. Even from the limited materials presented above, it 

should be apparent that, in his evaluation of Buddhist thought, 

Solovyov did not give a very e xtensive account of the Buddhist approach 

to the Absolute. He worked from translations Of some of the major 

Hinayina Scriptures, but appears to have accepted their negative 

terminology in a rather literal spirit. His approach to the study of 

Buddhism differs significantly from his approach to the study of 

Judaism; in the latter case, his personal affinity with the Jewish 

people, his admiration for their history, culture and achievements 

prompted him to explore their spiritual thought and practice in great 

depth. Buddhism (and the Indian spirituality which it represented, 

in his mind) only won his qualified acceptance, as a belief system 

superior to nature worship and inferior to Greek idealist philosophy 

and to the Christian revelation. 

150 11 Conception of Buddhist Nirvina', Th-Stcherbatsky (Delhi 1975 ed)., 
pp. 45-46. (-Here we give the spelling of the author's name as used for this edition). Le. ssfj 
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Solovyov's various writings on the world religions were intended 

to establish the coherence and 'completeness' of Christian spirituality, 

and also to show the process whereby separate elements, such as the 

ascetic principle (in Buddhism), the view of the Absolute in 'personal' 

terms (in Judaism), developed and finally coincided in Christianity 

itself. We argue that this endeavour was an important part of 

Solovyov's over-all aim 'to justify the Good'. Solovyov's religious 

philosophy was, in the final analysis, a Christocentric one: his 7th 

Lecture on Godmanhood affirms that although Christianity has some 

elements in common with other religions and philosophies (asceticism, 

recognition of the ideal, and so forth), the completely new and distinct 

element in the Gospels was Christ's teaching about His own Person. 151 

Where Solovyov's survey of non-Christian beliefs is concerned, we have 

drawn attention to certain weaknesses and imbalance in his description 

and classification of those beliefs, while also acknowledging his 

impressive assimilation of Judaic religious ideas and his appreciation 

of their historical and cultural context. So far as we are aware, 

our account of Solovyov's typological classification of religions 

is the first attempt to examine in detail and criticise Solovyov's 

conclusions on this subject. 

* *. ******** 

151 Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, 111,112. 
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iv) Solovyovls arguments for a theocratic organisation of 

society and government. 
_ 

'Man alone can gradually adopt Divine grace 

in an unceasing struggle with his own 

nature and with external hostile forces, 

perfecting himself through the aid of his 

own efforts and attainments. ' 152 

Book II of Solovyov's 'The History and Future of Theocracy' 

opens with an affirmation of human freedom. The philosopher describes 

man as being endowed with a unique degree of freedom to choose between 

1 153 
good' and 'evil' . Man does not make one choice that binds him 

forever to 'good' or 'evil', for his two-fold nature, spiritual and 

natural, allows the possibility of a free act of choice. 
154 Ris freedom, 

furthermore, a freedom to perfect himself, to overcome the limita- 

tions of his natural condition and, finally, to imPvove material nature 

itself. 155 
The New Testament shows man as 'created in the image and 

156 likeness of God', and is filled with assurances that he can attain 

the 'plenitude of being' (polnota bytiya). But, in order to achieve 

this desirable end he must, according to Solovyov, consciously recognise 

the Good and order his activities so that they increasingly conform tol 

152 Sob. Soch. IV, 339 
(Odin chelovek mozhet postepenno usvaivat' sebe blagodat' 
Bozhiyu v nepreryvnoy bor'be a. sobstvennoy prirodoy i8 
vneshnimi vrazh'imi silami, sovershenstvuyas'-pomoshch'yu 
sobstvennykh usiliy i podvigov. ) (Solovyov's italics). 

153 Ibid., 337-339. 
154 Ibid., 341-342. 
155 Ibid. 

1 56 Ibid., 341. 
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and outwardly express, that Good. 

In his book on moral philosophy, 'Justification of the Good', 

Solovyov defined the three bases of morality as being shame, pity 

and piety (styd, zhalost', blagogovenie). He considered that if we 

adopt these as the basis for action, we can determine how man should 

act 

a) in relation to what is beneath him (purely material nature) 

b) in relation to beings on the same level as himself (other 

conscious beings) 
157 in relation to what is above him (the Divine .I 

We have already indicated that, in Solovyov's view, man's relation to 

material nature should be that of a benevolent and responsible domina- 

tion. Solovyov's notion of how man should act in relation to his 

fellow men becomes especially evident in his writings- on theocr 

His writings on theocracy also reveal much about Solovyov's conception 

of man's rekation to the Divine, and they show his distinctive emphasis 

upon the need for collective humanity's voluntary, wholly free, 

submission to the Divine Will. He taught that the Kingdom of God 

must be realized not just within the heart of the individual man, 

but also externally and practically (na dele), through man's various 

creative and other activities. 

Solovyov's affirmation of spiritual values - so central to his 

life's -work - was very closely bound with his conviction that, at least 

157 Sob. Soch. VIII, 59 
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potentially, human society itself represents a 'spiritual community'. 

He examined the principles and the practice of rule in various 

societies (Islimic, West European, Roman, Judaic and others), and 

endeavoured to establish which form of rule (or social ideal) best 

suits humanity. Rejecting the Islimic and Roman models of rule, 
158 

be concentrated greatly upon the Judaic conception of theocratic rule. 

As shown in our Chapter V, he deeply admired the form of theocratic 

rule which the Jews aimed to establish. He acknowledged the efforts 

of the Jewish people to place their religion at the very centre of 

their communal (and individual) life, and he criticised only the 

exclusive attention to ritual (on the part of the Sadducees), to 

interpretation of the Law (on the part of the Pharisees, who reacted 

against the Sadducees), and the exclusive, extreme reaction of the 

Essenes against both the former groups. 
159 Ultimately, Solovyov was 

concerned with illustrating the evolution that had taken place in men's 

understanding of religion: his lengthy article 'Judaism and the 

Christian Question' expresses the idea that in the New Testament the 

Judaic idea of theocracy is perfected and extended. 
160 

He asserts 

that in Christianity the theocratic ideal is freed of a narrow, 

exclusive application on the purely national level, while the Jews 

158 In his article 'Three Forces' (Tri Sily, 1877) Solovyov specific- 
ally rejects the Isl1mic ideal of rule on the grounds that it is 
despotic and that it denies the individual's freedom. The Romans' 
secular ideal of justice is rejected by him as being imposed by 
force CRussia and the Universal Church's Book II, Ch. Vjl, p. 138 in 
the 3rd French edition7 and as being inferior in kind to the 
Christian ideal of love. 

159 Sob. Soch. VI, 7-8 (The Talmud, and the Newest Polemical Literature 
about it). 

160 Sob. Soch. IV, 163. 
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tended to apply it too much to their own nation. 
161 His writings on 

the specifically Christian understanding of theocracy (writings which 

belong, for the most part, to the decade 1880 to 1890) stress that the 

relations between Church and the temporal state need to be rectified. 

He felt it necessary to clarify the nature of the Church's authority 

and of the Stati's authority, to define (or re-define) the inter- 

relation of the Church and the State in true Christian society. He 

considered that rivalry between these two central institutions of 

the Christian community was profoundly harmful, and that it deferred 

the realization of 'the Kingdom of God on earth'. 

'Judaism and the Christian Question' and 'The History and Future 

of Theocracyl provide a very detailed picture of the Judaic theocratic 

ideal, and these works show how very precisely the authority and 

functions of the Jewish High Priest, King and Prophet were set forth 

in the Old Testament. Solovyov used the Judaic model of theocratic 

rule to very good effect in his own account of priestly and temporal 

rule in the Christian community. He acknowledged, for instance, that 

the conception-of 'priesthood' and the understanding of the Prophet's 

calling and status were very far developed in the Jewish community 
162 

(as the Old Testament records), and he showed that the Christian iriew 

of 'priesthood' and prophecy draws much from the Judaic interpretation 

of these. 

101 Ibid. 
162 Sob. Soch. IV, 161-165. 
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As previous chapters-have shown, Solovyov read very extensively 

in most fields of religious thought, and this applies also to his 

reading on the subject of theocracy. He supplemented his reading 

of Jewish spiritual writings and of the Old Testament with wide reading 

of Roman Catholic sources. His familiarity with the works of St. 

Augustine is noteworthy in this context; also he frequently cited the 

ideas of Joseph de Maistre (on whom he wrote a quite long entry for 

the Brockhaus-Ephron Encyclopaedia). 163 His attitude of increasing 

sympathy towards Catholic theologians, philosophers and historians 

in the latter part of the 1880's caused considerable regret and 

suspicion in Russia itself, among his readers and in government circles. 

His close' association with Jesuit priests in Western Europe was crit- 

icised, and many Orthodox believers were prepared to believe that 

Solovyov personally had become a Roman Catholic. 164 
His writings on 

theocracy appeared to such disenchanted readers simply as further 

evidence of the philosopher's new allegiance to Rome. His critical 

stance towards the Slavophiles, expressed in articles from 1883 onwards, 
165 

rather obscured the fundamentally pro-Slavophile content of his theo- - 

cratic hopes. He maintained a belief in Russia as the rightful guardian 

of authentic Christian values and culture long after his apparent 

163 
Sob. Soch. X, 429-435. 

164 Solovyov's alleged conversion to Roman Catholicism at this stage in 
his career may be discounted if one examines his letter of November 
1886 (Pis. ma 111,172) to the editors of the paper 'Novoe Vremya'. 
Not only does this letter contain a full and explicit assertion that 
Solovyov was a practising member of the Russian Orthodox Church; it 
also states that he believed attempts to persuade individuals to 

. 
acknowledge the Roman Catholic faith could actually harm the cause 
of reunion between the Orthodox and Catholic Churches. 

165 
ee . the articles under the collective title 'The National Question 

in Russia', (Natsional'niy Vopros v Rossii, Sob. Soch. V, 3-401). 
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defection to the pro-European and liberal publicists centred in 

Petersburg, such as A. N. Pypin (1833-1904). Evgtniy Trubetskoy 

considers that this faith in Russia's messianic role was unduly pro- 

minent in his conception of theocracy, and he submits Solovyov's view 

to extensive criticism. Dmitry Stremoukhov also draws attention to 

the prominence of ideas about Russia's glorious role as defender of 

Christian culture in the philosopher's treatment of theocracy. Both 

these scholars present convincing evidence to support the conclusion 

that Solovyov cherished hopes about Russia's role that even exceeded 

the hopes of most Slavophiles regarding their country. Stremoukhov 

actually argues that it is only with the advent of Solovyov that 

Slavophilism becomes a true messianism: 

'In essence, it is only with Soloviev that 

Slavophilism becomes true messianism- 
166 

Trubetskoy writes: 

'He (Solovyov] places such hopes in the theocratic 

ruler Fsar I, by comparison with which the Slavophile 
dreams may appear modest. ' 167 

In his article 'The Downfall of Theocracy in the Workd of Vl dimirJ 

JjO 6 'Au fond, ce n'est qu'avec Soloviev que le Slavophilisme slerige en 
Af veritable messianisme. ' 
'Vladimir Soloviev and His Messianic Work'. (Vladimir Solovyov et 

so uvre Messianique), Dmi ry Stremoukhov, Univ. de Strasbourg, 
1935, p. 117. See also p-199, 'cited at the end of our Chapter VIII. 
(Translation by Elizabeth Meyendorff, Nordland Books, Massachusetts 
1980, p. 130). E Ik"121 

167 'The Worldview of Vladimir Solovyov', (Mirosozertsanie Vladimira 

. 
Solovyova), Evgeniy Trubetskoy, Moscow 1913, Vol. l, p. 514. [5, "1 

(Na teokraticheskogo tsarya on vozlagaet takie nadezhdy, po 
sravneniyu s kotorymi slavyanofil'skie mechtaniya mogut pokazat'sya 
skromnymi. ) 
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S- Solovyov' (Krushenie Teokratii v Tvoreniyakh Vl. S. Solovyova), 
168 

Trubetskoy criticises Solovyov for illegitimately introducing temporal 

ideas on Russia's historical destiny into his religious philosophy. 
169 

He regards the philosopher's last work 'Three Conversations' (Tri 

Razgovora) as valuable because there, he believes, Solovyov has over- 

come his preoccupation with Russia's destiny. Trubetskoy argues that 

the new view of world history presented in '. Three Conversations' 

is significantly different from the theocratically-based views of his 

earlier years. In this new philosophy of history 

'... the epernal universal, Christian ideal triumphs 

over the temporal dream of the great religious 

thinker and over the nationalistic romanticism 

of his youth. 
170 

That Solovyov questioned the worth of the 'Third Rome' ideal before 

composing his last work is clear in the opening pages of 'Nyzantinism 

and Russia', (1896). Trubetskoy suggests that he arrived at the idea 

168 See Russkaya Mysl', (moscow), 1912, pp. 1-35. 
169 Ibid., 35. 
170 Ibid., 34. 

(... Vechniy vselenskiy, khristianskiy ideal torzhestvuet pobedu 
nad vremennoy mechtoy velikogo religioznogo myslitelya i nad 
natsionalisticheskoy romantikoy ego molodosti. ). 

NB- 'The idea of the Third Rome was the sincere dream of SolOvYOv 
from his young years. ' 

(Ideya tret'ego Rima byla zadushevnoy mechtoy Solovyova 
s yunykh let. ) p. 19 (Ibid. ). 
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through poetic intuition some time before he managed to argue his case 

in logical or historical terms. 
171 His reference to the adherents of 

the 'Third Rome' ideal as Russia's "flatterers" Wstetsy) in his 

poem 'Panmongolism' (Panmongolizm, 1894) is widely known and commented 

upon. But it is not so widely recognised that Solovyov treated this 

theme as soon as two years later, in his article 'Byzantinism and 

Russia' (Vizantizm and Russia). 

We indicated, in Chapters 11 and V, that historical argument 

forms an important element in Solovyov's writings on religion. The 

very nature of the subject 'theocracy' entails the introduction of 

the historicat perspective into the discussion of religious ideas. 

This is all the more true when the hopes for actual foundation of a 

theocratic society are as immediate as they evidently were for 

Solovyov during the 1880's. Certain features of Russia's historical 

past induced him to hope that she might be especially suited to 

attaining Christian goals. Here Solovyov cited her capacity for self- 

denial, apparent - he argued - in the Russians' invitation to the 

Varangians to rule over them, and- in Peter the Great's readiness to 

learn from West European countries and to submit his whole country to 

European influence. 172 
His high expectations of Russia's future destiny 

171 Ibid., 11. 
'In the given instance, as it often happened with Solovyov, his 
poetic inspiration poeceded the logical course of his thoughts: 
in a prophetic intuition-he discerned that which several years 
later was vested in the form of a correct mental deduction. ' 

(V dannom sluchae, kak eto chasto sluchalos' a Solovyovym, ego 
poeticheskoe vdokhnovenie upredilo logicheskiy ýhod ego mysley: 
v prorocheskoy intuitsii on prozrel to, chto neskol'kimi godami 

172 
pozzhe obleklos' v formu pravil'nogo umozaklyucheniya. ) 

In his article 'Saint Vladimir and the Christian State' (Saint (cont. ) 
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were, in all likelihood, sustained and considerably reinforced when 

his ideas on theocracy and especially the reunion of theCatholic and 

Orthodox Churches won the admiration of Archbishop Strossmayer (in 1886). 

Solovyov's reliance upon historical argument and upon ideas 

concerning culture is evident not only in his works on theocracy, 

but also in his evaluation and classificatinn of religions, as we 

show in subsequent chapters. (To examine the specifically historical 

basis of Solovyov's understanding of theocracy would require a more 

extensive study of Slavophilism than can be undertaken here). 

We submit, here, that in his writings on theocracy Solovyov was 

able to highlight numerous other facets of religious life and thought. 

lie offers valuable insights in four major areas: 

a) in his treatment of Churchi-State relations in the Christian 

state; 

b) in providing a serious and informed reappraisal of Jewish 

spirituality generally, and of the Jewish, religiously-based 

ideal of community in particular; 

C) in his description of the Priest, the King and'especially 

the Prophet as spiritual types; 

d) in his emphasis upon the practical application of religious 

teachings, in his insistence that not only the Christian philo- 

sopher but all sincerely believing Christians are concerned, 

primarily, with 'justiftcation of the Good'. 

Vladimir et l'Etat Chretien, 1888), Solovyov writes of the need for 
I 

Russia to overcome the bad principle of egoism and-of national 
particularity through voluntary denial - such as St. Vladimir 
achieved. (See Sob, Soch. XI, 134-135). (O. J. Z3 
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CHAPTER VII 

TWO BASES OF 'AUTHORITY' IN VLADINIR SOLOVYOVS PHILOSOPHY: 

REVEALED SCRIPTURE AND SPECULATIVE REASON 

From the foregoing exposition and examination of Vladimir Solovyov's 

religious thought, it will be apparent that he sought to lead his readers 

to a very profound reappraisal of Christian values. Although he always 

maintained that the Church guides us in these matters, and that it 

provides safeguards against misunderstanding and false belief, he also saw 

the need for independent enquiry on the part of individual philosophers. 
1 

He explicitly criticised 'blind faith' at the beginning of his work 

'The Drama of Plato's Life', (Zhiznennaya Drama Platona, 1898): 

'Faith, when it is only fact accepted through tradition, is 

an extremely undurable and unsteady thing ... Exclusively 
factual, blind faith is not in conformity with the dignity 

of man. 
2 

Solovyov certainly endorsed the Platonic view of philosophy as being 

directly concerned with life. 3 He also held that philosophical enquiry 

mitst, in the first place, give a satisf actory answer to the question 

regarding the goal of existence. 
4 This question would simply not arise 

if all men lived in a state of complete well-being; but, since it is 

Sob. Soch. IX, 89-90. (This point is affirmed in the opening pages of 
Solovyov's uncompleted work 'Theoretical Philosophy'q Teoreticheskaya 
Filosofiya, 1897-1899). 

2 Sob. Soch. IX, 199. 
(Vera, kogda ona est' tol'ko fakt, prinyatiy chrez predanie, est' delo 
chrezvichayno neprochnoe, neustoychivoe ... Isklyuchitellno fakticheskaya, 
slepaya vera nesoobrazna dostoinstvu cheloveka. ) 

3 Ibid., 197. See also: Sob. Soch. 1 3 291-2922 304. (The Philosophical 
Principles of Integral Knowledge, 1877). 

4 Sob. Soch. I, 250. (The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge). 
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very clear that they do not live in such a state and that they generally 

experience considerable dissatisfaction, difficulties and suffering, 

the question of the goal or purpose of this unsatisfying existence must 

arise in their minds. It is indeed this, wrote Solovyov, that prompts 

men to engage in philosophical enquiry. 

This emphasis upon the u(tsatisfactory aspect of man's present, 

natural state is central to Solovyov's thought (see our Chapter IV), 

and it is brought to the reader's attention whenever he refers to the 

contrast between 'that which is' (to, chto est') and'that which ought 

to be' (to, chto dolzhno byt'). 6 Solovyov also referred to this contrast 

as a contrast between the 'actual' and the 'ideal'. His writings on 

religion are distinctive in their insistence upon the gradual nature 

of man's attainment of the 'ideal'. He accepted the New Testament 

symbol of the growth of a tree from its initial seed-form as indicative 

of this gradual attainment. It is clear that Solovyov was not the only 

exponent of traditional Christian teachings to focus upon the gradual 

attainment of Christian goals, but he took particular-care to illustrate 

that feature of the New Testament message. The symbol of the tree's 

growth also accorded with his view of the Christian Church as an organic, 

living body (a view he accepted as traditionally Christian, founded 

directly upon the New Testament). He wrote of Christianity as the 

fullest religious revelation, as the religion that shows men the way 

to the ultimate good or welfare of all. On his accounts it is specifically 

5 Ibid. 
6 In his work 'The Central PhilosophX of Buddhism' (1955) Professor 

T. R. V. Murti associates the beginning of spiritual life precisely with 
the experience and awareness of this contrast: 

'Spiritual life is born of the sharp contrast felt between what is 
and what should be. It is the consciousness of suffering See pp. 260-261 in the George Allen & Unwin 1980 Reprint. jjLjSt3 
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the app earance of the God-man Jesus Christ on earth that makes the 

spiritualisalvation of collective humanity possible. 
7 

Solovyov's examination of traditional-Christian beliefs is 

extremely wide-ranging. By means of an extensive analysis of conteur- 

porary secular philosophies and of non-Christian beliefs he attempted 

to show firm grounds (theological and philosophical grounds) for accepting 

Christianity as the religious revelation most truly and fully answering 

humanity's needs. He defined his own aims as a philosopher in terms of 

'justifying the faith of our fathers' and of 'justifying the Good'. 

Our previous Chapter examined four areas of his religious and philo- 

sophical thought where he especially strove to 'justify the Good'. 

To determine the nature of the Good was, from his point of view, a task 

of prime significance. His Introduction to 'Justification of the Good' 

ends with the following affirmation: 

'Prior to any metaphysics, we can and must learn 

what our reason finds as good in human nature, and 
how it develops and extends this natural good, raising 
it to the significance of complete moral perfection. 

8 

In Part II 'of this work he provides his own definition of the fullness 

or completeness of the qood. The Good, in its fullest sense, is expressed 

in three forms or aspects. Solovyov writes: 

7 As Solovyov's examination of non-Christian religions shows, he did not 
regard this prospect of universal salvation as a feature of all religions. 
(See our Chapters IV and IX). - 
This collective aspect, and the true freedom of the constituent members of' 
human society, are stressed in Solovyov's Doctoral thesis 'A Critique of 
Abstract Principles' (Kritika Otvlechgnnykh Nachal, 1877-1880)9 Sob. 
Soch. II, 176-177, et al. See also 'justification of the Good' (Opravdanie 
Dobra), Sob. Soch. VIII, 514. 

8 Sob. Soch. VIII, 47. 
(Ran'she vsyakoy metafiziki my mozhem i dolzhny uznat'. chtO nash 
razum nakhodit kak dobro v chelovecheskoy prirode. i kak on 
eto estestvennoe dobro razvivaet i rasshiryaet, vozvodya ego do 
znacheniya vsetselogo, nravstvennogo sovershenstva. ) 
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'Perfection, i. e. the fullness of good, or the unity of 

good and blessedness, is experienced in three aspects: 
1) absolutely essential, eternally real perfection - 

in God; 

2) potential fperfection] - in the human consciousness, 

containing in itself the absolute plenitude of being 

as an idea, and in the human will, positing it as 

an ideal and norm for itself; 

finally 

3) in the actual realisation of perfection or in the 

historical process of perfectibility. '9 

It is very noteworthy that in this late work Solovyov accords such great 

importance to the notion of perfectibility, to the notion that man can 

consciously, in his mind and his w ill, accept plenitude of being as the 

goal (the inherently good goal) to be attained. This restatement of his 

belief in man's receptivity to the idea of perfection is in itself 

valuable. Furthermore, one deduces, from this restatement, that 

Solovyov felt the fundamental content and the direction of his earlier 

religious writings to be correct. It was his firmly held conviction 

that man is a 'moral being' receptive to the idea of the Good which 
10 led him to see a reformulation of his moral philosophy as necessarys 

Ibid., 198. 
(Sovershenstvo, t. e. polnota dobra, ili edinstvo dobra i blaga, 
vyrazhaetsya v trAkh vidakh: l) bezuslovno sushchee, vechno 
deyst,., vitel'noe sovershenstvo -v Boge 2) potentsial'noe -v 
chelovecheskom soznanii, vmeshchayushchem v sebe absolyutnuyu 
polnotu bytiya, kak ideyu, iv chelovecheskoy volep stavyashchey 
et kak ideal i normu dlya sebya; nakonets 3) v deystvital'nom 
osushchestvlenii sovershenstva ili v istoricheskom protsesse 

10 
sovershenstvovaniya. ) (Solovyov's italics) 

The care and precision of Solovyov in this task of reformulation may be 
judged if we recall the fact that he revised 'justification of the Good' 
five times: Sob. S-och. VIII, 7. 
See the D. Phil. dissertation on this work of reformulation* under the 
title "The Russian Text of Vladimir Solovlev's 'Justification of the Good"' 
('Der Rus Text der 'Rechtfertigung des Guten' von Vladimir Solov'ev') 
Bruno Wembris, Eberhard-Karls Univ., TUbingen, 1973. 
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a refinement, indeed, of the definitions and thoughts contained in 

'The Spiritual Foundations of Life'. We argue that Radlov was 

justified in characterising Solovyov as primarily a 'moral philosopher'. 

A distinctive feature of Solovyov's conception of moral philosophy is 

this: he was opposed to those philosophers who described moral philosophy 

(or ethics) as 'incompatible' with the notion of determinism. In. the 

Introduction to 'Justification of the Good' he writes of man's conscious 

submission to the idea of the Good as the very highest form of 'determinism': 

1 0' . Ethics is not only compatible with determinism, 

but even calls forth the highest manifestation of 

necessity. When a morally highly developed man 
in full consciousness submits his will to the idea 

of the Good, [this idea] fully apprehended by him and 

exhaustively reflected upon, then it is already clear 

to anyone that in this submission to the moral 
law there is no kind of arbitrary willq that it 

is completely necessary. 
12 

This aspect of Solovyov's religious thought is well elucidated in 

Radlov's article 'Vladimir Solovyov's Teaching on the Freedom of Will', 

(Uchenie Vladimira Solovyova o Svobode Voli). 13 Radlov argues the case 

that in his treatment-of the themes of free will and determinism Solovyov 

Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, X, xxxv-xxxvi (from the Biographical 
Sketch by Ernest L. Radlov). 

12 Sob. Soch. VIII, 45. 
(... Etika ne tol'ko sovmestima s determinizmom, no dazhe 
obuslovlivaet soboy vysshee obnaruzhenie neobkhodimosti. 
Kogda chelovek vysokogo nravstvennogo razvitiya s polnym 
soznaniem podchinyaet svoyu volyu idee dobras vs. estoronne 
im poznannoy i do kontsa produmannoy, togda uzhe. dlya 
vsyakogo yasno, chto v etom podchinenii uravstvennomu zakonu 
net nikakogo proizvola, chto ouo sovershenno neobkhodimo. ) 

13 Zhurnal Ministerstvcz, Narodnogo Prosveshcheniya, 1911. See also 
Solovyov's articles for the 11rockhaus-Ephron Encyclopaedia on Dre- 
determination, (Sob. Soch. X, --2T8":: 259) and on freedom of will ZS-ob. 
Soch. X, 272-284, esp. pp. 275-277). [ 94 6r. 

- Woll 
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adopts the position taken by St. Augustine. 14 This positions paradoxical 

in its assertion that the activity of those who tend towards 'goodness' 

is more circumscribed than the activity of those who tend towards 'evil', 

is actually tenable and internally consistent. The activity of those 

who tend towards 'goodness' is increasingly 'circumscribed' precisely 

on account of their avoidance (their increasing avoidance) of evil; on 

the other hand, those who tend towards 'evil' do not submit themselves 

to the moral law (nravstvenniy zakon), and their activity is consequently 

less 'circumscribed' - it is grounded in self-will, which allows the 

subject to follow, quite arbitrarily, any course of activity. 

********* 

Solovyov's enquiry concerning. morality, as presented in his 

'Justification of the Good', begins with an extensive analysis of the 

human feelings of shame, pity and piety, for he claims that these three 

feelings provide the basis of man's 'moral nature'. Man's capacity to 

feel shame, pity and piety (especially shame) is, for Solovyov, clear 

evidence that he does not accept 'given' reality in a neutral or passive 

way, but that he actively responds to it in a number of appropriate ways. 

14 Another recent figure . to acknowledge St. Augustine'a insights into this 
matter was Ananda Coomaraswamy, although he cites textual evidence to 
show that St. Augustine was but one of numerous authoritative figures 
to formulate such a view of 'free will'. See 'Selected Papers', 
Ananda Coomaraswamy, Princeton University Press__(Bollingen Series), 
1977, Vol. II, 370-371: 

We are, then, at the mercy of our own characteristic willing; 
when the sensitive powers are given free rein, whenever we are doing 
what we like or thinking wishfully, insofar as our whole behaviour t 
whatever good or evil - is . unprincipled, we are not free agents, but 
passive subject 

,s of what are Tightly called our 'passions' ... so. 
St-Augustine asks: 'Why, then, should miserable men venture to pride 
themselves on their 'free will' before they are set free? (De 
spiritu et littera, 52) ... Thus Free Will is not ours by nature, 
but only potentially; our self-will is only a wanting, a hunger 
and a thirst, and anything but a Free Will. ' [S. U13 
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In certain instances he responds to this reality by feeling shame 

(styd): when confronted with purely material, natural being, he 

responds by asserting - 'I exist as a natural creature, but I am not 

only this; I am conscious of something 'otherl, 'I am conscious of 

another level of existence, and therefore I am not able to remain 

within the confines of purely material, natural being. To remain as 

such would be shameful for me. '15 Solovyov defines pity as the appro- 

priate response of man to his fellow men, 

land piety (or 

16 
veneration) as the appropriate response to Divine being. He writes 

of man's capacity to identify with the sufferings of another being and 

to feel sympathy with that being (as we shall see below); but he also 

goes on to define the more specifically j! jj&j2ul basis of the feeling 

of pity: 

Pity, which we feel towards a being similar to us, 

receives another significance when we see in this 

being the image and likeness of God. Here we admit 
(acknowledge) the absolute 

' 
worth in this being, 

we admit that this being. is an end (tsel') for 

God and must all the more be an end for us - that 

God Himself does not make him only a means for 

Himself, - we respec t this being since God respects 

him 
_. . *_ 117 

15 Sob. Soch. VIII, 53-54, et al. 
16 Ibid., 59,61. 
17 Ibid., 206. 

(Zhalost', kotoruyu. my ispytyvaem k sushchestvu podobnomu nam, 
poluchaet inoe znachenie, kogda my vidim v etom suschestve obraz i 
podobie Bozhie. Tut my prizuaem za etim sushchestvom bezuslovnoe 
dostoinstvo, priznaem chto ono est' tsel' dlya Boga i tem bolee dolzhno 
byt' tsel'yu dlya nas,; chto sam Bog ne delaet ego tol'ko 
orudiem dlya sebya, - my uvazhaem eto sushchestvo tak kak Bog ego 
uvazhaet ... ) (Solovyov's italics) 

In the same passage Solovyov notes that this religious aspect of pity 
does not negate natural pity or replace it; rather, it strengthens and 
deepens natural pity. (Ibid. ) 
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The views that Solovyov formulated on shame, pity and piety 

were intended to serve as a refinement and general correction of 

Schopenhauer's moral philosophy. He submits Schopenhauer's account of 

morality to criticism, for he could not accept that he was correct in 

relating morality to the one principle of pity or sympathy (Mitleid, 

18 
sostradanie). Solovyov describes Schopenhauer's argument as 

'rhetorically' elegant and impressive, but weak from the philosophical 

point of view. He writes that Schopenhauer has not properly substan- 

tiated his claims, namely a) the claim that a total identification 

between oneself and another,. quite separate, alien being who is suffering, 

is possible; b) that this identification (which entails an elimination 

of the barriers between the 'V and the 'non-V) is the sole basis for 

one's own motivation. 
19 - Solovyov criticises the German philosopher for 

resorting to an abstract metaphysical conception in order to account 

for something quite adequately explained on the purely empirical level. 
20 

The characteristic quality of pity, that it binds men together and 

creates unity between them, may be seen on the very simple, empirically 

observable, level in the relations between a mother and her children. 

The abstract, metaphysical conception of the elimination of barriers 

between the III and the 'non-V is, in Solovyov's view, superfluous, 
21 

He defines the true essence of pity in the folýowing terms: 

is Ibid., 96-98. 
19 Ibid., 91-95. 
20 Ibid., 93-95. 
21 Ibid. 
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'The true essence of pity or sympathy is not at 

all the immediate identification of oneself with 

another, but the recognition of the other's own 

significance - of his right to existence and 

possible well-being. 
22 

As may be seen above, and from a reading of the entire work 

'Justification of the Good', Solovyov brings out the specifically 

religious or spiritual significance of shame, pity and piety. In his 

treatment of these, he is able to incorporate a large number of the ideas 

that he formulated in earlier works: this is especially true of his 

treatment of pity (zhalost') as a force that unifies mankind. His 

characterisation of Christianity as the religion eminently concerned 

with universal salvation - and with the qualitative, radical trans- 

formation (preobrazovanie) of the entire human community and of material 

nature itself - allowed Soýovyov to return to these fundamental themes 

in his treatment of pity. 

However, although the religious or spiritual content of this work 

is very great, we submit that the initial stages of analysis (on the 

nature of shame, pity and piety, and also on the nature and status of 

conscience, sovest') give grounds for concern. His purpose in the opening 

chapters of the work is clear: he wishes to emphasise that in the elabora- 

tion of his own moral philosophy he has taken due account of the actual 

nature of man. He describes those philosophies that fail to recognise 

man's nature as fundamentally unproductive: 

22 Ibid., 98. 
(Istinnaya sushchnost' zhalosti ili. sostradaniya vovse ne est' 
neposredstvennoe otozhdestvlenie sebya a drugim, a priznanie 
za drugim sobstvennogo (emu prinadlexhashchego) znacheniya, - 
prava na sushchestvovanie i vozmozhnoe blagopoluchie. ) 
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'Any moral teaching, whatever its internal persuasiveness 

or its external authority might be, would remain ineffectual 

and fruitless if it did not find itself firm bases of 

123 support in the actual moral nature of man. 

Here, as in other works, he seeks to avoid exclusively abstract 

argument, and he calls his opening chapter 'The Primary Data of Morality', 

(fervichnye Dannye Nravstvennosti). He criticised Schopenhauer fo r the 

24 imprecision of his terminology, and intended that his own system, 

founded on three quite specific human feelings, should yield a more 

satisfying account of moral principles, values and their application. 

Our main grounds for criticism of Solovyov's approach to moral 

philosophy are as follows. 

The feelings of shame, pity and piety which he defines as the 

'primary data of morality' prove to be, for him, more than simply 

'primary'. They actually assu a greater significance for his system 

than the 'supporting' function mentioned in the above passage. According 

to his account, all appropriate and 'moral' actions may be defined by 

reference to shame,. pity and piety. Solovyov amply illustrates the way 

that man's relations to what is below him, on the same level as him 

and above him could plausibly be viewed as originating in the human 

feelings of shame, pity and piety respectively. 

We consider that the serious defect in Solovyov's explanation of 

this subject is that all aspects of the 'moral' or 'good' life are 

referred back to, or are measured in relation to, these three human 

feelings. The first part of 'Justification of the Good' provides a 

23 Ibid., 49. - (Vsyakoe nravstvennoe uchenie. kakova by ni byla ego vnutrennyaya 
ubeditel'nost' ili vneshnyaya avtoritetnost'. ostavalos' by 
bessil'nym i besplodnym, esli by ne nakhodila dlya sebya tverdykh 
tochek opory v samoy nravstvennoy prirode cheloveka. ) 

24 Ibid., 94. 
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rather striking and exceptional instance where Solovyov proceeds 

not from the transcendent realm to the human, and phenomenal r. ealm, 

but from the human and phenomenal to the transcendent realm. This 

may best be established by citing the philosopher's conception of 

conscience (sovest') at the end of the first chapter (Part I). 

Even in the Table of Contents conscience appears as 'a modification of 

shame in a distinct and generalised foriiýA'O(Sovest', kak vidoizmenenie 

styda v otchttlivoy i obobshchennoy forme). 25 In the text itself, 

Solovyov explicitly writes of conscience as being 'only (sic] a 

development of shame' ... tak kak sovest' est' tol'ko razvitie 

styda ... 
26 This represents an unacceptable, diminution of the value 

and, indeed, of the mystery of conscience. This is so, despite Solovyov's 

assertion that 'only the voice of conscience' gives moral significance 

to our relations to our neighbour and to God. 
27 In this important 

passage on shame and conscience it is conscience that is assigned a 

secondary status. The distinctly human feeling of shame is viewed,, here, 

as 'the one root' of man's moral life. 28 In effect, the phenomenon of 

human shame is given ultimate moral signif icarxce by Solovyov, and 

conscience is described as derived f rom shame. Here his approach to the 

question of morality is very much more that of the empiricist. than that 

of the mystic. 

There are numerous features in Solovyov's religious thought that 

25 Ibid., xi. 
26 Ibids, 64. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 

(... Tak kak sovest' est' tol'ko razvitiya styda, to takim obrazom 
vsya nravstvennaya zhiznl cheloveka, vo vsekh svoikh trikh sferakh. 
vyrastaet kak by iz odnoto koMa, i pri tom chisto-chelovecheskogo, 
po sushchestvu chuzhdogo miru zhivotnomu. ) (Solovyov's italics) 

I 
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permit one to describe it as 'mystical'in character. He acknowledged 

mystical apprehension as the foremost means of acquiring knowledge 

of reality. 
29 He especially valued faith as a means of gaining 

certainty about the deepest truths accessible to man. 
30 His observations 

upon the nature of faith itself, and upon its importance for the prophetic 

type of man, strike us as firmly founded on Solovyov's personal experience. 

The philosopher's writings on 'sacred corporeality' (svataya telesnost') 

especially in 'Judaism and the Christian Question' and in 'The Spiritual 

Foundations of Life', convey a very deep awareness of the essential 

unity of the cosmic order, and of the penetration of matter by spirit. 

The receptivity of the created order to spiritual influence is indicated 

by Solovyov in his writings on Sophia and the World Soul (mirovaya 

dusha). 31 It is in his treatment of this theme that Solovyov's name 

has become especially celebrated in the field of mystical religious 

thought. 

Thomas. Masaryk and Lev Shestov came to describe Solovyov's 

philosophy as flawed by inner contradictions. 
32 Masaryk and Shestov 

argued, quite independently, that in Solovyov's writings free speculative 

enquiry (epitomized by Kant's critical philosophy, according to Masaryk) 

conflicted with acceptance of the authority of revealed Scripture. 

29 Sob. Soch. I, 303-306 (The Philosophical Principles of Integral Knowledge). 
30 Sob. Soch. IV, 146 (Judaism and the Christian Question). ' 
31 Here Solovyov's preoccupation with the notion of perfectibility$ 

(Sover s hens tvovan ie) , is also directly relevant: following Schelling, 
he viewed the increasing perfection of the world order as a gradual 
process realised- precisely in the historical development of conscious, 
self-aware man. Thus, there are good grounds for considering Solovyov's 
emphasis upon the perfectiýility'of the world order as an important 
aspect of his mystical outlook. 

32 'The Spirit of Russia'. T. G. Masaryk. London 1955 edition, Vol. II, Chap. 
XVII; 'Thought and Apocalypse' (Umozrenie i Apokalipsis), Lev Shestov, 
first published in 1927, but con , 

tained in Shestov's collection of essays 
'Thought and Revelation' (Umozrernei Otkrovenie), Paris 1964. 

Ls- 3*7 %, %' uý I 
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Shestov was aware that Solovyov wished to appeal to reason so as to 

suRport his religious views, but writes that the actua, l result of this 

endeavour was unfortunate and costly for Solovyov. According to 

Shestov, reason, in Solovyov's system adopted the role of ultimate 

authority; in Shestov's chosen phrase, religious beliefs treated by 

Solovyov appeared 'in the court of reason', 'pod sudom razilm-a'. 

The crisis and tension of the philosopher's very last years sprang 

from his belated realisation that this constant appeal to reason was 

misconceived and fruitless. 33 

The conclusions of Masaryk and Shestov are, in our view, acceptable 

although the former critic's negative assessment of Solovyov's personal 

character is over-stated. 
34 There were truly conflicting tendencies 

within Solovyov, and these areý also embodied in his philosophical 

system. He accorded Scripture and revealed religious teachings a high 

status that philosophers generally do not assign to Scripture. His 

reliance upon Scripture is clearly evident in 'The Spiritual Foundations 

of Life', but it may especially be seen in his 'The History and Future 

of Theocracy' and in 'Russia and the Universal Church'. 
, 

In 'The History 

and Future of Theocracy' he used Books of the Old Testament as reliable 

sources in his account of the development of the Judaic theocratic ideal. 

In the analysis he provided, his concern with the spiritual destiny of 

the Jewish people is very clear to see. He accepted many fundamental 

features of Judaic religious thought as valuabl, eq most notably the 

Judaic view of the Absolute as Personal, the Jews' messianism (when 

freed of its exclusive emphasis upon national interests) and their 

33 'Thbught and Apocalypse', Lev Shestov, Paris 1964 edition, pp. 42,88. 
34 'The irit of Russia', T. G. Masaryk, London 1955 edition, p. 277. 

Masaryk describes Solovyov as 'a decadent struggling for regeneration'. 
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understanding of 'sacred corporeality'. His desire to defend 

spiritual values is clearly evident in the philosopher's whole treatment 

of Judaic spirituality, the Tradition with which he felt such a deep 

and extraordinary affinity. 

Solovyov's exposition of central Christian teachings inevitably 

draws greatly on Scriptural sources, primarily on the New Testament 

itself. He was exceptionally familiar with the writings of the Church 

Fathers, and he frequently cited Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory Nazianzen, 

Maxim the Confessor and others. He was able to show the major developments 

in Christian theological thought, and was well informed on the various 

heretical movements- that challenged the Church especially during the 

4th and 5th Centuries. 35 His expert knowledge of Latin and Greek made 

many West European and Catholic sources accessible to him (Scriptural 

literature, exegesis and critical literature, and the works of mystics 

such as Jacob Boehme). It is clear that Solovyov was immensely gifted 

as a scholar, and this enabled him to pursue more effectively the lines 

of study 'that his chosen task of religious-philosophical synthesis 

required. His early letters to his younger cousin, Katya Romanova, 36 

express the confidence he felt in his ability to set out the major 

lines for a synthesis of traditional Christ ian teachings and the 

findings of contemporary philosophy and science. 

Although Solavyov's first major work, 'The Crisis of Western 

Philosophy' contains lengthy criticism of Hegel for an unwarranted 

elevation of human reason, it is apparent that Solovyov's own reliance 

35 See Sob. Soch. IV, 33-48 (The Great Controversy and Christian Politics); 
see also Solovyov's articles for the 

_r - 
haus-Ephron'Encyclopaedia on Manichaism. Monophysite and Monothe lite 'heresies 

9 Sob. Soch. X. 
36 Pis'ma 111,881-89,105-106. 
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upon (and confidence in) reason is very considerable. The form and 

style of his early works (1874-1880) reveal a mind well trained in 

the procedures of rational, speculative thought. Solovyov used the 

forms and categories of rational thought extensively. While this 

frequently enabled him to make lucid analogies and to explain one field 

of knowledge by reference to another (often using examples in mathematics 

or in the natural sciences), Solovyov tended towards an over-schematised 

presentation of his ideas. It is very noteworthy that at the end of 

his life he still maintained a very profound confidence in the worth 

of philosophical thought as a means to attain the truth. In the first 

chapter of his uncompleted work 'Theoretical Philosophy, (Teoreti- 

cheskaya Filosof iya, 1897-1899) he writes: 

'For the philosopher by calling there is nothing more 
desirable than truth camFr&erj4 and verified by 

thought; for this reason he loves the very process of 
thought as the unique means to attain the desired goal, 
and he gives himself to it without -any outside rnervatLo" 

or I fears. 137 

Our examination of Solovyov's opening arguments in 'Justifteation 

of the Good' establishes that in following the path of thought (myshlenie) 

37 Sob. Soch. IX, 93. - 
(... Dlya filosofa po prizvaniyu net nichego bolee zhelatel'no, 
chem osmyslennaya, ili proverennaya myshlenierA istina; poetomu on 
lyubit samiy protsess myshleniya, kak edinstvenniy sposob 
dostignut' zhelannoy tseli, i otdaetsya emu bez vayakikh postoronnikh 
opaseniy i strakhov. ) 
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he-was not wholly free of problems or dangers. He appeals both to 

empirical evidence and to logical argument38 in his attempt to justify 

the founding of his moral philosophy upon. three principles. And his 

attempt to classify the various vir tues and human feelings as aspects 

of the three fundamental 'moral' feelings (shame, pity and piety) poses 

problems. He proceeds from the fact that men experience shame and feel 

pity and piety, and constructs his moral system by continual reference 

to those three human feelings. He does not proceed from the trans- 

cendent realm. This is nowhere more-apparent than in his arguments 

concerning conscience, sovest'. 
39 Conscience is viewed, in Solovyov's 

argument, as an aspect of shame (vidoizmenenie styda), and in the same 

passage all of man's moral life is said to originate in the feeling 

of shame. 

Solovyov's reliance upon. rational thought and argument may be 

seen in his 'Lectures on Godmanhood', especially in the 6th and 7th 

Lectures, which are devoted to lengthy explanations regarding the Holy 

Trinity and the relationships of the Three Persons of the Trinity. 

Solovyov's belief that these special relationships are a matter for 

logical proof (as well as being expounded in the teachings of the Church) 

was reaffirmed a decade later, in 'Russia and the Universal Church' Ma 

40 Russie et l'Eglise Universelle). Solovyov accepts the Christian 

38 Sob. Soch. VIII, 122. 
(Yasno, takim obrazom, chto esli by my dazhe ne nakhodili v psikhi- 
cheskom opyte trAkh osnovnykh nravstvennykh chuvstv: styda, zhalosti 
i blagdgoveniya, - uzhe na odnikh logicheskikh oenovaniyakh neob- 
khodimo bylo by razdelit' vsyu polnotu nravetvennykh otnosheniy 
na tri sfety, ili prinyat' tri osnovnye vida dobrodeteley ... ) 

39 Ibid., 64. 
40 3rd French edition, pp. 212-213. (Russian trans., Sob. Soch. XI, 283). 

ý, "ivSil- -, 1. 
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teaching of the Trinity as a revealed teaching, 
41 but he also wanted 

logical proof of that teaching, or more precisely, he concluded that a 

full acceptance of the existence of God entailed acknowledgement of 

certain relationships (i. e. within the Trinity) that could be established 

by logical proof. This need or desire for logical and other rational 

means of proof was not wholly reconciled with the philosopher's acceptance 

of Christian Scripture as 'authoritative'. For Solovyov, revealed 

Scripture is not the sole basis of 'authority' for ideas, even in the 

sphere of religion - this is what we are obliged to conclude, when we 

examine his philosophical system. The concern with speculative reason, 

a prominent element in the works of his early period, may be detected 

in the works and unfinished projects of the decade 1890 to 1900. 

Practical matters were important to Solovyov in that last decade of his 

life (see Chapter'VIII). But, he wrote, apart from practical goals 

there exists in our spirit an independent, purely 

mental or theoretical need, without whose satisfaction 

the value of life itself becomes dubious... 142 

It is unfortunate, indeedv that Solovyov should have come to the 

point where lack of satisfaction in the domain of theory appeared to 

really jeopardise 'the value of life itself'. In order to rectify 

matters, Solovyov had no need to adopt a philosophy of the Irrational' 

such as the kind later formulated by his critic, Shestov. Rathers being 

already extremely familiar with the Patristic literature of the Orthodox 

Tradition and knowing of the contemplative disciplines developed in that 

41 Ibid. 
42 Sob. Soch. IX,, 90. 

(... sushchestvuet v nashem dukhe samostoyatellnaya potrebnost' 
chisto-umstvennaya, ili teoreticheskaya, bez udovletvoreniya 
kotoroy tsennost' samoy Ihizni stanovitsya somnitel'noy ... ) 
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Tradition, Solovyov could have derived considerable benefit from a 

closer practical contact with Orthodox contemplatives. His acute 

awareness of the spiritual dangers involved in exclusive adherence to 

'the contemplative way' suited him for this course of action. 
43 The 

importance of the Transfiguration in his conception of the Christian 

faith gave him very important common ground with the contemplative 

monks of Mount Athos. 44 
His penetrating insights into the nature 

of asceticism (in 'The Spiritual Foundations of Life') and his recog- 

nition of the need for self-denial (samootrechenie) 45 brought Solovyov 

everi closer to them. 

We shall examine Solovyov's actual stance on the subjects of 

contemplation, active spirituality and quietism in the following two 

Chapters. 

43 Sob. Soch. IV, 110. (The Great Controversy and Christian Politics) - Here Solovyov describes the contemplative ideal of the Eastern 
Orthodox Church and the active ideal of the Western, Catholic 
Church as ideals that complement and require one another. At the 
collective and the individual level, ex 

- 
clusive assertion of 

contemplation or action-ii harmful. 
44 'Staretz Amvrosy', John Dunlop, Chap. II 'The Distinctive Features of 

Orthodox Spirituality, % pp. 17-38 (Mowbrays 1975 edition). 45 Sob. Soch. III, 314 (The Spiritual Foundations of Life). 
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CHAPTER VIII 

'TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF VLADIMIR'SOLOVYOV'S 

, 
CONCEPTION OF CHRISTIAN CULTURE' 

'Reality in general, and in the most direct way human 

society, becomes for Plato a subject not for denial and 

avoidance, but for lively interest. The anomalies of the 

existing order, its lack of correspondence to ideal 

requirements, are recognised as before, but the relation 

of the philosopher to this contradiction changes. He wants 

practically to oppose evil, to 
, 
rectify 

, 
worldly falsehoods, 

to help (alleviate] worldly sufferings. ' 

From Vladimir Solovyov's article on Plato for 

the Brockhaus-Ephron Encyclopaedia, Collected 

Works of V. S. Solovyov, Vol-X, 470. 

'Not to be led astray by the apparent domination of evil, 

and not to renounce the inapparent good on account of it - 
[thi 81 is a feat of faith. ' 

From Vladimir Solovyov's 2nd speech in 

Memory of F. M. Dostoevsky (February 1882),, 

Collected Works of V. S. Solovyov, Vol. III, 201. 

We have already devoted considerable space to an examination of 

Vladimir Solovyov's views on Judaic and Christian schemes for a 

theocratic society. We have also seen how the notion of theocracy became 

closely bound, in Solovyov's mind, with the attempt to define as fully 

and lucidly as possible the features of a 'spiritual community'. 

Solovyov's writings on the theocratic ideal and on the theocratic 

government of human society belong, primarily, to the decade of the 1880s, 

and although they reveal certain enduring qualities of his religious 
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thought, these writings require consideration in the light of his 

later works. His works of the decade 1890 to 1900 contain detailed 

and highly consistent statements on culture, government and on the 

stance of the Christian philosopher that cannot be overlooked. If, 

during the 1880s, Solovyov found it difficult to defend himself in a 

convincing way against charges that his theocratic schemes were wholly 

impractical and 'utopian', he addressed himself to very specific 

criticisms of Russian society in the course of the following decade, 

and his observations on that theme allow one to build up 4 composite 

picture of his conception of authentic Christian culture. 

The works examined in the present Chapter belong to the years 

1890 to 1900, the last decade of the philosopher's career. His writings 

during that period are marked by a high degree of consistency: certain 

lines of argument reappear in various works during that whole decade, 

a clear measure of the importance he attached to their clarification 

and solution. 

Here we specially examine two late works by Solovyov. In reverse 

chronological order these are. 'The Drama of Plato's Life I, (Zhiznennaya 

Drama Platona), l 
a 50-page study written in 1898, and secondly, a 

lecture which the philosopher delivered in 1891, entitled 'On the 

Decline of the Mediaeval Worldview', (Ob Upadke Srednevekbvogo 

Mirosoz*ertsaniya). 2 Both these works contain materials that fully 

testify to his lasting concern with Christian religious values and with 

Sob. Soch. IX, 194-241. 
2 Sob. Soch. VI, 381-393. We actually examine these works in reverse chrono- 

logical order: it will be clearer to follow Solovyov's conception of 
Christian society if we first take into account his observations on a 
non-Christian society. Then we have a clear basis for examining the 
features that he regarded as distinctive and characteristic of Christian 
society. 
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their implementation in the life and organisation of the social 

conminity. We submit that these works also reveal part of his metho- 

dological approach, for, in expounding his. own system, he examined a 

wide range of other religious and philosophical teachings. He examined 

the framework of theological beliefs and premises of particular 

religions, and also their impact (whether favourable or detrimental) 

on the societies and nations that adopted them. He employed philosophical 

theological, and cultural-cum-historical criteria in his evaluation of 

a religious system, and these two works are noteworthy examples of this 

fundamentally comparative approach. 

We argue, here, that S. olovyov returned again and again to the 

question of what constitutes a genuinely Christian society, approaching 

that question from different points of departure. In the two works to 

be examined, he reflects on the weaknesses in Ancient Greek society of 

Plato's time and in Byzantine society, respectively. What he writes 

serves as a basis for an increasingly refined understanding of the 

features that distinguish a genuinely Christian society. The pre- 

Christian community of Athens provided Solovyov with one kind of 

contrast, while, according to him, the 'nominally' Christian community 

of Byzantium prior to 1453 was also to be contrasted with the true 

Christian social ideal. 

In 'The Drama of Plato's Life', Solovyov's account of his subject's 

life and preoccupations focuses on the fundamental crisis of faith 

suffered by the young Plato when he witnessed the undeserved punishment 

and execution of Socrates. It was Socrates's consistent inquiries into 

the nature of justice that had animated the young men of the Athenian 

community and prompted them to explore philosophy; and it was his 

evident integrity and his seriousness of purpose that in time provoked 
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the hostility of the community at large, as he exposed to view the 

very poverty of their co nly held beliefs and also their lack of 

concern for pursuing 'the good life'. As his book shows, Solovyov 

was keenly aware of the tragedy (indeed, the irony also) of this 

state of affairs - namely, of the unpalatable fact that the best 

society of the pre-Christian age (the best in Solovyov's account of 

world history up to that point) - universally hailed for its achievement, 

in government, in mathematics and the sciences, the arts and in other 

fields - had proved unable to contain and tolerate a man devoted to 

the notions of truth and justice. 3 Solovyov maintains it was awareness 

of this tragic weakness in Greek society that induced a deep crisis 

of faith in Plato, so that he subsequently denied the worth of a 

society which destroys a just man (pravednik), and that he (Plato) 

increasingly affirmed the existence of another, ideal world, where 

truth lives and remains i. ntact. 
4 On Solovyqv's account, Plato con- 

structed an idealist philosophy that was to exercise a profound 

influence on the minds and imagination of men, but a philosophy that - 

when compared with Christian thought - was flawed by an extreme, 

virtually irresolvable dualism, a complete severance of the realms of 

the ideal and the phenomenal. Plato was driven to this extreme (and 

ultimately untenable) view of the separated ideal and phenomenal worlds* 

maintains Solovyov, initially on account of his experience in the 

phenomenal world, that of witnessing the Athenians' proven disregard 

for justice when they sentenced to death Socrates, his teacher. 

Sob. Soch. IX, 215-216. Solovyov stresses that 
Plato was confronted was significantly deeper 
of Hamlet. Plato's question was not metely a 
to beV, but 'Is there or is there not to be 
Ibid., 219. 

the tragedy with which 
than the 'personal' tragedy 
personal 'To be or not 

truth on earth? ' 
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Commentators on the life and work of Solovyov attribute the 

writing of 'The Drama of Plato's Life' to two factors; in the first 

place, to a sense of personal, and to some extent spiritual, affinity 

that Solovyov felt with the Greek philosopher; in the second place, to 

a 'sense of disillusion, and at times world-weariness, which the Russian 

philosopher appeared to experience in the last decade of his life, 

when he considered society's resistance to Christian teaching and to the 

general notion of improvement or perfectibility (sovershenstvovanie), 

the worth and importance of which he had stressed throughout his own 

writings. Janko Lavrin writes: 

'In trying to explain the character and even the 

sequence of Plato's works by means of the inner 

drama of Plato's disappointment, he rSolovyov] 

incidentally clarified and overcame his own 

pessimistic leanings. 5, 

Although these two aspects of 'The Drama of Plato's Life' are significant - 

namely, the affinity that Solovyov felt with Plato, and the personal 

disillusion he was able to articulate in the process of treating Plato's 

idealism - we argue, here, that this late work reflects, first and 

foremost, his lasting concern with religious values. 

As may be judged from a reading of Solovyov's early correspondences 

he conceived his own life's task to be the transmission of Christian 

truths in a form accessible to a wide section of the educated Orthodox 

laity, whose active recommitment to Christian faith and practice he 

most earnestly sought to bring about. 

5 See Lavrin's Foreword to the English translation of 'The Drama of Plato's Life': 'Plato', trans. by Richard Gill, London 1935. rs-ý-*3 Pis'ma 111,88-89,91. 
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These letters quite explicitly reflect Solovyov's search for 

the most efficacious means to reanimate his prospective readers' 

concern for the spiritual dimension of their lives. 7A 
part of his 

endeavour to impress upon Christian-educated, but agnostic, Russians 

the validity and direct import of Christian teaching to them consisted 

in an extensive examination of values. We submit that he undertook to 

establish, both from the philosophical and the theological points of 

view, that the criteria for action and for moral choices which Christianity 

provides are demonstrably more reliable and well-founded than alternative, 

non-Christian sets of criteria. 

Solovyov's-own preoccupation with values appears to have been 

animated particularly by reflection on the kind of questions which 

Socrates brought to prominence - concerning virtues, justice and the Good 

and also by reflection on the subsequent career of Plato, his outstanding 

pupil. The Russian philosopher was acutely conscious of the strengths 

and the attraction of Platonic idealism, and he very readily acknowledged 

i, ts enduring contribution to human thought and creativity. However, he 

felt able to show that unqualified assent to Plato's views is not 

legitimate: even in terms of his own premises, Plato could be faulted. 

In the second place, Solovyov finds his idealist philosophy deficient 

when compared to the Christian account of the cosmic order. Briefly, 

Solovyov's criticisms are these: 

a) Plato betrayed the spirit of Socratic teaching, the aims 

and method of which had elicited such a positive and 

creative response from him in the initial stage of his 

career. On Solovyov's account.. 
8 Plato - in the elaboration 

7 Ibid., 88. 
8 Sob. Soch. X, 472. 
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of his political philosophy - arrived at a denial 

of individuals' freedom to determine questions of 

religion and social morality independently of the 

'authority' of the City. This autonomy and right of 

free enquiry were the very things which Socrates, his 

teacher, sought to secure for the citizens of the 

Athenian City-State, and it is clear from the nature 

of Plato's first writings that initially he wholly 

accepted and endorsed the goal pursued by Socrates. 

Particularly significant and ironic for Solovyov was 

the consideration that Plato's 'betrayal' of Socratic 

principles arose. precisely from an attempt to determine 

the optimum arrangement of men's social relations. 
9 

b) in his comparative evaluation of Platonism and Christian 

thought Solovyov concludes that the Christian account of 

the cosmic order is more satisfactory and internally 

consistent, for it avoids the problems posed by 

adherence to Plato's strictly dualistic conception of 

10 
the universe as ideal and phenomenal. 

Solovyov1s reflections on the career of Plato provide his educated 

readers with a stimulating and thought -provoking reappraisal of a 

familiar figure, and one may suppose that this was a significant part 

of his educative aim. (He was, also, sufficiently well qualified to 

address his findings to the specialist in this field. 11 ) 

9 Sob. Soch. IX, 239-240. 
10 Ibid., 221,225,227,229-230,231,234-235. 
11 In collaboration with his younger brother, Mikhail Sergeevich, he trans- 

lated some of rlato's Dialogues into Russian and provided commentaries 
on their exact chronology; Sob. Soch. XII, 360-480,496-525. 
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A problem that has faced successive generations of philosophers 

is the problem of establishing whether their philosophical labours 

entitle, or indeed, require, them to renounce the world of human 

affairs. One of the most enduring and widespread views regarding the 

philosopher is that he is a person distinguished from others by his 

preoccupation with an order of perceptions that is worthy of man's 

highest faculties, and by his resistance to transient, purely pleasurable 

sensations which other men are, generally speaking, unable or unwilling 

to forego. According to this viewpoint, the philosopher's direct 

involvement in the normal course'of human affairs and activities would 

make him subject to a variety of distractions, would reduce his capacity 

for creative, speculative thought, and would tie him too firmly to the 

-phenomenal, time-bound and Amperfect-worlA -in- which men live. - In more 

explicitly religious expressions of that same viewpoint, the philosopher 

involved in human affairs is said to be subject not merely to distractions, 

but also to sin, evil and various forms of suffering. It was held, then, 

that in order to preserve his integrity and his 'gift'. the philosopher 

had to distance himself from 'the world'. A wide range of. idealist, 

ascetical and other schools'subscribed to this view of the philosopher, 

and in many instances they advocated a'very uncompromising renunciation 

of worldly affairs. Too many students of 19th Century Russian intellectual 

and religious thought associate Vladimir Solovyov's name too readily 

with these 'world-renouncing' schools of idealist philosophy and asceticism, 

and tend to overlook the evidence which modifies or even contradicts 

that aspect of his thought. 

The work 'The Drama of Plato's Life' and his article on Plato for 

the Brockhaus--Ephron Encyclopaedial2 reflect Solovyov's awareness of a 

12 Sob. Soch. X, 453-479. 
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tension in Plato's life between his commitment to contemplation 

, of the world of ideal forms and, on the other hand, his awakening 

concern with, activity in the political sphere. 
13 Solovyov gives prominent 

significance to the transition in Plato's life from renunciation of 

worldly concerns to direct involvement in the activities of men. The 

pessimistic strain in the Greek philosopher's thought which first 

allowed him to scorn the realm of human affairs gave way to an earnes t 

and active desire for reform. Both the renunciation and, in its turn, 

the concern with the active reform of men's society, accorded with 

Plato's understanding of the philosopher's task. 

Solovyov's own writings on Platonism, Christianity and on 

religion generally, show him to have been conscious of the demands 

made on man by the --choir-e-and, pursuit of -the contemplative lif e_ý. when it 

entails renouncing 'the world') and the active life respectively. While 

he understood that in practice contemplation (philosophical or religious) 

and activity could appear as two mutually exclusive types of human 

endeavour, 
14 he did not rest content with a characterisation of 

contemplation and activity as absolutely opposed or necessarily 

exclusive of one another. Solovyov took their complementarity to be 

13 Sob. Soch. IX, 237. 
'Plato is not satisfied with the role of theoretician regarding 
the social ideal. He wants-without fail to begin the practical 
realization of his plan. ' 
(Platon ne dovollstvuetsya rol'yu teoretika sotsial'nogo ideala. 
On Khochet nepremenno nachat' osushchestvlenie svoego plans. ) 

14 Op. cit., 466-468,470.0 472 et al. 
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evidence of the richness of the Christian revelation, where the worth 

both of contemplative and of active spirituality is fully affirmed. 
15 

There are many strands in Solovyov's thought that coincide in 

their affirmation of the need for practical, reforming activity in 

the world of men's affairs. His writings on odukhotvorenie, preobrazovanie, * 

on the realization of the Kingdom of God on earth, on Church unity, on 

the pernicious effects of nationalism - all these constitute different 

expressions of the notion that the discrepancy between ideal norms 

(to, chto dolzhno byt') and actual conditions of life (to, chto est') 

must be abolished. More precisely, Solovyov strives to show that the 

attainment of this goal should rightly be a matter for unanimous 

agreement, and that men should envisage the course of their historical 

development as leading specifically to that goal. Indeed, on the 

general Solovyovian account, men's collective morality is to be judged 

in terms of their enhancement or hindrance of progress towards that 

goal. 
16 

Solovyov's observations on the life of Plato lead one to see 

that while he deplored the betrayal of SeCratic principles entailed in 

15 Both the active life and the contemplative life are valued in Christianity 
but, as the episode of Martha and Mary in the New Testament shows (Luke 
10, xxxviii-xlii), those leading the active life may fail to recognise 
the indis ensability of the contemplative element, even for a predominantly 
active life. It may justly be said that - in Christianity and other 
spiritual Traditions - the contemplative founds his own practice on the 
principle that his contemplation is actually the source of the most 
efficacious action. See 'Traditional Modes of Contemplation and Action'. 
A Colloquium, 1973, edited by. Y. Ibish, Imperial University of Teheran 
1976, published in Great Britain by George Allen & Unwin (1976). r3-tZQ 

16 Conversely, all denials of that goal or of the active. efforts to attain 
it are characterised by Solovyov as deliberate acts of self-assertion (samoutverzhdenie), which simply aggravate men's unsatisfactory. 
present condition, that of mutual alienation (otchuzhdenie) and 
struggle. 

* Spiritual_isation, Transfiguration 
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the authoritarian scheme of state rule which emerged in the later 

writingsý, 
17 he approved of the aspiration to reform society. And, 

furthermore, Solovyov conceived of active involvement in fundamental 

social reform as being entirely appropriate to the philosopher's calling. 

In his Encyclopaedia article on Plato, Solovyov writes of the 

transition in the Greek philosopher's views, the transition from 

renunciation to involvement in worldly affairs. The following passage 

is especially noteworthy and important, because it not only comments on 

Plato's stance, but ends with a description of the tasks or goals that 

the philosopher in general should aspire to work for: 

'Reality in general, and in the most direct way 
human society, becomes for Plato a subject not 
for denial and avoidance, but for lively interest. 

The anomalies of the existing orderv its lack of 

correspondence to ideal requirements, are recognised 

as before, but the relation of the philosopher to 
this contradiction changes. He wants practically 
to oppose evil, to rectify worldly falsehoods, to 
help (alleviate] worldly sufferings. ' 

In Russian the last sentence reads: 

'On khochet prakticheski protivodeistvovat' zlu, 
ispravlyat' mirskie nepravdy, pomogat' mirskim 
bedstviyam., 18 

(Solovyov's italics) 

This is possibly the most concise definition of Solovyov's 

own ideal. His seriousness of purpose was very apparent to his con- 

temporaries, and his writings and life amply show that he, like his 

eminent predecessor, wanted 

17 Sob. Soch. IX, 239. 
18 This fomula is also included in 'The Drama of Plato's Life' 

(Sob. Soch. IX, 236). 
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'to oppose evil, to rectify worldly falsehoods, 

to help [alleviate] worldly sufferings. ' 

On this subject, Fyodor Lvovich Sollogub (1848-1890) attempted 

a semi-humorous literary portrayal in verse of his friend Solovyov, 

entitled 'Solovyov in Fivaid' (Solovyov v-Fivaide), 
19 

where the accent 

is very plainly. on showing the youthful philosopher as an inspired 

champion of the Good. Though never completed nor published separately, 

the text of this play is given in the three-volume work by S. M. Lukyanov 

'About Vl(adimir) S. Solovyov in his Young Years' (0 Vl. S. Solovyove v 

20 
ego Molodye Gody) . Here is a typical extract, taken from the opening 

section, where Satan is speaking: 

19*9 A new enemy has appeared ... the courageous Solovyov ... 
Shaking the root of evil - (in- this) he has- already had success, 

Aiming at me with the arrow of knowledge and the javelin of faitho 

He endeavours to sweep my throne off the face of this earth. ' 21 

Solovyov's personal conduct and life-style were judged by numerous 

contemporaries to be exemplary, and even saintly, though negative views 

of him are also recorded. It is significant, however, that even convinced 

critics of Solovyov's approach to religious philosophy frequently 

19 Lukyanov 111,283-307. TSGALI (The Central State Archive of 
Literature and Art), Moscow: Archive (Fond. ) No. 453 - The Sollogub 
Papers.. The Manuscript in its incomplete form is preserved here. 

20 Lukyanov's Study also includes information on the relations between 
V. Solovyov and F. Sollogub, Vol. III, 307-311,, and notes that 
Solovyov was much amused by this portrayal of him (pp. 307-308). 

21 Ibid., 284. 
(Yavilsya-noviy v; ag - otvazhniy Solovyov ... A koren' z1a uspel uzh potryasti, 
V menya streloy nauk i drotom very t541ya, 
Oft tshchitsya moy prestol 9 litsa zemli smesti. ) 
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modified their attacks by a generous acknowledgement of his aspirations. 

The changeable Vgsiliy Rozanov, who sometimes resorted to bitter 

attacks on Solovyov's ideas and his personal character, has recorded 

one strikingly generous assessment of his personal spiritual life and 

his integrity. The relevant passage, which comes from the Vasiliy 

Rozanov Archive at TSGALI, reads as follows: 

'In Solovyov, in the middle of the 70s, emerged a 

great man, apparent to all, in whom the personal 

relationship to God was exceptionally strong. In the 

spirituality of Solovyov there was also this 

marvellous and firm aspect, [namely], that it was in 

no way contrived, it did notconstitute Esimply) 

a part of his scholarly studies or the fruit of his 

philosophical reflections; at the same time, it was 

not a remnant of childish faith. - This vas the 

serious condition of a serious man, authentic, 

controlled; it was, precisely, a form of breathing 

for his conscience (bylo, imenno, formoy dykhaniya 

122 ego sovesti) . 

In this Chapter we have tried to show how Solovyov reacted to 

the problem that has traditionally faced philosophers: namely, the 

satisfactory resolution of the question whether their work demands 

involvement in the normal course of human activities or an uncompromising 

22 TSGALI (The Central State Archive of Literature and Art), Moscow: 
Archive (Fond. ) No. 419 The Vasiliy Rozanov Paperss Op. 19 ed. khr. 193. 

(V Vl. Solovyove, v seredine 70ý-kh godov, vystupil bol'shoy, vsem 
vidniy chelovek, v kotorom chrezvichayno sil'no bylo lichnoe, 
svot otnoshenie k Bogu. V religioznosti Solovyova i byla eta 
prekrasnaya i prochnaya storona, chto ona niskol'ko ne byla 
nadumana, ne sostavlyala chasti ego uchAnykh zanyatiy ili ploda 
ego filosofskikh razmyshleniyl v to zhe vremya ne byla ostatkom 
detskoy very. Eto bylo ser'eznoe sostoyanie serleznogo cheloveka, 
nastoyashchee, neuderzhimoe; bylo imenno formoy dykhaniya ego 
sovesti. ) 

wall 
p. 241. 

(Okolo TBerkovrlykh Sten), 'Petersburg 1906,, 
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renunciation of those activities. We view 'The -Drama of Plato Is Life' 

and his Encyclopaedia article on Plato-as short, but lucid- essays that 

present the sklient arguments for and against renunciation. Plato's 

biography serves as a focus for Solovy, ý. ov's resolution of this general 

question, and on the basis of his evidence he concluded that the 

aspiration to improve society, and active involvement in human affairs, 

are entirely appropriate to the philosopher's calling. 

Solovyov was personally concerned with a variety of causes and 

reforming campaigns, in some of which he played a prominent part. His 

contribution to the debate on the abolition of capital punisbment, and 

his advocacy of a more liberal interpretation of law are noteworthy, 

and his writings on-these questions fill more than 70 pages in the 

23 Collected Works. He was similarly active in criticising state and 

Church censorship, 
24 

and his support for the Jews against the officially 

condoned anti-Semitic campaigns and pogroms is one of the most widely 

known facts of his biography. Here he enlisted Lev Tolstoy's supports 
25 

and he also produced a petition headed by Tolstoy's name when he urged 

the Tsarist government to donate adequate finances for the relief of 

the 1891 famine victims. Indeed, his rigorous. application of philo- 

sophical principles to contemporary problems facing man, and his activism 

in the field of social reforms, call to mind recent figures of the 20th- 

. Century who have used philosophical or religious criteria as a reliable 

guide to human action: Bertrand Russell, Mahatma Gandhiq Aldous Huxley 

23 Sob. S'och. V 111,332-360,551-600. 
24 Sob. Soch. III, 235-236,239-240. 'Concerning the Clerical Power in Russia' 

(0 dukhovnoy vlasti v ftssil-)III, 227-242; 'Pamyati Vl. S', A. F. Koni, p. 38- 
25 Pis'ma, Appendix (Prilozhenie) pp. 254-255. Correspondence between V. 

Solovyov and L. Tolstoy, Feb. -March 1890. '(Foyer Oriental Chretien 
edition, 1970). 
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(whose book 'Ends and Means', 1938, merits special attention in this 

context), Dr. Martin Luther, King and Hannah Arendt. 

We have already drawn attention to the distinction Solovyov 

so frequently made between that which is and that which ought to be, 

to, chto est' and to, chto dolzhno byt'. Our considered view is that 

the energy and sense of dedication with which he turned to active 

campaigning for social And ecclesiastical reform derive, to an important 

extent, from this consciousness of the discrepancy between the actual 

imperfect state of humanity and its potential ideal state. Consciousness 

of this discrepancy is an important theme in. the second of the philosopher's 

'Three Speeches in Memory of Dostoevsky'. (Tri Richi v- Pamyat' Dostoevskogo), 

1882 . 
26 There he stresses that the Christian ideal of universal harmony 

still remains a task to be accomplished in the future; by contrast, our 

general tendency to order politics, economics, international relationst 

even art and learning, upon the basis of self-interest, competition* 

mutual hostility and struggle, gives rise to oppression and violence, 

the oppression and violence that we know in our actual, present life. 

'Such is reality, such is fact', (Takova deystvitel'nost', takov fakt). 

He continues with the following affirmation: 

'But in. just that is the achievement, in just that 

rests all the significance of such people as Dostoevsky, 

that they do not bow down before the force of fact and 
do not serve it. Against [this] crude force of that 

which exists, they have [they posit) the spiritual 
force of a belief in truth and goodness - in that which 
ought to be. 27 

26 Sob. Soch. III, 185-223. 
27 Sob. Soch. III, 201. '... No v tom-to i zasluga, v tom--to vsV znachenie 

takikh lyudey, kak Dostoevskiyschto oni ne preklonyayutsya pred 
siloy fakta i ne sluzhat ey. Protiv etoy gruboy sily togo, chto 
sushchestvuet, u nikh estl dukhovnaya sila very v istinu i dobro 
-v to, chto dolzhno byt'. ' 
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Solovyov appears prompted as much by faith as by the conviction that 

the Gospels preach an active love - deyatel'naya, lyubovl-.. He continues 

to value the notion of perfectibility (sovershenstvovanie), and 

maintains his faith in the ultimate victory and assertion of truth. 

His poem 'If desires take flight ... ' (Esli zhelaniya begut ... ). 28 

composed during the 1890s, questions the worth of life and of eternity 

'if desires take flight' and if words prove deceptive, but the poem ends 

with the lines: 

'Life is just a feat - and living truth 
Shines with eternity in decayed coffins. ' 

This positive outlook accords well with an earlier general affirmation 

of faith that we find in the 2nd Speech in memory of Dostoevsky: 

'Not to be led astray by the apparent domination 

of evil, and not to renounce the inapparent good 
on account of it - (this] is a feat of faith. 29 

Vladimir Solovyov's loss of confidence in the readiness of 

Russians who professed the Christian faith to work actively for the 

betterment of society and for justice became apparent to the public 

when, on 19 October 1591, after a long, officially imposed absence from 

the lecturer's platform, he - read a Paper at a session of the Moscow 

Psychological Society entitled: 'On the Decline of the Mediaeval Worldview' 

28 Sob. Soch. XII, 35. 
'Zhizn' tol'ko podvig -i pravda zhivaya 
Svetit bessmert'em v istlevshikh grobakh. ' 

29 Op-cit., 201. 
'Ne iskushat'sya vidimym gospodstvom z1a, i ne otrekat'sya radi 
nego ot nevidimogo dobra - est' podvig very. ' 
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(Ob Upadke Srednevekovogo Mirosozertsaniya). 30 The argument advanced 

in that lecture, the text and moref or. less distorted *verbal reports 

of which reached wide circles of the public not present on the occasion, 

elicited an exceedingly hostile response in the Press. The official 

authorities demanded assurances from the speaker that he had not personally 

circulated the text of his lecture, nor encouraged others to do so on 

his behalf. Official action against Solovyov for this expression of his 

views was a distinct possibility. 

This new notoriety (succeeding a 10-year period in which he was 

prevented from lecturing on theological matters) was due to the argument 

put forward in this 1891 lecture. The considerable scandal which ensued 

is perhaps the best. indication that the speaker had been all too accurate 

in his observarions Dn -an evident ly--saus-it iver-subi ect . 
31 

30 See Note 2, above. 
31 On 22 October Konstantin Leontyev wrote from the Sergiev-Posad 

monastery to Anatoliy Alexandrov, asking for a copy of the lecture: 
'Dear Anatoliy Alexandrovich, 
Can't you somehow get me the original of the terrible paper by 
Vladimir Sergeevich Solovyov? I am reading [about it] in 
'Moskovskie Vedomostil, and I do not want to believe my own eyes. 
Surely not? So completely directly and impudently - in the 
Russia of the 90's? ' And no one at all has the strength to 
reply as is necessary. ' 

(Nel'zya li kak-nibud' dostat' mne podlinnik uzhasnogo referata 
Vladimira Sergeevicha Solovyova? Chitaya v 'Moskovskikh Vedomostyakh' 
i glazam svoim vsH ne khochu verit'! Meuzheli? Tak vst' pryamo i 
derzko -v Rossii 90-kh godov?! I ni u kogo ne naydgtsya sily kak 
sleduett otvetit'. ') 
'Pamyati K%N. Leontyeva', A. Alexandrov (Pis'ma K. N. Leontyeva k 
A. Alexandrovu), Sergiev-Posad, 1915, p. 122. 
V-0. Klyuchevsky wrote dismissively of an attempt by Solovyov to 
link Christian principles to Socialism, and called it the product 
of unclearl,. feverish thought and of rhetoric: 

NavyazyvaetNtristianskie osnovy sotsializmu. Napolovinu 
pripadok neyasnoy i vospalInnoy mysli, napolovinu ritoricheskaya 
igra slovamil. 

'Pis'ma, dnevniki, aforizmy, i mysli ob istoriiI, V. 0. Klyuchevsky, 
Moscow, 1968,258-259. 
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Solovyov introduced his lecture by pointing odLtI that to equate 

the Mediaeval worldview and Christianity itself is misguided, because, 

contrary. to the popular view, these are actually diametrically opposed 

to each other 'mezhdu nimi est' pryamaya protivopolozhnost' 
32 

His argument proceeds thus: 

'By this very [opposition) it becomes clear that 

the causes of the decline of the Mediaeval world-view 

are contained not in Christianity, but in the 

distortion of it, and it emerges that for authentic 

'Christianity this decline is in no way fearful. 33 

The philosopher's certainty regarding the ultimate inviolability of 

Christian truth is at this point in his career (Solovyov was aged 38) 

no less strong than at the beginning of the 18ý70s. If pressed either 

by Alexander III or by the State Procurator to find evidence that 

Solovyov had maligned the religion of the Russian state, officials 

would have looked in vain. Five years proyiously, in 1886, in response 

to charges of unorthodoxy in religious matters that were published in 

the journal 'Blagovest" and elsewhere, Solovyov wrote an explicit 

profession of his belief in the Orthodox Church: 

II. remain and hope always to remain a member of the Orthodox 

Church, fiot only formally but actually, in no way invalidating 

my confession of faith, and fulfilling all the religious 

duties associated with it. ' 34 

31 (cont'd) A. A. Kireev wrote to the editor of 'Moskovskie Vedomostl' 
(Petrovsky) on 4 November (1891): 

'I would not wish Solovyov any personal harm, but it would be very 
undesirable if his theories remained unpunished. ' 
(Ya by ne zhelal lichnogo vreda Solovyovu, no bylo by ochen' 
nezhelatellno, chtoby ego teorii ostalis' bez nakazaniya. ') 

Lenin State Library (Moscow) Petrovsky Archive 1,64. 
32 Sob. Soch. VI, 381. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Pis'ma 111,172. (A letter to the editors of the newspaper 'Novoe Vr 
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In his 1891 lecture, Solovyov asserted that the regeneration 

of-humanity, which is the essence of true Christianity, is a complex 

and long process, and has therefore rightly been compared, in the 

Gospel teachings, to the growth of a tree. But Christian regeneration 

is not merely a natural process: 

'The Christian transformation of mankind cannot be achieved 

by itself, by way of unconscious movements and changes 

[put9m bessoznatelInykh dvizheniy i peremen]. #35 

'Humanity itself must certainly participate in it with 
its own forces and its own consciousness. 136 

In fact, Solovyov takes the active co-operation of men in the spiritual 

transformation of earthly existence to be the positive factor which 

sets Christianity above the other religious revelations, notably above 

Isl2m. 
37 

So it is that, according to Christian teaching, humanity's 

regeneration involves God and involves man in its realization. 

Reiterating the view which he held throughout his life, Solovyov said 

that the process cannot take place if man id passive, and it cannot be 

-imposed, 
as an external fact or condition that man is obliged to accept 

1 38 
as given' . Even the Apostles, who were so very close to Christ that 

we might expect them to have grasped this aspect of His teaching, 

initially thought in terms of a regeneration immediately established, 
39' 

a condition which man was simply called to accept as 'given fact' . 

35 Op. cit. 381-382. 
36 Ibid., 382. See also the Preface to 'The Spiritual Foundations of 

Life', where the same idea is stressed. (Sob. Soch. 111,301). 
37 Ibid., 388. 
38 Ibid., 382. 
39 Ibid., 382. 
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This attitude still prevailed in the early Christian communities, for 

whom the real possibility of persecution and the expectation of an 

imminent end to the world contributed to such an interpretation of 

the Christian message. 
40 

Solovyov observes that Christian believers found themselves in 

a distinctly different situation when their faith was accepted as 

the official religion of the Byzantine state and when, eventually, 

non-conformity was punishable. This development was undesirable in 

that the citizens of Byzantium in many cases professed the official 

state religion so as to avoid hardship and persecution. The result 

achieved by the institutionalising of the Christian faith was to reduce 

critically the genuine allegiance to that faith. 41 

Solovyov's critical observations regarding the nominally 

Christian society of Byzantium are many: they re-emerge, in fuller form, 

in a 40-page essay under the title '. Byzantinism and Russia' (Vizantizm 

i Rossiya), written in 1896 , which makes the historical connection with 

Russia explicit. 
42 But, already in 1891, the audience at Solovyov's 

lecture, and then the wider public who read the hostile press reportst 

c. ould notdoubt that the philosopher deplored the nominal conformity to 

a Christian code of behaviour and values, and the maintaining of an 

attitude that actually belied those values. Even before he referred 

to any comparison with contemporary Russia, the intended parallel 

between the Byzantine and the Russian states must have been especially 

hard to overlook. 

40 Ibid., 384. 
41 Ibid., 385. 
42 Sob. Soch. VII, 285-325. 
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Solovyov's thesis is that the sizeable majority in Byzantine 

society, who paid only nominal allegiance to the officially*established 

faith (because impelled by fear of punishment) had little interest or 

cause to order their society on truly Christian bases. 
43 This marked 

lack of concern for reform, on the part of the majority, was aggravated 

by two other elements in society: 

a) by'the Church leaders and hierarchy who, according to 

Solovyov, neglected this social side of their 

responsibilities, or else, through a very deficient 

understanding of their own faith, did not deem Christian 

values to be applicable in the'drdering of men's 

general social relations; 
44 

b) by those sincere believers who recognised that dogma 

alone could not save men, but who mistakenly considered 

that their task was to achieve personal salvation and 

wholly to abandon worldly concerns. This false and 

I 

absolute separation of 'the spiritual' from 'the world 945 

on the part of the genuinely committed believers, had 

very detrimental effects on the secular society which 

they foresook; that socie ty lacked sufficient numbers of 

leaders with integrity who might discern men's needs 

(material needs and spiritual ones) and work to provide 

them. 46 

43 Op. cit., 385-387. 
44 Sob. Soch. VI, 390. 
45 Another instance where the philosopher attacks one-sided, exclusive 

spirituality (isklyuchitel'naya dukhovnost') is in his 1886 article 
'The Talmud, and the Newest Polemical Literature about it' (Talmud, 
Noveyshaya Polemicheskaya Literatura o n9m), Sob. Soch. VI, 7,8-9. 

46 Op-cit., 389. 
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Solovyov notes that 

'With the single exception of St. John Chrysostom, the 

preaching of the Eastern (OrthodoxI ascetics did not 
47 

envisage any Christian transformations of the social order. 

The thesis developed by Solovyov in 'The Decline of the 

Mediaeval Worldview' does not - until we reach its concluding section 

(vii) - present us with ideas substantially different from those 

expressed in the later essay 'Byzantinism and Russia', (1896). The 

second of these is a less widely known work, but it is no less 

r epresentative of its author's thought or of his method of argument. 

Indeed, here, in ', Byzantinism and Russia', Solovyov could set down a 

fuller account of the historical circumstances surrounding the decline 

of Byzantium, and he could clearly establish the parallel with 19th- 

Century Russia, both of which tasks were rather unsuited to the limited 

form of a lecture. To show that solovyov's subject matter and major 

preoccupations in 1896 were very close to those of 1891, we cite the 

following excerpts from 'Byzantinism and Russia': 

'Byzantium 
... considered herself saved by the fact 

that she covered up her pagan life with an external 

cloak of Christian dogmas and religious rites - and 

she perished. 
48 

'Byzantium perished not, - of course, because she was 
imperfect, but because she did noi wish to perfect 
herself. 49 

47 Ibid., 390. 
48 Sob. Soch. VII, 285. 
49 Ibid., 287. 

0 
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The same moral tone of the author is evident here as in the 

lectu-ke and in the poem 'Panmongolism' (1894). Other recurring 

elements are these: 

i) Solovyov's attack on nominal Christianity that 

ii) 

iii) 

shrouds a real contempt for the actual values inherent 

in the Christian teaching Cf. Sob. Soch. VI, 385-387 

Reference to the Byzantines' lack of readiness to 

reform their way of life; Cf. Sob. Soch. VI, 385-387 

The characteristically Christian notion of perfectibility 

(sovershenstvovanie) is again applied to the collective, 

not solely to the individual. Cf. Sob. Soch. Vl, 389 

An impassioned attack on nominal Christianity in contemporary 

20th-Century society may be found in Lev Tolstoy's'short work 'The Law 

of Violence and the Law of Love' (Zakon Nasiliya i Zakon Lyubvi) (1908): 

'This phenomenon has occurred several times in the 
history of humanity; but never, I believe, has the 
discord between the mode of life of our societies 
and the religious ideals they have formally adopted 
been so great; they continue to live a life which is 
in effect pagan. 
In my opinion, this disagreement is so marked because 

the Christian view of life at the moment of its formation 

went far beyond the moral and intellect4al level of the 
peoples who acknowledged it at that time. That is why the 
code of conduct which it recommended was too greatly 
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opposed not only to the habits of individual people but 

-to the whole social organization of pagans, who had 

become Christian in name only. ' 50 

It is very noteworthy that Tolstoy and Solovyov, who disagreed so 

profoundly about the most central religious questions, 
51 

should have 

viewed nominal Christianity in such similar terms. 

Briefly summarising the content of. 11 the 1891 lecture, we can 

state that Solovyov presented his audience with an account of the 

decline in Christian belief that so adversely affected Byzantine 

society, and he identified those elements (Church hierarchy and 

ascetic hermits), whose unduly narrow interpretation of the fundamental 

Christian teachings had contributed to this erosion of belief on the 

- popular-leveli We-now come to-the-conclusion of Solovyov's argument, 

50 'The Law of Violence and the Law of Love' (Zakon Nasiliya i Zakon 
Lyubvi), Lev Tolstoy, 1908. Collected Works of L. Tolstoy, Vol-XXXVII 
pp. 151-152. English trans. by Mary Koutouzow Tolstoy, pub. by Anthony 
Blond, Londony.. 1970. (The above passage is taken from p. 2 of the 
English translation, under the title 'The Law of Love and the Law of 
Violence', (sic)). [13IZ3 

51 Pis'ma Vladimira Solovyova, 11t, 38-42. (A letter to L. N. Tolstoy, 1894). 
'All our disagreement may be concentrated in one concrete point - 
the resurrection of Christ'. 
(Vs4 nashe raznogla*sie mozhet byt' sosredotocheno v odnom 
konkretnom punkte - voskresenii Khrista), p. 38. 
Solovyov affirms his own belief in the resurrection of Christ, 
connecting that affirmation specifically with his conviction that the 
history of the world and of humanity has meaning (p. 41). Tolstoy did 
not favour historically-based interpretations of Christianity. He 
also differed from Solovyov in his view of thO*Church: while Solovyov 
defended the Church and considered it to be God's instrument for 
the salvation of collective humanity, Tolstoy questioned the 
Church's integrity, and viewed the Church's acquisition of power 
(and wealth) as. a betrayal of the fundamental Gospel teachings. 

See also: 'From the History of the Polemics involving Lev Tolstoy: 
L. Tolstoy and Vl. SolovyovI 

(Tz Istorii Polemiki voVrug L'va Tolstogo: L. Tolatoy i Vl. Solovyov)s 
Zinaida Minz, 
'Trudy po Russkoy i Slavyanskoy PilologiiI, Univ. Tartu, 1966. [6-15ýj 
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the conclusion upon which the fame of this lecture actually rests. 

In the final section of the lecture he asked who or which group tn 

society it was that kept the Christian 'spirit' alive, and thus 

compensated for the negligence of 
. the purely nominal believers. 52 

Indeed, Solovyov attracted much animosity when he asked his audience 

to surmise that it may be the non-believers who have played the greater 

role, over the centuries, in introducing enlightened and far-reaching 

social reforms. Furthermore, commented Solovyov, the fact that these 

reformers, these initiators of true progress, do not consider themselves 

to be Christians should not obscure their actual achievement in 

adhering to the Christian spirit. 
53 

is impossible to deny the fact that the social 

progress of the last centuries has been accomplished 
in a spirit of love of mankind and justice, that is, 

54 in a Christian spirit'. 

Citing specifically the efforts to abolish torture, persecution of 

heretics and feudal forms of slavery, Solovyov viewed it as entirely 

reasonable to accept that those who are not Christian by choice, but 

who aspire to improve society3, can-really achieve Christian goals. 

It I is plain to understand how the expression of this viewpoint 

gave rise to feelings of self-reproach, vulnerability and shaken 

confidence, at least among those who recognised that, for all their 

professions of faith, they had - conspicuously - 'sinned' by their 

omission to act. Even if Vladimir Solovyov never deliberately aimed 

52 Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, VI, 391. 
53 Ibid., 392. 
54 Ibid. 
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to fulfil such a function, he was in certain respects eminently well 

qualified to act as contemporary Russian society's 'sore conscience'. 

in his capacity as a scholar and an educator, he successfully induced 

large numbers of people to attempt a serious revaluation of the frame- 

work of traditional Christian ideas. And in this enterprise of 

revaluation his own writings form a major contribution. that has 

itself generated a literature of informed discussion and comentary. 

But the importance and worth he was known to assign to Christian moral 

precepts as a decisive means of transforming the very structure of 

society (not on the lines of exclusive class or national interests, 

but according to an ideal of unanimity generally cast as 'utopian') - 

this led a wary public, and a yet more suspicious government to view 

Solovyov as an isolated figure, the speaker of distinctly uncomfortable 

truths, rootless, without an easily identifiable following - in the 

scholarly world or outside it a man 'not of this world'. 'ne ot mira 

sego'. 

We have concentrated upon-examination of two works belonging to 

the last decade of the philosopher's career, namely 'The Drama of Plato's 

Life' and 'The becline of the Mediaeval Worldview'. We believe that 

both these works merit treatment in any serious evaluation of Solovyov's 

conception of Christian culture. A close reading of these works enables 

one to discern the comparative method employed by Solovyov as he 

continually sought to delineate the character of that culture, to restate 

and simultaneously to refine definitions which might allow his readers 

to appreciate the intrinsic strengths of their heritage, 'the faith of 
55 their fathers'. 

55 Note Solovyov's words in the Introduction to his important but uncompleted 
work 'The History and Future of Theocracy' (Istoriya i Budushchnost, 
Teokratii): 

'To justify the faith of our fathers, raising it to a new level of 
rational consciousness ... here is the general task of my labour. ' 

Sob. Soch. IV, 243. 
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On the basis of their actual chronological order we should first 

have discussed the 1891 lecture and then 'The Drama of Plato's Life', 

written in 1898. The advantage to be had from treating them in 

reverse order is this: we first see Solovyov apply his comparative 

method to a non-Christian (pre-Christian) culture. Then - as he 

approaches what he held to be the authentic Christian 'norm' the task 

of comparison becomes, in a sense, more exacting - and we- see him 

present the cultural and historical circumstances of the 'falsely' 

Christian society, the debased society of the 'false Christians', the 

llzhekhristiane'. 

For Solovyov the model of a falsely conceived Christian theocracy 

was invariably Byzantium. Writing in 1884, in the essay 'Judaism and 

the Christian Question' (Evreystvo i Khristianskiy Vopros), 56 he 

criticised the nominally Christian Byzantine rulers and clergy, and 

compared their actual views unf avourably with those of the misled, but 

morally superior Muslims. 57 In Solovyov's view, the Byazntine Empire 

manifestly deserved to* 'fall', and he endeavoured to show that its 

loss of inner vitality - due to the alleged spiritual complacency and 

reliance upon ritual of the professed believers - was in effect too 

devastating to allow the Empire's continued survival, even on a most 

rudimentary level. 

The works that we have examined in the present Chapter provide 

Solovyov's reflections on the culture and values of Ancient Greece and, 

in turn, of Byzantium. This material was used for the purpose of an 

instructive comparison with the framework of values that Solovyov 

56 Sob. Soch. IV, 135-185. 
57 Ibid., 165. 
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himself held to be authentically 'Christian', that is. the code of 

values founded on-the revealed teaching of Jesus Christ, presented 

in the New Testament. The method of comparison relies much upon 

history (and, in the second work, on Church history also). When we 

come to consider their content, we find that these works share one 

important element in common; each work contains an explicit critique 

of the attempt to renounce the secular sphere of human life and 

separate it in some absolute way from spiritual aspirations. This 

wish to separate the two spheres, and to entirely discount the worth 

of the secular sphere, constituted the weakness of Plato's idealist 

philosophy and of the Mediaeval worldview - such is Solovyov's 

argument. He referred to this tendency or attempt at separation as 

'false spirituality' (lozhniy spiritualizm), 
58 

and he makes clear the 

direct opposition between this and the very basis of Christianity: 

'In this ... one-sided spirituality, the Mediaeval 

worldview came into direct opposition with the ver .y 

basis of Christianity. ' 59 

In the 1890s Solovyov was extremely preoccupied with the state 

of Russian society. We have already enumerated some of the aspects of 

Russian life that he especially deplored: censorship, nationalism in 

its various forms, and anti-Semitism. The existence of censorship in 

religious and political matters obviously impeded the solution of 

problems and- the correction of misunderstandings. But, Solovyov 

58 Sob. Soch. VI, 391. 
59 Ibid. 
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believed that, in the final analysis, a greater obstacle to the 

attairment of fundamental Christian goals was*complac6ncy. Both 

in the poem 'Partmongolism' and in the essay 'Byzantinism and Russia', 
60 

written in the years 1894 and 1896 respectively, Solovyov suggested 

that the ideal of Moscow as the Third Rome was increasingly remote 

and deceptive - an ideal that only Russia's flatterers wish to 

perpetuate. As the decade unfolded, the philosopher's misgivings 

about the various unsatisfactory features of contemporary life in 

Russia became greatly accentuated by his belief that the complacency 

of his compatriots was the most insidious force of-all. The very fact 

that he came to equate Russia with 'fallen', defeated Byzantium must 

strike one as a profound and difficult admission for him to make, 

regarding the religious faith of the Russian people. 

Indeed, Solovyov had earlier, during the previous decade of the 

1880s, envisaged an exceptionally glorious role for Russia as the 

guardian of authentic Christian faith, a point confirmed by two scholars, 

Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy and Dmitry Stremoukhov. The latter of these, 

Stremoukhov, author of an illuminating study entitled 'Vladimir Soloviev 

and his Messianic Work' (Vladimir Soloviev et son Oeuvre Messianique) 

observes how closely this conception of Russia's glorious future was 

bound with criticism of its present conditions: 

'Basically, never did the Slavophiles in their most 
developed views predict that Russia would have a role 

of greatness Landj historical importance similar to the 

one that Solovyov promises for it. But the fulfilment 

60 Sob. Soch. VII, 285-286. 
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of this glorious future is based on a severe criticism 

of the Russian realities. 
61 

When we look at the f igure of Solovyov during the 1890s, and at the 

sequence of his critical statements about Russia which so entirely 

accord with the motif of retribution in 'Panmongolism', it becomes 

possible to appreciate the perceptive insight of Vasiliy Rozanov as 

he wrote: 

'If anyone W1zC&SirjLy_-, lacked reasons to 'live happily 

in Russia', then this was Solovyov. ' 62 

61 'Vladimir Soloviev et son Oeuvre Messianique'. Dmitry Stremoukhov, 
Univ. of Strasbouri-, --1935. [116M go, 

'Au fond, jamais les Slavophiles dans leurs vues les plus hardies 
n1avaient pr9dit I la Russie un r8le d'une magnificence et d'une 
ampleur historique semblable I celui que lui promet Soloviev. 
Mais Vaccomplissement de cet avenir est fondLf sur une critique 

eve lit' russes. 1 (p. 199) 8 re des rea es 
English translation by Elizabeth Meyendorff, Nordland. Books, 19BO, 
p. 223. 

62 'By the Church Walls', (Okolo Tserkovnykh Sten), Vasiliy Rozanov, 
Petersburg, 1906, Vol. l. pp. 239-242. 

(Esli komu usilenno ne bylo prichin Iveselo zhit' na Rusill, to 
eto Solovyovu), pl. *@. [I. lit] 
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rUMOHrOJIM3M 0 

% 
IlaHmoHrORM3U1 XOTh NUR JIMKO9 

Ho mine naeiKaeT CRYX 0110 

. Kax 6u npeRBeCTuem BennKon- 

Cynß6nHs Boxmeg nonHo... 

KorAa B paCTneHHoR BX3aHTHM 

OCTun 6oxeCTBeHHug anTapb, 

14 OTpeKnHCL OT Mecemm 

Hapo; x m KHR3b, mepem" x ixapI6, 

TorAa n6AHRRCR, OT BoCToxa 
HRPOA 6e3BeCTHVN X tUXON, 

X nOA yAapoU TfMKMU poiKa 
Bo npax CKnOHHnCR PHU BTOPO#o 

CyAib6oio ApeBHe9 BM3aHTXH 

MW HayRUTLCR He XOTMM, 
X Bee TBPPART AbCTeum ]Poccmm: 
Thi TpeTKNN Pi4ml TH TpeTKK" PRUI 

Hyl XITO X? OpyAmr4 Bozberq xapm 
3anac eme He XCToiueH... 

rOTOBMT HOBme yAapm 
PoWN npo6yAMBMXXCR nnemeR. 

OT BOAManam"cIKKX AO AJITaR 

BoxAm c BOCTOqHUX OCTPOBOB 

CTeH BOCCTaBmero 1KHTaR 

Co6panx TLMbl eBoxx nojixoB. 

KaK capaHqa Hexcumenmum 
M HeHaeUTHM Kax OHa. 
He 3AeMHeN cunow xpaHRUM, 
MAYT Ha ceBep nnemeýia. 

0 PYC161 3a6YA16 6URYV CRaBye 
OpeR AByrnam-l COKpymeH. 
M xeRTHM jxeTRM Ha 3a6aBy 
AaHM KROqKH TBONX 3HameH. 

CUMPUTCH 8 TpeneTe N CTpaxe, 
KTO mor 3aseT RM6BM 3a6WTb, 
14 TpeTHN PHM neXXT Bo npaxe, 
A yx meTBePTOMY He. 6MTLe 
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CHAPTER IX 

'PANMONGOLISM', 
-AND 

VLADIMIR SOLOVYOVS ESSAY 

'CHINA AND EUROPE' (1890) 1 

Inthe preceding Chapter we examined two works by Vladimir 

Solovyov from the thematic point of view, and that examination assisted 

our attempt to characterise his historically-based comparative method 

for evaluating non-Christian, nominally Christian and actually Christian 

societies respectively. The works treated above, namely 'The Drama of 

Plato's Life' (Zhiznennaya Drama Platona) and 'On the Decline of the 

Mediaeval Worldview' (()b Upadke Srednevekovogo Mirosozertsaniya), can 

rightly be said to operate as studies which, by delineating certain 

features of the non-Christian (pre-Christian) and of the nominally 

Christian society, and then by differentiating these forms of society 

from an authentic Christian norm, direct the reader - if Solovyov has 

perceived the matter correctly - towards an increasingly fine appreciation 

of the society that most adequately exemplifies the Christian ideal. 

In other words, Solovyov employs a negative process of elimination to 

help him clarify the salient features of authentically Christian society 

or culture. We sought to show that the two works under discussion 

achieved that limited purpose. 

The two works examined also allowed the author to determine 

criteria that define the philosopher's stance in these matters. The options 

before the philosopher are these: renunciation of worldly and social 

concerns in the name of a more -complete and effective contemplation of 

the ideal, and, on the other handq an active interest and participation 

'Panmongolizm', Sob. Soch. XII, 95-96. 
'Kitay i Eývropa', Sob. Soch. VI, 93-150. 
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in the qualitative improvement of the imperfect, existing social order 

so as to reduce, as f ar as possible, the discrepancy between the 

existing order and the ideal paradigm. Through his portrayal of Plato, 

Solovyov showed that the philosopher's commitment to one or other 

option is not fixed once and for all, that - as in the case of Plato 

himself - the philosopher may at different stages in his career deem 

either renunciation or participation to be his proper response. The 

foregoing Chapter notes the consistency of Solovyov's views on this 

question, specifically as reflected in his essays and lectures of the 

decade 1890 to 1900. To that last period of his life belong these 

inter-related items: 'China and Europe' (Kitay i Evropa), 1890; 

Tn the Decline of the Mediaeval Worldview', (Ob Upadke Srednevekovogo 

Mirosozertsaniya) 1891; the poem 'Pannongolism', 1894; 'Byzantinism and 

Russia' (Vizantizm i Rossiya), 1896; 'justification of the Good' 

(Opravdanie Dobra), 1897, (Part III of which treats moral philosophy 

in the context of society); 'The Drama of Plato's Life', (Zhiznennaya 

Drama Platona) 1898; and 'Three Conversations',, (Tri Razgovra), 

1899-1900, a work that presents in more widely accessible dialogue 

form many of the issues under discussion in the earlier works. 

The emphasis that Solovyov places upon the notion of perfectibility 

(Sovershenstvovanie) and upon its application to all of men's social 

inter-relations and organisation is evident in works of the last decade 

of his life, but also in the preceding years. In the view of So. lovyov 

the notion of perfectibility is, and should be, of paramount importance 

to the philosopher. One might say that the line of inquiry pursued by 

the pri-Christian philosopher Socrates was. eminently well conceived, 

concentrating, as it does on the virtues; it evoked a creative response 

in successive generations of philosophers and other men. But Solovyov 
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argued that with the inauguration of the Christian teaching, men are 

yet better equipped to resolve the central. recurring- problems of 

philosophy and the related questions of value. 

In the conclusion of the previous Chapter we showed that 

SolovYov's 1891 lecture and his 1898 biographical study of Plato 

coincide in providing a cl-Itique of the attempt to separate the ideal 

and the existing spheres in-an absolute way, and of the philosopher's 

attempt to devote his attention and powers exclusively to the former 

of these. As the Russian philosopher demonstrated through personal 

example, there are ma I ny practical matters whose solution could be 

assisted by the philosopher's attention to polemical writing and by 

his active advocacy of social, legal and other reforms. In that 

context we mentioned Solovyov's writings concerning the abolition of 

capital punishment, and also his petitions to aid the victims of the 

1891 famines in Southern Russia. It would be quite appropriate to cite 

also, under this heading, the articles he wrote between 1883 and 1891 

with the collective title ', Ihe National Question in Russia' (Natsional, niy 

Voproa v Rossii), for in these writings Solovyov seriously examined 

the grounds of the long-lasting dispute between Westernizers and 

Slavophiles. Conscious though he was of Russta's history and of its 

possible lessons regarding the country's future destiny as a guardian 

of Christian truth, Solovyov regretted that concern for the nation's 

past and for traditionally 'Russian' virtues should have led to any 

extremism, and he denounced the growing nationalism of the later 

generation of Slavophiles, whose writings and activities harmed 

prospects of any reconciliation between the hostile camps. 

In the present Chapter we extend our examination of the historical 

comparative method employed by Vladimir Solovyov in his survey of the 
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world's influential religious and philosophical teachings. We have 

--a: lreadly alluded to the historical parallel -drawn by him between 

Byzantium in the years immediately prior to its 'fall' and contemporary 

Russia. From a reading of the poem 'Panmongolism' it is clear that 

the motif of retribution 
2 

was at the very basis of this historical- 

cultural parallel. The poet already envisages. the destruction of 

Russia, cultural and physical: 

And the Third Rome lies in ashes. ' 3 

It can even be argued, on the basis of the poem's f irst stanza, that 

Solovyov had reached the point of 'resignation' in the face of God's 

wish to punish complacent and faithless Russia: 

'Parunongolism: Although the name is savage, 
The hearing of it is sweet to me,, 
As if it were filled with the portent 
Of a great Divine destiny. ' 

The apparent explanation for this resignation is given in the lines: 

'From the fate of fallen Byzantium 

We do not want to learn ..., 
5 

However, the complexities involved in correctly interpreting the ambiguous 

attitude of the poet to his subject may, to a quite considerable extent, 

be clarified by a detailed analysis of the essay 'China and Europe - 

2 'Russian Thinkers on China' (Russkie Mysliteli o Kitait), N. A. Setnitsky, 
Kharbin, 1926, p. 18. M3 

3, 
... I tretiy Rim lezhit vo prakhe'. 

4, Panmongolism! Khot' imya diko, ('Although the word is savage' No mne laskaet slukh ono, 'Khot' slovo-diko' is an Kak by predvestiem velikoy accepted alternative, line 1) 
Sud'biny bozhiey polno ... 5 'Sud'boyu pavshey Vizantii 
My nauchit'sya ne khotim 
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This essay, whose very title suggests a comparative study of some 

kind, furnishes us with a body of historical information (and the 

inferences drawn by its author) that allows us to discern how it was 

that Solovyov arrived at the views expressed in poetic form in 

'Panmongolism'. We shall duly proceed to an examination of 'China and 

Europe'. 

'China and Europe' raises certain questions about the validity of 

Solovyov's method of procedure that are not applicable in the context 

of either 'The Drama of Plato's Life' or 'On the Decline of the Mediaeval 

, 
Worldview'. We provide textual evidence to support the view that this 

historical account of the growth and development of religious belief in 

China and of its determining influence on Chinese culture and social 

organisation, is marked by a lack of objectivity. 

In our estimation, this essay is not in the least characteristic 

of a philosopher reputed for receptivity to a wide scope of ideas and 

for his readiness to overcome cultural differences. The following 

examination will reveal that Solovyov approached his subject matter 

from a European viewpoint, from within the horizons of a Western, 

'Christian' culture. 

In 'China and Europe' Solovyov provides criticism on two levels: 

Taking Taoism to be the most consistent expression of 

the Chinese instinct to live in the past and to endow 

that past with an 'absolute' value, he examines the 

theoretical, philosophical basis of Taoism itself; 

ii) He considers the consequencesof Taoist beliefs for 

Chinese culture. 
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Solovyov views Taoism as a teaching that emanates quite naturally 

from, the established Chinese cult of ancestor worship. 
6 He explains 

that family life and the political state rule were founded on this 

cult, and that in both, spheres (family interests and state interests) 

important decisions were taken only after the wishes of the 'ancestors' 

7 had been ascertained. Thus, the code of conduct for the Chinese is 

determined entirely by reference to the past. 
8 Even the isolated 

instances of reforms (instigated by Confucius) represent not change, 

but rather, an effective means to. prevent innovation and thus guarantee 

the most complete return to antiquity. 

Solovyov further observes that this very conservatism, this 

exclusive attachment to traditional bases of life, was the point of 

departure for a speculative philosophy that was distinctly Chinese 

in its character. 
9 The exclusiyity already apparent in the Chinese 

preoccupation with the past (and that rendered the Chinese ideal I alse 

precisely because it was 'exclusivity'), argues Solovyov, was taken 

to its extreme and absurd conclusion in the doctrine of Lao-Tzu. 10 

He contends that Lao-Tzu was able to provide a more effective 

labsolutisation' of the past than was possible through the private 

family cult of ancestor worship, or the same cult on the state level. 11 

6 Solovyov is mistaken in his view that Taoism emanates from the cult of 
the ancestors. It is actually Confucianism which developed from that 
cult. 

7 Sob. Soch. VI, 117. 
8 'Idealy kitaitsa vsetselo 

' 
prinadlezhat proshedshemu', (Ibid. ) 

91... 
umozritel'noy mysli sovershenno kitaiskoy po svoemu sushchestvennomu 

kharak. teru'. Ibid., 118. 
10 Ibid. 
11 

Ibid 
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The opening lines in Solovyov's critique of Lao-Tzu's ideas 

do not wholly inspire confidence in the objectivity of the observations 

to follow: 

'As a speculative philosopher Lao-Tzu seeks an 

absolute principle; as a genuine Chine se, he 

seeks it exclusively in the past - he seeks, 

therefore, the absolute past, that which 

precedes all existing being. ' 12 

(Solovyov's italics) 

This does not constitute a serious basis for philosophical argument. 

Correct as Solovyov may have been in holding that Lao-Tzu sought an 

'absolute principle', (that designated as Tao), to claim that he sought 

it exclusively in the past is, at the very least, misleading. Solovyov 

appears to confuse the issue further-in his reference to 'the absolute 

. past' (bezuslovnogo proshedshego), 'that which precedes all existing 

being'. 

A speculative philosopher may indeed seek an absolute principlep 

one that 'precedes all existing being'. However, that precedence is 

not solely a matter of chronological'time, as Solovyov's words really 

appear to suggest; Lao-Tzu's designation of Tao as an absolute principle 

did not merely entail a retreat into r emoter and remoter chronological 

time. Solovyov's words lead one to think that this is precisely what 

was entailed. The kind of precedence actually denoted by 'that which 

precedes all existing being' is, we submit, a matter of philosophical 

status; it is akin to the precedence denoted in the Aristotelian term 

the Urunoved Mover'. 

12 
Ibid. 'Kak umozritellniy filosof, Lao-Tzu ishchet absolyutnogo 
nachala; kak istiy kitaets, on ishchet ego isklyuchitel'no v 
proshedshem, - on ishchet, sledovatel'no, bezuslovnogo proshed_shego,, 
takogo, kotoroe predshestvuet vsemu sushchestvuyushchemu. ' 
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Aside from this suggestion that Lao-Tzu sought to place the 

central term of his speculative system in a rem te chronological past, 

Solovyov writes that he conceived this attempt on the basis of his 

being Chinese (istiy kitaets). Such argument is not acceptable as 

serious or objective criticism of a philosophical system: even if one 

concedes that the Chinese as a race may have tended to look to the past 

for their values (a generAlisation that cannot be made absolute, in any 

case), such a criticism as Solovyov made still 'excludes the possibility 

that Lao-Tzu saw the limitations of his compatriots and sought to 

overcome the exclusivity of their commonly held views. 

From the above brief examination of Solovyov's opening attack 

on the Taoist view, it may be seen that his initial arguments lack a 

secure objective basis. 

We proceed to Solovyov's*criticisms of the Taoist ideal of 

the Sage. In considering how the sage is depicted in the work entitled 

'Tao Te Ching' (the primary text in Taoism), Solovyov confines himself 

to a negative evaluation of LoA-Tzu's ideal. He gives a summary of 

material found 'in Chapter LVI of the 'Tao 'to- Ching' (working from a 

French translation by Stanislas Julien, Paris 1842): 

'The man who knows Tao, does not speak; he who speaks 
does not know Tao. The man who knows Tao closes his 
lips firmly, closes his ears and eyes, he suppresses 
his own activity, he severs himself from all tiest he 

restrains his own light, he simulates fools; then it is 

possible to say that he resembles Tag; he is not accessible 
either to kindness or cruelty, to gain or loss; honour or 
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dishonour, and for this very reason he is the most 

respected man in the entire universe. 
13 

Solovyov does not provide a very extensive discussion of this 

ideal: having located references to 'inaction', he appears satisfied 

that this inaction and avoidance of desire (because conducive to suffering) 

comprises the whole ideal of the Taoist sage. 
14 

We wish to suggest that the passage cited above offers scope for 

alternative interpretations regarding Lao-Tzu's view of the Sage, but 

the text of 'China and Europe' leads one to conclude that Solovyov himself 

was not prompted even to explore the possibilities of an alternative 

evaluation of this Taoist ideal. 

We submit that Solovyov dismisses the f igure of the Taoist Sage 

without raising or considering any of the following points: 

i) the question is: is it possible that Lao-Tzu has managed 

to express an ideal of or impartialia with 

regard to action? 

ii) Has he portrayed a man able to rise above thoughts of 

gain and merit andjoss? (The text examined by Solovyov 

suggests that such an interpretation is at least 

plausible; 'he is not accessible .... to gain or loss'. 

Sob. Soch. V,. Sol-pVI, 119). 

13 Ibid., 119. 
'Chelovek, znayushchiy Ta. o. ' ne govorit; tot, kto govorit, ne znaet 
T4o. Chelovek, kotoriy znaet Tao, zamykaet svoi usta, zakryvaet 
ushi i glaza, on podavlyget svoyu deyatel'nost', on otreshaetsya 
ot vsekh svyazey, on umeryaet evoy svet, on upodoblyaetsya idiotam; 
togda mo*zhno skazat'. chto on pokhozh na Tao; on nedostupen 
dlya milosti i dlya nemilosti, dlya vygody i dlya ubytka, dlya 
chesti i bezchest'ya, poetomu-to on i est' samiy pochgtniy 
chelovek vo vsey vselennoy. 1 

14 Ibid., 120. 
'A bezdeystvie est' nastoyashchaya tsel' mudretsa 
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Has the Sage, here depicted, achieved what is taken to 

be an indication of wisdom in numerous other Traditions, - 

namely, the ability to go beyond thinking dualistically, 

beyond thinking in terms of opposites? (Again the text 

allows for such an interpretation; 'he is not accessible 

either to kindness or cruelty, to gain or loss, honour 

or dishonour Ibid. ) 

iv) Is the marked reluctance to speak, on the part of Lao-Tzu's 

Sage, any reflection on the difficulty inherently 

involved in comunicating and affirming truths about the 

essential First Principle from which all else originates? 

V) Does Lao-Tzu's Sage represent a spiritual type, in any 

respect? For instance, he is ready to appear a fool in 

the eyes of the world (the text says: he simulates 

fools'). So, could he be viewed as an example of that 

spiritual type, the 'holy fool'? Secondly, could there 

be a valid comparison between Lao-Tzu's Sage'and the 

ironic Socratic Sage who teaches partly through a guise 

of 'foolishness'? 

vi) Does theTaoTe Ching' bear out the teaching of most 

Traditions about the intimate-link between personal 

self-mastery and 'skilful' government of the state, the 

Body Politic? 

It seems to us that the points enumerated above warrant some 

treatment in an assessment of Lao-Tzu's ideal; in view of the fact that 

Solovyov had appropriate translations of the text at hand, his failure 
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to follow even one of these several lines of enquiry seems indicative 

of a reluctance, on his part, to accord these materials the scholarly 

attention needed for a balanced cultural survey - of Christian and non- 

Christian societies. 

A further relevant point, in this context, is the following one: 

Solovyov notes that when Lao-Tzu disparages learntng, this involves 

a contradiction, or undermining of, his own position - 

'He denied the 'light of the mind', [while] being 

himself a deep and subtle thinker. '15 

Yet Lao-Tzu was aware of the paradox involved in the wise man's claim 

of ignorance. Of all the above-mentioned-six points missing from 

Solovyov's consideration of the Taoist Sage, it is curious that he should 

have f ailed to discern the theme of what we may call 'wise foolishness'. 

In at least two respects his owfi cultural background provides for 

familiarity with this. idea: 

a) the figure of the 'holy fool' was particularly known 

to Russians, and significant in their Tradition. This 

recognition of the fool has a textual basis in the Bible, 

1. Corinthians 3. xviii-xx: 

'If anyone among you thinks that he is wise in this 

age, let him become a fool that he may become wise, 
For the visdom of this vorld. is folly vith God 

b) Solovyov personally had the highest regard for the Greek 

philosopher Socrates (an attitude evident in the work 

'The Drama of Plato's Life', examined in our previous Chapter). 

15 Ibid., 123. 
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This was a figure who, according to the records 

provided in the Platonic Dialogues, did not'assert 

himself as a bearer of specific wise teachings, but 

who, rather, was conscious of the scope of his 

ignorance and measured any se eming wisdom of his simply 

in relation to the greater ignorance of others. And on 

occasions when he did feel qualified to instruct others, 

by exposing the weaknesses of his opponents' arguments, 

he used irony and seeming 'foolishness' as his methods 

of instruction. Solovyov did not take any of Socrates' 

assumed 'foolishness' at face value, but consistently 

treated him as a man who spoke with authority on 

philosophical questions and their solutions. 

It is difficult to determine what, apart from the cultural 

difference, allows the Russian philosopher to accept Socrates as 

authoritative and to dismiss Lao-Tzu as obscurantist. 

We pass,, now, to the reasoned criticisms that Solovyov levelled 

against Lao-Tzu's philosophy. 

He detected in Lao-Tzu's fundamental position a 'hostility towards 

reason and learning (nauko, ) and observes in his essay that: 

'Hostility. towards reason and learning is characteristic 

of many mystical thinkers. But with Lao-Tzu, as a genuine 
Chinese, this obscurantism based on principle Eetot 

printsipial'niy obskurantizm] has its own distinctive 

character and special significance. 116 

We come to Solovyov's description and treatment of the central term in 

the Taoist scheme. For the Taoist, indeed, 

16 Ibid., 121. 
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'The f irst absolute principle of all existing being 

has in itself no positive definition or name, it is 

un spoken or unuttered. ' 17 

(Solovyov's italics) 

The Tao cannot be apprehended by sole means of definitions or 

distinctions, for positive definitions rule out the applicability of 

their contrary terms to the Tao. Ands further, the ineffable nature 

of the principle that contains w ithin it all potentialities of being 

is conveyed by the designation 'the unspoken' or 'the unuttered'. 

No limiting attribute is found to apply to this first absolute principle, 

and Lao-Tzu's system. is consistent in withholding all such terms from 

its characterisation of that absolute principle0- It may be said that 

any 'description' of the Tao, is of a distinctly provisional nature. 

Solovyov views this approach to philosophy as an attempt to 

retreat to a stage of 'primordial indifference' before the process of 

defining and distinguishing concepts was initiated. If this is the 

true nature of Lao-Tzu's enterprise, then, argues Solovyov, thought 

is not operative in the approach to Tao. The 'way of thought' (put' 

myshleniya) tends in quite the opposite direction, for it is dependent 

on the drawing of distinctions, the maintenance of distinctions between 

mutually exclusive terms,. etc.: 

'If the real principle of all is absolute indifference, 

then the way of thought and knowledge is least applicable 

of all foruniting or conforming oneself with that 

principle; for these activities [i. e. thought and 

speculation) consist precisely in emergence from 

primordial indifference, in the affirmation of known 

17 Ibid., 119. 
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definitions and distinctions. The condition of the 

thinking and understanding mind is [that of] direct 

opposition to the condition of Tao. 118 

From the above passage it is clear that, in Solovyov's view of the matter, 

philosophical thought cannot concern itself with provisional descriptions, 

but must provide fixed distinctions and definitions if it is to impart 

knowledge. This is the procedure characteristic of rational, discursive 

thought; this is the procedure recognised by Solovyov, and the task 

of imparting knowledge is associated explicitly with this procedure (see 

above). The advantages to be gained by working with provisional 

descriptions, or the possibility that they may afford an intuitive type 

of apprehension, are not admitted by Solovyov in this essay on Chinese 

philosophical and religious beliefs. If rational, discursive thought 

and Tao diverge, one from another, Solovyov sees value residing in the 

former. 

Solovyov's critique of Taoism (pp. 116-124) constitutes part of an 

attempt to determine 'the essence of the Chinese spirit', or of 'sushchnost' 

kitaizma' (p. 122). He sinmarises his conclusions in this way: 

'Absolute emptiness or indifference as a speculative 
6 principle, and the denial of life, knowledge and 

progress as an inevitable practical result - here is 

the essence of the Chinese spirit, erected into 

119 an exclusive and consistent system. 

18 Ibid., 120-121. 
See also Sob. Soch. III, 155-156 (10th Lecture on Godmanhood)t 
there Solovyov wr ' 

ites of Indian religious and philosophical thought 
generally as manifesting this same kind of merging -and indistinctness 
of concepts. (See our Chapter 71, Section iii). 

19 Ibid., 122. 
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We have sought to show, in the preceding pages, that Solovyov's 

examination of Taoist beliefs and values was less rigorous and 

painstak ing than one might reasonably expect to find in a study of 

this scope. In his assessment of the Taoist ideal of the Sage there 

appears to be minimal examination of alternative views, and therefore 

it seems to us that he was not truly in a position to offer the firm 

conclusions that one finds'in this important section of his essay. 

We proceed to Solovyov's view of Chinese achievements in the 

cultural f ield, for this is the second level on which he provides 

criticism of the Chinese nation. The textual references cited in the 

following part of our argument. belong to Section VIII of 'China and 

Europe'. 20 

In the context of some observations on the Chinese ideal of 

longevity of life, 21 
we come upon a series of value-judgements that are 

presented by Solovyov as statements of acknowledged fact that simply 

require our assent. That Solovyov takes his own judgements to be 

matters of . 
indisputable f act may be' seen f rom the text (p. 139) There 

remains the similarly undoubted fact that Ostaetsya drugoy stoll 

zhe nesomnenniy fakt, chto ...; 'It is equally beyond dispute that 

Tak bessporno, chto The subject of these various value-judgements 

is the extent and alleged poverty of Chinese artistic expression: 

20 Ibid., 135-143. 
21 Ibid., 138-139. 
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'The gift of earthly well-being and longevity 

undoubtedly testifies practically in favour of, 

the Chinese life principle. But alongside this, 

there remains the similarly undoubted fact that 

Chinese culture, for all its firmness and material 
fullness, has proved spiritually fruitless and 

useless for the rest of mankind. It is good for 

the Chinese themselves, but it has not given to 

the world one solitary great idea, nor a single 
lasting and absolutely valuable creation in any 

sphere at all (ni v kakoy oblasti). The Chinese 

are a huge nation, but not a great nation. And in 

this nation there have not been any great people. 

The sole exception is Lao-Tzu. ' 

In more specific terms Solovyov mentions the various arts: 

'With the exception of a few genuinely poetic songs 

and fairy-tales, such as all nations have, even the 

completely uncultured ones, all the rest is devoid 

of any aesthetic significance and can have merely 
historical and ethnographic interest. 22 

is equally beyond dispute that in musics painting, 

and likewise in positive science, the Chinese have 

remained on the lower elementary levels, although in 

some cases'they have manifested a great capacity for 

minor work. 
23 

However much one makes allowances for the scarcity of reliable 

information available to Solovyov, regarding the development and 

actual state of the arts in China, it is plain that the categorical 

22 Ibid., 139. 
23 Solovyov's claim regarding the 'indisputable' poverty of Chinese 

achievements is effectively countered by Sir Joseph Needham's Multi- 
volume study (still being completed) 'Science and Civilisation in 
China', Cambridge University Press (V , 1945). 
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tone of his conclusions on this subject is to be regretted. His view 

I that the lives of the Chinese are long but unproductive cannot be 

substantiated; and this remains the case, even if one does not hold 

the ideal of longevity to be, in itself, the most profound 

and worthy of ideals for men to pursue. 

Our view is that, purely in his capacity as an 'historian', 

Solovyov should have thought it at least implausible that the Chinese 

people had failed to produce a single great idea or lasting creation 

'in any sphere at all' (ni v kakoy oblasti). However, of the great 

number of cultures and societies, Christian and non-Christian, considered 

by the Russian philosopher, it is Chinese culture alone that elicits 

such condemnatory and largely unsubstantiated conclusions as we find 

in this essay. 

The two concluding sections of 'China and Europe' (IX-X) contain 

Solovyov's expression of his belief in the rightness and efficacy of 

the Christian, European (or, more precisely, the Judaeo-Christian) idea 

of Universal progress. As we shall see below,, he is concerned to show 

the validity of the European perspective* and of the Christian emphasis 

upon universal salvation. 

It is also significant that, in the last stages of his argument, 

Solovyov modifies his criticism of the Chinese and of their preoccupation 

with the past. There is actually a transition from criticism of 

Chinese religious conceptions to partial acceptance, (see below). This 

transition allows Solovyov to put forward his central concluding ideas 

which is as follows: On the account that Solovyov provides, the 

fundamental Chinese religious ideal has to some extent served the Chinese 

themselves, but is found, upon examination of its central premises, to 

be deficient and not wholly satisfying. The copclusion which Solovyov 

i 
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offers in this essay is that the Christian, European view, centred on 

the ideas of progress and change, can 'complete' the Chinese ideal 

and life principle: 

'We, Europeans, must offer China not a denial, but 

a completion of its life principle. 
24 

(Solovyov's italics) 

This essay shows the Russian philosopher to have been a conscious apologist 

f or the European 'view, f or the European view as of f ering the f inal 

realization of men's religious aspirations: 

attachment to the past, service to the ancestors, constitutes 

the truth of the Chinese worldview, then this truth attains its 

own fulfilment only in the Christian, European idea of universal 
25 

progress, as the path for the attainment Of true life. ' 

24 Op. cit., 146-147. 
25 In the context of his affirmation that the European ideal of Universal 

salvation is the only ideal that answers man's needs adequately, Solovyov 
provides a footnote in his own article to say that the ideal of 
universal salvation is absent from Eastern philosophies: 

'The idea of true life is not alien to Buddhism (in its latest form) 
nor even to Taoism.,. But true life presents itself to the followers 
of Buddha and Lao-Tzu as the condition of separate enlightened 
beings, but not as the collective task of all mankind; the idea 
of world-wide progress and the Kingdom of God we find solely on 

-Judaeo-Christian ground. ' (VI, 146) 
This assertion on Solovyov's part, ignores the vory great emphasis that 
central Buddhist teaching places on collective responsibility in the 
moral sphere, on the conscientious avoidance of violence towards all 
sentient beings, and on the import of Right Livelihood (again, non- 
injurious) in the Buddhists' Eightfold Path; )rahayina Buddhism's ideal 
of Bodhisattvahood, and the literature on that ideal give a most eloquent 
expression to the characteristic Buddhist concern for universal well- 
being and integration. The ideal of Bodhisattvahood can be, and is, 
distinguished from the earlier Indian ideal of the Arhat: according to 
Prof. T. R. V. Murti, in 'The Central Philosophy of Bu7d-h2rs-m' (lot ed. 1955)- 

'The Arhat rests satisfi ith achieving his own private salvation; 
he is not necessarily and actively interested in the welfare of others, 
the Bodhisattva maýe!. th salvation of all his own good'. (p. 263 
in 1980 reprint). L. 1-71t 

5 

See also, Murti, pp. 265-266. We recognise that this is one instance where 
Solovyov's evaluation of Eastern philosophies and spiritual disciplines 
was hampered by the limited extent of available literature and commentary, 
literature available to us today (e. g. Murtils outstanding study cited 
above). Our general impression is that Solovyov read a much greater pro- 
portion of Buddhist literature from the Hinayana Tradition (Thera4jda, 
the earlier School) than from the KaihayZia Tradition. 
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This affirmation is immediately preceded by Solovyov's reference 

to the idea that Christian goals cannot be realized without man's 

active work and efforts. This true life of the future must be earned 

by man. 
26 

An idea of the consistency of Solovyov's views in this matter 

may be had if one turns to an almost identical expression of this idea 

one year later, in the 1891 lecture ', On the Decline of the Mediaeval 

Worldview' (Ob Upadke Srednevekovogo Mirosozertsaniya). 27 

Convinced as Solovyov was that this stress on active work was 

indeed the true response required of Christians, and of religious 

believers generally, it is understandable that he really failed to find 

much sympathy with the spirit in which Lao-Tzu propounded the principles 

of Taoism. It must not be overlooked that his critical view of Lao-Tzu's 

speculative philosophy, and the 'alien' Chinese attitudes that philosophy 

represented for him, was maintained throughout the entire last decade 

of his life. That ten-year period, 1890 to 1900, not only saw the 

publication of some of the philosopher's major works (including 

'Justification of the Good' and 'Three Conversations'), but itself 

represents a significant proportion of a twenty-six-year-long writing 

career. 

We here adduce substantial biographical evidence to show that 

the critical view of China expressed in the philosopher's essay 'China 

and gurope' coincides with the historian Sergey Solovyov's negative 

evaluation of that country. In our view, the possibility of direct 

paternal influence here should be given serious consideration. How far 

a clear 'intellectual' debt can be established is a problematic point, 

26 
*' . ono dolzhno byt' dobyto pri deyatellnykh usiliyakh samogo 

chelovechestval. (Sob. Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, VI, 146). 
The same idea is expressed in a letter that the philosopher wrote to 
L. N. Tolstoy in 1894 (Pis'ma, 111,42). 

27 Ibid., 381-382. 
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and we do not press such a claim very far. The philosopher certainly 

acknowledged that his father played a significant role in his own 

28 development, but his words '... an influence on my spiritual 

development' (vliyanie na mog dukhovnoe razvitie) do not make it plain 

that it was an I intellectual' influence. 

The matter may to some extent be clarified by reference to another 

case where the views of father and son are, in substance, extremely 

similar, and where paternal influence is highly plausible: the historian's 

and the philosopher's very positive attitudes to Peter the Great and 

to the Petrine Reforms. 
29 

From a reading of Solovyov's article '. Some words in Defence of 

Peter V, (Neskol'ko slov v zashchitu Petra I) and of his 'Byzantinism, 

and Russia' (Vizantizm i Rossiya), as cited in Note 29 below, one may 

judge how very much Vladimir Solovyov admired Peter the Great; he 

thought of his achievements as being akin to the achievements of 

Alexander Pushkin in the field of literature. Such a stance is 

noteworthy and incongruous in a man who was in so many important 

28 'The Life 'and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov' (Zhizn' i 
Tvorcheskaya Evolyutsiya Vladimira Solovyova), Sergey M. Solovyov 

29 
(the younger), p. 53. CIA-13 

'Public Lectures on Peter the Great' (Publichnie Chteniya o Petre Velikom)' 
Seegey M. Solovyov (the Historian) University Presss Moscow* 1872; 
Collected Works of Sergey M. Solovyov, Tipog; afiya Obahchestvennaya 
Pol'za, Petersburg (? 1900)9 969-1116. ' 12-203 
'The History of Russia from most Ancient Times' (Istoriya Rossii s 
Drevneyshikh Vremen), Vol. XVIII9 Sergey M. Solovyov. (See 1963,15 
volume edition, Moscow, Vol. IX, 541-553. 
'Sergey Solovyov's view of the Petrine Reform', (Vzglyad Sefgeya Solovyova 
na Reformu Petra), anon. article in 'Notes of the Fatherland' (Oteches- 
tvennye Zapiski), 1865,2, pý. 497-520- E&3". 3 
'Some Words in defence of Peter V (MeskolIko slov v Z. ashchitu Petra 1). 
Vla-12130--r Solovyov, Sob. Soch., V. 161-180. 
'Byzantinism. and Russia'. (Vizantizm i Rossiya), Vladimir Solovyov, 
Sob. Soch. VII, 300, M. 
'Concerning the latest events' (P6 povody poslednykh sobytiy) Vladimir 
Solovyov, Sob. Soch. X, 225-226. 
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respects a 'Slavophile'-. ý It may be that the historian Sergey Solovyov 

played a partin guiding his son toward that appreciation of Peter I. 

In 'Byzantinism and Russia' the philosopher specifically cites his 

father's History of Russia (10 times) as an authoritative source of 

information on Peter I. But aside from this, the likelihood is 

considerable that at home Sergey Solovyov expressed views that happened 

to appeal to his son Vladimir's temperament and mind. We submit that 

in the case of their antipathy towards Chinese culture, the influence 

of father upon son may well be of the same kind, a temperamental appeal 

as well as an intellectual influence. 

In two biographies of Vladimir Solovyov we f ind strong evidence 
30 in support of this viewpoint. The younger Sergey Solovyov describes 

the historian (his own grandfather) in the following terms: 

'Considering activity and struggle to be the basis 

of life, he had an aversion to the East, and was 
a convinced European. ' 

S. M. Lukyanov, in his three-volume biographical study of the philosopher, 
31 

confirms the point about the growing closeness of outlook between father 

and son: 

'As Vladimir Solovyov became a man, he made himself a 
more and more conscious participant in the spiritual life 

of his father Cdelalsya vsH bolee i bolee soznatel'nym 

uchastnikom v dukhovnoy zhizni otgal, who, in his turn, 
became increasingly convinced that in this son of his 
there was a particularly fortunate combination of the good 
hereditary traits of the Solovyovs and the Romanovs 
[the 

mother's faimily] 

30 'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov' (Zhizn' i 
Tvorcheskaya Evolyutsiya Vladimira Solovyova), 36-37. EO-w 3 31 'About Vi. S. Solovyov . in his Young Years', (0 VI. S. Solo ove v ego Molodye Gody) S. M. Lukyanov, (1916), Vol. I, 234. fp, ýj 
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The resemblance in temperament between Vladimir Solovyov and his 

father is in actual fact made explicit in 'Thd*Lifd And-Cteative 

Evolution of Vladimir Solovyov, where the author describes fhe very 

dissimilar Vsevolod Sergeevich (1849-1903): 

'Vsevolod Sergeevich was of entirely different material 

from his father and brothers. And perhaps only he 

interpreted Russian Orthodoxy in its Eastern aspect - 
IV ego vostochnoy stikhi il , with its 'Tsar-Batyushka', 

with complete passivity, meekness, with an awareness 

of the radical flaw in human nature, of the weakness of 

the [human] personality in the face of fate, and with 

hope in the mercy of God. He did not like Peter the 

Great - the favourite hero of his father and his brother 

his [own] ideal was the 'most meek'Tsar Alexey 

Mikhailovich. 32 

In the light of these materials, we argue for a due recognition 

of the temperamental affinity between the historian Sergey Solovyov and 

his son Vladimir. As regards the coincidence of their intellectual 

goals, the following two items merit attention: 

i) Dmitry Stremoukhov33 explicitly mentions identical 

outlook and goals of Sergey and Vladimir Solovyov in 

relation to Slavophile teachings: 

'In short, the son will criticise the philosopy 

of the Slavophiles from the same point of view 

as the father had criticised their historical 

theories. ' 

32 Op. cit., 4C 
33 'Vladimir Soloviev and his Messianic Work',, (Vladimir Soloviet et son 

Oeuvre Measianique), 19-20. 
'En s-me, le fils critiquera I& philosophie des Slavophiles 
du Ame point du vue que le pire avait critiquLf leurs theories 
historiques. ' 

English trans. by Elizabeth Meyendorff, Nordland Books, Massachusetts 
1980, p. 25. - [1-161 
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ii) Vladimir Solovyov's father wrote a short auto- 

biographiý: al Fork 'Notes for my Children', (Zapiski 

dlya moikh Detey), 34 
and in the context of describing 

the various ideas that influenced him in his student 

years, he wrote of aims that one may identify 

precisely in the works and life of his philosopher son: 

'The time passed not so much in a study of facts as in 

reflection about them, for a philosophical orientation 

predominated with us: Hegel turned everyone's head. 

And this thought occurred to me - to study philosophy 
in order to use it as the means for the affirmation 

of religion, of Christianity. ' 

Our last biographical reference35 that relates to the attitudes 

and premises underlying Vladimir Solovyov's study 'China and Europe' 

indicates how f ar back in his lif e his generally aptipathetic view of 

China may be traced: 

'At the age of 12 and 13 he would animatedly prove 

what a great danger China presents for Russia and for 

all Europe in the future. Thus, in the boy 

Vl(adimir] Solovyov there are already found all the 

seeds of his future: the fear of Antichrist, and his 

notion of the 'Yellow Peril', and the militarism 

of 'Three Conversations' - the conviction that 'the 

%, 
36 

sword and the cross are one . 

34 
-'Notes for my Children'. (Zapiski dlya moikh detey) Sergey Solovyov, 

35 
Petrograd 1914, p. 60. ULM$] 

Sergey Solovyov 'The Life and Creative Evolution-of Vt&dimir-Solovyov'g 

36 
(the younger), 57. CM3 
1 .. The sword and the cross are one'; see the last line of the poem 
1; rakon', Sob. Soch. XII. 97. 
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The foregoing sections of this Chapter treat Solovyov's 

investigation of religious beliefs in China, as presented in his essay 

of 1890 'China and Europe'. Our major criticism of that work is that 

Solovyov was not consistently rigorous and objective in examining his 

materials; in some instances, as we have shown, value-judgements about 

the cultural achievements of the Chinese are offered as matters of 

established fact, and a numberý-of inferences and conclusions drawn by 

Solovyov are not sufficiently supported by argument to be acceptable. 

These considerable weaknesses put in question the reliability of his 

cultural-cum-historical comparative method for the examination of 

philosophical and religious beliefs. In our previous Chapter we 

examined and illustrated Solovyov's application of that method in his 

evaluation of Ancient Greek and of Byzantine ideals; in these two 

rather different cases (one non-Christian and one 'falsely' Christian, 

but both with a European heritage), his comparative method was seen to 

work conspicuously well. The biographical section of this Chapter (see 

immediately above) establishes that a good case can be made for-viewing 

the flaws in 'China and Europe' as at least partly attributable to a 

temperamental antipathy of the author towards the culture examined in 

that essay. 

Having seen how 'alien' and worthless Solovyov considered Chinese 

values to be (those emanating from 'ancestor worship', Taoism and the 

various 'magical' and 'shamanistic' forms of a later, debased Taoism, 

as well as from Confucianism), we are in a good position to appreciate 

the force of the philosopher's message in the poem 'Panmongolism'. 

The remaining observations in this Chapter refer specifically to the 

historical parallel between the threatened Byzantine society in the last 

years before the Empire fell and its l9th-Century equivalent, Russia. 
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It has already been shown, in our previous Chapter, how greatly 

Solovyov deplored merely nominal a, llegiance to Christian values. 

Also, it was stressed that in his view the society which abandons the 

notion of perfectibility endangers its very existence, as the historical 

example of Byzantium testifies. This general point is made in the essay 

'Byzantinism and Russia' (Vizantizm i Rossiya): 

'In an imperfect world only he who frees himself from 

imperfection is worthy of existence. Byzantium perished 
because it shunned the very idea of perfection. Any being, 

single or collective, which rejects this idea in6vitably 

perishes. 137 

When one reflects how much significance Solovyov assigned to 

Russia's 'Christian'. virtues and character, her capacity for self-denial 

(evident in the Russians' invitation to the Varangians to rule over 

them), and to her decisive future role as a guardian of true Christian 

teaching38 _ all of which ideas featured prominently in his optimistic 

writings on Church unity during the 1880s - the fact that he came to equate 

Russia with 'fallen' defeated Byzantium must strike one as a profound and 

difficult admission regarding the faith of the Russian people. The 

extent of Byzantium's apostasy (otstupnichestvo) is uncompromisingly 

shown in the second stanza of 'Panmongolism', and the aptness of these 

words to contemporary Russia is made plain: 

'When in corrupt Byzantium 

The sacred altar grew cold 
[And] the people and prince, the priest and ruler 
Denied the Messiah . ** 

39 

37 Sob. Soch. VII, 299. 
38 See previous Chapter$ Note 61 (Stremoukhov). 
39 'Kogda vrastlenuoy Vizantii 

Ostyl bozhestvenniy altar', 
I otreklis' ot Messii 
Narod i knyazl, ierey i tsar". 
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In accordance with his long-established procedure of comparing 

that which is (to, chto est') and that whith, ought to'be (to, chto dolzhno 

byt'), the philosopher found many features of contemporary Russian life 

as cause for serious concern and criticism. Realities such as the 

limitations imposed on the exchange, expression and publication of 

ideas; the regrettable growth of nationalism; the active discrimination 

against minority groups and nationalities within the Empire; and the 

extent of misunderstanding, indifference or prejudice that large 

numbers of educated Russians showed in their relation to religious 

matters and the affairs of the Orthodox Church - all these persuaded 

him that his-compatriots barely aspired to live by Christian ideals. 

All the normal causes that operate to reduce commitment to 

spiritual practice and concerns (the variety of distractions offered 

by secular life, intellectual fashions and so forth) were reinforced 

by a specific tradition of historical thought that applied to the 

Russians' conception of themselves. This was the idea of Moscow as 

the Third Rome. 
40 

This iJea, which had over a considerable period of 

time gained a hold over the imagination of Russians, now required re- 

examination. Solovyov suggested that this historically-based idea 

was a likely source of self-deception and self-flattery, however 

understandable the origin of that idea: 

'In the Russian national consciousness, inasfar as 
it was expressed in the thoughts. and writings of our 

men of [letters], there emerged after the fall of 
Constantinople the firm conviction that the meaning of 
Christian rule would from that point transfer to Russia, 

40 'Moscow the Third Rome', Nicolas Zernov, 1938 (Fellowship of St. Alban 
and St. Sergius) . C&IML I 
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that she is the Third and last Rome. For our 
forefathers it was permissible to stop at this idea 

in its initial aspect (form] of an unconscious feeling 'I 

or presentiment. From us it is required to test it by 

consistent thought and experience, and through this 

to either put it on the level of rational awareness or 
to reject it as a childish dream or an arbitrary 
pretension. 

41 

Solovyov's suggestion that the ideal of the Third Rome was becoming 

increasingly remote and deceptive - one that only Russia's flatterers 

wish to perpetuate - finds expression both in 'Byzantinism and Russia' 

(just cited) and in 'Panmongolisml: 

'And all Russia's flatterers repeat: 
You are the Third Rome! Yoware the Third Rome! 

42 

Vasiliy Rozanov's assessment of. Sol. ovyov's place in Russian culture 

includes the following characterisation, and conveys a degree of anguish 

in the philosopher's writings, to which N. A. Setnitsky also refers (in 

his article 'Russian Thinkers on China'): 

'From behind the priest and professor there emerged 
the personality of a journalist, the most animated,, 

changeable one, now stabbing, then crying, shouting 
and [also] presumptuous a genuine Parthian horseman, 

who did not give any peace. to the sleeping, complacent 
Rome., 43 

41 'Byzantinism and Russia'. (Vizantizm i Rossiya), Sob. Soch. VII, 
285-286. 

42 Sob-Soch. XII, 96. 
43 ,a- the Church Walls (Okolo Tserkovnykh Sten) Rozanov, P'burg 1906, 

Vol - I, see pp. 239-242 9 eir. T. 2. V. . 
[g. IIZ j 

('Iz-za svyashchenzdka i professora u nego vyryvalas' lichnost' zhurnalistav samaya boykayaq peremenchivaya, to kolyushahayat_ to plachushchayag kriklivayal samonadeyannays: nastoyashOMY parfyanfjkiy naezdnik, kotoriy ne daval uspakaMtISYa drem- lYushchemu,, i samodovollnomu Himu. 9 
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Setnitsky writes of how, in the last days of his lif e, the philosopher 

felt confronted with the'possibility that authentic Christianity has 

not survived - 'There is no Christianity ... ' (Khristianstva net . *. ): 

'Thus in the last days was uttered that word which 
had perhaps not been pronounced aloud earlier anywhere 
in the writings of V. S. Solovyov, but which, if one 
judges by his last works, was present in his conitiousness 
in a veiled form, bringing a special tension into his 

condition and his creative work. 
44 

SeAnitsky appreciates that, on the Solovyovian account of these matters, 

the critical point when China becomes a threatening enemy for Russia 

and West Europe is: 

'when we ourselves prove not to be in a condition to 

attain and accommodate the fullness of the Christian 

truth and by the same token [are unable] to bring, 

transmit and give to the East the vital and living 
lzhiznennoe i zhivoej completion of the truths 

worked out by it., 45 

Here is a sumnary of the very conclusion offered by Solovyov's essay 

'China and Europe, 46 
; but also, Setnitsky discerns a transition in the 

philosopher's outlook between 1890 and 1894. In 1890 the possibility 

of a conflict between-China and Europe is thought to depend on Europe's 

failure to accomplish her mission ( ... v sluchae neispolneniya Evropoy 

svoVey missii), whereas by 1894 the conflict becomes merely -a question 

of time*(... stolknovenie eV 9 Zapadom stanovitsya dlya nego voprosom 

lish' vremeni). 
47 

44 'Russian. Thinkers on China'. 20. 
45 Ibid., 18. 
46 Sob. Soch. VI, 146-147. 
47 OP-Cit-, 17-18. 
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One more important element in Solovyov's criticism of complacent 

By; antine society requires mention. It occurs in two important sets 

of articles that Solovyov wrote during the early 1880s: 'The Great 

Controversy and Christian Politics'. (Velikiy Spor i Khristianskaya 

Politika), 1883, and 'Judaism and the Christian Question', (Evreystvo i 

Khristiansky Vopros), 1884. That the idea expressed there still holds 

validity for Solovyov in the i890s (the period examined in this Chapter) 

is testified by the fact of its re-emergence in the 1891 lecture 'On the 

Decline of the Mediaeval Worldview'; 48 in 'Mahommed, His Life and 
49 50 Religious Teaching , 1896 and in 'Byzantinism and Russia', 1896. 

Considering the fate of the By; antine Empire in 1453, Solovyov 

proffered the view that defeat at the hand of the Muslims was appropriate 

and even logical. The idea finds possibly its most explicit expression 

in 'Judaism and the Christian Question', 51 
and is dependent on his 

description of the Isl7amic religion as a partial revelation of the 

Divine truth and of Christianity as a complete and adequate revelation 

of that truth. Lacking the teaching of 'Godmanhood' 9 Isl; m is-on a 

lower level of religious understanding than Christianity, in Solovyov's 

scheme; however, the degree of faithful adherence to the Qur'anic 

Law was conspicuously greater than the Byzantines' adherence to their 

Christian code. 

48 Sob. Soch. VI, 388. 
49 'Magometv ýjLo Zhizn' i Religioznoe Ucheniel: Sob. Soch. VII, See esp. 

pp-230-231,279 280-281. 
50 --- Sob. Soch. VII, see esp. pp. 286-287,288-289,294,300-301. 
51 Sob. Soch. IV, 165. 
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'The Muslim, believing in his own simple and 

not too great religious moral law, conscientiously 
fulfils it both in his personal and his social 
life: he judges civil and criminal matters according 

to the Qur'an, conquers according to the direct 

commandment of the Qur'an, treats alien and conquered 

people, again, according to the directions of the 

Qur'an, and so forth. 52 

Solovyov felt convinced that the Christians of Byzantium erred more 

seriously than did true followers of Isl7am. On the basis of that 

conviction he wrote that the defeat of the Byzantine Empire precisely 

at the hands of the morally consistent Muslims represented a justifiable 

and symbolic, retribution. 

'The victory of Isl7am, that almost eradicated 
Christianity from Asia and Africa, was in the 

first place a matter of crude force, but as well 

as this it had some moral justification . ** 
53 

'Thus, the triumph of the Muslims was a just 

punishment of the Christian East., 54 

The highly significant point here is that Solovyov deemed 

consistent adherence to a partial truth to be more valuable than 

inconsistency in the application of a complete or absolute truth. It 

was on such grounds that he criticised his own compatriotsq and 

professed believers in the Orthodox faith, for their complacency. 

52 Ibid. , 165-166. 
53 Ibid., 165. 
54 Ibid., 166. 
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In the present Chapter we have sought to set the celebrated 

poem 'Panmongolism' in the context of essays that Vladimir Solovyov 

wrote during the decade 1890 to 1900, notably of 'China and Europe' 

(Kitay i Evropa) ,a work which has received minimal critical attention 

to date. 

In this Chapter the poem has been shown to contain ideas that 

appear prominently and frequently in the philosopher's writings of that 

last period in his life. Further, explicit references to central ideas 

for this poem may be traced back as far as Solovyov! s work 'The Great 

Controversy and Christian Politics' (Velikiy Spor i Khristianskaya 

Politika), 55 
written in 1883, that is, eleVen years prior to the poem. 

The materials examined in this Chapter also afford a fuller 

understanding of Solovyov's concern with cultural comparisons, a 

concern that forms an important element in his religious philosophy 

and that was the subject of our previous Chapter. There is further 

scope for research into questions regarding the application and validity 

of Solovyov's comparative method, and we offer this Chapter as preparatory 

ground for such research. We have provided a detailed examination of 

the essay 'China and Europ ', and after presenting what we feel to be 

the strengths and merits of Solovyov's method (namely, his employment 

of the method in the Judaeo-Christian and European context) we show 

that this method did not yield uniformly objective results when app-lied 

by him to a non-Christian and also non-European culture. 

Solovyov explicitly censured apologists for-týe Oriental philosophies, 
56 

which, for him, remained 'alien'. The attraction that these philosophies 

held for his one-time philosophical 'mentor', ' Arthur Schopenhauer, certainly 

leaves no trace in Solovyov's writings of 1890 to 1900. 

55 Ibid., 41-43. 
56 Sob. Soch. VI, 149. 
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CONCLUSION 

Our purpose in this Study has been to reassess the religious 

philosophy of Vladimir Solovyov. We have shown that he confronted, and 

attempted to resolve, many of the central questions that face theologians 

and philosophers. To fully establish this point, it has been necessary 

to provide a lengthy expos' ition of his central teachings (in our 

Chapters IV and V). It has also been necessary to take into account 

Solovyov's criticism of foregoing philo3ophers (in works such as his 

'The Crisis of Western Philosophy'), and to show how he sought to rectify 

the imbalance and def. ects of their speculative systems (in our Chapters 

II, IV, VI and VII). He himself aimed to provide not simply a speculative 

system of his own but, rather, a major synthesis of the chief branches of 

knowledge. From the very earliest years of his scholarly career he 

believed that the findings of philosophy and of natural scýence support 

traditional Christian views, and, while he looked ta the New Testament 

as the source of our most reliable knowledge concerning God and Divine- 

human relations, he examined contemporary theories of evolution, and 

especially contemporary theories of knowledge, for evidence that might 

illuminate the central Christian account of the world. 

Solovyov personally accepted the Christian Gospels and the whole 

of the New Testament as the Word of God, fully revealed to man through 

Jesus Christ. He took Christianity to be the religion most directly and 

consistently concerned with the welfare of man: he argued, in his writings, 

that Christianity values the freedom of man and that, unlike other 

religions (notably IsIMn), Christianity provides for man's active 

participation in the spiritual transformation and redemption of the 
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created order. Solovyov accepted the Church's teaching that Christ 

Himself, through His Incarnation and sacrificial death, and through His 

victory over death, effectively restored the Divine image in natural, 

'fallen' man. 

Seriously dismayed by the widespread resistance to traditional 

Christian teachings among the educated Orthodox laity of his own day, 

Solovyov undertook to formulate a rationally coherent account of Christian 

teachings, an account that avoided the defects and one-sidedness of 

standard interpretations. This very ambitious enterprise appeared to 

him as a necessary task to accomplish: he devoted his energies to that 

goal at the very outset of his scholarly life, and he sought a variety 

of ways to affirm the worth and truth of Christ's teachings. 

Partly, this variety of approach reflected the philosopher's personal 

cast of mind: his very considerable reliance upon historical argument is 

an important distinctive feature of his religious philosophy. This 

variety of approach was also partly determined by the time he was writing in. 

His writings on mysticism were the fruit of long study of the early Church 

Fathers, but he also considered mysticism in the light of contemporary 

scholarly debate regarding Empiricist and other accounts of human knowledge, 

(see our Chapter VI, ii). It is clear, from his treatment of Empiricism 

and other accounts of knowledge, that Solovyov was very familiar indeed 

with these schoolp of philosophical thought. Although critical in his 

conclusions, he did treat the premises of Empiricism and of Rationalism 

seriously, and he devoted numerous pages of his early works to reasoned 

criticism of these major schools. 

In our Study we take into account such centrally important works 

as Solovyov's 'Lectures on Godmanhood' and the critical literature on 

these works. We have also examined the following works: 'Three Speeches 
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in Memory of Dostoevsky', 'The Great Controversy and Christian Politics', 

'Judaism and the Christian Question', 'The Talmud and the Newest Polemical 

Literature about it', 'China and Europe', 'On the Decline of the 

Mediaeval Worldview'. 'Byzantinism and Russia' and 'The Drama of Plato's 

Life'. Examination of these particular works has enabled us to establish 

the extent of SoLoWyov's reliance upon historical argument in treating 

religious questions. In his defence of Christianity he employed not just 

theological and philosophical categories, but also historical argument 

and cultural comparisons. In our Study we draw attention to his 

preoccupation with values. This preoccupation becomes most noticeable 

in the works that contrast Christian societies and non-Christian societies. 

Through his extensive use of cultural-historical parallels and contrasts 

he intended to impart to his readers an increasingly refined understanding 

of the inherent strengths of their Christian faith and traditions. 

We examine Solovyov's comparative method in detail: in Chapter VIII 

we trace his successful application of this method. In Chapter IX, 

however, we show how. cultural considerations (in this case, a clear 

antipathy towards Chinese culture) could adversely affect his evaluat. ion 

of a people's religious ideals and practices. We supplement these two 

chapters with an extensive examination of Solovyov's assessment of the 

major non-Christian religions (Chapter VI. iii). We argue that he classified 

the various religions in an hierarchical order, describing Buddhism, for 

instance, as 'superior' to nature worship but as 'inferior' to the 

Christian revelation. It emerges that Solovyov was a quite conscious 

apologist for West European values, for a religious tradition closely 

linked with the notions of progress, change (see his essay 'China and, 

Europe' and other works). Although he recognised that the contemplative 

ideal and the active ideal complement one another (and wrote of them as 
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complementary within Christianity), he was unprepared to recognise the 

merits of Taoist philosophy in China and he portrayed Lao-Tzug its 

leading exponent, as an advocate of complete quietism. He characterised 

Indian spirituality in broadly similar terms to this (in his 'Lectures 

on Godmanhood', the 10th lecture). We noted a significant difference 

in Solovyov's treatment of Indian spirituality on the one hand, and of 

Judaic spirituality on the other. His writings and his personal life 

reveal a strong, deep-lying affinity with the Jewish people, and a 

respect for their historical and cultural achievements. He readily 

devoted his energies to study of their religion. His appreciation of 

the Jewish people, and his concern for their welfare, were entirely 

commendable. But it needs to be noted. in the context of his comparative 

evaluation of non-Christian religions, that his appreciation of the Jews 

induced him to view even their faults in a positive light, whereas the 

very highest achievements of the religious philosophers in India and 

China (especially the latter) became the subject of Solovyov's criticism. 

Consequently, we hold that the typological classification of religions 

devised by Solovyov is too subjective to be safely employed by students 

of religion. The part of Solovyov's typological scheme which remains 

valid is, in our view his treatment of the continuity between Judaism 

and Christianity and of the essential differences between them. Here we 

find, on the one hand, a very profound knowledge of Old Testament and New 

Testament Scripture and exegesis and, on the other hand, numerous inspired 

passages on 'sacred corporeality' (svyataya telesnost') and its religious 

siý'M'ificance for Jews and Christians respectively. 

An aspect of Judaic spirituality that requires separate mentions 

and that was accorded a prominent place in Solovyov's own religious thought, 
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is the theocratic ideal. Solovyov associated the theocratic ideal with 

two central notions in Christianity: first, with the notion that the 

Kingdom of God must be realized on earth (affirmed by the Lord's Prayer, 

Luke 11, ii); second, with the notion of a 'spiritual community'. Although 

Solovyov's major work on theocracy remained uncompleted, the existing 

chapters allow us to g"ge how profoundly he had studied and reflected 

upon theocracy as a religious and social ideal, both from the Judaic and 

the Christian points of view. His writings on theocracy also yielded 

valuable insights regarding three 'spiritual types' of man: the Priest, 

the King, and the Prophet. Here Solovyov stressed the Christian symbolism 

according to which Christ is viewed as Priest, King and Prophet, the 

ultimate figure of authority, from Whom any temporal rulers derive their 

authority. Though Solovyov himself resembled the 'prophetic' type of man 

in a number of respects (e. g. his position outside the established hierarchy 

of the Church), his personal integrity may be pmged by his reluctance to 

consciously and publicly adopt the role (and the high status) of the 

prophet. 

We argue (in Chapter VI) that there are good grounds for accepting 

Ernest Radlov's description of Solovyov as first and foremost a moral 

philosopher. His works 'The Spiritual Foundations of Life' and 'Justification 

of the Good' treat individual morality and collective morality very 

extensively. Solovyov's acceptance of the idea that the Christian Church 

on earth is a living organic body (symbolically designated as the Bride 

of Christ and as the Body of Christ) caused him to lay much emphasis uppn 

universal salvation and upon collective responsibility. He regarded it as 

inappropriate for the Christian philosopher to confine himself to the 

sphere of the individual's subjective morality. He was deeply concerned 

for the spiritual health of Russian society itself, and this was very 
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clear in his writings and activities of the decade 1890 to 1900. We pay 

special attention to those years of the philosopher's life: an examination 

of the celebrated poem by Solovyov 'Panmongolism' (1894) and of numerous 

essays belonging to that decade (see our Chapters VIII and IX) shows that 

he was making consistent and very specific criticisms of Russian society. 

Vladimir Solovyov experienced three mystical visions in his life- 

time, which permitted him directly to sense the condition of harmony that 

now eludes humanity, but that may be attained 'in the fullness of time'. 

Solovyov personally regarded these three visions not as a right or 

privilege for him, but as experiences that called forth a moral response 

fra%him. He consistently wrote of the moral preparation that the prophet 

must undergo if he is properly to follow his calling and to speak with 

authority. It would be broadly correct to say that, according to 

Solovyov-, what is required of the individual Christian believer is 

required of the prophet and of the Christian philosopher a fortiori. 

If the prophet's perception of life and of spiritual values is generally 

more penetrating than that of the ordinary believer, his responsibility 

in the service of the truth is correspondingly greater. The 'prophetic' 

type of man is particularly associated by Solovyov with the faculty of 

believing, or faith. The positive value and the role of faith are 

explicitly reaffirmed in 'Three Speeches in Memory of Dostoevsky', in 

'Judaism and the Christian Question', and in 'The History and Future of 

Theocracy'. According to Solovyov, the prophet is sustained by Divine 

grace and by his faith in the ultimate triumph of the Good. 

. 
Solovyov died at the comparatively young age of forty-seven. He did 

not wholly overcome the conflicts within him. His tendency to seek 

logical, rational confirmation of revealed religious teachingsýcould be 
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seen in those 'Lectures on Godmanhood' dealing with the mystery of the 

Holy Trinity. It is common among critics and other readers to juxtapose 

the poetry and the philosophy of Solovyov as representing his intuitive 

and his rational sides respectively. (The poet A. A. Blok and also 

G. I. Chulkov offer this interpretation of Solovyov's writings. ) However, 

we argue that it is not necessary to turn to Solovyov's poetry to find 

expressions of his intuitive nature. The philosophical works and the 

theological works themselves contain valuable expressions of deeply and 

intuitively felt religious experience. His insights into the nature of 

, ýAsceticism are especially relevant in this connection, and these may 

prove among the most enduring features of his religious philosophy. 

Solovyov considered that religion enables man to attain his full and 

rightful stature; he further believed that Christianity in particular 

awakens in man the aspiration to perfect himself, and to look to God 

for guidance and grace in this. task of perfection. Spiritual growth 

is frequently presented, in the New Testament, as a radical transition 

from sickness to health and wholeness. The impaired faculties of the 

natural man are restored to their fullest and most intense power. 

For Solovyov, just as for Dostoevskys the foundation and also the pre- 

condition of this growth is man's full acceptance of freedom and of 

moral responsibility. 
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APPENDIX 

TPI4 C BZAAHMH 

rlo3ma. 

3apaHee HaA emepTLM TopzeCTBYR, 

14 uenL BpemeH nm6oBi6m oAoneBg 

IloApyra BevHaR. Te6R He Ha3OBY R, 

HO Tm noqyemL TpeneTHUM. HaneB.., 

He Bepysi o6maHRMBOMY URPY, 
rIOA rpy6ow xopom BeMeCTBa. 

ocR3an HeTneHHym nopl)xpy 

y3HaBan cmRNBe 6oxeCTEa... 

He TPMXAM-nb TV Aanacib zmBomy B3rnRAy - 
He mueneHHum ABmxeHmem, o. HeTI - 
B npe; xseCTRe. Xnb B nomoAb, xnb B HarpaAy 
Ha 30B XljrMN TBO9 OdPa3 69A OTBeTo 

I* 

14 B nepBblr4 pa3, - o, KaK AaBHO TO 6WnOl 

Tomy MMHYRO TPXAuaTL meCTL rOAOB9 
Kax AeTCKaR Ayma HezAaHHO ORIYTXRa 

TocK7 nM6BM C TpeBorox' CMYTHWX CHOB* 

MHe AeBRTL neT, oHa ... eg - AeBRTL Toze. 
"Bun maNcKmA ; xeHi6 13 MociKBell, xaK monBxn OeTe 

rlpm3Hanea R. MonnaHme. O. Boxel 
ConepHxK eCTb, A! oH mHe ; IaCT OTBeTe 

Ayenb, Ayenbl 06e; jiisi 13 BoaHeceHLe. 

JkTma KmnMT B nOToKe CTpaCTHIJX MYK, 
)r, MTekcxoe.., OTnOXXMooononeneHLe 
T. RHyjlc. q, 3aumpan m 3amep 3BYK. 



AnTapib OTKPNT,.. Ho rAe-w CBRMeHHmK, ALRKOH? 

14 rAe Tonna monRMxxcR nio; xem'? 
CTpaCTeR nOTOK, - 6eccnextHo BApyr mccaK oH. 
JIa3ypB xpyrom, na3ypL B xUme moeg. 

npOHM3aHa Ra3YPLM 30ROTMCTONMl 

B pyKe gepxa uBeTOK HeageMHKX C TpaH9 

CTonna Tbl C YRM6KOM HyqHCTOMM , 

KxBHyna uHe X CKpblJlaCE B TyMaX 

M AeTCKaR nm6oBb qyxom" MHe CTana, 
Jýyma moR -X ZMTem"cxomy enena... 
A HemKa-60HHa rpyCTHo noBTopRna: 
"BonOANKibxa - axl cnmmKom OH rnynal". 

ii. 

npomnu rOAa. RoueHTOM x marMCTPOM 

51 mnycH 3a rpaHmgy B nepBum' pa3. 

BepnmH, raHHoBep, KenLH -B ABx*eHBm 6NOTPOM 

MenLmynx BApyr x cKpwnmcL m3 rna3. 

He CBeTa ueHTPjlIaPXXj He Kpal menamexmg, 
He npKmg 6necK BOCTonHok neCTPOTM, - 

Moeg meRTOW 6un My3em' BPXTaHCKXR, 

14 oH He o6maHyn moem' meqTV, 

3ady; W-ny. Bac, 6naxemie nonroAa? 

He npx3paxx MRHYTHOR vpacOTM, 
He 69T nMAem", He CTpaCTM, He nPl4POAa 
BeeK, Beeg xLymok oAHa BnaAena TV., 

nyCTb TaM CHYIOT nIOACxme mmpxaAm 
TIOA rpOXOT ormeARmammx MaMXH, 
rl3rCTb 3XZAYTCSI 6e3; XYMHue rpomaAms 
CBRTaR TMMXHa, R 3AecB oAxH. 



Hy, pa3ymeeTCH , cum grano salis 
R oAxHox 6un, Ho He mm3aHTpon; 

B yeAmHemmm x MOAm nonaAanxes, 
M3 xoxx mHe Tenepib Ha3BaTb xoro-6 ? 

Xanb, B OBOR pa3mep BnOXMTL s He eymew 

Ift mmeHa, He qyxAme MOnBW... 

CKaxy: ABa-TPX 6PMTaHcKxx RTAOAeR 

Aa ABa XnB TPH AoueHTa m3 MOCKBR. 

Bee-z 6onibme R OAKH B UMTanLHom 3ane; 

14 BepLTe. mnL He BepBTe. - BRANT Bor, 

qTO Tax'Hwe mHe CMnM BN6mpanm 

Bce, MTO o Hem" UMTaTL R TOALKO mor. 

KorAa ze npXXOTx rpeXOBHbie BHymanx 
MHe KHxry B3RTL I'm3 onepw Apyrox"', - 
TaKme TYT MCTOPMM 6MBanx, 
qTO RB cmymeHi)m 7XOAXn AOU099 

14 BOT onHaxÄii -K oceHR TO 6NA0 - 

51 ex' cxa3an: ol 6oxeCTBa paci4BeT 1 
Tu agecß, a M7M1 - WO ze He nBxna 
Ceft rna3aM MOMM Tu C UeTCKXX neT ? 

TOnLKO R noubtcnmn 3TO cnOBO, 

BApyr 3OnOTog na3ypblO Bee nonHo, 
R npeAo mHom' oHa cxReT cHoBa. - 

OAHo ee nmuo, - oHo oAmo. 

14 TO mrHOBeHBe Aonrum evaCTLeM CTanO, 
R aemHHM Aenam onRTB X(yma enena,, 
14 eanx penB "cepLe3mbitt" CYrYX BCTpexiana, 
OHa Owna HeSHRTHa x rnyna 



III. 

R ei-4 cva3an: TBoe jimixo RBXnOCL, 

HO BC10 Te6ff XORY 51 yBxAaTL. 

qem AnR pe6eHKa TV He nocKynxnacb, 
B TOM - ioHome HenB3R ze 0TKa3aTb 

IT ErmnTe 6YAL! " - BHYTPM pa3AancR ronoo. 
B Tlapm* 1-xx mry nap meHn HeceT. 
C paccyAxom RYBCTBO Aaxe He 6oponoeb: 

Pacc-yAoK npomonqan KaK XAXOT* 

Ha J1boH, T7pxH. ) rlibqqeHlly X AHKOHYI 

Ha Oepuo, Eapxt BPRHAK3K -X BOT 

r10 CHHeXy Tpeneuiymemy aoHy 
YXB MnXT meHR 6'PXTRHCKXM" napOXO; l. 

]KpeA74T x vpoB mHe npeAnoxxn B Kampe 

OTeni6 IIA6(5aT" ,- ero yx HeT , YBW I- 

710THUR, expomHum', nymmmm' B uenom mxpe 
Tam dunm pyccxme, x Aaxe x3 MocxBm. 

BceX Temxn reHepan - izeeRTUR Homep - 
RaBKa3cKym oH nomHun OTaPMHY*eo 

Ero Ha3BaTB He rpex - AaBHO oH nomep, 

14 nxxom R ero He nomRHy. 

To POCTi4cnaB 4ZaAAeeB 6un M3BeCTHWA, 

B OTCTaBxe BOMH X BnaAen nepomo 
Ha3BaTL KOKOTKY, xnb co6op nomeCTHMM", - 
PecCYPCOB Tbma 6una COKPWTa B Hem. 

MW ABaZAW B AeHB CXOAMnMCB 3a Ta6nL-AIOTOM; 

OH Beceno m mHoro rOBOPMn, v 

He ne3 B KapmaR 3a CKonL3KMm alleKAOTOM 

14 cýxnocOOCTBoBan no mepe emn. 



wAan meX Tem 3aBeTHoro CBMAaHbH, 
4j X BOT OAHax; lm, B TXXXR nac HonHom, 

KaK BeTepxa nPOXRaAHoe jauxaHbe: 

11 B rlyCTWHe Jq - MAN TyAa 3a MHOR". 

KATm nemvom ( m3 JloHAoHa B Caxapy 

He B03RT Aapom MOROANX RmAek, - 
B moem KapmaHe - XOT]b KaTaTbCR mapy,, 
Ms xmBy B KpeART YMB mHoro jjHeAM). 

Eor BeCTb xy; Za, de3 AeHer, 6e3 npmnacOB, 
MHB oAxH npexpacHul AeHb nomen, - 
Kay, Afi; lq Bnac., %ITO Hanucan HexpacOB. 
(Hy, RaK-Hm-KaK, a pxý)my R Hamen). 

Cmenjiach, BepHO, TU, KaK epegb nyCTMHXI 

B izxjixHXtpe Bidcolqax"mem xB naRlbT0, 

3a qOpTa npXHRTXX", B agopoBom 6egyxHe 

51 gpOXB MCnyra BU3Ban X 3a TO 

'qyTlb He Y6XT, - KaK mymHo, no-apa6cKm 
CoBeT gepxanz meäxz zByx poA0B1 

'qT0 ge3iaT]b MM 00 )iliOHo 9 KaK noene padcKx 

CKPYTxnx pyKm x 6e3 jixmHxx enoB 

nOAanibme OTBenx, npednarOPOAHO 
MHe pyxm paaBRaanx -x ymnx. 
CmemcL C T060M': 6oram M nMAHM CPOAHO 
CmeRTBCR 6eAam, pa3 oHm npomnm. 

TeM BpemeHem HemaR HOMB Ha 3emnm 
CnYCTxnaci6 npamo, 6e3 06KHRKOB* 
Rpyrom nxmb TMMXKY OAHY R BHemnio 
Aa BRZY mpax epeAL 3Be3AHMX orOHLKOB. 

rIpmnermx Ha"-3emB, R rRRAen x cnyman... 
JloBon]6Ho rHycHO BApyr 3aBUn maxan; 
B CBOMX meRTax meHR OHS BePHO, R7Man, 
A Ha Hero m nanxx R He s3Rn. 



UlaKaR TO IITO! BOT xonogxo y*aCHO... 

ZORZHO 6bIT1b - iiyni, ,-a zapxo 6uno gHem 

CBepKaMT 3Be3zu 6ecnontanHo ECHO; 

X 6lIeCK9 X XOROA, - BO BpaXjle CO CHOM. 

Z nojiro fi neza31 B UpeMOTe XYTKOX"� 

X BOT nOBefino: "YcHx�moM' 6eilHuNM jxpyrill- 
14 fi YCHYJI: KOrila x npocHynea nyTKO 

Jlmmanx po3aum 3emnn x Heft Kpyr. 

ZB nypn-ype He6ecHoro 631XCTaHbR 

Oqamx nonHuum na3ypHoro orHa 

r. nfi; le, na Tbl , KaiK nepBoe CXRHLe 
BcemxpHoro X TBopqecKoro ; %Hn. 

qTo eCTb,, %ITO 6UJI0. XITo rpRAeT BOBeKx 

Bee O6HHn TYT OAKH He; XBXXHUA B30p. e. 
CXHeMT noAo MHOR mopR x peKx, 

M AanbHMK' nee, K BUCK CHeXHvx rop. 

Bee BRAen R, K Bee OAHo nmmb 6uno, - 
OAMH ARML o6pa3 xeHexom' xpacOTH... 
Ee3mepHoe B ero pa3mep BXOAKnO, - 
rIepeAO MHOR, BO mHe - OAHa nxmL TV, 

01 nyqe3apHaR! T060R R He o6maHYT: 

Jq BCM Te6R B rIYOTWHe YBXJXaJl, so 
B moem" Ayme Te P03H He 3aBRHYT, 

KyAa 6W HM ymqan XXTex'cxxx' Ban. 

OAxH nxmib mxrl BXAeHxe coxpunocL - 
14 conHUa map BCXOAMR Ha He6ocKnoH. 
B nyCTWHe TXMMHa. Ayma monxnacib, 
14 He emonKan B Hem' 6narOBeCTHUR 3BOH. 



ILvx 6ogp! HO Bce-z He en 9 ABoe CYTOK 

M HaqxHan TYCKHeTb MOR BNCMXI-4 B3rnR; I. 
YBbl! KaK Tbl HK 6YAL AYMOM tlyTOK I 
A rOJIOA BeAb He TeTKa, rOBOPHTo 

Ha ; 3anag conHua rlyTb Aepxan nK Hmny 
14 Beqepom npmmen AOMOR B Kamp. 
YnM6KX P030BOKw Ayma cneAm xpaiixjial 
Ha canorax - B14AHenoeb mHorO AMP- 

CO CTOPOHN Bee 6uno oqeHL rnyno 
(R (baKTH pacCKa3an, BmAeHbe CKPVB). 
B monqaHLx reHepan, noeBMX cyna, 
TaK HaqaR BaWHO , B30P B meHR BnepHB: 

"KoHe, qHo, ym AaeT ripaBa Ha 
, 
rllynOCTBI 

Ho nyqme CKM He 3nOynOTpedJISITb: 

He maCTepxua BeAL jimAcKaR TynOCTb 

BRAN 6e3yMLR TOqHO pa3nxqaTbe 

"A rIOTOMY, xojiL Bam npOCnRTb 06MAHO 

rlomemaHHUM, XJIb nPOCTO A7paKOM, - 
06 3TOM npomemeCTBXX nOCTU; XHOM 

He rOBOPXTe 6onbme HX npX KOM. " 

X UH0r0 OH OCTPXng a npeixo uHO» 
Yxe jiyqzncji rOily6011 T«yUaH 1 
Id, no6exneR TaXHCTBeRHog xpacom, 
B ganb YXOAXA XXTex'cKmä OKeaH. 



Eme tieBOJILHMK qyeTHOMY M74py, 

nOA rpy6ow KOPOM BemeCTBa 

TaK R npo3pen HeTneHHym nopebxpy 
M OUXYTMn cxRHbe 6oxeCTBa. 

IlpeAtIYBCTBmeu HaA emePT16M TopxeCTBYR 

K uenb BpemeH meRT010 oAoneB, 

IloApyra BemHaRj Te6a He Ha3oB-y B, 
A TU nPOCTM, HeTBepAmm" moR HaneB 1 

1898. Co6. Coq. XII, 80-86. 
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Txn. "3aApyrall Moscow 1922. 



20. L'Ide"a russe . 
Librairie Aoademique Didierg Paris 1888. 

210 La Russie et 1'Eglise Universelle (5 editions) 
lst edition 1869 Nouvelle Librairie Parisiennel A. Savine 
2nd edition 1906 P. V. Stock, Paris 
3rd edition 1922 Librairie Stock; Delamain Boutelleau et Cie. 

We refer to the 3rd edition of 'La Russie et IlEglise Universellel. 

22. Saint Vladimir et 1'Etat Chretieng 
I Univers 1949 119 & 19 Aug. . 1888. 

23. nponeromeHa Ko BeRxok 6yxWmek meTa(jx3xKx, morymeM' 

B03HMKHYTL B emuene HayKx - 14*KaHT 

Translation by Vladimir Solovyovq Moscow 1889. 

24. TBopeHMFI nnaTOHa: rIepeBoA c rpeneexoro BnaAmumpa ConOBBEBa, 

m3A. K. T. ConAaTeHVOB . MoscoW 1899. 

25. O. M., AOCToeBcKmR xaK nponoBeAHXK XPMCTmaHCKorO B03POVAeHRR 

x BeeneHeKoro npaBoonaBxR 

M3A. Penxrmo3Ho-0xnocoocKoxl' BM6nXOTeKx 
. moscow igo8. 

26. J1106OBB X HapOX7 X PYOCKHR HaPOAHNN" mAean - OTKPNToe 

rimeLmo 14. C. AKCaKOBY, 1884. 

27. MaromeT - ero XX3Hb m Penurmo3Hoe YneHme, 
Emorpac)xqeoKaft BM6nXOTeKa O. TlaBnemo, 1895. 

(OTAen Pe; xxxx KHxr, ITZ - MOCKBa). 
28. OnpaBAaHme Box'Hbi. 

X3A. Penxrmo3HO-IZxROcOOcKOm'* Ex6nxOTeKi4 9 MOScOw 1915. 

29. nepBOHananBHme CyAb6m TeoKpaTXM, 

3.885 

(Ref: Lenin State Library General Catalogae. Moscow). 



30. nocneAHRR JlexumR Bn. COnOBBbBa B IleTep6yprcKom YHMBePCMTeTe, 

1882. 

TIenaTHR M. AnmcOBa/ A. rpmropibeBa, FlOscow 1882. 

K. Cuiacn 31106BM - XM3HeHHan Apama rInaTOHa - KpacOTa B 

nPKPOAe - Cumen I4CKYCCTBa. 

I'3apHII I (FOreword by Ernest Keuchel) 9 Berlin 1924. 

32. Tanmy; x -c npmnoxeHmem ýD. reu, 11 0(5 OTHomeHmm Bn. ConoBib; Ba 

K EBpex'cKomy Bonpocyll: 

TajimyA x HoBeRmaR rloneummeeKas JIXTepaTypa 0 HUM; 
EBpex - xx BepoymeHme x HpaBoyneHme. 

113apRII 
. Berlin 1925 - 

33. Tpm Pa3rOBopa 
143A9 MxnaBNAal Munich . n/d. 

34. Tpm Pa3rOBopa 
Chekhov Pablishing Hou7seq 1954. 

35.3aBeTH XX3HX - M3Bneq. x3 com. IlAyxomie OCHOBW )KH3HX" 

"OnpaBAaHme Aodpall. 

Xharkov 1915. 

36. oxnocoý=R rerenR (aBTopa 3AYaPAa IKZPAa), 
CTP. 269-306 An article on Hegelq by Vladimir Solovyov, M0.0ow 1898. 

(Reft Lenin State Library, General Catalogue - Moscow), 

37- Antrittavoriesung an der Universität St. Petersburgt gehalten am 
20 November, 1880. 

'Das Befreiungswerk der Philosophiel. Trans.: Ernest Keuchelq Berlin 
1911. 
(Ref.: Lenin State Library, General Catalogue). 



38. 'God,, Man and the Church' 

A translation of Vladimir Solovyov's 9IYXOBHwe OciioBw Xxmix" 
(The Spiritual Foundations of Life), by Donald Attwater. Publ. 

by James Clarke 1956 , Reprint 1973. 

39. 'Lectures on Godmanhood' 
Translation by Peter Zouboff, London 1948. 

This work was presented as a Ph. D. thesis (University of Columbia, 

1944) under the title: 'Godmanhood as the main idea of the philosophy 

of Vladimir Solovyovl. 
40. 'Plato 11 : Translation of Vladimir Solovyov, a "XX3HeHHaH Apama 

rInaTOHa 11 9 by Richard Gill. Foreword by Janko Lavrin . London 

41. A Solovyov Anthology 
1935- 

Arranged by S, L. Frankg translated by Natalie Duddington 9 London 
1950. 

42.. * Ubermensch und Antichrist - 
Uber das Ends der Weltgeschichte. Translation by Ludolf Mueller, 

Freiburg 9 1958. 

43. War, progress and the end of history (including tA Short Story 

about Antichrist') 
Three Discussions, translated by Alexander Bakshyt London University 

Press 1915. 

c3 Major Studies of Solovyov's thought - Books, Theses and Dissertations : 

44. 
BnaANMXP ConoBB§B - Xx3Hib x TBopeHxR 

B. JI. Benxqxo 
p Petersburg 1902. 

45.0 M. C. ConoBLdBe B ero MOROAme rOAMITT*I-III 

C -M-JIYKLRHOB 9 Petrograd 1916. 
(MaTepmanu K ftorpaoxx COROBLUBa. ) 

46. BnaAxmxp COnOBLUB - Xm3Hi6 x YqeHme 
K. B. MOqYRLCKMX' 

9 YMCA Presel Paris 1936 

47. BR-C. COnOB]6613 - XM3HB m YneHme 

3; JI. PaAnoB 

Txn, "06pa3oBaHmell Petersburg 1913. 

0 



48. XX3HL x TBopmecKaR 3BomotxmR Bnaxwxpa COnOBIABa 

Ceprex' M. COnOBBUB (1923) 

M3A. "XK3HB C Borom" , Foyer Oriental Chretieng Brussels 197'j. 

49. Mxpoco3epuaHme BnaAMMxpa COROBL§Bal TT, I-II 

KH. EBreHxk H. Tpy6euxoN 

Txn. A. MamOHTOB 9 Moscow 1913. 

50. MXCTKlXM3M B Hayxe 
9 

B. H. qxnepKH - OTBeT Ha coq. BnXonoBIABa "KPXTxKa 

OTBneqbHHux Haqan". 
Moscow 1880. 

Soviet Dissertations: 

51. rlpo6nema RenoBexa B iDmnoco(bxx BeCOnOBLUBa 

Apnxq T. EaKpaA3e 
. Tif lie 19'12. 

(We referred to Bakradzess Bibliography) 

52. KP14Txxa couxanbHo-noHMTxqecxxx acneXTOB OMMCOýCKO- 

penxrxo3HOR KOHuenuxx Bn, COnOBBgBa 
C. T. BapaHOB , Rostov 1974. 

53. Zmnocoom. R B. C. ConoBBL6M. KPXTxnecKmx' AHanx3. 
r. K. EyMnOB j, Leningrad 1973. 

54. KPXTmKa penmrX03Ho-HpaBCTBeHHoro -yqeHxR B. C, COnOBL§Ba 

E-rl-PbIMKOB9 Moscow 1968. 

55. UnOCO(DMR XCTOPXX BJI. COnOBbgBa B eb pa3BXTXX X 

npeeMCTEeHHOCTX / NOTopxnecxme CyAB6W O; XHOR 

TeoKpaTHUeCKON yTOnXK 

B. B. CnxpoB t Moscow 1969, 



56. KPHTxiKa XCTOPXKO-iDHnOCOtCKOX- KOHuenumm BnaAmmxpa 

COnOBBbBa 
IO. JI. TypeHKo 9 Moscow 1971. 

57. Bn. ConOBLUB x x; xeanXCTxmecxaR ONnOCO(INH B JIXTBe 

Mapme A. B. Mnerepme , Vilnius 1973. 
(We referred to Shlegeris's Bibliography). 

Major non-Russian Studies of Solovyovls thought : 

58. - Die Staatolehre Solowjewa, 
K. Ambrozaitio. 9 Paderborn 1927. 

59- Vladimir Solovyov: Russian Mystio 9 
p. M. Allen,, East Grinstead, Sussex 1978. 

Go. Vladimir Soloviev and the Knighthood of the Divine Sophia, 
S-Ciorans Ontario 1977. 

61. Vladimir SolovIjev und Max Scheler. Versuch einer vergleichenden 
Interpretationt 

Helmut Dahm 1953 - 
English Translation (1975) entitled: Vladimir SOlovy0v and 
Max Scheler; kttempt at a comparative interpretation 
A contribution to the history of phenomenology Is 

62. Wladimir Solowjews Rechtsphilosophie auf der Grundlage der 
Sittlichkeit, 

Rann K. Gaentzel 

UA Newman russe: Vladimir Solovievi, 63* 
Michel d'Herbigny Paris (Beaucheane, 1918; 311d ed. 1934). 



64. Natur, Kunst und Liebe in der Philosophie Vladimir Solov, eveg 
(Eine Religionaphilosophische Untersuchungy, 

Edith Klum, 

Disse 9 (Slavistische Beitrage Bd. 14)v Munich 1965. 

65- Die Lyrik v1. Solovieva und ihre Nachwirkung bei A. Belyj und 
A. Bloki, 

Armin Knig"v Dias. 9 Kiel 1972. 

66. Wladimir Solowjew und seine Lehre von der Weltseel 
' 
eb 

Johannes Madey, Phil. Diss. Munich. DUsseldorf 1961. 

67. Wladimir Solowiew: zur Begegnung zwischen Russland und den 

Abendland, 

Friedrich Muckerma= switz. 1945. 

68. Solovjev und der Protestantismusq 

Ludolf Mueller 
(With Appendix: I V. S. Solovjev und dam Judentum'), Freiburg 1951- 

69. Das religionsphilosophische System Vladimir Sokovjevsg 

Ludo. lf Muellerg Berlin 1956. 

70. Solovyev,, Prophet of Russian-Western Unityt 

Egbert Mftzer v London 1956. 

The Theory of Religious Knowledge of Vladimir Solovievq 

John Palan,, D. Phil. Thesis p Oxfordq 1976. 

Dialogue entre Rome et Moscou. Vladimir Solovievp porte-parole du 72. jo mouvement oecumenique an Russia* 

A, Paplauskaa-. Ramunasip UaIv. Ottowa. 1966. 

Message ecolesial de Solowiew. Presage et. illustration de 
Vatican 119 
Mgr, Jean Ruppq Paris/Brussels 1974- 



74. LeAme du Monde danz la philosophie de Vl. Soloviev 9 
S. Salkauskis� Diss. 9 Fribourgg 1922. ' 

75- Dan SchamgefÜhl in Wladimir Solovieffs $Rechtfertigung des Guten', o 
Joseph Schneuwly, Freiburg (Switz. )9 1954. 

76. Wladi--tir Solowjew, 
Friedrich Steppuhng Inaug. Dias. Heidelberg 1910. 

[*V. ýktpf&nl] 

77. Sergej und Vladimir SolovIev. Eine Analyse ihrer Geschichte- 

theoretischen und Seschichtsphilosophischen Anschauungene 

Joachim Sternkopf, (Thetie for Tubingen Univ., 1969) - Munich 1973. 

78. Vladimir Soloviev et son oeuvre messianiqueg 
Dmitry Stremoukhov CStre/mooukhovs Stremooukhoff] 
Strasbourg Univ-91935- 
Paglish tranalation: Vladimir Soloviev and His Messianic Workq 
(D. Stremooukhoff) 
Trans. by Elizabeth Meyendorffq Nordland Books, Mass, qUSA 1980. 

79. Te±4a*d und Solowjev. Dichtuftg und religi15se Erfahrung., 

Karl Vladimir T,; uhlarg. Freiburg/ Munich 1966. 

80. Wladimir Solowiew &Is PhIlosoph, 
Emilie Tumarkin, Inaug. Diss,. . Wvt 

SI. Der russische Text der 'Rechtfertigmg des Guten' von Vladimir 
Solov, ev. 
Bruno Wembring D. phil. Diese 9 Eberhard-Karla Univ., OTIlbingen 1973- 

82. Three Russian prophets: Khomiakovt Dostoevskyq Solovievq 
Nicolas Zernov, London 1944. 



d) Articles in Russian (Critical literature and Memoirs) : 

83. r10 r10B0,1ýy CTaTbx Bji*COJIOB]bÖBa 110 AYXOBHOX" BnaCTX 

IB POCCHN" - 
06 OTHomeHmm coBpemeHHoro nporpecca X XPXCTxaHCTBY, 

M. AxcaKoB, Co6paHxe coqxHeHmg K. AxcaKoBa. T. IV 

188-199. (', 'loscow), j886. 

84.110 nOBOX[y CTaTi6m Bn, COnOBB§Ba o gepxBx m pacxone, 
N. AxcaKoB, 

Co6paHxe coumHeHHH' R. AxcaKOBa, T. IV 1 
212-258. 

14013COW9 1886. 

85. JI. H. TORCTOM" x B. C. ConoBLUB, 

H. H. AnoCTOnOB 

"JI. TOnCTON" x ero CrryTHKKM" . H. H. AnOCTOnOB I MOSCOW 
1928,232-239. 

86. Pyeexos ll6orOMCKaTejilbCTBO" x Bn. ConoBib*B, 

C. ACKOnAOB (C. A. Ko3noB) 

PyccxaR Mmens. 19I2, MI 31 OTA*III, 34-4I. 

87. K cnopy a B. C. COnOBLSBUM, 
K*ACTaObeB, 

PyccKmil BeCTHMKq Petersburg; 9 1890, T. 2IO9 220-239. 

88. Bcjie; j 3a COROBBbBUM, 

B. BanamOB, 

CnOBO J4CTMHW, 19I3j(RHB. ) 

89. Ebm jim B. C. ConoBLUB xaTOnXKOM ?, 
C. M. Be3o6pa3OBa, (POXA*ConoBbbBa) 

IýrccKaR MwcnB, 19I5s39-53- 

90. BocnoMMHaHKR 0 6paTe Bn. C. COnOBL*eh3e, 
C. M. Be306pa3OBa, 

MXHYBMme roAm, 1908, NO-- 5,128-166. 



91. AnOKanmneMC B PYCCKomý no33mm, 

A. Eenmm', 
Becm 1905, NOR 4111-28. 

92. Apa6ecKm, 

A. Benuk (MycareT), IgII, 387-394. 

93.14CTXHHoe XJ)MCTmaHCTBO m rymaHM3M - no noBOAY B033peHMR 

Ha X-PMCTmaHCTBo rpa0a JI. TOnCToro m Bn. ConOBLdBa, 

A. ' BenHeB , 
CeprmeB-noca; x, 1898. (Sergiev-Posad). 

94. Bnanzump COJIOBIAB X Uld, 
H. A. Eepn. qeB, 
COBpemeHHue 3anxcKm, KH. 63, Ig37. 

95. H. H. JleOHTLeE, 
H. A. EePA. ReBs Paris 1 1926. 
152-158 : On relations between K. N. Leontyev and V. S. Solovyov. 

96.0 xapaKTepe P'YCCKON' penmrX03HOX"* mmanx XIX-rO BeKa, 
H. A. EePAReB, 
COBpemeHHme 3anxeKxl 1930, T. 421 309-343. 

97. Coým - npo6nemm x(yxoBHom" KynLT7pM m penxrmo3Hog 4)mnocoOmm, 

peA. H. A. EePAReB, 

"06enmeKII 
s Berlin 1923* 

98. Heexon: bxo CROB 0 3HameHmm B. C. ConoBbbBaj 

M. C. BOCiDOPOB, 

Bepa m POAXHa, 19259 aBr. /ceHT. (W- 20-22). 

f 99. BnaAKMXP C0n0BB*B - cmucn *ero noz3xxj 
B. BpjocoB, 

JlandKme x EnmaKme, "CKopnmOH" MOSCOW 1912. 



100. AHHa MMMAT x BnaAHMHP COROBL4B, 

C. H, Bynraxot, 

"Txxxe Aymm" (C60PHXK CTaT. ) 
9 MOSCOW 1918; Paris 1976, 

71-114. 

101. BaCHeUOB, ROCToeBCKKX", Bn. COJIOBLUB, TonCTOR - napannenw, 
C. H. EynraKOB, 
"JIMTepaTypHoe Aeno" , 

(C60PHNIK) 10 Petersburg, 1902, 

119-139. 

102. qTO AadT COBpem. eHHomy co3HaHmm cpmnococbmR BnaAmmxpa 

COROBb*Ba ? 

C. H. EynraxoB, 

B KHo "OT mapKem3ma K MAeanx3my'll Tmno 06meOTBeHHast 
ITOJilb3a, Petersburg 91903,195-262. 

103. K KPXTMKe HAeanx3ma Bn. ConoBL§Bas 

r. K. EymnoB, 

Yq§Hme 3anmeKK JleHmHrpaAcKoro roe. neAaror. XHCTXTYTa 
i4m. A. m. repueHa, T. 365, 

Leningrad 1968o 

104. Horxxiecxxk X NCTopxqeexxx" meTOAM B Muce, 

-H. A. BaemnLeB, 

YHXB. Ka3aH , Kazan, n/d. 

105.0 UNCTmun3me X KpXTXUX3Me 3 Teopxx no3HaHxR B. C. ConoBbbBa 
A. BBeAeHcKmg, 

"Bonpoem onnocolDmA x ncxxonormxll, 19OIjNV 1,2-35. 

1069 OARROK14* UhlOJINTenb, 
A. BzeAeHeKx*, 

Pyccxoe 06oapeHme. -190I, NO 1,107-117. 

IO? 
e CKCTema omnocoOmm penxrxx BnaAMUMpa COnOBbbsa, 

A. BeAePHXKOB, 

)KYPHan Moo. rIaTpxapx., NQ- 31 1958. 



108. BnaAMURP COROBLUB R CMMBOnMCTU9 
M. BxAH3C (M. Widnas), 

"ScandosAvica"t 1967a XIII9 67-76. 
4 

109. Ilpo6nema 3na y BnaAxmxpa COAOBBbBa, 

. BonXCKXX' (A. C. rnXHKa), 

B c6opHxKe "Bompoem Penxrxx", Bun. I, Moscow 1906,1 
221-297- 

110. qenOBeK B CtHnOCOOCK09 CXCTeme BnaAxmxpa COnOBBUBa, 

BonxcKxm" (A. C. rnXHKa), 

PyccKxe BeAoMOCTM, I4mnL 1903. 

CMVCJl BORNHU x3 HpaBOTBeHHOR omnoco(pmx BeCOnOBBbBa, 

A. BonNHCKKM', 

CeBepHum' BeCTHKKq 1895 (ceHT. ) 
I 'Petersburg 82-83. 

112. "PocemR x BeeneHeKaji IlepKOBB" COnOBL§Ba, 

repmoreH. 

lypHan Noe. IlaTpxapx. , NQ- 4. , 1948. 

11; 3. Mmenx Bn. ConoBBVBa o BocKpeceHMM, 

m. r., 

Bepa x Pa3yu, 19I6, KH. 2,115-152. 

114. Bopi66a 'YT0nXX x aBTOHOMXX Rodpa B UMP0B033peHMM 

JIOCToeBCxoro x Bn. COROBBUBa, 

c. recceH, 

CoBpemeHiime SanxcKx, 1931. NN 45%4ý. 

115.06 OTHomeHxRx Bn. Conow6bBa K eBpeAcKOMY BOrIP0079 

o. E. reu, 
Bonpoem (DxnocoOy4m m namconormm, 1904, M 1,159-198* 

116.0 MXPOC03epuaHmn BnaAmmxpa COJIOB]6§Bal 

A. rX3eTTXj 

ZaBeTM, l914iKH. 2,1-21. 



117. rl. ]I. JIaBpoB x M. ConowbUB - OnliT cpaBHXTenlbHOX' 

xapaKTepMOTHKX, 

A. rx3eTTXj Petersburg 1922. 

118. BnaAMUNP COnOBBUB x EnxcKon MTPOCCmaRep, 

O. rPMBeK, 

Bepa X POAXHa, NMI 20-21,1925. 

119. PeijeH3MR Ha XHxr7 Bn. ConoBibt; Ba "OnpaB; IaHme Ro6pa", 

H. Jq, 
rPOT., 

Bonpoem (Ixnocoomx x nexxonorxx, KH. 36,1897,155-160- 

120.143 BocnommHaHMA o Bn, ConOBLUBe, 

H. JlaBHAOB, 

ronoc MxHyBmero, 1916, M 12,192-202. 

121. BnaAMUMP COnOBBUB 0 npaBOOnaBXM x KaTORKUX3me, 

H.; IaHmneBCKXX', 
"143BeCTXR IleTep6yproK. CnaBRHCKoro 6narOTBOPXTenibHoro 

06meCTBa", 1885, MY 2,53-63, NQ- 31 121-134. 

Solovyov's reply : NQ- 3,134-139. 

122.06 STmiKe ConoBL§Ba, 
H. r. Ae6onBcKmX, 

B KHxre " Bmemee 6naroll 

18869 44-94. 

(Jle6oni6cKxR) 
, Petersburg, 

123. rIPOPOK CBRToro e; ZXHCTBa, 
X. Jle*Hep, 

CJIOBO XCTXHldl 1914 (aRB. ). 

124. CHu Heuemwe ic 25-ox" xoHqxHe COMBLbBa, 
X. EnbuoBal, 

CoBpemeHHue 3anmcKx, 1926, MI 28. 



125. Bo33peHxH B. C. COnOBBbBa Ha xaTonmueCTBO, 

Bepa m Pa3ym, 1914 (anpenL), KH. 1.49-71, 
483-525, (XMH]b) KH. I, 571-590- 

(maR) KH. 2, 

126. AnpmopHaR OmnocoOmH xnx nonOXXTenbHag Hayxa ? 

AmCcepTaumm r. B. COnOBLEBa. 

K. A. KaBenxH, 1875- 

Co6paHme coqxHeHmm" K. )I. KaBenxHa, III, 285-320 

1904. 

127. Bo3moxHo-nm meTa4m3mnecKoe 3HaHme ? 

K. Jl. ]KaBenmH, 

Co6paHme conmHeHmU K. A. KaBenxHa, III, 325-338. 

rio nOBOX7 

q Petersburg, 

128. Omnocol)cKaR KPXTmKa. Ilo nOBOx7 nonemmKm rr. JleceBmna x 

B. COnOBLgBa, 

K. A. KaBenmR, 

Co6paHme commHeHmN K. )I. KaBenxHa, III, 320-325. 

129. BnaAMmMp COMBLUB xaK 0=0000 X-MOpanNOT, 
A. Kaanac, 

Kaluga 9 1908. 

130. HecKonbKo 3amenaHXM- Ha CTaTbm Bn. COnOBbbBa "BenmKm* Cnop" 
A. A. KxpeeB, 

PycBj 16 21j 1883. 

Me K KPXTRKe oxnoco(bxm B. COnOBLUBal 

JI. KoraH, 

Bonpoem ftnocoomml M 391959. 

132. BnaAmump C. Conowb§B icaic Imnocol), 
A. KO3nOBj 

"3HaHmell 
, Petersburg 1875. 



133.143 nXTepaT7pHbtX BoenommHaHmN, 

Jq. H. Kojry6oBcKxx-, 
14CTopxnecKxX' BeCTHXK, 1914, W- 41 138-144. 

134. ITamRTx Bn. C. ConoBTA; Ba. 
A. 4D. KoHm. 

Petersburg 1 1903- 

135. B. O. OOROBLbB, 

B. H. Kopa6neB, 

B IKHxre ero, "IINTepaTypHue 3ameTKK"l Petersburg 11908, 
117.127* 

136. ftnoco(DHR KOHIla 9 
C. A. KOTnRpeBexxx', 

Bonpocu 4)xnocoOmx x nexxonomm, 191; 3, KH*119* 

BnaAmm'4P COROBTLB Kaic MMOnXTejt]6, X nenoBeiK 
K 'nRTxneTxm erg KOHRMHUS 

A. B. ICp7xoBcKxAj 
Vilnius , 1905o 

0 

138. TAAeR CBRTOX" CONX s pyeexo* nXTepaTYPH ReTHpdx noeASAHXX 

AeoRTxneTKXI 

XPXCTXaHCKaR MucnL, 19I6t KH. I, 74-97. 

139* BJI*COJIOBBUB X ROCToeBoxxg, 

C. JIeBXUXXK, 

Hosug ]KypHan, 19559 wRAI 9197-20c)2(xgw York. ) 

140.0 BnaAxmxpe ConoBTaliBe x 3OTeTxxe XX3HXj 
K. H. JleOHTseBl 

X3jx. IlTDopneeKast Mmcni6ll, 'Moscow 
jIqI2* 



Kaic xHorAa nxMYTCR AmecepTaumm, 
B. JleceBxn, 

OTeqeCTBeHHKe 3anmcKx, 1875. 

142. Mßicnx Bn. COROBLUBa 0 3HaneHmm penxrxo3Hux 3HaHxg x 

6orocnOBCKOX' HayKx, 

%. RxBaHoB, 

npaBocnaBHUNM Codece; XHXK, 19O2(xmaib). 

143. ftnoco(pexoe mxpoco3epizaHme Bn, COnOBL§Ba, 

JI. RonaTXH, 

Bonpoem (Dxnocoomm x nemconorxx, 1901. NIR 1,45-91- 

144. B 3amxT7 ConowAim, 

H. O. JIOCCKXx'l. A 

HOBUX"i XYPHan, 1953, xm. 33,226-237jK%wy9pk. 

145.3ameTKX 0 TeopeTxmecxom" (pxnocoomm Bn. C. ConoBb*Bal 

C. M. JIYKbRHOB9 

lypHan MMHXCTePCTBa HapoAHoro npOCBemeHmflj 1909, T*Ij 
1-66. ( Petersburg 

TIALrOO rIO33MR BA. COAOBL*Ba, 

C OM*JIYKbRHOB I 
BeCTHxx EBponu, 190I, N! 3,128-161. 

147.1OHomecvmx- pomaH Bn. C. COAOBL§Ba B ABORHOM 0OBemeHMN, 
C*M*JIYKBRHOB9 

)KYPHan MMHXCTepCTBa IlapOAHoro IlpoeBemeHXRI IgI4, NQ 99 

7, -1,70 

148. MaTepmanu x3 6X6JIMOTeKm AnemaHApa Bnoxa - 
K Bonpocy o6 A. Bnoxe x Bn. COnOBB§Be. 

JI. MaKCXMOB, 

YqbHue 3anXCKM JleHMHrpaAamoro neAaror. XHCTXTYTa mme 
A. m. repueHa, ToI84, Bun. 6- Leningrad %1958. 



149. BoenoumHaHxff o Bn. C. ConOB]AaBe, 

H. MaKmeeB, 

BeCTHxK EBponw, 1910, Wz 8,164-167* 

150. B. CeCOnOBbbBj 
rl. MaTBeeB, 
PyccKxg BeCTHMK, 19039T. 288, NQ- 11,434-439. 

151. HemoA npopoK, 
A. Mepe*KoBcKxm', 
CodpaHme conxHeHmN 
(igii). 

A. MepexicOBOKoro, T. 12,324-3379 

152.143 NCTOPHR PYCCKOKIA HHTennmreHuxxj 
(C6OpHXX CTaTBeA m 3TIO; XOB)g 

n. MXnMKOB, Petersburg 9 19029 266-308. 

(2-oe x3A. 1903).. 

"' BA. COnOBBbBa, 153.110 nOBOXW 3ameqaHXX 
ll. MmnmxoBt 
Bonpoem ONAOCOORK x nexxonorxml 1893. 

154.143 NOTopxx noneUKKK BoKpyr II. TOnCToro. JI. TOnCTON 

x Bn*COnOBbUB, 

3. r. mxHil, 
Yq§Hue 3anmexx YHXB. TaPTY, 1966, Togo 

155. K reHe3mey xomuneeKoro y Enoxa, ( Bn, COROBBUB x A. Enox), 

3. r. mxHu, 

YnUHme 3anxcKx YHXB. TaPTY, Bun. 266, 
"Tpyjzm no pyccKolt x anammicol (Dxnonorxx" T&8,197Io 

156.1103Txqecvsi* HAean monoAoro Enoma, 

3. r, mxHu, 

BnoxoBcKxg c6opHxK, I, TaPTY, 1964, 



157.0 AxCrryTe r-Ha B. ConoBb*Ba, 

H. MxxagnoBcxxk, s 
BxpxeBue BeAomOCTX, 27. XI. I875. 

158. "ITOBeCTL o6 allTXXPXCTell r. Bn. CPROBi6bBa, 

H. Mxxal-4nOBCKXM', 
PyccKoe BoraTCTBO, 1900, WR 7, OTA. 21 97-108. 

159. Jlo6po Bn. COAOBB*Ba, 

n. MoxxeBcxmg, 

PyccKoe EoraTCT190,1897,10,34-52. 

160.143 BoanomxHaHxil o Bnajxxmxpe Cepr. COnOBiAdBet 

JI. HxKxoopoB. 

BeCTHxK EBponml 1913, KH. II, (HoR6. )jI40-I44. 

161. Bn*COnOBBdB x qaaAaeB no nOBOX(y xHxrx COROBBbBa 

0 llHauxoHanBHml"4 BonpC B POCON14", A 

IO. HxKonaeB, (rOBopyKa-OTPOK) 
MOCKOBCKme BeAOMOCTM, 1890, W- 115, (28 anp. ) 

162. BceMKPHoe eAKHOTBO m mAeR HaumOHanbHOCTM no noBoAy 
it Ex. Oriente Lux "' 9 

IO. HxxojiaeB, (rOBopyxa-OTPOK) 

MOCKOBCY, xe BeAomOCTM, 1890, NQ- 101. 

163. PyccKoe XCKYCCTBO nepe; x cyAom Bn. COJIOBL§Bal 

IO. HxKonaeB, (rOBop-yKa-OTPOK) 
MOCKOBCKme BeAOMOCTM, 1890, NI 122. 

164. Pyeexasi Hayxa nepeA CyAom Bn. ConoBLUBas 
M. HxKonaeB, (rOBopyKa-OTPOK) 

MocKoBcKxe BeAOMOCTXI 1890, NI 129. 

165. XPXCTxaHCTBO de3 XPXCTa 
- rIo nOBOAY CTaTbX COnOBb§Ba 

"14AOAM X XAeanull, 
W. HXKonaeB, (rOBopyxa-OTPOK) 

MOCKOBCKxe BeAomOCTM, 1891, NQ- 67. 



166. 'qTO 3HaqMT 6MTb cammm co6oR ?- HO nOBOX7 CTaTbX 

COJlOBl6dBa "MHmmaR 6opL6a c 3anaAom". 

W. HxxonaeB, (rOBopyKa-OTPOK) 

MOCKOBCKme BeAoMOCTM, I890, NO. 241. 

B033peHxH BneCOROBB6Ba Ha KaTonxneCTBO, 
A. HxKonBcKxx', 

Khaxkov , 1914. 

168. PyccKmM' OpxreH XIX-rO BeKa - Bn*COAOBB9Bj 

A. HxKonbcKxz', 

Bepa x Pa3ym, 1902,5-12. 

169. HAeR npaBa B (bXnoeooXX Bn. C. COROBbgsat 

n. HOBrOPOAueBj 

Bonpoem OmnocoOmm x ncmxonorxxl Jqojl M 1,112-129. 

170. Bnwxmmxp COnOBBLIB YA erO 3anaAHO-repmaHOKme 
noqMTaTenxl 
ll*C*HOBXKOBI 

Boripoem Omnoco(bxxl 1959, NOI 41 104-114. 

JIBa npopoKa - Bn. COROBL§B x JI. H. TOnCTOK"l 

IlHoBoe BpemR", 1888, NO 4524. 

1? 2. YMCTBeHHoe MaTaHme - rIonemxKa TOnCTOR-COnOBbdBq 
J1.06onexcKxi, 
"KHx3cKx HeAenx 1893 9 NO 9,184-207. 

173- COROBB433 xaK KaTOARK, 

n. 1leTPOB, 
PyccKoe CnoBo, 1910, M 189. 

174. IlauRTm Bn. COnOBLEBa, 
A. neTPOBCKMM", 

Bonpoem Omnocoomm x nexxonormm, 1901, NQ- I. 



1? 5.14Aean YaTonxnecxom' gepKBK nO MHeHMIO lljz. Cepr, COROBbbBa, 
H. IlnaTOHOB, 

Bepa x Pa37M, 1913 (maPT), XH, I, 567-592. 

176. Bji. C. COROBLUB x EnXCKOn MTPOCCmam"ep, 
A. norOAMH, 

PYCCKaff Mmcnb, 1923-1924, KH. 9-I21 266-2849 Prague. 

177. rIepenmcKa TOnCToro c B. C*COROBBUBMMI 

rl. rIono BI 

JIMTepaTypHoe HacneACTBO, 1939, IN 37-38,268-276. 

178. IKPXTxKa TORCTOBCTBa Bn. C. COROBb9BMM, 

C, rIOTexxH, 

MMCCXOHepoKoe 0603peHme, 190I(RHB. -(DeB. ), NQ- 1,34-43, 
MY 2, I62-I76o 

179. HemHoxxo (Dxnoco(pxx, HeMHOXKO nO33MM, 

M. 11POTononOB, 

PyccxaR MmcnL, 1900, N-9 71 OTA. 29 192-206. 

I80o AOCToeBcxxA x BnaAmUmp COnOBLUB - "BejimKxri 14HKBX3XTOp" 

x "AHTKX*PXCT", 

H. rIPYUKO B9 

"PyeeKaft JIXTepaTypa 1870-1890 roAoWlt CdOPHHK 5, 
Sverdlovsk 1 197; 39 51-78. 

181. CTpaHMqxa X3 BocnOMXHaHMA, 

TIRnMHa-JIRUkaR 

ronoc MxxyBmero, 1914.12. 

182. KaK mh'OIIN31 BJIOtAXMXP (30noBs§Bl( ny6nxnHaR nexUxR, - 
H. rlRcxoBcKxg, 21-ro MapTa, 190I) 

Moscow I igoi. 



183. Bn. C. COROBBbB 
- Hexponor, 

3. PaAnOB, 
XypHan MXHXCTepCTBa HapOAHoro IlpocBeujeHxR, 1900, NQR 99 

33-70. 
184. MXCTXtXX3m Bii. C. COnOBLUBa. 

3. PaAnOB, 

BeCTHxx EBponw, 1905, T. 236. 

185. Co6paHme COqKHeHXm' B.. C, COnOBBbBa, 
3. pajxnoB I 
)KYpHan MRHXCTepCTBa HapOAHoro rlpoeBeuteHXRI 1905, T. EO, 

454-456.1 

1136. COJIOBb*B K JIOCTOeBCKNIS 

3. PaAnOBS 

B KHxre 11 4ZeMoJlOCToeBcKxri - CTaT]6M x MaTepmanw", 

peA. A. C. AORXHMH 
9 "Mmenbl' 1 1922,155-1729 Petersburg, 

187. YqeHme BnaAmmxpa COROBIABa o CB06OAe Bonx, 

3. PaAnoB, 
XYPHan MXHMCTepCTBa HapO; XHoro 11pocBectemi, 1911. 

188. XapaXTep TBopqeCTBa Bn. C. ConoBBbBa, 

3. Pa; InOB, 
)KypH an MXHXCTepCTBa HaPOAHoro rlpoeBemeHxRl 1909, T*IOq 
183-198. 

189.3OTeTxxa Bn. COnOBbbBa, 

3-PaAROB, 
BeCTHMK EBponw, 1907,101 1,84-117, 

190. B3rnRA B. C. COROBL§Ba Ha KpaCOTY, 

r. PaRXHCKXN, 

Bonpoem omnocoomm x nexxonormx, 1901, NI I, I30-I3? o 



IoIo 113 CTapmx nxcem - Tlxcbua Bji. C, COJIOBbeBa, 

B. B. P03aHoB, 

Bonpocu XX3HM, 1905e NN- 10-119 377-390. 

30ROToe PyHo Ng- 29 49-59 
M- 39 54-62 

1192. Ha naHKXXAe no Bn. C. COnOBbdByl 

B. B. Po3aHoB, 

B KHxre Po3aHOBa "OKono llepKOBHbIX CTeH, T, I, 239-242, 

Poter. aburg. 1906. 

193.06 OAHOM ocodeHHON' 3acnyre B. C. COnOBBdBal 

B. B. P03aHOB, 

HOBHR IIYTb 
, 1904, N92 9,157-170 

194, OTBeT Bn. COnOBb8B7, 

B. B. PoaaHoB, 

Pyccxxk BeCTHXKj 1894, NI 231,191-211. 

(OTBeT Ha CTaTbIO Conowb6i3a B "BeCTHxice EBponw", 1894% 

195. IlamRTm Bn. COROBL§Ba, 

B. B. P03aHOBI 
MKP 14CKYOOTBa, 1900,4,33-36. 

196. Bn. G. CojioBi6bB o rpaoe A. TOnCTOM, 
CBRig. C. M. CaAKoBcKxxu 

Moscow I 
igoi. 

197- 11060PHMK BeeneHCKON npaBAm. Bo3paxeHme B. C. ConoBb*B-y 

Ha ero OT3VSV o caamHo4ýxnax 40-x x 50-x rOAOB, 

A. CamapmH 
, 

Petersburg 9 1890. 

198. PYCCKme UMCnXTenm 0 KMTae, 

H. CeTHXUXXR, 
Kharbin 

1 1926. 



199. HapBCTBeHHoe allameHme nxqHOCTm BnaAmmxpa COnOBBdBal 
X. CHKOPCKHN't 

Kiev I igoi. 

200. MMPOC03epmaHme Bn.. ConoBB6Ba, 

E. CR06UOBa, (MaTb MapmR CK06MOBa), 

YMCA Press, Paris, 1929. 

201. BnaAMUMP COnOBLUB, 

II. CnOHRMCKMAS 

BeCTHxK EBponw, 1900(ceHT. ), T. 205,420-426. 

202. JIexiXxR BnaAi4mxpa COnOBBUBa I-ro mapTa 1881, 
II. CnoHmmcxxk, 

Emnoe 190? 1 NQ- 3,306-30?. 

203. MAefi IjepKBX B no33mm Bna; xmmmpa COROBLUBal 

C, M, COnOBLbB (mnaAmxX-), 

B KHxre ero, "BoroanOBCKme K KPMTxqecxme oqepKH", 

140800W 9 1915,143-206. 

204. OTBeT r. qynKoB-y no nOBoAy ero CTaTbX 11 rIo33xR Bjia; xi4mxpa 
COJIOBbgBa", 

C. M. ConOBb9B (unaAmxg), 

Bonpoem Xx3Hx, 1905, NQ- 89 230-237. 

205. BnaAMMXP ConOBb§B KaK nydRXUXCT, 

B. CnacOBXR, 
BeCTHxK EBponw, 1901, NI 1,211-238. 

2o6. JleX'CTBXTenLHmk cnzcox penmrM03HO-OXnOCOj)CKXX 
B033peHxX' Bnailmumpa C. CojioBBLdBa. 
H. CnepaHcKxil 

Bepa K Pa3yM, 190I, (mapT )I- II. 

207. PyccKxA 6oromcKaTenm x conOBL§BCKXX" "peHeccaHC", 
B. CnXPOB, - 
repueHOBCKme qTeHXRIXXII, Leningrad v 1969* 



208. Tpm 6eccxnmR, TPX CRAM, 

A*CTaHKeBmn, 

BeCTHMK EBponw, 1877, WIP 41 8? 7-891. 

209. Bonpoe r. COnOBB6Ba 0 B3axmHwx OTHomeHxRx uepKBM BOCTOMHOR 

x 3anauHom'. 

T. CTORHOBI 

Bepa x Pa3ym, 1887(xmHb), Nl= 111 803-828. 

210. Eopib6a c 3anaAOM B Hamem" nXTepaType 

H. CTpaxOB, 

14CTopmneexme M KPMTMqeeKxe omepxx, TT. II, III 

(2-oe M3A. ) Petersburg 
1 1890-1896. 

211.01431OC04)CKX9 AMCnYT 24-ro HoRdpR, 

H, CTpaxOB, 

rpazAaHmH, 2. XII. I8? 4. 

EME 0 AmcnyTe Bn. C. COnOBbEBaj 

H. CTpaxOBI 
MOCKOBCKxe BeAOMOCTMI 9*XIIeI8749 

213. Cnop X3-3a Kxxr RaHmneBCKoro, 

H, CTPaXOB, 

PyccxxM' BeCTHMK, 1889% 

214. HOBaR BWXOAKa npOTXB KHmrm H. Jq. AaHxneBcxoro, 

HoCTpaxOB, 

Co6paHme COqXHeHMm" H. CTpaxoBa, 111,161,198 (1890-1896). 

215. Hama Kyn]bT-ypa X Beemxpmoe eAXHCTBOl 
HoCTpaxoB, 

PyccxmM" BeCTHRK, 1888, ToI989 



216. namRTm BnaAmmxpa ConOBb6Ba, 
rl. CT. PYBe . 

Mmp BoxxX-, (ceHT. ), IgOO, 

217. Mmenm BnaAmumpa ConOBbbBa 0 BOCKpeceHum, 
B. CyxaHOB, 

Bepa m Pa3ym, 1912, W= 9, KH. I(mam'), 359-386. 

M. B. CoCOnOBBUB x JI. JlonaTHH, 

KHe E. Tpy6euKox's 

Bonpoem cbmnoco4)xx x nexxonormm, IgI4 Wz 9-109 527-579. 

219. )KM; 3HeHHaR 3aAana COnOBBbBa M BeeMMPHM9 KPM3MC *M3HM 

nOHMmaHMR, 

KH. E. Tpy6euKom', 
Bonpoem 45mocoomm m nexxonormm, IgI2. 

220. K iaonpoe-y o mmpoBo33peHmm Bn. C. ConoBBbBa, 

KH. E. Tpy6eUKON, 

Bonpoem iDxnoco4)xm x nexxonormm, JqI3, W- 4 (HoR6pb/AeK. ). 

221. Rpymeiime TeoKpaTl4M B TBopeiimmc Bn. C. COnOB]b§Ba, 

KH. E. TpydenKog, 

PYCCKaR Mmcnb, I9I2(RHB*), I-35. 

222.3. JI. PaAnOB o Bn*ConOBb§Be, 

xH. E. Tpy6enKo*l 
PyccKaR MuenB, 1913. 

223. Heev.. onbxo enoB o ConoBbbBe m OeAOP03ev 

KH. E. Tpy6euxog, 

Bonpoem OmnocoOmm x nexxonormxt IqI3jKH. II8j 412-426. 



224. OCHOBHoe HaRaAO ymeHxR B. C, COnOBBdBa, 

KH. C. Tpy6euKom'. 
Bonpocu (Dmnococbxx x nexxonormm, 1901, W- 1,92-111. 

225. Tpm Pa3rOBopa, 

KH. C. Tpy6euKom'. 

Bonpocu (Dxnoco(bxx x neKxonorxx, 1900, NQ- 31 358-363. 

226. HOBve KHxrx 0 COnOBbgBe, 

r. onopoBcxxX-, 

Odessa 9 1912. 

22'?. X. JleOHTBeB x BnoCOnOBLUB B MC B3aKMHWX OTHomeHKRX, 
M. Oy; xen , 
PYCCKaR Mmcnb, 1917, II-I2(HOR6-/AeK. ), OTA. 2117-32. 

228. M3 BoenoMXHaHxM" o BnaAmmxpe C. ConoBBbBe, 

KH. Jl. llepTeneB . 
IleTep6yprCKme Be; xoMOOTH, 1910, W 211,21-ro ceHT, 

229.0 Haqanax 3TKXM, 

E'. LlxtiepNH, 
Bonpocu (Dxnoco4)zx x nexxonormm, 1897, NI 39,4. 
(Solovyoves reply : "MHxmaR KPXTxxall, Cod. coq. Bn. Cono- 

13 T, § Ba, VIII, 669-716. ) 
qxqepxH: Bonpocm ýxnocojmx m nexxonorxx 189?, NQ 40, 

OTA. 21 ?? 2-? 79. 

VS Ia further reply: Ibid. ?? 9-? 83. 

On the Solovyov-Chicherin polemic, : PyacKaR Mmens, 18989 
NQ- 5, OT; X*II, 47-56, 

an article by. V. Golltsev). 

230.0 MKCTxneeKom allapxX3me, 
r. qYRKOB, 

11 0 coýmaHCTBell , 21-44. (See Prideaux Preset Letchworth 
edition). 



231. no33m. 9 BnaAmmxpa ConOBBbBa, 

r, qynKOB, 

Bonpoem Xx3Hmj 1905, NM= 4-5.101-117. 

232. rIo noBoAy KHmrx COJIOBLUBa "OnpaBAaHme Ao6pa", 

r. MepmeHeBMq, 

Bonpoem 4)xnocoiDxm m ncxxonormm, 1897, KH. 38,3,456-474. 

233. Cnop o penxrmo3HON" omnococlmx: A. MeCTOB npOTMB B. COnOBb6Ba, 

in , PyccxaR penmrM03HO-(bKnOCocDcxan mmcnb XX-ro 
Bexall , 

Pittaburght'USAt 1975 9 37-53 - 
234. Ymo3peiixe x AnOKanmncxc, 

JI. MeCTOB, 

COBpemeHHme 3anMCKH, 1927, T. 33,270-312, T. 341 282-311- 

See al, 'O: "Ymo3peHme M 'OTKPOBeHme", CO(5p. CTaTl6Xýp&rjg 9 
1964. 

235. Bn. C*COnOBbbB KaK penmrwo3HO' mmcnHTenL, (JleKUHR) 

rI. IYKKH, 

Voronezh 1903. 

236. COdblTme I-ro mapTa 1881 x BnaAHMXP CepreeBXq COnOBLEB, 

n. UleroneB, 
Emnoe, 1906, W- 3, IgI8, NM- 4-5. 

237.1ýueania BnCOnOBbbBa, 

H. 3HrenbraPAT I 
PyccxmM' BeCTHXK, 1902, T. 282. W. 111 101-124. 



238.14HOCTpaHHme x pyccKme KPXTMKM POCCMKI 

R., qpom, 
PyccKxM' BeCTH14K, 1889, T. 200. 

239.4ýmnoco4mR npaBa COnOBLdBa, 

A. HmeRKo, 

Petersburg 1912. 

240. I-mR C6opHmK o Bn. ConOBBbBe : 

rlpxpoAa B omnocoomm Bn. ConOBIABaj C. BynraKOB; 

0 311aqeHmm Bn. ConOBBbBa B CYAb6ax Hamero 

penmrM03Horo C03HaHmR, BamecnaB 14BaHOB; 

JINIIHOCTL BnoCOnOBb6Ba, KH. E. Tpy6euKom'; 

BnX0, nOBBýB x erO Aeno KH. C. Tpy6euKom'; 

Pmuapi, -moHax , A. EnoK; 

rlpo6nema BoCTOKa x 3anaAa B penmrmo3HOM co3HaHXX 

BnaAxMxpa COnOBBbBa, H. EePAReB; 

rHoceonorxR Bn. ConoBLgBa, B. 3pm. 

rly6n, llnyTlb", 19IIo 



Non-Russian articles (critical literature and memoirej : 

241. The Russian Newman, Vladimir Solovievv 
A. Adhemar, 

"Thought"t Vol. 8, p Nev York 19339 2o2-211. 

242. Das RILteel von Wladimir Solowjewg 

N. Belozvetov, 

Daa Goetheanum, 1933. 

243. lolovievo 
C. Butlerg OSB 

Downside Review, Exeter 19329 Vol-50 (Now Series. ). 49-73. 

244. Vladimir Solovyov and the divine Femininep 

S. Cioranq 

Russian Literature TriquarterlYp 49 19729 219-240. 

245. The affair of Anna Schmidt and Vladimir Solovyovt 
S. Cioranq 
Canadian Slavonic Papers 16,1974. 

246. The influence of Jacob Boohme on Russian religious thought, 
2. Davids 

Slavic Review XXI, 19629 NO-19 59-64. 

247. Vladimir Solovyov: A Russian Newman, 
Mark Everitt, 
Sobornostq Vol. 19 No. 1.1979t 23-38. 

q&A Vladimir Solowjewa Stellung zur Katolie4he Kirche# 
H. Falk . 
Stimmen der Zeit, (Freiburg), No-74,, 1949,421-4351 



249. Some forgotten articleSof Vladimir Solovyov, 

G. Florovsky, 

Orientalia Christiana Periodica, Rome 1966, Vol. 32,163-180- 

250- Vladimir Solovievq the Russian Newman, 

T. Gerrard, 
"Catholic World'19 New York 1917. 

251 - Der Kirchenbegriff bei Wladimir Solovjeff 

F. Gassmann, 

Dagg Ostliche Christentumg I WUrzburg 1936. 

252. Die zwei &Tbsten russischen Rechtsphilosophen, Borie Twohitecherin 

und Vladiair SolowJewe 

G. Gurviog 

"Philosophie und Recht" 19229 No. 2. 

253. La philosophis ruase du premier quart du XX silcle 
G. Gurvic 9 
I'Le Monde Slave", p 1926, No. 3 r 254-272. 

254. East moves Vent: the Enigma of Vladimir Solovyovq 
R. Rare I 
Russian Review 179 19589 29-40. 

255. Un curieux chapitre do "La JustificationAu Bion"t 
MeHerman, 
Revue don Etudes Slavest NO. 279 19519 160-167, Paris. 

256. Vladimir Solovyov and the Western Worldq 
H*Iswolakyv 

Russian Review 7. N0.19 19479 16-23. 



*0 
257- Quolques tendances de la pensee philosophique russe- Wladimir 

Solovieff, philosophe, spiritualiste at mystique, 
S. jankelevitchp 

Revue des syntheses, 1912,1,181-196. 

258. Vladimir Solovyov and Bishop Strossmayer, 

A. Kadic, 
American Slavic and East European Review, 1961, Vol. XX, No. 29 
163-188. (New York). 

259. - 
W ladimir Solowjoffe Persönlichkeit, 
LP. Keuchel 1, 
"Judentum und Christentuallt Dresden 1911. 

260. Solov, eva Stellung zum frehen Sohelling im Zusammenhang mit 
Schopenhauer und E. v. Hartmann, 

Edith Klum, 

"Zettechrift für Roligionn- und Geisteageschichte"v XXI9 1969, 

Hft. 39 Colosne. 

261. Wer war =d was ist uns Wladimir Solowjew ? 
L. Kobilinsky-Fllisg 

n 
"West-ostlioher Weg! Iq Breslau 1928,23-35. 

262. Die GeschichtsphilosophioWladimir Solcwjewnv 
A. KoJovnikov., *'- 

Russische Gedankeg 19309 Jahrfrang It 305-3249 (Bonn). 

263. La metaphysique religiouse do Vladimir-Solovievo 
A. KOJevnikovq 

Revue d'Histoire et do Philosophie Religieuse, 1934,1935. 



264. Vladimir Solovjev, his teaching and significancog 

J. Lavrinq 
The Slavonic Reviewl Vol-IX9(1930-1931)s 403-410, and Vol. Xv 

(1931-1932)9 42-49. 

265. Dostoyevsky and Vladiair Solovyovj, 

R. Lordp 

Slavonic and East European Reviewt 1964 9XLII9 No. 99 (London). 

266. The Philosophy of Vladimir Solovyevt 

N. Losakyj 

The Slavonic Reviewq IIp (1923-1924)9 346-358. 

267. The Successors of Vladimir Solovyevq 

N. Losskyq 

The Slavonic Review, 111, (1924-1925). 92-109. 

268. Vladimir Solovyevi 

N. Looskyt 

Chap. VIII in LosskYls "History of Russian philosophy,, 9 London 

1952 

269. Vladimir Solovyov - Christian moralists 

J. Mackrthurs 

Church quarterly Reviews 19419 Vol. 1329 210-224. (London). 

270. Ruskin, Bely and the Solovyovs, 

0. Maslennikovq 

Slavonic and East European Review, 35,1957t 15-24-(London). 

271. Science Fiction and the Coming of Antichrist,, (1971) 

Czeslaw MilOszq 
An essay on Vladimir Solovyovis "A Short Story about Antichrist". 
in 14"065'9 001100tiOn Of essays entitled "Emperor of the Eartht 
Modes, of looentric Vieioa'Ij Univ. of California press, 19779 
15-31. (T, ranalated by Richard Lourie). 
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Stimmen der Zeitg 19249 jahrganig 54.. 455-468 (Freiburg). 

274. Nietzsche und golovJevo 
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276. Vladimir Solovievi 
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Die Einheit, der Kircheg Zur ökumenischen Bedeutung Vladimir 
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278. The Russian Philosopher Vl. Solovievq 
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279. S010vi*ff 9 
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Irish Ecclesiastical Record, 1916 9SOri0a Vp Vol-89 PP-310-3249 
388-4009,484-4959 (Dublin)- 



281. V. S. SO10vIeva ePistemologyt a re-examination, 
L. Schein 1, 
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N. Seliberl, 

Revue Philosophiquag 19149 '78 9 162-191. 

283. Vladimir Solovyov as a literary critic, 
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D. stremoukhov [Stromooukhovy., Stramooukhoff]t 
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Conuounicationat Ij: jj Warsaw 1934- 

285. Die Bedeutung der deutsche Gesamtausgabe Solowjeweg 
V. Szylka=ki, 
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286. Solowjew. und DostojewskiJ , 
V. Szylkaraki, 
Stimmen der Zeitp Jahrgang# 739 1947v Ett. 2# 105-121. 

287. SolowJewo 'Stellung zur katolischen Kircheg 
V. Szylkaraki� 

Orientalia Chri8tiana Periodicage 1950, Tiome. 
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The Nineteenth Centuryt 1916,80,841-852. 

289. Vladimir Soloviev, 
19. Tavernierg 
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290e Los eglises chreltionnes dissidentes et ltEglise romaiae, 
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A. Tilloy, Paris 1889. 

291. The Sophianic Luret a Study in the sources of SolovyovI8 
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L. Waltonq 
Dublin Review9 1951,1159 27-53. 

Vladimir Solovyov, 292. 
T. Wasselingg 
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121-1379 NO-49 185- 202. 

293. Die Kindheit Vladimir Solovjovs, 

M. WidnIsq 
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294. Vladimir Solovjove mystisches Erlebnis, 
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295. Pyceicoe penxrX03Hoe B03poxgeHme XX-rO BeKa, 
H. 3epHOB, 
Pariso 1974. 

296. PYCCKme MMOnXTenm o Poccxx m qenOBeqeCTBe. 
C. Xa6a, YMCA Press, Paris , J954. 

297. OqepK MCTOPHR Py'CCKOR ONnOCOOMM, 

3. PaAROB, 
Petrograd 19209 lst ad. 1914. (on Solovyov: PP-42-47). 
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302. K3 ]ýYK0nXCX AHHbl HAUMMAT, 

TXn. "PyceKafi IleqaTHY[" B. B. Ha3apeBcKoro, 
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see esp. pp. 18-19 9 264-269,272,274,275,278. 
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Routlodge and xegan Pault 1970. 

332. The Central Philosophy of Buddhismq 
T. R. V. Murtit 
George Allen and Unvinj, IqUO-jj lot ed. 1955. 



333. The Idea of the- Holylp 

R. Otto lp 
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334. Ilagarjunals Philosophyv 
K. Venkata Ramanang 

Notilal Banarsidasav Delhiq 19789 lot ed. 1966. 

335. Conception of Buddhist N rvana . 
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Bbaratiya Vidya Prakas-han, Delhi, 1975 ; lst ed. 1927 (Leningrad). 

336. The Philosophy of ReligiOnt 

Ninian Smart# 

Random Houseq Now Yorkq 1970. 

337, The Religious Experienm of Manlrind,, 
Ninian Smart, 

rontana Bookst 19719 lst ed. 1969 (C. Scribnert Now York). 

338, Tha Wound of Knowledge,, 
Christian Spirituality from the New Testament to St. John of 
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Rowan Willianst 

Darton, Longman and Todd, 198110 let ed. 1979. 
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v"0 xoHije BeeMXPHOX' XCTOpXX Bna; xxmxp COnOBLUB 

OOHA M, xapToH 8, e; x. xp. 6. 
JOn the end of world history' - Vladimir Solovy, )v. 

it/ CTXXOTBopeHxR Bna; xxmxpa COJIOBBbBa 

MOP xx - 1295. 
MOP xxii -I Poems by Vladimir, Solovyov. 

iitt "ITepBoe mog 3RaxoMCTBO 0 C011OBb*BUM" - KH. EBreHmN 

Tpy6egKok (7 OTpaHmil, x3, nxcLma KH. C. H. TpydegKomy). 
IMy first acquaintance with Solovyovl- Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy 

nepenmexa: KH. EBreHx*, Tpy6euKoN - M. K. Mopo3oBa, 1909-1916 
Correspondence between Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy and M. K. Morozova. 

raaeTRue Bmpe3xx o ConoBLEBe 
OORA 171, Mopo3oBajM. K-q KaPToH 22, eA-XP. 22 
Newspaper cuttings about Solovyov. 
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5 letters from Artna Schmidt to Solovyov. 

vii/ Ex6nxorpa(bxR pa6OT 0 Bn. COnOBbeBe - C-A-CXAOPOB 
OOHA 171. MOP03OBa, M. K. 
A Bibliography of articles mentioning Solovyovq complIed by 
S. A. Sidorov. 

viii/ Ex6nmorpaiDmR pa6OT o IW. ConoBbgse - K. MnanaxoB 
A Bibliography of articles mentioning Solovyov, compiled by 
K. Shlapakov. 

Pyxonmai6: 113anmexx Ana moxx ; xeTek" - Ceprek M. Conoshbs, 

(1820-1879). 
PbnUsorlyt: 'Notes for my children, Sergey ! 't. Sojovyov (the elder)* 
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(ITAM) : 

X/ PyKorixeb: ABTo6xorpaOxqecKxH' OtiepK (orry6n. 11meLma II 

Bn. COnOB3ABa, I85-I86) 

ftHA 446., eA-XP. 24., 
Autobiographical Sketch (publ. in Vol. II of Solovyov's Letters). 

xi/ Pyxonxc]6: "KpacOTa x 6e3o6pa3me B MCKYCCTBe" - Bn, COJIOBbEB 

OoH; x 446, ILn. COnOBbEB, On. 2. e; z. xp. I4. 

#Beauty and Formlessness in Art, - Vladimir Solovyov. 

Xijt/ OTBeTm Bn. COnOBbUBa Ha allxeTy -B anb6ome npx3HaHms 

CYXOTXHOM(TORCTON)l TaTBRHM JIBBOBHM 

OOHA 446, Bn,, ConoBb9B.,, On. I,, e; z. xp. IO. 
$olovyov's answers to a questionnaireq in the album of TA. Sukhotina 

xiii/ PyKonxcb: "PeqL B. C, COJIOBBbBa, cKa3aHiiaR Ha Bmcmmx 
(Tolstoy)e 

)KeHeKi4x Kypcax 30-ro HHB. 188Ir. no noBogy cmepTH 

O. Mo AOCToeBCKoro. it 

0011A 2129JIOCToeBCKXR On. I, e; z. xp. 253 

2-aa petm . 
1-ro ýeB, J882 

3-LR peqL Ig-ro OeB,, I883 
Manuscript: Three Speeches in Memory of P. M. Dostoevsky. 1881-1883. 
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59 letters of Vladimir Solovyov to his brother Mikhail 
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'DORA 446t Bn. ConowbB. OnI. eA. xp. 54. 
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xvii/ 48 nxcem Bn. COnOBL§Ba H, H, rPOTY, 1889-1897. 
'DOHA 123, rpOTW On*Ij eA. xp. 12I. 

48 letters ot Vladimit Solovyov to N. Ya. Grot 



UrAJIM 
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OoHA 446, Bn, COJIOBBUB, On. 2, e; x. xp. 64. 

Letters to Vladimir Solovyov from F. L. Sollogub 

xix/ "BmCTyniieHme Ha Benepe namHTx Bn. C. ConoBL§Ball -K IO-neTXM 

KOHUHHNO O. JI. BaTMMKOB 

'DOHA 81, O. A. BaTMMKOB On. Ie; x. xp. 6. 
An address in memory of Vl. S*SOlOvYOvt marking the 10th anniversary of his 

x3c/ Pyxonmei,: "Pwjapib-MoHaxll - A*A, ]BnoK death - F. D. Batyushkov. 

, DOHA 55, A, A. 15noK, e; X. xp. 658. 
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X. E. PenNH 
OoH; x 842 , On. I, eA. xp. 6. 
Manuscript: 'Random impressions of Vladimir SolovyovI - I. E. Repin 

xxiii/ 
CTaTm B. B. Po3aHOBa, 6ymarx . 
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OOHA 419, B. B. Po3aHOB, On. I , e; x. xp. 193. 
Articles by Vasiliy V. Rozanov. Papers. 

xxiv/ PYKOnXCB: "XX3HI6 x TBopqecKaR 3BomoijxR BnaAxmmpa COMBibb Ba" 

OOHjx 475,. Ceprell M. ConowAft (1885-? 1943)9 On. IjeA-XP- 17, 
e; x. xp. 18. 

Manuscript: 'The Life and Creative Evolution of Vladimir Solovyovs, 
by Sergey m. Solovyov (the younger). 

XXv/ P'YKOIIT4CI6: 11COJIOBhbIB B ORBamAell - nBeca WAOP A. Connory6, 
1887* 
OoHA 453, Connory6m. 
'SOlovyov in Fivaid' - Manuscript of F. L. Sollogubla uncompleted play 
about Solovyov. 

. xxvi/ PyxonxcL: "Te3xcm AoKnaAa r*K*'4yRKOBa 'ABTomaTxnecxme 3anxem 
Bn. COROBIABa 1 ". CTPeIO-I995I--64. 

ooHA 548, r. m., qynxoB 

Manuscript: Arguments for G. I. Chulkov's Paper I VI. Solovyov, s 
Automatio Writing'. 
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MANUSCRIPT SECTION. SALTYKOV-SHCHEDRIN LIBRARY 

xxvit/ Pyxonmai,: 11 14; xeR qejiOBeqeCTBa y ABrYCTa KOHTa 

Bji. ConoBB§B (36 CTP*) 
OoH; x 383, TYPHan "]Koemonojixc" . e; x. xp. IO 

(Co6. Coq. Bn. ConowbdBa IXII72-I93,2-oe X3A. ) 

Manuscript: 'The Idea of Humanity according to Auguste Comte, - 
V. Solovyov. 

xxviij/ 
"ReKilmm no XCTOPXX lDXJIOOO(bXXll Ha )KeiicKxx Kypcax 1880-1881, 

Bn. COROBL§B 

JIXTorpa(bx4,4ecxoe X3AaHme 
0 109 NI. 149. 

'Lectures on the History of Philosophy' for Womens' Higher 
Education Courses. V. Solovyov. Lithographic. edition. 

xxix/ IIPeqB Ha yHxBepcKTeTCKOM o6e; xe, 8-ro (DeB., I890r. " - 
Bn. COnOBLUB 

ftHA 124, rI. A. Barteenb, eA. xp. 4052. 

A Speech at a University Dinner .8 Feb., 1890. 

xxx/ PyxonxcB: Il'qepHOBHaR 3anmcb BUCTynneHxR ero COROBIbUBa 

Ha AXCnyTe nPH 3aXXTe AmecepTaIXXX He7CTaHoBneHHvm nmuom", 
(6 CTP*)* 

OoHA 349, A. A. KxpeeB, eA-XP- 139- 
Notes on V. Solovyov's defence of his Master's Thesis, author 
unknown. 

xxxi/ Pyxonxcb: llXapaXTepKCTxica Bn. Cepr. ConowAiBa" - A. A. KxpeeB. 
'Zomi 349, A. A. KxpeeB. W-A. 
Manuscript: A Character portrayal of Vlad. S. Solovyov - A.. A. Kireev. 

Xxxii/ 35 nxcem H. R, T"POTa H, CTPaXOBY 

OOHA 747, H*CTPaXOB9 N2.13. 
35 letters from N. Ya. Grot to N. N. Strakhov 

xxxiii/ 19 nxceu A. A, KmpeeBa HCTpaxoBy 
COHA 7479 HeCTPaXOBI NI. I5. 

19 letters from A. A. Kireev to Reff. Strakhov. 



Tha following items, of the pracedinK list of archival 

materials have been published in beeks or articles. 

The bibliographical details are provided below: 

Poems by Vladimir SolevYov 

- Sob. Soch. Vladi, jadra So3lovyova, XII. 

5 letters ftom hn Schmidt to Solovyov 

- See IIz rukopini Anny N. Schmidt'v1916, 

Bibl, 302,, (see above). 

manu; script copy of Motes forýmy children1v Bergey 

So3Lovyov (. the elder)p 
Published: Petrograd 1914, Bibl*2981(see above). 

Autobiographical Sketchp Vladimir Solovyov 

- Published: - Pislma(Lettera)Tladimira Solovyovat Up 

pp. 185-186. ftblelS, 14 (seeabovw. ). 

'Beauty and Pormlesenesaim-Art' Vladimir Solovyov 

- An early draft of ideas-containe(L im SOIOVTOTIO 

essays om aesthetics: 'Beauty in Nature I (Xrasota v 
Priroda) and 'The General Meaning-of (Obshchiy 

Smysl Iskuset ) 9, 
ý Sob* Soch*Vladimira Solovyova# UP33-749 and 75-90, 

Solovyovla answers to a questionnuireg irathe alb=- 
of T, L*3ukhotizxa, (To3lstoy)t 

- Pielma(Letters) Ridimira, SolovyovaZV9238-239, 
Bibl. 13,14, (see abov&, ). 

Miree Speeohes im Remory of F. JK. Doetoev. skytl881-1883, 
Vladimir Solv"ovt 

SobeSooh, Vladimdra So3kmyova, III. 185-223. 



39 Letteraof Vladimir Solovyov to his brother 
Mikhailp 1880-1896 

- Pistma(Letters) Vladimira Solovyova,, Bibl. 13,14, 
(see above). 

Letters of Vladimir Solovyov to his sister Nadezhdap 

- Pislma(Letters) Vladimira Solovyova, Bibl. 13.14# 
(see above. ). 1884-1900. 

Letters. of Vladimir Solovyov. to his mother, (Polikemm 

Vladimirovna), 

- Pislma(Lettera)Vladimira Solovyova. Bibl. 13,14, 
(see above,. ). 

i 
48 letters of Vladimir Solovyov to N. Ya. Grotp 
1889-1897P 

- Pislma(Letters) Vladimira Solcv7ova,, Bibl. l3. l4, 
(see above), 

An address in memory of Vl, S, Solovyovt marking-the 
10th anuiversary of his death, 
F. D. Batyushkov 

- Published as a pamphlet, Mos(? ), 1910. 

Mmuscript copy of 'The Knight, -MonkI(Rytsarý-Monakh)q 
A. A, Blok, 

- Vol. V,, pp. 446-454, of the eight-volume edition of 
Alexander Blok's Collected Works, Moscow-Leningradp 
1962* 

* 'Vl. Solovyov against Danilevsky' - Konstantin. 
Leontyev, 

- Collected Works of'., K. Leontyev, ed. by I. Pudell, 
(Izdatellstvo Deyatel')., Peteraburg, 1913(? ). 



Articles by Vasiliy V. Rozanový - Miacellaneous 

papers, including reviews for the newspaper 
'Novoe Vremyal, and an obituary notice for V. Solovyov 

published im Rozanov's 'By the Church Wallsl, (Okolo 

Tserkovnykh Sten), Vol. I. 239-242, Petersburg 1906. 

Manuscript copy of "The Life and Creative Rvolution 

of'V3-adimir So1ovyovIv 

Sergey Solovyov (the younger), 
#4 

- Publ. by Foyer Oriental Chretien, Izdatell"stvo 

I Zhiznl s, Bogom 1. Brussels 1977. Bibl. 48, (see 

above). 

Manuscript copy of uncompleted play 'Solovyo-win 

Fivaid'. (Solovyov v Fivaide), 

Fyodor L. Sollogub(1848-1890). 

- Publ. in S. M. Lukyanov's 'On V. S. Solovyov in His 

Young Yearsl, (O V. 1. S. Solovyove*v ego Molodye qody)t 

Vol. III. pp. 283-307, Petrograd 1916. Bibl. 45(see above). 

Manuscript copy of 'The Idea of Humanitj according 
ý : 3c; to Auguste Comtel, (1898) 

Vladimir Solovyov, 
Sob, Soch. Vladimira SolovyovagIXp 172? -193. 
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A speech at a University dinner ('8 February. 1890), 
Vladimir Solovyový, 

Sob, Soch. Vladimira Solovyova, XII, 538- 

So far asp we are aware, the bibliographies compiled by 

S, A, Sidorov and I. Shlapakov remain unpublishedg asdo, 
the 'Random impressions of Vladimir SolovyovI, recorded 

IC by I. E. Repin. G. I. Chulkovts notes for a Paper on Solovypv*o 
'automatic writing' also come in the category of unpublished 
archival materials. We have been unable to trace any pub- 
lished text of Vladimir Solovyov's OLectures. on the History 

Of PhilosoPhY'(18ft-1881)(item xxviii), and we believe that 
this lithographic edition of the, Lectures may be the only 



extmt version. We believe that F. L. Sollogab's letters 

to Vladimir Solovyov still remain unpublished, and like- 

wise, the correspondence between Prince Evgeniy Trubetskoy- 

and M. K. Morozovaq that between N. Ya. Grot and N. N. Strakhovt 

and between A. A. Kireev and N. N. Strakhov,. 


